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A STUDY OF CHINESE COLOUR TERMINOLOGY 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis represents a comprehensive investigation of Chinese colour terminology 
through both synchronic and diachronic perspectives. The purpose of the study is: 
N 
1. To explore in detail the referential semantic structure of the colour term system in 
Modern Standard Chinese (MSC). 
2. To analyse and describe the morphological, syntactic, and pragmatic properties 
of MSC colour system. 
3. To trace the historical development of Chinese colour terminology by capturing 
the dynamics of the system. Particularly, to reconstruct the evolutionary sequence of basic 
colour terms as a diachronic test of Berlin and Kay's ( 1969) universality hypothesis based 
upon synchronic cross-cultural comparison. 
Seventy-nine MSC speakers were interviewed. Several major Chinese dictionaries 
and a corpus of approximately four million words of literary texts of various periods were 
screened. 
The principal findings are as follows: 
1. In MSC, there is a clearly identifiable basic colour lexicon which consists of 
eight monosyllabic terms -hei, bai, hui, hong, huang, lii, lan, and zz-
designating eight basic colour categories BLACK, WHITE, GREY, RED, YELLOW, 
GREEN, BLUE, and PURPLE respectively. Basic terms anchor the nomenclature 
system. The great majority of tertiary terms are compounds morphologically derived 
from, and semantically defined by, the basic terms. Three secondary terms provide 
interesting evidence of language change in process. 
2. There is no single internal semantic structure constant across basic and non-basic 
terms. While the prototype model works well in general for basic terms, more often than 
not it is the "pseudo-prototype" model that is superior in accounting for the semantic 
structure of the terms of a tertiary nature. 
3. The potentiality of syntactic function and versatility of collocation of individual 
MSC colour terms are determined, to some extent, by their morphological structures, 
which in turn are conditioned by their semantic attributes. 
4. Although Chinese colour vocabulary is adjective-oriented, the majority of its 
members are noun in origin. In ancient times new terms were created overwhelmingly 
through semantic derivation~ but in more recent times they are created mainly through 
morphological combination and affixation. 
5. The first and foremost syntactic function of colour terms is to serve as 
attributives in sentences. There are three general trends in the development of syntactic 
V 
function in colour terminology: the gradual increase of varieties of functions; the gradual 
increase of overt grammatical constraints on derived functions; and the gradual increase of 
probability of syntactic extension. 
6. Some figurative usage of colour terms stemmed from general psychological 
associations between colour and other natural ( or social) phenomena. Others were based 
upon Chinese-specific etymological or cultural factors. In MSC, quite a number of 
metaphoric meanings of colour terms are loan translations. 
7. The impact of Wes tern languages and cultures on modern Chinese colour 
terminology is significant. 
8. The development of Chinese colour terminology conforms by and large to Berlin 
and Kay's universal evolutionary ordering. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODU~ION 
1.1. SENSATION AND PERCEPTION OF COLOUR 
Colour is one of the most conspicuous phenomena in the universe. No matter where we 
reside, in the Amazon jungle, in Manhattan's Park A venue, or in the middle of the Sahara 
Desert, we are entirely surrounded by colours, innumerable shades of colours varying in 
different attributes. No matter what we look at, we are inevitably confronted with 
colours, natural or artificial. Through the radio astronomical telescope we see colours, 
under the electron microscope we can also view them. We are amazed at the glow of the 
sunset whose colour changes from second to second, the way the chameleon magically 
alters its colour to suit its environment, and the elusive and dynamic shades of the 
diamond. Nothing visible is colourless. 
Naturally, through the whole history of human culture and civilisation, colour has 
always been an important element in the material, intellectual and emotional life of 
mankind. On many occasions, the colour of an object is significant, even crucial. For 
instance, Chinese peasants in the suburb of Shanghai judge the condition-of rice by the 
colour of the leaves; German environmentalists assess the level of water pollution by the 
colour of the Rhine; Japanese businessmen pay a much higher price for black opals than 
for green ones; and Australian manufacturers have no choice but to colour margarine with 
an appropriate yellow to appeal to consumers. For the Ndembu people of Angola (Turner 
1966, in Banton:47-84), black symbolises badness, suffering, misfortune, lacking luck, 
and death; whereas white stands for goodness, strength, power, health and purity. 
Between the positive whiteness and negative blackness is redness which, in Ndembu 
thinking, belongs to both categories: badness as well as goodness. While red, which is 
closely associated with blood, like white, falls under the general rubric of "life" and 
"power", it may, at the same time, like black, represent the taking of life. "Killing is an 
activity of the living, giving birth is also such an activity" (ibid. 71 ). Both killing and 
giving birth involve blood - the redness. Even in the parturition process itself, where 
redness (blood) may stand for continuity of life, it still has a note of danger and 
discontinuity. 
However, in spite of the fact that colour has always pervaded the physical and 
mental world of human beings and subjected them to its influence; was used consciously 
by primitives and their descendants in religion, magic, rites, and various forms of art 
such as painting, sculpture, and architecture; and was speculated upon by ancient 
philosophers and artists concerning its nature, we hardly understood any aspects of 
colour until early in the eighteenth century. Even today, there is still much doubt and 
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controversy about some essential aspects of the nature of the neurophysiological and 
p ychophysical mechanism of colour vision. Nevertheless , thanks to inten ive 
exploration and studies carried out in the domains of various sciences - physics, 
chemistry, physiology, and psychology-over the last three centuries, we now have the 
knowledge of some of the end results. 
For instance, we know that, roughly speaking, to perceive an object as a certain 
colour, first requires a light source which emits radiant energy well distributed in the 
spectrum between about 400 and 700 nm (nanometre, 10-9m) at a rate sufficient to make 
the eye of the observer respond; secondly it requires the observer's eye and optical nerve 
system to be in good working order, which means that when the rays from the light 
source are bent and altered by striking the object, leaving it, and then entering the eye, the 
eye and the nerve system are able to focus the image of the object onto the light-sensitive 
retina, transform this optical image into a pattern of nerve impulses, feed the impulse to 
the brain, and produce a corresponding pattern of nerve activity in the cortex. To have an 
object perceived as a certain colour, thirdly requires the substances of the surface of the 
object to have certain characteristics of molecular structure, as objects owe their colours to 
the surface substances that absorb and reflect radiant energy within the visible spectrum in 
different ways. For instance, if the surface substances of an object strongly absorb long-
wave and middle-wave portions of the radiant energy from the light source and reflect the 
short-wave remainder, the object appears blue; and if they reflect the long-wave energy 
and strongly absorb the remainder, the object is red. 
The subjective aspect of the nerve activities in the cortex in the brain is the colour 
perception itself which is the concern of psychology. Generally speaking, colour 
perception is the awareness of three attributes - hue, saturation, and brightness ( or 
lightness) 1 -which can be abstractedly resolved from a total visual experience. These 
three perceptual dimensions are usually conceived in the form of an irregular cylindroid 
system known as the colour solid, where hue is the dimension of colour that refers to a 
scale of spectral positions ranging from red through yellow, green, blue, purple and 
circularly back to red;2 saturation is the dimension referring to the purity of a given 
colour, namely, the distance a colour departs from an achromatic colour of the same 
brightness; and brightness, the dimension referring to the variations on a scale from dim 
to bright. Figure 1.1 is the illustration of the three-dimensional cylindroid solid with 
spectral hues running around the perimeter, brightness running vertically from black at 
the bottom to white at the top, and saturation, minimal at the achromatic core, gaining 
1. Other properties of colour include gloss and fluorescence. 
2. When people judge various pairs of colours according to the degree of similarity, the opposite ends of 
the visible spectrum, namely , red and purple, are perceived to resemble each other almost as closely as 
adjacent primary colours (i.e. red and yellow, yellow and green, and green and blue) on the wavelength 
scale . Thu , the successive wavelength categories do not form a straight line ; rather, their path curves back 
in form known as the circumflex (Lumsden & Wilson 1981 :45). 
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strength with each step outward and maximal on the perimeter. Any po sible surface 
colour will have a place somewhere in the solid. 3 
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Fig. 1.1 Diagrammatic representation of the three-dimensional colour solid. 
3 
It is commonly assumed that the neural representation of sensed colour image, like 
other visual stimulus in the cortex, can be projected further. It may lead to the formation 
of a temporary memory trace. If the newly formed memory trace is strengthened or 
consolidated for some reason, the short-term memory trace may go into permanent 
memory storage. It is also suggested that both memory formation and storage involve not 
only physical structural change but also biochemical processing in the nervous system.4 
In addition to the memory operation, the neural representation of sensed colour can be 
simultaneously projected in another way, that is, it may be organised in the ways of 
coding or categorising through a linguistic system. 5 
3. For detailed discussion about colour sensation and perception, see Judd (1952), Burnham et al. (1963). 
and Committee on Colorimetry, Optical Society of America (1968). For colour theory , see Graham (1959). 
4. For more information about the neural mechanisms of memory , see Butter (1968). 
5. Although language usually is the vehicle of formation and storage of memory , it is by no means 
necessarily so. On the other hand, categorisation is always accompanied by memory operation. 
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1.2. PREVIOUS RESEARCHES IN COLOUR TERMINOLOGY 
The significant characteristics of colour categorisation are firstly, the seamless and 
continuous multidimensional colour space has to be reorganised and segmented by 
discrete cognitive categories which in tum have to be realised by linguistic terms; 
secondly, while it is estimated that about 7,500,000 to 10 million surface colours can be 
discriminated by any normal human eye under optimum observing conditions (Judd 
4 
1952: 171; Conklin 1964: 189), the colour vocabulary of any natural language falls far 
short of supplying a different name for each and every distinguishable colour; and thirdly , 
the sizes of colour terminologies vary considerably from one language to another 
although it is generally accepted that all races of people have approximately equal colour 
sensibility (Conklin 1964:189; Burling 1970:47; Heider 1972b:449; MacLaury 1992:141; 
Hewes 1992: 163). Some languages, like most European languages, have quite abundant 
colour terms. For instance, the largest collection of English colour terms from literature 
runs to over 3,000 entries (Conklin 1964: 189). By contrast, some languages of the 
Highland New Guinea have been reported with no more than two terms primarily 
referring to colour. For instance, Jale has only one term si.g to designate all dark colours 
with a focal point which English speakers will call black, and another h616 to designate 
all light colours with a white focus (Berlin & Kay 1969:23-4; Burling 1970:47). One of 
the Australian Aboriginal languages, Anbarra, is another example of a two-member 
system (Jones & Meehan 1978). 
The enormous gap between the number of distinguishable colours and the repertoire 
of colour vocabulary, and the great diversity of classifications of different languages to 
the same spectrum continuum have attracted a considerable amount of attention from 
linguists, anthropologists, psychologists, and philosophers. In fact, cultural differences 
in colour perception and colour terminology have the longest and most sustained history 
of research in the culture and cognition area (Segall et al. 1966:37-8). 
Before starting to describe and analyse the Chinese colour term system and its 
historical development, a brief survey of previous research on colour terminology is 
presented. This survey of course does not aim to exhaust all materials on this subject. 
Individual reports are reviewed at some length only when they hold a relatively significant 
position in the field. A bibliography of contemporary and background references through 
1971 can be found in Conklin ( 1980:453-89). The hitherto most comprehensive 
bibliographies of research on this topic at my disposal are in Berlin & Kay (1991: 175-89) 
and MacLaury (1992: 182-6). 
In 1969, Berlin and Kay from the Department of Anthropology, University of 
California, Berkeley, published a book entitled Basic Colour Terms: Their Universality 
and Evolution. The book immediately became a landmark in the history of the study of 
colour terminology. Prior to commenting upon Basic Colour Terms itself and the work 
published after it, I shall quickly examine works of significance published before it. 
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1.2.1. PRE-BERLIN &KAYPERIOD 
The first influential study on the relation between colour and colour terminology was 
carried out by the British statesman and "amateur scholar" Gladstone in the middle of the 
nineteenth century although the topic had already been touched upon more or less by 
student before. In his detailed analysis of Homer in 1858, Gladstone posited that the 
puzzling absence of certain colour shades in the works of Homer, as compared to modern 
poetry, was the result of Homer's undeveloped colour vision. Gladstone's hypothesis 
was adopted and further developed by German evolutionist Geiger who suggested that, 
not only was Homer colour blind, but in fact in this respect he was typical of a general 
stage of historical evolution, as "people's colour perception and colour vocabulary 
developed slowly from the same imperfect beginnings in a certain sequence which can be 
followed in the old literatures and is repeated everywhere" (Skard 1946: 166). This 
hypothesis, known as the Homer controversy, led to an extensive debate which continued 
to a lesser extent after 1900 (ibid. 166-7). 
Among the many opposing Gladstone and Geiger was Allen. Having been 
convinced that a sophisticated colour sense was quite common in the animal world, Allen 
could not accept the view that such an ability was not possessed by ancient Greeks. In his 
1879 book The Colour-Sense, he put forward his nongenetic theory of linguistic 
evolution to account for the regularities that Geiger had taken to be the evidence of 
biological evolution by asserting that the increase in the number of colour words came 
with the growing significance of colour discrimination in man-made environments, which 
had been facilitated by the availability and widespread application of pigments and dyes. 
After all, most colour terms were initially metaphorical derivations of what were 
originally object names or pigment and dye names, and a new colour term would emerge 
only when the colour became the distinctive feature among objects which were otherwise 
identical (Segall et al. 1966:39-41). 
According to Skard ( 1946: 164-73), the discussion of colour and colour 
terminology in the nineteenth century was by and large a mere by-product from 
investigations for other purposes, mainly from the studies of the effect and mechanism of 
colour in emotion, aesthetics and literary style. People then were more interested in the 
affective, symbolic or figurative function of colour than in the semantic traits of colour 
terms per se. 
With the new century the approach gradually widened. Having realised the distance 
between sensory impression and word expression, scholars such as W aetzoldt and Konig 
noted the vague and ambiguous characteristics of colour terminology in all languages. 
They found that the meanings of colour terms were unstable and varied even in the same 
person, as the very designation of a colour shade from moment to moment was a creative 
activity where all the forces of the mind might come into play. The account of this fact 
offered by Weisgerber was that the sensations of colour were fuzzy and complicated 
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themselves and the subtle distinction between different shades of colour was of relatively 
minor importance in daily life. On the other hand, however, as one of the members of the 
Humboldtian school, Weisgerber stressed that there might be a causative relation the other 
way around. That is, the lack of certain categories and means of classification in language 
might influence colour perception. This hypothesis was supported by results of medical 
research. In some cases of amnesia where patients lost the memory of colour names, their 
vision continued to function normally as they were able to sense the differences between 
various shades, but their colour perceiving ability collapsed in a way corresponding to the 
collapse of their colour vocabulary as they were unable to distribute different colours into 
any categories.6 This fact, as well as similar phenomena in children's language learning, 
indicated that colour perception might not be given physiologically or psychologically, 
but might depend to a great extent upon linguistic repertoire. After all, human beings were 
not a "natural creature", but a "language creature", claimed Weisgerber (ibid. 174). In 
other words, the speakers of one language might not see colour in quite the same way as 
those who speak a different language, as the language would steer the mind of its 
speakers into a particular way of categorising and organising the outside world. This 
view was reinforced by Sapir and especially vigorously by Whorf in the 30s and 40s, 
who argued for instance that since there was only a single term for green and blue in 
Iakuti, the speakers of that language might see the two colours more similar than English 
speakers who have separate words (Bornstein 1975:777). Whorf called his hypothesis-
that the structure of a person's language influences the manner in which s/he understands 
reality and behaves with respect to it- the "linguistic relativity principle" (Whorf 
1956:221. See also ibid. 65-6, 154, 212, and 239). He asserted that "We cut up and 
organise the spread and flow of events as we do, largely because, through our mother 
tongue, we are parties to an agreement to do so, not because nature itself is segmented in 
exactly that way for all to see" (ibid. 240). 
The Whorfian hypothesis was a direct challenge to the doctrine taken for granted by 
ancient Greeks for two thousand five hundred years, which assumed that at the back of 
language is a universal, uncontaminated essence of reason, shared by all human beings; 
words are but the medium in which this deeper essence of reason finds expression. It 
followed that a line of thought expressed in any language could be translated without loss 
of meaning into any other language (Chase 1956:vii). Wharfs idea was also a negation 
of Newtonian phenomenal absolutism which believes that what people see is exactly the 
real world itself, no more, no less. 
Over a period of almost three decades, not only did the Whorfian ( or Sapir-Whorf) 
hypothesis inspire many works on colour and colour terminology, but in fact it 
overwhelmingly dominated the approaches and conclusions of these works. 
6. There is a suggestion that colour terms are controlled by a specific part of the brain (Friedrich 
1986:118). 
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For instance, based on the results of a series of experiments, Lenneberg ( 1953, 
1961), Brown and Lenneberg (1954), and others (Burnham & Clark 1955; Lantz & 
Stefflre 1964; Stefflre et al. 1966) established that although the lexicon does not usually 
affect colour discrimination, it affects colour recognition. They argued that colours differ 
in "codability" (or in the term of Stefflre et al: "communicability") which is cultural-
specific; highly codable colours would be named promptly, with high agreement among 
native speakers; and the codability of a colour is significantly related to how well the 
colour will be recognised and identified from memory because the lexicon does not 
merely provide a device for the perception and classification of the colour continuum, it 
also helps people in many situations to find points of "anchorage" for judgment. 
Lenneberg & Robert (1956), Landar et al. (1960) and Ervin (1961) demonstrated 
that because colour space is structured differently from culture to culture, bilingual 
speakers, due to semantic shifts, categorise colours in ways different from those of 
monolingual speakers: in many cases the term would remain unchanged as in the native 
tongue, but the referents differ from both languages. 
Conklin ( 1964) convincingly proved that there is a distinction between universal 
sensory reception on the one hand and cultural-specific perceptual categorisation on the 
other by revealing the inseparable associations between colour terms and darkness, 
lightness, wetness and dryness in Hanun6o, a Philippine language. 
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Generally speaking, however, in the bulk of pre-Berlin & Kay research, there were 
many theoretical hypotheses concerning colour perception and colour terminology, but 
rarely precise and comprehensive descriptions of semantic characteristics of particular 
colour term systems. Consequently many leading theories were only discussed in general 
outline without the support of systematic linguistic materials. 
1.2.2. BERLIN &KAY 
Brown (1976: 152) once pointed out that research into colour terminology "began in a 
spirit of strong relativism and linguistic determinism and has now come to a position of 
cultural universalism and linguistic insignificance". The turning point of this dramatic 
reversal is indisputably the publication of Berlin & Kay ( 1969). 
Starting from a suspicion that Whorfian linguistic relativity in general, and the total 
arbitrariness in the way in which different languages classify the colour space in 
particular, might be gross overstatements, Berlin and Kay conducted a comparative study 
of colour terminologies of ninety-eight languages worldwide, and came up with the 
conclusion that "semantic universals do exist in the domain of colour vocabulary. 
Moreover, these universals appear to be related to the historical development of all 
languages in a way that can properly be termed evolutionary" (ibid. 1). The two main 
findings of Berlin and Kay could be summarised as follows: 
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First, "there exist universally for humans eleven basic perceptual colour categories, 
which serve as the psychophysical referents of the eleven or fewer basic colour terms in 
any language" (ibid. 104). These eleven colour categories are BLACK (BK), WHITE 
(W), RED (R), YELLOW (Y), GREEN (G), BLUE (BL), BROWN (BR), GREY (GR), 
PINK (PK), ORANGE (0) and PURPLE (P)(ibid. 2).7 Based upon experimental data 
collected from speakers of twenty ( out of the ninety-eight) languages, the authors claimed 
that the locations of the most representative examples of basic colour terms for basic 
colour categories on a spectrum are very similar language to language while the 
extensions of these terms might vary considerably (ibid. 7-14). According to Berlin and 
Kay, basic colour terms must be those that are monolexemic; not subordinate to other 
colour terms semantically; not restricted in reference; and psychologically salient. If the 
four primary criteria could not sufficiently decide the status of a colour term, four 
subsidiary criteria are applicable, namely, a doubtful form will be regarded as basic if it 
has distributional potential as those of the previously established basic terms; is not 
primarily an object-name or recent loan word; and is morphologically simple (ibid. 6-7). 
Berlin and Kay's second main finding is that the developmental sequence of basic 
colour terms is generally the successive encoding of new foci; and "in the history of a 
given language, encoding of perceptual categories into basic colour terms follows a fixed 
partial order" (ibid. 104). That is, (1) if a language is at the initial evolutionary stage of 
basic colour vocabulary, it contains only two terms for colours BLACK and WHITE 
respectively; (2) if it is at the second stage of the evolution, it has an additional term for 
RED; (3) if it is at the third stage, it contains four terms; and the fourth term is either for 
YELLOW or GREEN; ( 4) at the fourth stage, the fifth term is the one missed at the 
previous stage; (5) a language will have six colour terms and the sixth one designates 
BLUE if the language is at the fifth stage of the development of colour lexicon; (6) the 
seventh colour term is for BROWN, which means that the language in question is at the 
stage six of the development; and (7) if a language reaches the final stage of basic colour 
term evolution, it has eight or more terms; that is, it has a term for PURPLE, PINK, 
ORANGE, or GREY, or some combination of these in any order (ibid. 2-3). Figure 
1.2.2.1 illustrates the evolutionary ordering posited by Berlin and Kay. 
7. The so-called universal basic colour categories throughout this work will be indicated by capital letters; 
colour, lowercase letters ; and colour terms of all languages, lowercase letters with italic boldface. Chinese 
colour (and non-colour) words are transliterated by the Pin Yin romanisation system currently in use among 
mainland Chinese speakers and italicised unless they are proper names. The tones marked on morphemes 
reflect the citation form. Tone sandhi has been ignored. The Pin Yin system is not suitable for 
phonological purposes , but it hould be sufficient for identification at morphemic and lexical levels. Italics 
are also used to distinguish words from the text around them for purpose of emphasis or to indicate 
literature citation. 
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Fig. 1.2.2.1 Berlin and Kay's evolutionary sequence of basic colour terms. 
Berlin & Kay is remarkable not only because of its unprecedented coverage of 
massive data of colour terminologies, but also because of the momentum it provides to 
linguistic universalism by denying, at least in terms of the foci of the basic colour terms, 
the arbitrariness and unpredictability of colour term systems, which used to be regarded 
as the eloquent testimony of linguistic relativism. The significance of Berlin & Kay is 
evident in the comments in many monographs concerning culture, language and cognition 
(Burling 1970:46-8; Harrison 1973:72-84; Leech 1974:234-7; Osgood et al. 1975:331-4; 
Miller & Johnson-Laird 1976:346-50; Allan 1986: 111-20; Hardin 1986: 156-70); the 
extensive reviews and criticisms the book invited immediately after its publication 
(Hickerson 1971; Merrifield 1971; Newcomer & Faris 1971; Durbin 1972; Collier 1973; 
Conklin 1973); and most importantly, the way in which, similar to the Whorfian 
hypothesis from the 1940s-1960s, it inspired a new and even stronger wave of research 
into colour nomenclature. 
All pioneering works inevitably have their shortcomings. In the case of Berlin & 
Kay, however, as noted by many critics, there seem to be some flaws which are too 
serious to be ignored. In short, both experimental and comparative data provided by 
Berlin and Kay to support their claims, from a methodological point of view, namely, in 
terms of the sampling of informants, the size of most samples, the procedure of testing, 
the geographical and linguistic distribution of the sample languages, the application of the 
criteria for basic colour terms in unrelated languages, the reliability of some written 
materials they adopted, and the interpretation of these materials, are at best questionable. 
For example, while the authors did not reveal the exact sizes of the samples of the 
twenty languages they investigated ( except Tzeltal which was represented by 40 
informants), they did tell us that they often had access to only one informant for one 
language (ibid. 7). In addition, they did not conduct any comprehensive colour name 
elicitation test by using standardised colour stimuli in their investigations. Shortcomings 
of these kinds could, as Heider ( 1972b:456) suggested, easily lead to two types of error: 
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False Positives and False Negatives. 
False Positive error means the false identification of idiosyncratic use of some 
colour terms. Such an error could not be demonstrated better than by the comparison 
between Figures 1.2.2.2 and 1.2.2.3 which were provided in Berlin & Kay ( 1969: 117, 
125) to illu trate the focal points and boundaries of basic colour terms in Cantonese and 
Mandarin8 respectively (the arrangement of the chart will be explained in 2.1.2). 
10 
It is well-known that Cantonese and Mandarin (in whatever 'Sense mentioned in 
Footnote 8) are cognately very close in spite of the fact that an educated Cantonese 
speaker may understand a Mandarin speaker perfectly, whereas the latter may have 
enormous problems in following the former. In practice, most Chinese linguists regard 
Cantonese and Mandarin as two dialects of the same language - Chinese.9 Therefore 
people have reasons to expect great similarities between them in respect of basic colour 
terms as well as the foci and extensions of these terms. Surprisingly, however, Berlin & 
Kay's figures differ sharply from one another. The most noticeable differences in these 
figures are: Firstly, Cantonese is reported as a quasi- ( or "problematic") Stage VII 
language in Berlin and Kay's scale with eight basic colour terms but without one for 
BROWN, lO whereas Mandarin is at Stage v with six basic terms. Secondly, the 
proportion of the areas occupied by basic terms in Mandarin is extremely small compared 
to the one in Cantonese. In fact, it is the second smallest in the data of all twenty 
languages investigated by Berlin and Kay. Although real exhaustive division of colour 
space is a theoretical limit to which only a relative approximation is possible, the existence 
of a vast no-man's land in such a space is also hardly likely. Thirdly, the YELLOW 
extent of Cantonese is extremely large compared to the one in Mandarin. It is in fact the 
largest in all figured languages in Berlin & Kay. There are strong grounds to assume that 
both the narrow extents of Mandarin basic terms and the wide Cantonese YELLOW are 
but idiosyncrasies of one or two informants of these dialects. While little needs to be said 
at this stage about Mandarin (Modern Standard Chinese) colour terminology, some 
indirect but relevant information about YELLOW in Cantonese is provided in 
8. The English term "Mandarin" is ambiguous , as it may refer to the large Northern dialect group, or the 
standard spoken Chinese language (i.e. Modem Standard Chinese), or the "mandarins'" language (so-called 
guanhua "official language") used in the official circles to carry on the day-to-day business of the Qing 
empire (1644-1911 ) and the early Republic. In the first sense, all northern dialects such as Sichuan or 
Shandong dialect are Mandarin; in the second sense, however, only the standard language with the 
pronunciation based on the Beijing dialect can be referred to as Mandarin. 
It is not clear which of the first two senses was referred to in Berlin & Kay and other works concerning 
Chinese colour terminology, although there is a tendency for Western scholars to refer to Mandarin as the 
standard superdialectal lingua franca, namely, in the present, Modern Standard Chinese. The significance of 
the difference between the two senses with respect to semantic study is unclear. 
9 . More about Chinese language will be discussed in 1.3.1-2. 
l 0 . The Cantonese term for GREEN should be Luk in Berlin & Kay 's phonetic notation system, not 
ts 'eng as recorded by them ( 1969:92, 117). Ts 'eng means ORANGE. My informants al so told me that 
tsi means PURPLE, not PINK as suggested in Berlin & Kay (ibid). 
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Figure 1.2.2.4 11 which shows the aggregate mapping data across all four native speakers 
of Cantone e of the boundaries of YELLOW in my survey of Modem Standard Chinese. 
The influence of the second dialect on the perception of colour is open to question, but 
there is no evidence so far which suggests that such an influence is so significant that it 
would make such a huge difference as shown in Figures 1.2.2.2 and 1.2.2.4. 
False negative error means failures to identify infrequent but consistent usages of 
colour terms. It could also result in the neglect of possible diversity existing in a given 
language community. Some reports (Lenneberg & Roberts 1956; Ervin 1971; Frisch 
1972; Harkness 1973; Heinrich 1974, 1977; Berlin & Berlin 1975; Kay 1975; Pollnac 
1975; Hage & Hawkes 1975; Dougherty 1977; Caskey-Sirmons & Hickerson 1977; 
Senft 1987; MacLaury 1991) have proved that this concern is not uncalled-for. They 
documented that individuals within a same population could have quite diverse basic 
colour term systems, especially if they are under pressure of linguistic and/or non-
linguistic acculturation; in other words, they could represent different evolutionary stages 
of colour vocabulary. Berlin and Kay's own discussion of Tzeltal which was, as admitted 
by the authors (1969:10), "the only language for which we have reliable data for a 
substantial number of informants" (emphases added), also reveals the heterogeneity 
within the community, as thirty-one of a total of forty informants located the focus of yas 
as green, while the other nine as blue (ibid. 32). 
With respect to language family and geographical distribution in Berlin and Kay's 
linguistic sample, there seem to be some disproportionate representations. The most 
striking fact is, as pointed out by Hickerson (1971 :264), that twenty-three out of the total 
of ninety-eight languages, that is, nearly one-fourth of the whole sample, belong to the 
Niger-Congo family of the Congo-Kordofanian group; and of the twenty-three, thirteen 
turn out to stand for a single Benue-Congo division which is merely one of the eight 
divisions in the Niger-Congo family. 
As far as the criteria for basic colour terms are concerned, apart from the problems 
students confronted when they were trying to apply the definition in some other 
languages (Wescott 1970; Snow 1971; Frisch 1972; Hickerson 1975; Heinrich 1977; 
Crawford 1982; Jernudd & White 1983), there are numerous occasions where Berlin and 
Kay themselves did not follow their own definition strictly and consistently. For instance, 
according to Berlin and Kay ( 1969:6-7), basic colour terms should be monolexemic; and 
recent foreign loan terms and colour terms that are also names of objects exemplifying the 
colours should be suspect. However, in their classification of the colour vocabularies of 
some languages, not only some compounds, but loan words as well as noun-derived 
colour terms were judged as basic without any reason given (Hickerson 1971; Durbin 
1972; Kim 1985). Even a pidgin language - Chinook Jargon - was included in their 
11. See 2.1.2 for the difference between the arrangements of Figures 1.2.2.2-3 and Figure 1.2.2.4 . 
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sample (Berlin & Kay 1969:75) despite the fact that the whole vocabulary of the language 
is in effect borrowed. 
Finally, if it is justifiable to doubt the reliability of most data from Berlin and Kay 's 
field investigation, the way they uncritically adopted literature materials of which some 
were collected at the tum of the twentieth century ( one was published as early as 1882), 
deserves much stronger protest because firstly, there are no grounds to believe that these 
materials are the results of proper and systematic surveys of colour vocabularies; 
secondly, it is a great danger to take simple glosses made by non-native observers for 
granted, especially when talking about the focal points and boundaries of the colour 
terms, as well as the distinction between basic terms and others of secondary importance. 
Without an intimate acquaintance with the language under consideration, it is very 
difficult to vouch for the "basicness" of a term. 
None of the defects exemplified above automatically disproves or dismisses the 
existence of colour category universality and the evolutionary sequence of basic colour 
terms suggested in Berlin & Kay, but they do render these findings suspect, as they tend 
to negate the validity of the data as the basis of such generalisations. Nevertheless, Berlin 
and Kay's innovative and controversial hypothesis and their clear and concise formulation 
are a provocative start. 12 They have laid down the guidelines for research into the nature 
of colour terminology, and these have been followed by many students in attempts to find · 
either additional verification or contradiction of their discoveries. 
1.2.3. PaiT-BERLIN &KAYPERIOD 
Many post-Berlin & Kay colour terminology studies were specifically designed to test 
Berlin and Kay's hypothesis, thus they have generally although not exclusively adopted 
the essentials of the Berlin & Kay experiment (1969:5-7), that is, the application of the 
Munsell colour chart 13 , the concepts of basic and secondary colour terms, and the 
mapping procedure. 
It is noteworthy that Berlin and Kay's main findings have in principle been 
confirmed by the majority of these studies. Mention should be made of works of 
Harkness ( 1973, Spanish and Mam); Berlin & Berlin ( 1975, Aguaruna); Hage & Hawkes 
(1975, Binumarien); Collier et al. (1976, 24 languages); and Dougherty (1977, West 
Futunese). 
Apart from semantic structure, studies of other aspects of colour nomenclature have 
also increased the acceptability of the Berlin and Kay theory. 
12. After all, such problems with sampling, data collection, accuracy of transcription and interpretation , are 
inherent in almost all cross-cultural comparative studies. 
13 . The Munsell colour chart is an organised system of material standards that represents the perceptual 
dimensions of colour and often serve as a form of colour specification. Full description of the chart will be 
given in 2.1.2. 
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For instance, Pollnac (1975) obtained a list of colour terms used by 102 Luganda-
speaking informants and found that the twelve at the top of the list with regard to the 
frequency of mention and mean rank include all the terms for the eleven basic categories 
of Berlin & Kay. An almost identical result was reported earlier in Battig & Montague 
(1969), where the informants of the survey were 442 English-speaking university 
students. The results of colour naming or listing tests of Brown ( 1972, Irish), Gotz & 
Gotz (1974, German), Zollinger (1976, German, Japanese, Hebrew, and French), 
Bolton (1978a, b, Spanish and Quechua/ Aymara bilingual) and Senft (1987, Kilivila) 
were also consistent with the hypothesis of the universality of colour terminologies. 
14 
Durbin ( 1972) found that there is an association between the average number of 
phonemes of colour terms and the evolutionary sequence posited by Berlin and Kay. That 
is, as predicted by Zipfs "Law of Abbreviation" (1965:38) that the word length decreases 
with the age of a word in the development of a language, the length of terms in Berlin and 
Kay's Stages I-V tends to be shorter than that of terms appearing only in Stages VI and 
VII. Besides, Berlin and Kay's evolutionary ordering seems to be closely related with the 
frequency of colour terms occurring in literature as well (McManus 1983, Chinese and 
English; Corbett & Morgan 1988, Russian). 14 
There were even attempts to provide verification of some hypotheses only raised 
but not tested at all in Berlin & Kay. One of such hypotheses was the existence of a 
relationship between the size of basic colour vocabulary and societal complexity (Berlin & 
Kay 1969: 104 ). By statistical analysis, N aroll (1970), Hays et al. ( 1972), and Ember 
( 1978) maintained that there is indeed a high and significant correlation between colour 
term inventory and Marsh's societal complexity scale, which means that the more 
advanced a society is in technology elaboration and social stratification, the more likely it 
will have a larger basic colour vocabulary. 
Mills (1984) and Andrick & Tager-Flusberg (1986) tried to confirm Berlin and 
Kay's other suggestion (1969: 109) that basic colour terms might be acquired by children 
according to universal evolutionary ordering. Both studies proved, but to varying extents, 
that terms which emerged in the earlier stages of Berlin and Kay's sequence do tend to be 
mastered by preschool children before those occurring in the later stages. 
Another hypothesis, which was very reluctantly put forward by Berlin and Kay 
(1969: 14-5) that languages could not only gain basic colour terms but lose them, also has 
support in literature. In his diachronic study of colour terms in some southern Italian 
dialects, Kristal ( 1980) revealed that the classical Latin term for BLUE was lost during 
the evolutionary process of these dialects. 
While Berlin and Kay's theory was empirically supported by many studies, some 
14. Allott ( 1974) went to extremes by suggesting that there is a great resemblance between the phonemic 
features of colour terms designating same categories in the ninety-eight languages surveyed by Berlin and 
Kay. 
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others, however, found difficulties with it. 
Hill & Hill ( 1970) showed that many Uta-Aztecan languages appear to be an 
exception to the Berlin and Kay formulation as they have a term for GREY but none for 
BLUE. 
15 
Heider (Rosch) ( 1972b) reported that her informants of Dani, a New Guinea 
language with only two basic colour terms mili and mola which contrast dark and cool 
hues on the one hand against light and warm hues on the other, reliably insisted that 
darkest greens and blues were the better examples for mili than pure black, and dark reds 
or pale pinks were the better examples for mola than pure white. 
Broch (1974) noted that in a dialect of Slave spoken by Hare Indians, the fifth term 
in its five basic term system is for BLUE, not GREEN. 
Corbett & Morgan ( 1988), Morgan & Corbett ( 1989), and Moss et al. ( 1990) found 
that Russian constitutes another exception to the Berlin and Kay theory. Their data 
suggested that whilst Russian has two clearly separated basic terms for BLUE, it lacks a 
basic term for PURPLE. 
In order to account for the internal variations in basic colour lexicons of almost all 
languages relatively extensively investigated, and the various deviant systems with 
respect to Berlin and Kay's evolutionary sequence, some modifications to the original 
sequence and theory were suggested by Kay (1975), Kay & McDaniel (1975, 1978), and 
Witkowski & Brown ( 1977). The followings are the main arguments. 
First of all, as the concept "evolution" implies, every colour term system should be 
regarded as the product of consistent change, and all changes have their roots in 
synchronic heterogeneity of the speech community. Some colour terms may be relatively 
.,, 
stable and show little deviance, while others, due to internal linguistic or external social 
pressure, will show considerable inter-speaker variations quantitatively and qualitatively 
as in the cases of Dani (Heider 1972b), Aguaruna (Berlin & Berlin 1975), and 
Binumarien (Hage & Hawkes 1975), to name but three. 
Secondly, the term GRUE 15 should be introduced to represent the combination of 
green and blue hues, with a focus on green or blue, or two foci on both, since the 
equivalent of GRUE was observed in many languages all over the world. 
Thirdly, three kinds of basic colour categories - "composite", "primary", and 
"derived" - should be employed in the representation of evolutionary sequence, as these 
categories differ from each other not only "in their characteristic semantic structures", but 
also "in the stages of colour term development with which they are associated" (Kay & 
McDaniel 1978:638). 
15. GRUE as a label for green-plus-blue was originally suggested in a paper read by Berlin and Kay at a 
meeting of social anthropologists of the Anthropology Department, University of California, Berkeley 
(Berlin & Berlin 1975:85). It has subsequently been universally accepted by students of colour 
nomenclature. 
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Fourthly, the basic colour categories should be formulated as fuzzy sets, rather than 
in terms either of discrete features or foci and boundaries. The fuzzy set formulation 
means that a primary category has its membership maximum at a psychophysiologically 
defined hue point; and the membership declines continuously as the shades of hue more 
distant from the maximum point are perceived, reaching zero at the neighbouring focal 
points. The structural characteristics of derived categories are analogous to those of the 
primary categories. Composite categories, on the other hand, have multiple membership 
maxima, and the shades with longer distance from a focal point do not necessarily have 
lower degrees of membership. 
Fifthly, the evolutionary sequence should not always be viewed as successive 
additions of new categories as suggested in Berlin & Kay. Rather, in Stages I-V it should 
be regarded as a series of differentiation of previously existing composite categories. 
Finally, a revised evolutionary sequence was suggested. In the new formula, Stage 
I has two composite categories MACRO-WHITE and MACRO-BLACK; Stage II 
involves the breakdown of MACRO-WHITE into two constituents: composite MACRO-
RED and primary WHITE; Stages ill ( a, b) and IV are the decomposition of MACRO-
RED and MACRO-BLACK respectively: the former breaks into primaries RED and 
YELLOW; the latter, BLACK and GRUB; in Stage v, the last composite category GRUE 
becomes GREEN and BLUE; Stages VI and VII are the encoding of intersections of the 
primaries. In addition, GREY is treated as a sort of "wild card" since it seems to be able 
to occur at any stage from Stage ill onwards. The modified evolutionary sequence is 
illustrated in Figure 1.2.3. 
w w 
R w w R 
y w R R y 
MACRO-W 
---t w MACRO
-BK R y y BK 
MACRO-BK MACRO-R y 
---t BK ~ BK -; G 
MACRO-BK w BK G G BL 
MACRO-R GRUE BL BL BR 
BK BR 0 
GRUE p 
PK 
<------------------------------GR-------------------------------> 
Stages: 11 Illa IV V VI VII 
lllb 
Fig. 1.2.3 Modified evolutionary sequence of basic colour categories (based upon 
Witkowski & Brown 1977:51) 
The new version of colour term universality theory and evolutionary ordering were 
reinforced by some subsequent studies such as Branstetter ( 1977) and Burgess et al 
(1985). The former provided support to the new formulation through the analysis of basic 
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colour terms in the Polynesian languages and proto-Polynesian; the latter used colour 
modifiers to explore the internal category structure of Tarahumara and confirmed the 
fuzziness characteristic of the semantics of colour terms. 
17 
Still, even the revised framework of Berlin & Kay could not accommodate the 
results of all colour term research. For instance, with a basic system consisting of only 
terms for WHITE, BLACK, RED, YELLOW, BROWN and GREY respectively, 
Samoan colour lexicon does not correspond to Berlin and Kay's evolutionary ordering at 
all (Snow 1971 ). More deviant is the colour term system of J aqaru in which only two out 
of eight basic terms match Berlin and Kay's scale (Hardman 1981). 
Apart from the modification of the evolutionary sequence, a new definition of basic 
colour term was proposed by Crawford ( 1982:342) in order to eliminate some 
contradictory and ambiguous criteria in Berlin & Kay. According to Crawford, a basic 
colour term should be one that "occurs in the idiolects of all informants. It has stability of 
reference across informants and across occasions of use. Its signification is not included 
in that of any other colour term. Its application is not restricted to a narrow class of 
objects". 
The fundamental problems which arose from Berlin & Kay are the questions of 
why these and only these eleven colour categories are universal, and why colour 
terminology evolution has to follow that particular ordering. Berlin & Kay ( 1969: 109) 
had a suspicion that there might be certain pan-human colour perceptual universals. 
The first person who attempted to explore the underlying rationale behind the Berlin 
and Kay theory was Heider (Rosch) (1971; 1972a, 1973a,b). Through a series of 
experiments, Heider (Rosch) demonstrated that (1) colour categories are structured as 
gradation from central foci; (2) focal colours are perceptually more salient than non-focal 
colours; (3) the distinctive and salient nature of the focal areas in colour solid are 
universal; (4) colour names initially attach to these most salient areas; (5) it is more 
difficult for people to learn names for colour categories based on the arbitrary 
segmentation of colour solid than for categories organised on the basis of natural 
opponent-colour theory 16. In other words, it may be argued that the characteristics of 
colour categories can be related to the physiology of colour vision. 
16. The opponent-colour theory was first formulated by Hering in the latter nineteenth century. Assuming 
that there are four basic unitary colours (red, yellow, green, and blue), Hering took the view that these 
unitary colours could be arranged in two pairs, red-green and yellow-blue, and he added black-white as a 
third and hueless pair. He supposed that the physiological process of opposite nature might excite 
sensations of opposite quality according to these pairs. Take the red-green pair as an example, accordi ng to 
the Hering theory , "red" events are opponent or antagonistic to "green" events in the process of vision 
system. A particular colour may appear reddish or greenish but never both at the same time, i.e ., red 
cancels green, and green, red . For more about the Hering theory , see Burnham et al (1 963 : 181-3). 
The Hering theory was supported by the neurophysiological findings of De Valois and Jacobs ( 1968) 
who identified four types of cells in the vision system where the so-called +R-G and +G-R cel ls have 
responses opposed between the red and the green regions of the spectrum, and the+ Y-B and +B-Y cells 
have responses opposed between the yellow and the green regions of the spectrum. 
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Heider (Rosch)'s hypothesis was developed by Mervis et al ( 1975), Miller and 
Johnson-Laird (1976), Ratliff (1976), Sahlins (1977), Kay and McDaniel (1978), and 
von Wattenwyl and Zollinger (1979). They believed that "the emergence of basic colour 
terms in natural languages follows a natural perceptual logic", therefore "the basic colour 
categories are basically natural categories" (Sahlins 1977: 171). They further postulated 
that the ordering of the evolution of basic colour terms corresponds roughly with the 
increasing complexity of an underlying psychophysiological process; which means that 
terms corresponding to simple achromatic colours (i.e., white and black, or light and 
dark) emerge first, as the brightness distinction applies to any colours seen under any 
conditions of illumination. Those corresponding to the four unique and most salient 
chromatic colours red, yellow, green and blue come next. Those corresponding to the 
compound chromatic colours appear last. 
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According to Ratliff (1976) and Sahlins (1977), among the four unique colours, red 
is the most distinctive hue due to its unique psychophysiological characteristics. 
Consequently, it is always the first hue separated from achromatic macro-colours. By 
contrast, because of physiological and optical defects of the eye at the short wavelength 
end of the spectrum, blue is "weak" in every instance in which red is "strong", so it has 
to fill the last place in the sequence of development of colour terms with respect to the 
four unique opponent colours. The reason brown comes after the unique hues but before 
other derived colours orange, purple and pink, and marks Stage VI in the evolutionary 
sequence is that unlike other compound colours, brown appears to be experimentally 
unmixed. 
Thus, Berlin and Kay's hypothesis obtained a physicalism explanation. In Ratliffs 
words (1976:328), "the perception of a single basic set of specific and distinct colours is 
... inherent in genetically determined structures and processes of the visual mechanism". 
Such a physicalist position was, however, challenged by Wierzbicka (1990a). By 
denying that there is a direct link between neurophysiological responses of colour and 
linguistic representations, she suggested that the proposed universal colour sensation has 
to be translated into seven colour concepts which are anchored in seven "universals of 
human experience"; "these universals can be identified, roughly speaking, as day and 
night, fire, the sun, vegetation, the sky, and the ground", and these "universals" 
"constitute basic points of reference in human 'colour talk"' (ibid. 140-1). In other 
words, in Wierzbicka's view, people's sharing of the same seven basic colour categories 
(WHITE, BLACK, RED, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, and BROWN) is due to their 
sharing of the similar environmental conditions. 
Interestingly enough, the same psychophysiological basis of colour perception was 
used by Bornstein ( 1973; 197 5) to account for the cross-cultural variation in the 
development of colour term systems. After a summary of ethological, neurobiological and 
psychophysical data, Bornstein posited that certain cultures vary from a uniform pattern 
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of categorisation of basic colours simply because people in these cultures may actually 
perceive colours differently and thereby classify them differently. Based on the analysis 
of the colour terminologies of 145 societies worldwide, he claimed that there is a regular 
geographic pattern of colour-naming confusions, that is, with increasing altitude and with 
proximity of societies to the equator, the colour names applied to short wavelengths 
(green and blue) become more frequently the same, and under extreme conditions, green 
plus blue are identified with black. Bornstein's assumption was that exposure to 
ultraviolet radiation may promote an increase of yellow pigmentation in the eyes. This 
yellow pigment selectively absorbs entering short-wavelength radiation, and causes a 
depression of spectral sensitivity to short wavelengths and confusion of green and blue in 
colour matching and colour naming. 
MacLaury (1991) on the other hand compared data from two closely related Mayan 
languages Tenejapa Tzeltal and Navenchauc Tzotzil, and concluded that the dramatic 
differences between the semantic structures of colour terminologies in these languages 
have to be accounted for by the radically distinct social values of the two communities; 
and the astounding range of disagreement within each community may be explained in 
terms of individual cognitive shifts within the universal physiological parameters. 
While most students were still trying to verify or explain Berlin and Kay's 
findings, others already started to apply them in studies of historical linguistics based on 
the assumption that colour encoding sequence is also language change sequence, and 
synchronic cross-language regularities may imply diachronic uniformity. 
One of these studies was carried out by Shields ( 1979). Following the guideline of 
the Berlin and Kay theory, he reconstructed the Indo-European colour terminology and 
claimed that before the period of accelerated dialectal differentiation, Indo-European had 
developed a Stage IIIb system. Another such study was of Witkowski & Brown ( 1981 ). 
Believing the cumulative nature of colour term evolution, they suggested that the colour 
terminologies of some proto-languages, that is, proto-Mayan (Kaufman 1969), proto-
Polynesian (Branstetter 1977), and proto-Miwok (Callaghan 1979), were over-
recons tructed. 
Despite the obvious popularity of the universalism theory, the followers of 
Whorfian linguistic relativity have never stopped arguing their case. 
The first one to defend the relativist position in the light of Berlin and Kay's 
findings was Monberg (1971). Having echoed Conklin's conclusion (1964) that colour 
classification is culturally determined, Monberg raised doubt on the notion that "colour" 
itself is a universal conceptual category on the basis of the study of Tikopia, in which 
colour terms are commonly closely associated with the description of natural processes 
and changes, rather than with objects in a static state as normally perceived in the Western 
world. 
Following the same line of thought in reporting Bellonese colour terminology, 
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Kuschel and Monberg (1974) claimed that all colour terms in Bellonese can only be u ed 
in connection with certain objects or phenomena in certain situations. Furthermore, the 
use of colour terms involves a very complex type of perception including the entire set of 
perceived properties that define the object or phenomenon. It is apparent, therefore, that 
Bellonese colour terms belong to a different level of abstraction from that of basic colour 
terms in Berlin and Kay's sense. 
In a short article "Mohawk Colour Terms", Frisch ( 1972) demonstrated that both 
linguistic and non-linguistic acculturation of informants would play an important role in 
the perception and encoding of colour space. A similar conclusion was drawn by Caskey-
Sirmons and Hickerson ( 1977) who dealt with colour term usage of monolingual and 
English-bilingual speakers of Korean, Japanese, Hindi, Cantonese and Mandarin. It was 
found that the world view of the bilinguals, at least in the case of colour manipulation and 
categorisation, whatever their first language was, seemed to come to resemble, to some 
degree, that of the monolingual speakers of their second language. 
McNeill (1972) believed that differences in colour categorisation reflect the different 
functional importance of colours in particular cultures. He pointed out, for instance, that 
not only were the colour names of Navaho derived from the names of natural resources 
indispensable in local religious ceremonies, such as certain minerals and other earth 
substances, but also the foci of these terms were uniquely that of the Navaho. Among 
Luri-speaking people in Southwest Iran, Friedl ( 1979) found a similar strong cultural 
basis of colour perception. According to Friedl, because the processing of wool is the 
most important indigenous home industry in the region which until recently had little 
contact with wider Iranian society, all well-established colour terms in Luri, except those 
for white and black, correspond to the most frequently used traditional yarn dye colours 
red, dark blue, yellow-orange, and green. 
The hypothesis of the pan-human psychophysiological foundation for the 
universality of colour categories has also been confronted with several counter-examples ; 
one of which is Eskimo. Heinrich (1972) showed that the primary colours of Eskimo are 
by no means primary in the wavelength sense of the Western physicist. McNeill (1972) 
found that it is quite common for red and green, and yellow and blue to be categorised 
together in many languages. For instance, Ainu, a language of indigenous Caucasoid 
people of Japan, has one basic term for red-green and another for yellow-blue. By 
presenting comparative data from some unrelated, geographically separated languages, 
Greenfeld ( 1986) revealed that in these languages there is a colour category with a 
semantic range that makes up "residual" colours such as grey, brown, pink, and probably 
purple as well. MacLaury (1987) demonstrated a broad "YELLOW-WITH-GREEN" 
category in Shuswap, which also expands the scope of Berlin and Kay 's universal 
evolution sequence of basic colour categories and contravenes what current knowledge of 
neuro-science would lead us to expect. 
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1.2.4. COMMENTS ON RESEARCH IN 1HE PaiT-BERLIN & KAY PERIOD 
Much work has been done with the universality and evolution of colour terminology after 
Berlin and Kay, and extensive literature, mostly in English, has been assembled on the 
subject. Careful analysis of these works shows, however, that we are still far from 
reaching a verdict on the Berlin and Kay theory, despite the fact that some factual errors 
and theoretical inaccuracies in their study have been corrected, and several modifications 
of the original evolutionary sequence have been made. A few comments are in order 
regarding post-Berlin & Kay research. 
(1) All colour terminology investigations are nearly exclusively synchronic in 
nature. To the best of my knowledge, no evolutionary process of any colour term system 
has ever been systematically explored. Although it is legitimate to infer a universal 
evolutionary sequence on the basis of comparison of synchronic anthropological and 
linguistic materials as Berlin & Kay and others did, such inference could not be validated 
unless the proposed sequence is proved to be consistent with actual diachronic 
development of colour terminologies in at least some languages which are rich in 
historical written literature. After all, the results of the comparison of synchronic data, no 
matter how reliable they are, should only be taken as secondary or indirect evidence with 
regard to the evolution of colour terminology. 
(2) In spite of the fact that many more colour terminology reports have become 
available since Berlin & Kay, only a few of them can be considered as having covered the 
entire colour domain of a particular language, for the great majority of these investigations 
lack a massive colour naming test using standardised colour stimuli. It is very unlikely 
that researchers were or are able to collect all colour terms available in a particular 
population and discover the semantic attributes of these terms without the help of 
exhaustive testing. 
(3) It is usually assumed that the semantic field of colour terminology can be 
universally formularised according to a certain model, either a prototype (i.e. Berlin and 
Kay's foci and boundaries), or fuzzy sets (Kay & McDaniel 1978), and all colour terms 
behave in accordance with a particular model. In other words, the internal structure of 
every category, and the relationships between categories, are universally identical. The 
underlying reason for such an assumption is the physiology of the human visual system. 
Certain questions will arise immediately: do all colour term systems indeed have the same 
internal structures? can all colour terms be described by the same model? Such 
presupposition needs experimental validation. 
( 4) Berlin and Kay's theory is just a hypothesis, and to some degree, quite a shaky 
one. Any studies taking this theory as an essential premise are therefore pointless at the 
moment. Any studies using the data collected and classified by Berlin and Kay to verify 
Berlin and Kay 's findings are self-justification. 
(5) The psychophysiological studies provide no consistent evidence to support the 
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universality of colour categories and the evolutionary ordering of colour terminology. 
When Bornstein (1975) was trying to shed new lights on the developmental origin 
of colour terminology, he argued that not only have four-month-old human infants been 
found to respond to variations in wavelength regularly, but other species in the animal 
kingdom that possess colour vision, such as birds and bees, have demonstrated non-
arbitrary divisions of the spectrum. Since infants have not reached the stage of language 
acquisition, and birds and bees lack specific colour names, the attested patterned 
discretion of the spectrum has to be appreciated as a sort of "natural spectral division" 
(1975:785). He further asserted that since the innate human colour classification seems to 
correspond well with the basic colour categories RED, YELLOW, GREEN, and BLUE 
in many languages, "colour at its most basically organised level is, apparently, subject to 
absolutist rather than relativistic interpretation" (ibid. 791). 
Given the possibility of innate pan-human pattern of colour discrimination 
(although according to Bornstein himself, there are some exceptions too. See 1.2.3), the 
implication of this line of reasoning for universalism and absolutism is, however, still not 
indisputable. 
It has often been stressed that one of the fundamental distinctions between humans 
and animals is that humans are language creatures. Whorfian relativism does not deny the 
existence of universal characteristics of human biology and psychophysiology. It merely 
emphasises the point that the worldview of the members of a particular culture might be 
conditioned to a certain extent by their mother tongue. In the case of colour classification, 
scientific observation shows that a child's acquisition of colour terminology depends on 
the conditions of reinforcement that prevail during the period whens/he is developing the 
ability to discriminate and categorise. For instance, if an English-speaking child utters the 
words "yellow" and "green" in the presence of two sets of wavelengths around 577 nm 
and 512 nm respectively, s/he will gain his or her parent's reinforcing approval. In a 
Shuswap-speaking society, a child will learn right from the beginning to ignore the 
difference between the lights of wavelengths ranging from 580 nm to 495 nm, and call all 
shades of colour in this range "kw aalt". In his or her whole life time, s/he will continue 
to give this reinforced response to these wavelengths, as did MacLaury's informants 
(1987) because only such response accords with social convention. Moreover, it is 
believed that the established colour classification is one of the most inflexible and highly 
selective categories in human cognition. Only with considerable difficulty can an 
individual deflect from the narrow channels along which the great majority of his or her 
fellow people travel (Lumsden & Wilson 1981 :357). 
As indicated previously, we assume that both English- and Shuswap-speaking 
infants divide the spectrum in the same way, and we know that they start to treat the 
spectrum differently at a later stage. This can probably only be explained by the 
superiority of cultural pressure. 
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It did not only happen in colour discrimination that innateness could be defeated by 
acquirement; the same phenomenon has also been discovered in the development of 
general linguistic capacity. Between the ages of about three and eleven, the innate 
flexibility for language acquisition is so remarkable that virtually every normal child can 
easily carry out the complex process of analysis and integration necessary for the grasp 
and elaboration of the skills of linguistic performance. After that period, that is, after the 
brain has been programmed by the primary language structure, children's ability to adjust 
to the physiological demands of verbal behaviour quickly declines, and basic linguistic 
skills not acquired by that time, except for articulation, usually remain deficient for life 
(see Lenneberg 1967: 158). 
The neurophysiological evidence provided by Ratliff (1976), Sahlins (1977) and 
others to validate the universalist hypothesis also seem to be inconclusive from the 
viewpoint of laboratory research. Several incongruities in this regard have been pointed 
out in Saunders (1991). For example, with respect to the so-called opponent blue-yellow 
pair, one study (Albright 1991) showed that rather than appearing uniquely blue and 
yellow, the hues are closer to violet and chartreuse. Another study (Livingstone & Hubel 
1984) found no evidence to distinguish between yellow versus blue and green versus 
blue. 
Moreover, the opponent hue theory is never really able to explain the ordering that 
RED occurred first, YELLOW /GREEN second, and BLUE last. The 
psychophysiological characteristics of red and blue hues do not necessarily make them 
the most distinctive and the least distinctive hues respectively in human sensation on the 
scope of primary chromatic hues. According to Birren (1978:65), for instance, the results 
of some tests indicated that infants who should be influenced more by visual attraction 
than by emotional pleasure, stare at all luminous colours such as yellow, white, pink, and 
red longer than other hues. He pointed out that being in the region of maximum 
selectivity and the brightest portion of the spectrum, it is not red but yellow which has 
definitely more advantages as far as visual salience is concerned (ibid. 35).0ther reports 
suggested that the yellow-green area is that to which people with normal colour vision are 
most sensitive (Corbett & Morgan 1988:44). 
As mentioned previously, Bornstein (1973) attributed the green-blue confusion in 
the colour nomenclatures of many cultures to the density of yellow intraocular 
pigmentation in the eyes of the members of these cultures. This theory can only, 
however, explain to a small extent the phenomenon of green-blue collapse. The problem 
is that, if yellow pigmentation functions as a colour filter in the optical system, it would 
absorb violet lights as well as blue ones. In other words, blue weakness owing purely to 
yellow pigmentation would be highly correlated with darkened violet, but this expectation 
is not fulfilled in experiments. Furthermore, the density of yellow pigmentation in the eye 
would intensify yellow sensitivity against blue. However, some studies showed that the 
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blue-weakened samples often exhibit yellow weakness at the same time (Pickford 
1951: 198-202). 
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It is well documented that the people of Europe and No"rth America have the highest 
rate of red-green defectives (up to 10% or higher of the population), 17 while populations 
living under primitive conditions have the lowest rate (2-3% or lower). One explanation 
to this inter-population variation is "the operation of natural selection against the defect 
among hunters and food-gatherers on the one hand, and the relaxation of this selective 
pressure in recent generations among more sophisticated communities on the other" 
(Weiner & Lourie 1981:129). Such a hypothesis is quite acceptable if we agree with 
Bornstein's argument ( 1973) that environmental impact could change the 
neurophysiological structure of human beings to some extent. If we further follow the 
line of his argument, that the blue-green term confusion among some communities 
ultimately results from the environmental influence on these communities, then we would 
predict a tendency of red-green term confusion in English and other European languages. 
However, there is no evidence whatsoever to fulfil this expectation. In other words, 
people's neurophysiological characteristics, which may have been conditioned partially 
by the impact of environment or the force of natural selection, are not necessarily 
correlated with the semantic structure of people's colour terminology. Besides, a 
neurophysiological approach will never be able to explain the evolution of colour 
terminologies in individual languages unless it can establish the correlation between the 
changes of environment, the neurophysiological structure of the people living in the 
environment, and the colour terminology of the people. 
(6) With respect to Wierzbicka's theory (1990) of human environmental universals, 
I have found no experimental or documentary evidence to substantiate her claim of the 
universal existence of the close correlations of day-WHITE, night-BLACK, fire-RED, 
the sun-YELLOW, vegetation-GREEN, sky-BLUE, and ground-BROWN. On the 
contrary, my research shows a great diversity of psychological associations between 
colour categories and human experiences in different cultures. 
For instance, in ancient Indian philosophy, the three "origins" - fire, water and 
earth-were correlated with red, white and black respectively as indicated in Hindu 
Ill?anishads (Birren 1978:2). 18 
The Jewish historian Josephus in the first century AD associated white with earth, 
red with fire, and yellow with air (ibid. 3). 
Ancient Chinese thought that there were five dominant elements in the universe, 
which were earth, tree, metal, fire and water. The corresponding colours were yellow, 
17. More than 10 million people are reported to be red-green defective in the United States alone (Burnham 
etal 1963:103). 
18. "The red colour of burning fire is the colour of fire, the white colour of fire is the colour of water, the 
black colour of fire the colour of earth ... " (Hindu Upanishads. From Birren 1978:2) 
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grue, white, red and black respectively (Needham 1956:V.2.238. Needham was wrong 
by translating qing "grue" as green. In Needham 1974:V.5.pt.2.157, however, qing 
was correctly glossed as blue-green). 
Only Leonardo da Vinci's idea was relatively close to that of Wizerbicka. In 
A Treatise on Painting. da Vinci declared "We shall set down white for the representative 
of light, ... yellow for the earth; green for water,· blue for air; red for fire; and black for 
total darkness" (Birren 1978:4 ). 
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If observing from an etymological point of view, the situation will become more 
complicated. For example, in English, colour term green has perhaps a link with a verbal 
form for "to grow" (Oxford University Press 1933:IV.(G).397). 
In Luganda (Pollnac 1975), the term for yellow is derived from the name for ripe, 
sweet banana; the term for green, banana leaf; and the term for brown, soil. 
Among the basic colour terms of Samoan (Snow 1971 ), the terms for white and red 
are derived from verbal origins: the former is from a term meaning "to bleach white", and 
the latter, "to burn". 
An extremely close relationship between colour terms and natural resources appears 
in Navaho and Pukapuka (McNeill 1972). In Navaho, the five basic colour terms and the 
names of substances most frequently used in the rite of divination are almost identical. In 
Pukapuka, three out of four basic colour terms, that is, the ones for black, white and red 
respectively, are also the names of various species of taro, the staple crop of Pukapukans. 
Hage and Hawkes (1975) found that among the four basic colour terms in 
Binumarien, the one for white is derived from the name of white cockatoo, and the term 
for yellow refers to a plant used for string bag dye. 
The term for white is related to the noun meaning "white clay" in Kikongo 
(Jacobson-Widding 1979); while in Kilivila (Senft 1987), it is derived from the name for 
"lime". 
In traditional Japanese (McNeill 1972), all greens and blues are called ao which 
was derived from an indigenous plant "ai''. 
In Eskimo (Heinrich 197 4 ), the five basic chromatic colour terms for red, yellow, 
green, blue, and brown have close association with words for blood, urine, bile, liver, 
and blood soup respectively. 
All four basic colour terms in ancient Egyptian terminology also have a strong 
etymological link with non-colour words: the term for black was related to the colour of 
soil; the one for white, silver; the one for red, desert; and the one for grue, papyrus stem 
(Baines 1985). 
Wierzbicka herself (1990a: 119, 125, 137) contributed some information as well: in 
Polish, the term for blue is derived from the one for sky; and the one for red, red worm. 
In one of the Australian aboriginal languages W arlpiri, the colour terms for red, green, 
and brown are formed by reduplication of the words for blood, grass and earth 
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respectively. 
Osgood et al. (1975:327-9) listed what they called "the most prominent concrete 
colour identifications" yielded from the materials of 22 languages. The natural entities 
which are the origins of the associated colour terms in these languages (and relevant in 
the present discussion) are: snow, light, and egg for white; water and night for black; 
blood, apple, fire, the sun, rose and flesh for red; wheat, straw, gold, fire, banana, 
lemon, and sunlight for yellow; sea, leaf, grass and vegetation for green; and sky, sea, 
water and evening for blue. 
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Table 1.2.4.1 summarises the associations in various cultures between eight colour 
categories (WHITE, BLACK, RED, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, GRUE, and BROWN) 
and environment. As this table is intended as illustrative rather than as data, no distinction 
is made between etymological correlation and psychological identification. 
It seems that the correlation between colour concepts and the "universals" suggested 
by Wierzbicka (1990a) could not be justified other than from an intuitive point of view, as 
among her seven "universals", only the sun and sky can be claimed to be exclusively 
associated with one colour - RED and BLUE respectively; whereas all other "universals" 
have multiple associations with colour categories. 19 For instance, ground ( earth) is not 
only associated with BROWN, but also with WHITE, BLACK, and YELLOW, 
depending on linguistic settings. In addition, the sun is related to RED, not YELLOW as 
suggested by Wierzbicka; and BLUE is by no means exclusively associated with sky. It 
may be true to say that all sorts of concepts are "determined for us by Nature" (Conklin 
1973:931), but the Nature is not identical everywhere. People living in different parts of 
the world face different types of environment; consequently their conception would have 
to be built upon their unique local experiences. At the same time, similar environments are 
not necessarily able to evoke the same psychological association in different linguistic 
communities. In this sense, the association between colour concepts and environment has 
to be culture-specific, at least to some extent. Furthermore, like everything in the 
universe, such an association is by no means eternal and variation-free. Table 1.2.4.2 
shows the spontaneous psychological connection in the mind of the speakers of Modern 
Standard Chinese between basic colour categories and natural environment, in which the 
figures represent the number and percentage of the informants who reported occurrence of 
psychological association in the interview conducted by the present author (see 2.1.3 for 
details of the interview procedure). Only objects mentioned by five percent or more of the 
19. Although etymological association does not necessary imply the continuing semantic association due 
to language change, as exemplified in Wierzbicka (1990: 139) that the Russians no longer relate goluboj 
("light blue") with the word for pigeon despite the fact that the former was derived from the latter, it is 
certain that there must be strong and close psychological and semantic relationships between colour terms 
and the object names from which the colour terms originated when the derivation took place. 
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Table 1.2.4.1 Associations between colour categories and environment. * 
WHITE BLACK RED YELLOW GREEN 
Ught light Italian (Osgood) 
(Osgood)** 
Night dark Italian 
night (Osqood) 
Fire fire Chinese (Osgood) 
Indian 
Italian 
Hebrew 
(Osqood) 
The sun the sun (Osgood) 
Plant apple (Osqood) 
banara Luganda 
(Osgood) 
grass Warlpiri 
(Osgood) 
indigenous plant Binumarien 
leaf Luganda 
(Osgood) 
lemon (Osqood) 
rose (Osgood) 
straw (Osqood) 
taro Pukaouka Pukaouka Pukaouka 
tree 
vegetation (Osqood) 
wheat (Osgood) 
Sky sky 
Ground desert Egyptian 
earth Hebrew Egyptian Chinese 
Indian Italian 
white clay Kikonqo 
Air air Hebrew 
Animal bird Binumarien 
~ (Osgood) 
flesh (Osqood) 
liver 
worm Polish 
shell (bead) Navaho 
Liquid bile Eskimo 
blood Eskimo 
Warlpiri 
(Osqood) 
blood soup 
urine Eskimo 
water Indian Chinese Italian 
(Osgood) 
Mineral qold (Osgood) 
lime kilivila 
metal in general Chinese 
ochre Navaho Navaho Navaho 
silver Egyptian 
turquoise 
Sea sea (Osgood) 
Snow snow (Osqood) 
Verbal verbal origin Samoan Samoan English 
There might be source duplication between Osgood et al. and others. 
** Osgood = Osgood et al. 
BLUE GRUE 
(Osgood) 
Egyptian 
Japanese 
Chinese 
Polish 
(Osqood) 
Italian 
Eskimo 
(Osgood) 
Navaho 
(Osgood) 
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BROWN 
Luganda 
Warlpiri 
Eskimo 
* 
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informant population are listed. Several observations can be made about the table. First, 
the traditional correlation between colour terms and universe seems to retain little 
influence over modern people's choice, presumably because the composition of colour 
terminology has changed, and the worldview of today ' s Chinese is different from that of 
their forefathers . Secondly, etymological association seems to be no longer a factor 
affecting people's choice either (the origins of Chinese basic colour terms will be 
discussed in Chapter Four). The most notable example is the term for GREY, which 
stems from the noun for "ash", and yet only one (1.3%) of seventy-nine informants ever 
mentioned "ash". And thirdly, although there always appears to be one or two prominent 
objects for each colour, none of the choices is unanimous, indicating that it is quite 
groundless to define colour concepts in terms of "universal" association. 
Table 1.2.4.2 Psychological relationship between basic colour terms and objects 
in the environment for speakers of Modern Standard Chinese. 
Category Term Object No % Category Term Object No % 
BLACK hei niqht 45 57.0% YELLOW / huang flower 28 35.4% 
coal 16 20.3% fallen leaf 18 22.8% 
hair or feather 7 8.9% fruit 11 13.9% 
WHITE bai clouds 42 53.2% paddy 5 6.3% 
' 
snow 24 30.4% GREEN I ii tree or qrass 76 96.2% 
feather or wool 6 7.6% BLUE / Ian sky 55 69.6% 
GREY hui overcast sky 49 63.6% sea 23 29.1% 
hair or feather 4 5.2% PURPLE 
y flower 28 35.4% ZI 
RED / flower 26 32.9% 8 10.1% hong qrape 
blood 23 29.1% leaf 4 5.1% 
fire 12 15.2% 
sun 7 8.9% 
maple leaf 5 6.3% 
1.3. CHINESE LANGUAGE AND S1lJDIES OF MANDARIN2° COWUR 
TERMINOLOGY IN IITERA1lJRE 
1.3.1. CIIlNESELANGUAGE 
Varieties of Chinese are spoken by more than one billion people in the People's Republic 
of China, and about 100 million people in Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia, other parts of 
South-East Asia, and in numerous Chinese communities all over the world. From a 
20. A brief discussion about the term "Mandarin" was given in 1.2.2 footnote 8. It is assumed that this 
term was used by the scholars cited in 1.3.2 to refer to Modern Standard Chinese. 
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genetic point of view, it is now generally accepted that Chinese belongs to the Sino-
Tibetan language family which consists of two branches: Chinese and Tibeto-Burman 
(Chao 1968a:96; Comrie 1987:799). 
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Within the area where Chinese is the main or only language, there are dialect 
continua in which speakers of various dialects can understand the neighbouring dialects, 
and others within a certain geographical proximity, but the dialects farthest removed from 
each other are not mutually intelligible, such as Wu dialect and Cantonese. Nevertheless, 
all Chinese speakers feel they speak the same language as they read and write the same 
written form, share the same cultural and literary heritage, follow the same tradition, and 
after all, most of them belong to the Chinese nation (see Norman 1988: 1-6; also Petyt 
1980: 15-6). 
Linguistically, in spite of the considerable diversity in pronunciation, Chinese 
dialects share numerous significant features on phonological, morphological and syntactic 
levels. For instance, the occurrence of a tone phoneme as part of a syllable; the highly 
constrained syllable structure; the relatively simple structure of the great majority of 
morphemes; the small number of morphological devices; the obvious parallel and 
similarity between morphology and syntax; the lack of grammatical inflections; and the 
non-obligatory nature of many formal particles or markers in syntactic construction 
(Kratochvil 1968:17-8; Li & Thompson 1987:813-28). 
In the case of lexicon, it is suggested that the degree of difference existing between 
speakers of different dialects really depends on the social positions and educational 
background of individual speakers; that is, there may be a great variety of different 
indigenous forms used by illiterate speakers of different dialects, but educated people 
regardless of their native dialects "tend to refer to a common set of vocabulary items and 
to avoid those which occur only in their dialects" (Kratochvil 1968: 18). Such "a common 
set of vocabulary items" is provided by Modern Standard Chinese. 
1.3.2. MODERN STANDARD CIIlN~E 
Modem Standard Chinese (henceforward MSC) is the officially recognised language in 
both mainland and Taiwan (in mainland it is termed putonghua "common language"; in 
Taiwan, gu6yi1 "national language"). 
Due to historical, cultural and political factors, MSC has its roots in the Northern 
dialects spoken in the north of the Yangtze River as well as in the large areas south of the 
River in southwestern China, with the Beijing phonological system as its standard of 
pronunciation,21 and the writings of some famous modern authors such as Lu Xun 
21. The North China plain was not only the cradle of Chinese civilisation, but the site of the capitals of 
the majority of the dynasties since 2100 BC. Beijing has served as the national capital of China under 
different names since 1441 AD. 
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(1881-1936) and Hu Shi (1891-1962) as its norm of grammar. 
At the present time, MSC is the only basis of the written language and the only 
form of oral communication between educated people from different dialect backgrounds 
despite the fact that proportionally not many people are able to pronounce it correctly. It 
would be reasonable to assume that MSC is the principle vehicle of concepts and thoughts 
of educated Chinese. It would also be proper to further assume that all educated Chinese 
share not only the same colour vocabulary but the same designation of the vocabulary. 
There is of course a possibility that dialectal differences may influence the application of 
the vocabulary to some extent, but such a possibility is not sufficient to justify a priori 
subgrouping of the sample population. 
1.3.3. MANDARIN COWUR TERMINOLOGY IN LITERA1lJRE 
Two studies which comprise materials concerning the semantic structure of Mandarin 
colour terminology are at my disposal. One of these is Berlin & Kay ( 1969), the other is 
Caskey-Sirmons & Hickerson ( 1977). 
As noted earlier, Mandarin was treated as an example of Stage v in Berlin & Kay, 
with six terms for BLACK, WHITE, RED, GREEN, YELLOW and BLUE respectively. 
The distribution of foci and boundaries of these terms has already been given in Figure 
1.2.2.3. The term for GREY was classified as basic by one of their informants but 
regarded as "tertiary form" by "several" other informants since it also might be glossed as 
"ash" (Berlin & Kay 1969:42). 
Caskey-Sirmons & Hickerson's Mandarin sample (1977:359; 364-5) consisted of 
five monolinguals and five English-bilinguals. The bilinguals had received formal English 
language training in Taiwan before migrating to the United States, where they had lived 
for between three and five years. 
The basic colour terms elicited from this sample were hung22 (i.e ., hong 
according to the transliteration system used in the present study. The form chung in the 
original article is apparently a spelling mistake.) for RED, huang (huang with tone) for 
' YELLOW , Iu (Iii)23 for GREEN, Ian (Ian) for BLUE, pai (bai) for WHITE, hei 
(hei) for BLACK, and hui (hui) for GREY. The last one in the list-hui- however, 
was reported to be used only by bilinguals as a new addition to the inventory of colour 
terminology because it is literally "ash" and was denied as a basic term by monolinguals 
who preferred to specify the grey range as "light black". Figures 1.3.3.1 and 1.3.3.2 
show the focal areas of RED, YELLOW, GREEN and BLUE selected by monolinguals 
22. Both Berlin & Kay and Caskey-Sirmons & Hickerson applied the Wade-Giles system in transliterating 
Chinese words. 
23. For technical reasons , the colour term Lil will be simply transliterated as li1 without the tone mark 
henceforward. 
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and bilinguals respectively (the focal points may not be in the exact positions the authors 
intended to show, as the original figures failed to illustrate their precise locations on the 
Munsell chart). 
Based on the two figures, the authors claimed that "there was great uniformity in 
the placement of foci", and "a marked similarity between the responses of monolinguals 
and bilinguals", except the shifts in the bilinguals' RED and BLUE areas, of which 
BLUE is shifted well to the right, "apparently toward a closer approximation of English 
blue". 
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Fig. 1.3.3.1 Foci of RED, YELLOW, GREEN and BLUE for Mandarin monolinguals (from 
Caskey-Sirmons & Hickerson 1977:364). 
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Fig. 1.3.3.2 Foci of RED, YELLOW, GREEN and BLUE for Mandarin-English bilinguals 
(from Caskey-Sirmons & Hickerson 1977 :364 ). 
1. 4. PURP{l;ES OF 1HE PRESENT S1lJDY 
It is apparent that, in general, studies that detail both internal synchronic semantic 
structures and the diachronic evolutionary process of colour terminologies are 
conspicuous in their absence~ and in particular, not much precise information about the 
Chinese colour lexicon is available in literature. It was this absence and inavailability 
which was directly responsible for the initiation of the present study. 
Although there are seven aspects of a lexical item: etymological, phonetic, 
graphological, morphological, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic, this study is in 
principle confined to certain issues in the areas of semantics, morphology, syntax, 
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pragmatics and etymology. 
This explorative study sets out to achieve three primary aims. 
The first aim is to provide a comprehensive referential semantic picture of the MSC 
colour term system. The analysis applies an approach to semantic study developed by 
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J ackendoff( 1983 :23-9) in Semantics and Cognition. That is, what linguistic expressions 
are about is viewed in the present work as not the real world, as generally accepted, but 
the projected world which is "the result of an interaction between environmental input and 
active principles in the mind that impose structure on that input". In other words, 
perceived reality is understood as the reality conditioned by conventional norms and 
cultural tradition. With respect to colour terminology, this approach means that the 
informants' verbal responses to colour stimuli are considered as only partly depending on 
the nature of stimuli which result from impinging rays on the visual system. Such 
responses are not even viewed as the representation of the perceptual structure of the 
testing items processed by the neural mechanism. Rather, they are the indications of the 
projected structure of the colour domain in accordance to referent points in colour space. 
The second aim of the study is to analyse the morphological as well as syntactic 
properties of MSC colour terms, and the interaction between semantic and syntactic 
properties of colour terms. The figurative usage of MSC colour terms will also be 
investigated. 
The third aim of the study is to trace the progress through which Chinese colour 
terminology develops in order to capture the dynamics of the system. The evolutionary 
sequence of basic colour terms will be reconstructed as a diachronic test of Berlin & 
Kay's universality hypothesis based upon synchronic cross-culture study. The 
development of figurative usage of colour terms will be taken up in due course. 
1.5. FORMAT OF 11IE TlilliIS 
The foregoing Chapter One has dealt with some background knowledge on the 
phenomenon of colour sensation and perception, and outlined the literature concerning 
colour terminology, followed by some brief comments on the literature. Some 
information on the Chinese language and MSC required for reading the present work was 
also provided. 
Chapter Two discusses the semantic properties of the basic, secondary and tertiary 
colour terms in MSC, and the semantic structure of MSC colour terminology on the basis 
of a substantial amount of data gained from fieldwork, . 
Chapter Three is concerned with the syntactic characteristics and pragmatic 
application of MSC colour vocabulary mainly on the basis of an extensive survey of 
modern literature. 
Chapter Four investigates the historical development of the Chinese colour 
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nomenclature on the basis of two major etymological dictionaries and some of the best-
known contemporary literary works . 
The concluding chapter summarises the main findings of the present study. A 
number of topics for future research is suggested. 
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GL\PTERTWO 
SEMANTIC STRUCTURE OF COLOUR TERMINOLOGY IN 
MODERN STANDARD OilNESE 
Semantics is generally defined as the study of meaning. From a lexical point of view, 
varieties of meaning can be roughly classified as five major types: (1) Experiential 
meaning, the meaning of a word which is derived by a person from his or her experiences 
in which the word has occurred. Experiential meaning is ontogenetically significant as it is 
an essential part of children's learning of language; but it is generally excluded from 
linguistics because individuals necessarily differ as to their experiences with any word 
(Hofmann 1976:8). (2) Social meaning, which is the indication of the role relationships 
and relative status of the partici2ants in a discourse. Such a meaning is exhibited most 
evidently in the address term systems of nearly all languages (Trudgill 1984: 102-5). For 
instance, English sir vs. Mr vs. John vs. buddy; French tu vs. vous; Chinese n'i "(neutral) 
you" vs. nin "(polite) you". (3) Emotive meaning, which can be illustrated in contrasts 
such as brave vs. foolhardy and prudent vs. cowardly in English, and hei "black" and 
heihei "black black" in Chinese (see 3.3 for details). (4) Descriptive meaning, which i 
the cluster of distinctive features embedded in a word, and these features are related to 
what kind of things that can be described by the word, and where the word can be 
predicated truthfully and accurately (Hofmann 1976:8). For instance, the descriptive 
meaning of boy has a gender element Male, so it can be predicated truthfully only of male 
objects. The fifth variety of meaning is referential meaning, which refers to any object or 
state-of-affair in the external world that is identified by means of a word or expression. 
This chapter details the semantic characteristics of MSC colour terms in folk usage 
and the internal structure of the terminology in terms of referential meaning. No 
componential analysis is possible in the domain of colour nomenclature. The effective 
meanings of some colour terms will be addressed in Chapter Three. The main body of the 
data used was obtained from a field investigation. The supplementary information was 
obtained from Xiandai Hanyu Cidian "A Modem Chinese Dictionary" (YYS 1984) and 
Xiandai Hanyu Cidian Bubian "A Modem Chinese Dictionary (Supplement)" (YYS 1991) 
(henceforward Dictionaries). 
2.1. FIELDWORK 
The purpose of the fieldwork was to discover the everyday usage of modern Chinese 
colour vocabulary. The procedures for the interviews were similar to that developed by 
Lenneberg and Roberts (1956) and modified by Berlin and Kay (1969); in many aspect , 
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however, important changes were incorporated. 
All interviews were conducted by the author in a period of five months from 
December 1990 to April 1991. Instructions were given in MSC. The informants were 
asked to respond in MSC as well. No tape recording for the responses was made in the 
interviews. 
The pace of the testing was mainly under the informant's control, since no limit was 
imposed on the time taken for each response. The length of the testing, therefore, varied 
from one hour and fifty minutes to two hours and forty minutes, depending on the colour 
vocabulary, colour sensibility, naming habits, and some other individual characteristics of 
each informant. 
All interviews took place in rooms with good natural light. Colour stimuli were 
viewed against a greyish white background. In order to avoid unnecessary interference 
and disturbance, most informants were tested in privacy. 
2.1.1. 1HE SAMPLE 
The sample was composed of a total of seventy-nine adult native Chinese speakers with, 
according to their previous colour blindness tests, normal colour vision. Most informants 
were drawn from the students studying in Canberra or their spouses. Some were visitors 
from Sydney or Melbourne. Out of the seventy-nine, forty were males, and thirty-nine 
females. The age range runs from 17 to 50, with an average of 33.00 at the time of 
investigation. The average schooling year of the sample was 15.99, with the lowest 10 
years and highest 21. Obviously, this was a well educated sample. Some informants had 
very limited command of English; whereas others had both formal instruction and 
practical experience with English. None of the informants had lived overseas more than 
four years. All informants were paid volunteers. Prior to the testing, a questionnaire was 
used in order to obtain informants' personal background information which includes, 
apart from age and educational level, native dialect; knowledge of other Chinese dialects; 
and interest in modem and classical literature. The informants and their personalia are 
presented in Appendix A. 
2.1.2. COLOUR STIMUU 
Following Berlin & Kay ( 1969:5), a Munsell colour chart was employed as the stimulus 
material for the research. The chart consists of a set of 329 pieces of 1.5 x 2.0 cm chips 
mounted on white cardboard and covered with clear plastic tape for protection. As 
illustrated in Figure 2.1.2, the set is composed of 320 chips varying in forty hue 
distinctions on the horizontal dimension and eight degrees of brightness on the vertical 
dimension, all at maximum saturation (the number within each cell indicates the degree of 
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saturation of the colour chip );24 and nine chips of so-called neutral colours which are 
arranged vertically in 9 degrees of brightness from black to white, with intermediate chips 
representing greys. All chips are in glossy finish. Each chromatic cell is referred to in 
simplified Munsell notation in the form of "step of hue + hue + brightness degree". For 
instance, the last cell in the chart is 1 ORP9 which indicates a Munsell hue of red-purple at 
the tenth step25 with Munsell brightness degree of 9. The saturation value is omitted since 
two indexes are sufficient to identify each cell. As it seemed to me that there was no 
typical white in the neutral hue series,26 an additional chip NlO, which had the same size 
and glossy finish as the others, but was even brighter than chip N9, was introduced to the 
chart. 
For the convenience of interviewing, each chip was assigned two serial numbers. 
One of them marked the order in which the chip would be shown to the informant. The 
order was randomly determined. The other indicated the position of the chip in the 
standardised array. 
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Fig. 2.1.2 Arrangement of the Munsell colour chart. The number within each cell shows the 
value of saturation of each chip (based upon MacLaury 1987: 118). 
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24. As the Munsell colour chart represents the surface appearance of the colour solid which has a fonn of an 
irregular cylindroid, the degrees of saturation of individual chips vary depending on hue and brightness, despite 
that all chips have maximum obtainable purity. 
25. Each hue is divided in the Munsell colour system into ten steps . The chromatic chips selected in Berlin & 
Kay and the present study are 2.5 Munsell Hue steps apart. 
26. This was also noticed by Forbes (1979:299) who used the same chart as colour stimulus material. His 
French informants found it was impossible to select best examples of white from the chips available . 
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2.1.3. TESTING STAG~ 
The test consisted of five parts. In the first step, the Naming Test, the informant was 
shown one by one 330 chips in randomly arranged order and asked to name each chip in 
terms of colour respectively. The chips were then put back on to the colour chart 
described above according to their hues and brightness. The goal of this task was to elicit 
the colour vocabulary of each informant. Elicitation was preceded with an instruction to 
use any word for as many colours as seemed appropriate. If it became clear that a chip 
was too difficult to be named by the informant, the chip would be put away without a 
positive response being obtained. 
After having written down an informant's responses, I was able to figure out 
tentatively the basic colour terms the informant had. A term would be counted as basic if 
(a) it was a monolexemic, that is, it was not a combination of two or more lexical items. 
In practice, this criterion means that the term in question is a monosyllable;27 (b) it was 
not merely a variety of a superordinate colour term. A term for an offshoot of a basic 
category is usually a polysyllable consisting of a head element for colour and a modifier; 
and ( c) its applications were widespread across the sample. After several interviews, it 
became apparent that a few monomorphemic terms like/en "pink" and qing "grue" were 
not constituents of the basic colour vocabulary shared by all informants. In short, only 
three criteria were employed in determining the basicness of a term. It seemed that the 
fourth major criterion in Berlin & Kay's list (1969:6-7) - wide range of applicability-
was unnecessary here since the stimuli were nothing but colour chips which were hardly 
likely able to elicit any term with specific range of application. Two supplementary criteria 
of Berlin & Kay - loan words and object names - were also discarded on the ground 
that "historical factors should not be allowed to bias the synchronic studies themselves" 
(Crawford 1982:341), because from a semantic point of view, what is significant is how 
a term is used in a language, not how it originated historically. Two other supplementary 
criteria- distributional potential and morphological complexity- are either inapplicable 
or unnecessary. 
Instead of simple colour terms, some responses were in the form of, say, bai dai 
dian hui ("white carry point grey" ~ "white with a tint of grey"), or dan hui "light 
grey". In the statistics in the sections to follow, the first example will be calculated as one 
occurrence of bai and one occurrence of hui; the colour of the chip will be treated as 
"grey white". Instances of the latter type will be treated the same as the corresponding 
head colour terms. 
The second task of the interview required of each informant was the pinpointing of 
the most typical examples of his or her basic colour terms from the chart. This Focus 
Selection Test was designed to find out the focal point of each basic colour term. It 
27. Chinese is to a large extent a language in which almost every syllable is a morpheme. On the other hand, 
not every word, especially in MSC, is monosyllabic. 
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proved to be quite easy for all informants. 
In the third part of the interview, the informant was asked to tell what kind of 
intuitive link between basic colour terms and natural environment s/he would have in 
mind, namely, what kind of objects/he would think of immediately afters/he came across 
one of the basic terms. This test is called a Psychological Link Test since it aimed to 
explore the psychological relation between each basic colour category and the natural 
world in people's mind. The results of this test have already been reported in 1.2.4. 
The fourth part was to some extent the reverse of the first, in which the informant 
was presented with 134 cards one at a time. Each card was labelled with one of the 134 
colour terms found in the Dictionaries. The task of the informant was to pick out the chips 
that in his or her view were the best representatives of the basic colour terms. The order in 
which the cards appeared was again determined randomly. The results of this 
Comprehension Test were expected to reveal how and to what extent the supposed 
langue knowledge with respect to colour vocabulary is shared by the sample population. 
For basic colour terms, the Comprehension Test is the repetition of the Focus Selection 
Test. 
In the final stage, the Grouping Test, the informant was instructed to group the 
chips in either the basic colour categories or the transition areas between basic colours. In 
this task, the informant was asked to ignore the brightness difference between colour 
chips. The Grouping Test seemed to be to many informants a difficult and unnatural task. 
Most groupings were punctuated by spontaneous pauses at which the informant stopped 
mapping as if finished. At each pause, the informant was encouraged to continue mapping 
more of a particular colour or a transition zone until s/he insisted that the categories or the 
transition zone applied to no more chips. All chips missed in the volunteered mapping 
were pointed out to the informant one by one and requested to be grouped under the 
established colour categories and transition zones at the end of the interview. All 
responses were recorded on data sheets containing a grid-like representation of the 
Munsell colour array. The complete mapping usually resulted in many overlaps. The aim 
of this task was to determine the extent of each basic colour category. 
2.1.4. SOMECAVFAlS ABOUT'IHEDATA 
Before engaging in the description and analysis of the data, it is necessary to review some 
potential sources of distortion of the data at the outset. 
There is no doubt that the large scale of the investigation in terms of informant 
number and testing procedure adopted in this study will have significantly reduced the 
chance of occurrence of false positive as well as false negative errors (see 1.2.2), and the 
principle followed throughout the interviews that the instructions given to the informants 
be consistent and be given by only one interviewer will have helped to minimise any 
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imbalance in stimulation. Nevertheless, the responses of the informants to colour stimuli 
and colour terms may still be subject to some variance. 
The most influencing factor is the mental state of the informants. There is some 
scepticism regarding the reliability of the sort of investigation described here as the 
experimental subjects are human beings, and whose bodies psychologically and 
physiologically are notoriously in a constant state of flux. As pointed out by Birren 
(1978:38), a simple thought will affect not only respiration and pulse rate, but perception 
of the external world. For instance, an area of steady brightness will appear to fade in and 
out due to the fluctuation of a person's physiological and psychological condition. In 
other words, there is no way to predict with precision the response to a particular stimulus 
from any particular individual, let alone from a group of people. Having accepted the fact 
that uncertainty is the only certainty in the perception and manipulation of colour space, 
just as the real-world phonetic realisation of a phoneme is never predictable, I present the 
results of my investigation here, fully aware that, while the responses elicited from the 
individuals are usually "correct" in a sense that they are tolerable to the people of the same 
linguistic community, some of the responses are idiosyncratic or accidental. After all, a 
semantic description of colour terminology has to be an account of the general knowledge 
of the system shared by the whole community~ therefore only an aggregate summary of 
responses would cancel out random individual idiosyncrasies to produce a picture of 
community average - a recurrent pattern of the distribution of the system. 
Other factors suspected of having an effect on the output of the investigation of the 
present kind are the characteristics of the illumination by which the colour stimuli are 
viewed, and the colours of the surroundings such as the walls, ceiling and furniture in the 
room. 
Every effort was made to conduct interviews in rooms with good natural light.28 
However, I could neither ensure the consistency of viewing conditions at different 
occasions, nor control the change of light over the duration of each interview. 
Fortunately, however, according to Judd (1952:81), the colour of a chip should have 
been perceived about the same even though the light varies a great deal, provided natural 
daylight was used as the only illumination. "That this is so to a surprising extent is a 
tribute to the success of the visual mechanism in taking into account the kind of light 
falling on the object as a part of the process of perceiving the colour belonging to the 
object". 
The surrounding colours of the interview settings also seemed to have little impact 
on the informants. One note of consideration: the overwhelming majority of interviews 
took place in the residential houses of the Australian National University in Canberra. The 
28 . The Munsell colour chart is designed to be viewed with average daylight, either natural or artificial 
(Burnham et al 1963: 169). I was unable to conduct interviews under laboratory conditions with artificial 
daylight because of practical difficulties. 
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interior decoration and furniture in these houses were almost uniformly in dull beige or 
brown; and according to the policy of the University, there was no encouragement for 
pictures and tapestries on walls. 
2. 2. PERFORMANCE OF 11IE SAMPLE 
A great amount of information has been generated from the interviews. With 79 
informants responding at five stages, we have about 65,000 "bits" of row data. Owing to 
the very nature of colour space, colour terminology, and colour perception mechanism, all 
of which interact, there were inevitably many inconsistencies and diversities in the data. 
2.2.1. INTER-PERSON VOCABULARY DIFFEREN~ 
The informants showed considerable individual differences in the Naming Test with 
respect to the number and complexity of colour terms they applied. Some used a relatively 
small number of terms for the whole set of colour chips, whereas others tried elaborately 
to give each chip a separate name; some used monomorphemic words for most chips, 
whereas others favoured long descriptive expressions. Figures 2.2.1.1-2 illustrate 
respectively the distribution of the number of terms and morphemes used by the sample. 
The average number of colour terms used by each person in the Naming Test was 
72.5, ranging from the minimum 27 to the maximum 133. The average number of 
morphemes used was 157.8, ranging from 46 to 334. Roughly speaking, as indicated in 
Figure 2.2.1.3, the ratio of morpheme number to term number increases along with the 
increasing of term number, which means that people who were more prone than others to 
use more terms were those who tended to produce more complex forms (Pearson r = 
.989, P < .001 (one -tail)). 
The Pearson correlation test was also used to examine to what extent the age and 
schooling year of the informants were related to the number of colour terms they applied. 
The results indicate that there is practically no correlation at all between these variables 
(for age and colour term number, r = -.022, P = .843 ( one-tail); for schooling year and 
colour term number, r = .018, P = .867 (one tail)). Similarly, the results of the T test 
(independent samples) indicate that there is no significant difference between the mean 
scores of male and female informants, and of the groups of people with different degrees 
of interest in modem and classical literature.29 The only significant social variable seems 
to be the dialectal difference. Statistical analysis shows that Beijing dialect speakers 
tended to use more colour terms in the Naming Test than did Shanghai speakers (the 
speakers of Beijing and Shanghai dialects formed the two largest relatively homogeneous 
29. For comparison, see Al-Jehani (1990) which reported that colour labelling is strongly correlated with 
the sex and age of Meccan speakers of Arabic. 
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dialectal groups in the sample (15 and 13 members respectively). The average number of 
terms produced by the two groups are 87.6 and 60.2 respectively; t = -3.406, P < .01 
(two-tail)). 
2.2.2. INTER-STIMULUS DIFFERENCES 
The degree of agreement among informants about the description of different colour chips 
varied highly. Figure 2.2.2.1 depicts two extremes: cell Nl0 was unanimously named by 
bdi "white" or its referential synonyms in the Naming Test; while cell 2.5YR9 was coded 
by 56 different terms and expressions covering a vast range of colour categories. The 
former is the case where people totally agreed with one another on the classification; the 
latter the case where people readily agreed to disagree. Other chips are intermediates 
between the two extremes. 
To estimate the correlation between the degree of agreement and the value of 
saturation as well as the degree of brightness, an agreement index was calculated for each 
chromatic cell, and the Pearson correlation test was applied (see Appendix B for the 
calculation of the agreement index). The results of the test for the correlation between the 
agreement index and the saturation value are: for the cells from 2.5R2 to 1009, r = -.434, 
P < .001 (one tail), and for the cells from 2.5BG2 to 10RP9, r = -.296, P < .001 (one 
tail). 30 These results indicate that there is a weak negative correlation between the degree 
of agreement and the value of saturation, that is, to a certain extent, it is more likely than 
not for people to give same or similar responses to colour cells with a higher value of 
saturation. The statistical analysis also shows that there is no correlation between the 
agreement index and the degree of brightness (r = -.029, P = .714 (one-tail) for the first 
160 cells, and r = -.032, P = .690 (one-tail) for the second 160). However, these figures 
are somewhat misleading since they conceal the fact that the cells with medium brightness 
generally have lower agreement index as depicted in Figure 2.2.2.2. In other words, the 
cells in the medium area of the brightness scale, which is also the distribution region of 
high value saturation, tend to have a higher degree of agreement. 
30. I had to process the data separately as the computer program available to me for the Pearson test could only 
accommodate samples with size not exceeding 200. 
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Cell N10 
Cell N10 
NO TERM 
1 bii 
., /. 2 benba, 
3 
4 
5 
~- ' na,se 
v. / .. 
na,youse 
fl , 
rubai 
Cell 2.5YR9 
NO TERM 
1 no term 
2 bailflnhong 
3 bliilhong 
4 b~i/h6ng/huang 
5 bai/honglhu1 
6 bliilhuing 
7 bai/zonghong 
8 b~i/zongs'e 
9 bllih~ 
1 0 baihu1Jb~i 
11 baizh~s~ 
5 
t' I / 12 chenghuang/hong 
13 doushase 
14 ' - ' '· doushaselba1 
15 fin 
1 6 finbai/hu1 
., ( 
17 fenhong 
1 8 flnhong/huang 
19 f1nhuT 
20 11ebai 
21 hehu;ing 
22 hehuT 
23 h~ 
24 he/huang 
25 h~Jrtbai 
26 huing 
/ / 27 huanglhong 
28 hui 
29 htlTihdng 
GLOSS 
"white" 
"original white" 
"milk colour" 
"milk cream colour" 
"milk white" 
GLOSS 
"white/pink red" 
"white/red" 
"white/red/yellow" 
"white/red/grey 
"white/yellow" 
"white/coir red" 
"white/coir colour" 
"white brown" 
"white grey/white" 
1 
"white ochre colour" 
"orange yellow/red" 
"bean paste colour" 
"bean paste colour/white" 
"pink" 
"pink white/grey" 
"pink red" 
"pink red/yellow" 
"pink grey" 
"brown white" 
"brown yellow" 
"brown grey" 
"brown" 
"brown/yellow" 
"brown/milk white" 
"yellow" 
"yellow/red" 
"grey" 
"grey/red" 
5 7 1 
% 
87.3% 
2.5% 
1.3% 
32 28 
1.3% Cell 2.5YR9 
7.6% 
% NO TERM 
1.3% 
1.3% 
2.5% 
1.3% 
1.3% 
2.5% 
1.3% 
2.5% 
1.3% 
1.3% 
1.3% 
1.3% 
1.3% 
1.3% 
2.5% 
1.3% 
2.5% 
1.3% 
1.3% 
1.3% 
1.3% 
1.3% 
1.3% 
1.3% 
1.3% 
2.5% 
1.3% 
7.6% 
1.3% 
30 .. / / huT/huang/hong 
31 - I / hu{ljuhong 
32 huibai 
.. , ' 33 hwchengse 
34 huifln 
35 huihuang 
36 hu1huanglbai 
37 huiz1 
38 mfbai 
39 mfhuang 
40 m1hu1 
41 mYse 
't' ' •' ..,. 42 m1se/hong/hu1 
... 'Is, ~ 43 m1seihuang 
44 ".. ' m,zongse 
45 buh~se 
46 buse 
47 pffus'e 
48 rouhong 
49 r?Juse 
50 rbuse/zi 
51 riibai 
.., " 52 rubailfen 
53 tuhuanglf~nhong 
54 tu6se 
I( \ 55 tuse 
56 xu~qing 
57 zongs'e 
GLOSS 
"grey/yellow/red" 
"grey/tangerine red" 
"grey white" 
"grey orange colour" 
"grey pink" 
"grey yellow" 
"grey yellow/white" 
"grey purple" 
"rice white" 
"rice yellow" 
"rice grey" 
"rice colour" 
"rice colour/red/grey" 
"rice colour/yellow" 
"rice coir colour" 
"lotus colour" 
"lotus root colour" 
"skin skin colour" 
"flesh red" 
"flesh colour" 
"flesh colour/purple" 
"milk white" 
"milk white/pink" 
"soil yellow/pink red" 
"camel colour" 
"soil colour" 
"snow grue" 
"coir colour" 
Fig. 2.2.2.1 Distribution of the colour terms for cells NlO and 2.5YR9. "%" indicates the 
percentage of the informants who applied the term or expression in the Naming Test. "/" 
indicates separate colour terms. 
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2.2.3. INTER-STAGE DIFFEREN~ 
Contradictory responses for the same cell from the same person were not very common 
but did occur. To measure the consistency of the performance of each informant in the 
Naming and Grouping Tests, in which responses were required for every colour 
stimulus, a consistency index was calculated (see Appendix C for details). 
Three main findings emerged from the calculation and statistical analyses. Firstly, 
the informants by and large were able to give identical or similar responses to the same 
stimulus at different times. On an average, each person had managed to score one or two 
points in 282 (or 85.5%) of the total 330 cells (159 (48.2%) I-point cells and 123 
(37 .3%) 2-point cells), only 21 cells (6.2%) are marked 4 points; the average score of 
each person and each cell is 1.76 points. Secondly, there is virtually no correlation 
between the consistency index and age or years of schooling, and there is no significant 
difference in terms of mean scores between the male and female informants, or between 
groups of people with different degrees of interest in literature. Again, the speakers of 
Beijing and Shanghai dialects performed slightly differently (the average scores for the 
Beijing and Shanghai groups are 592.9 and 556.7 respectively; t = -2.312, P = .028 
(two-tail)). Thirdly, while a weak negative correlation seems to exist between the 
consistency index and the saturation value (for the first 160 cells, r = -.424, P < .001 
(one-tail); for the second 160, r = -.353, P < .001 (one-tail)), there is no significant 
correlation between the consistency index and the degree of brightness. However, as 
exemplified in Figure 2.2.3, the cells located in the medium brightness area apparently 
tend to have a lower consistency index. It seems therefore that not only did different 
informants give identical or similar responses to cells with high saturation value and/or 
medium degree of brightness, but many people also performed relatively consistently with 
regard to these cells. 
2. 3. REPERTOIRE 
The Naming Test produced 468 distinct colour terms.31 Among them, 8 (1.7%) were 
used by almost all informants; 9 ( 1.9%) by a range of 53-78% of the informants; and 135 
(28.8%), 5-47%. Table 2.3 lists the 152 terms used by 5% or more of the informants ,32 
along with the number and percentage of the informants who used each term at least once. 
The meaning of the abbreviations in the "Type" column will become clear after sections 
31. Two relatively frequently used colour terms in literature,J7nse "gold colour" and yinse "silver colour", 
however, are absent from the list, as both colours are the property of a surface that shines or glitters, a property 
the Munsell colour chips do not have. 
32. The terms are listed in order of hei "black"-bai "white"-hui "grey"-h6ng "red "- huang "yellow "- Lu 
"green "- Lan "blue"- Zl "purple"- fen "pink"- he "brown"- qing "grue"- others. The colour terms are 
enumerated according to the percentage of occurrence as well as descending alphabetical order. The same 
arrangement also applies to Table 2.3.2-3. 
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2.3.1 and 2.3.2. The remaining 316 (67.5%) terms, which were applied by less than 5% 
of the informants and therefore can be considered as highly idiosyncratic and insignificant 
in a study of this type, will be excluded from consideration. Nevertheless, it is evident 
that the general morphological structure is consistent for all colour terms, frequent, 
infrequent, or idiosyncratic. 
The following principles will be adopted in the gloss of MSC colour terms: (1) each 
term is glossed morpheme by morpheme; this may result in forms such as "red red" or 
"black black"; (2) if one morpheme has to be translated into two or more English words, 
these words will be linked by "-"; (3) a single English equivalent of a Chinese compound 
modifier is provided in parentheses if necessary; for instance, tiiinkong will be glossed 
as "sky empty (sky)"; (4) each morpheme is generally glossed according to its basic 
meaning, that is, its most common meaning. In cases where the basic meanings are 
apparently irrelevant, other glosses are chosen; for instance, huii in huiibai is glossed as 
"multicoloured", rather than "flower" which is its basic meaning; (5) the nominal 
expression parenthesised in gloss indicates the restriction of the application of the colour 
term; ( 6) to avoid the danger of misunderstanding, no English colour terms except Berlin 
and Kay's eleven basic terms are employed in the gloss; and these terms are used only 
with the understanding that they are not necessarily identical semantically to their Chinese 
counterparts. Additionally, the reader should be reminded that a gloss does not always 
reflect the actual meaning of a term for reasons to be provided in due course. 
The terms in Table 2.3 can be, from a viewpoint of morphological structure, 
divided into two major groups: monomorphemic and compound.33 
33. Chinese is most vulnerable to homonymous confusion because of the monosyllabic nature of the 
overwhelming majority of its morphemes. Although linguistic constraints and communication context 
are able to forestall most ambiguities, under similar linguistic or extra-linguistic situations, only written 
forms can make distinctions between homonymous syllables. Because of this consideration, colour terms 
of all four historical periods will be accompanied by corresponding characters when they are 
systematically presented for the first time. 
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Table 2.3 MSC colour terms (used by four (5%) or more informants in the Naming Test). 
Cateqory Term Gloss Type No % 
HEI hei ~\ "black" BCT 79 100% 
"h-. ZI el ~~- "purple black" tv'C 25 32% 
hu1hei 
~'*'' 
"grey black" tv'C 18 23% 
lanhei a~, "blue black" tv'C 12 15% 
zonghei --- "coir black" NC 12 15% ~--1'(\, 
' ~~' 1iihei "green black" tv'C 10 13% 
honghei n~ "red black" tv'C 4 5% 
BAI /. ba, <a "white" BCT 77 97% 
huibai ~fg "grey white" tv'C 36 46% 
I/ b"· an a, ~ ~~ "blue white" tv'C 14 18% 
"'b/" ru a, ~ iLr;; "milk white" NC 10 13% 
V' /. -ti\/_ 
"pink white" tv'C 4 5% fenba1 -11-,v .... 
h/ b/, ong a, ~z.'f3] "red white" tv'C 4 5% 
huangbai /4,fa "yellow white" tv'C 4 5% 
HUI huT ~ "grey" BCT 77 97% 
/ .... /anhu, 
~* "blue qrey" tv'C 23 29% 
z1hui ~1i:. "purple qrey" tv'C 20 25% 
heihui ~~ "black grey" tv'C 18 23% 
,'I .... luhu1 ~~~ "qreen qrey" tv'C 9 11 % 
baihu1 ~~ "white grey" tv'C 8 10% 
h6nght.ii ~z~ "red qrey" tv'C 8 10% 
. "h .. ,:; t i.L.J,: 
"iron grey" NC 8 10% tie UI ?~IJI( 
., ~ ) ....Y. • fenhui -i~u,r.. "pink qrey" tv'C 7 9% 
qinghui A r~ "grue grey" tv'C 6 8% 
~ .... 
m1hu1 ~ ¼ "rice qrey" NC 5 6% 
zonghui ;Fft~ "coir grey" NC 5 6% 
,,. .... 
tuhu, _:i:.. -/i::_ "soil grey" NC 4 5% 
yfnhuT ~ "silver grey" NC 4 5% 
HONG / hong iZ.. "red" BCT 79 100% 
V "' fenhong ~'tz. "pink red" tv'C 62 78% 
V. / 
z1hong ~t,z "purple red" tv'C 62 78% 
juh6ng L ~L. "tanqerine red" NC 42 53% -.L~yt. 
' .,, dahong i(i/t. "great red" AC 36 46% 
zonghong ~;t. "coir red" NC 25 32% 
xianhong ~ l1Z. "fresh red" AC 19 24% 
- / zhuhong ~ ,~z. "red red" oc 19 24% 
ji~ngh~ng 1 ~j/2 "thick-soy-sauce red" NC 17 22% 
/. 'h / me1gu1 ong U.M P.-_t.,z_ "rose red" NC 17 22% 
/ / 
taohong ~}t1/l "peach red" NC 16 20% 
- / hu1hong ~~z "grey red" tv'C 15 19% 
V / 
zaohong :a ~~IZ "date red" NC 13 16% 
/ / yanghong vlCt "foreign red" AC 12 15% 
- / heihong "¥_-,.1z "black red" tv'C 11 14% 
"' , tuhong -+:.~/4 "soil red" NC 10 13% 
' / 
xuehong 6.~z. "blood red" NC 10 13% 
' , hehong j .. ~!. "brown red" tv'C 9 11% 
/ , 
huanghong ? ~~~ "yellow red" tv'C 8 10% 
tiexi'uhong ~~-tt. "iron rust red" NC 8 10% 
zhuanhong A~ ~1Z "brick red" NC 8 10% 
ziiangh6ng ~,~ ·1~ "purple thick-soy-sauce red" EXC 5 6% 
/ / 
chenghong 
-:P ~v1- "orange red" NC 4 5% 
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Table 2.3 MSC colour terms (continued). 
Cateqory 
HONG 
HUANG 
LU 
LAN 
Term 
ch1hong 
rouhong 
- / x,nghong 
zhehong 
/ huang 
liuhuang 
V / 
tuhuang 
.'.. ;' /uhuang 
- / zonghuang 
"' / m1huang 
huihuang 
/ / 
ehuang 
x~nghuang 
,/ / 
chenghuang 
jmhuang 
ruhuang 
..,. / 
caoh.uang 
' / hehuang 
jianghua'ng 
/ / honghuang 
,1 Ju 
V ' 
caolt.i 
molii 
Ian/ii 
huanglii 
heilii 
huilii 
Y 'ii .'I p,ngguo u 
qinglii 
nenlii 
y " ·" ganlanlu 
bailii 
tu/ii 
zong/u 
,.. .. ; 
conglu 
liianglti 
xiiinlil 
heui" 
doulii 
guoli.i'-
V ' · fenlu 
song/ii 
~ , .\ you u 
z11ii 
,an 
- / tianlan 
huT!an 
If'. , 
z1/an 
Iii/an 
/ / 
hulan 
hv ·1 / a,an 
Gloss Type No % 
"red red" OC 4 5% 
"flesh red" NC 4 5% 
"qorilla red" NC 4 5% 
"ochre red" NC 4 5% 
"yellow" BCT 79 100% 
"tanqerine yellow" NC 58 73% 
"soil yellow" NC 32 41 % 
"qreen yellow" rvc 29 37% 
11- , 'I( "coir yellow" NC 21 27% 
g~;F" "rice yellow" NC 20 25% 
-&_,,,. "qrey yellow" rvc 17 22% 
~ "qoose yellow" NC 9 11 % 
~ ~r·_-+-".;..,a&,;..pr_ic;;...o;...t..J.y...;.1e.;...llo.;;_w;..;...._" -------~NC;.;;_._4-_...;;.9""-___:_1 _;_1 °..:..:1/o~ 
"oranqe yellow" NC 7 9% 
"qold yellow" NC 7 9% 
"milk yellow" NC 7 9% 
"qrass yellow" NC 6 8% 
"brown yellow" rvc 6 8% 
"thick-soy-sauce yellow" NC 6 8% 
"red yellow" rvc 4 5% 
"qreen" BCT 79 100% 
"qrass qreen" NC 59 75% 
"black qreen" rvc 57 72% 
"blue qreen" rvc 56 71 % 
"yellow oreen" rvc 54 68% 
"black qreen" rvc 34 43% 
"qrey qreen" rvc 24 30% 
"apple qreen" NC 16 20% 
"qrue qreen" rvc 15 19% 
"tender qreen" AC 14 18% 
"olive qreen" NC 13 16% 
"lake qreen" NC 11 14% 
"white oreen" rvc 10 13% 
"soil qreen" NC 8 10% 
"coir qreen" NC 8 10% 
"shallot qreen" NC 7 9% 
"thick-soy-sauce qreen" NC 7 9% 
"fresh qreen" AC 7 9% 
"brown oreen" rvc 6 8% 
"pea qreen" NC 5 6% 
"fruit qreen" NC 5 6% 
"white qreen" rvc 4 5% 
"pine qreen" . NC 4 5% 
"oil qreen" NC 4 5% 
"purple qreen" rvc 4 5% 
"blue" BCT 79 100% 
"sky blue" NC 58 73% 
"qrey blue" rvc 37 47% 
"purple blue" rvc 31 39% 
~ ~-- '" "qreen blue" 23 29% 
'A ~ l· ~ "lake blue" NC 19 24% 
i:.:, ~ fi::.. "sea blue" NC 17 22% 
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Table 2.3 MSC colour terms (continued). 
Category Term Gloss Type No % 
LAN heuin ~'~~ "black blue" tv'C 14 18% 
b / , / aI/an e~ i.. "white blue" tv'C 11 14% 
- / q,ng/an ~~ "qrue blue" tv'C 8 10% 
V r 
_.I,, •'A"" 
"white blue" tv'C 5 6% fen/an ~1.~a. 
v ,, % . rulan ~ "milk blue" f'\C 4 5% 
' / zanglan i ~.~ "Tibetan blue" f'\C 4 5% 
ZI V J.5 \ "purple" BCT 78 99% ZI 
/ " Janz, 
·~ r "blue purple" tv'C 30 38% 
-. 'I' he1z1 ~:! r "black purple" tv'C 27 34% 
I' 
" ?/'Z.tl ~ "red purple" tv'C 19 24% hongz1 
~v 1Jt... ... r "qrey purple" tv'C 18 23% hUIZI \. 
., V . \. . • 
"pink purple" tv'C 12 15% fenz, 
--~ 
rr .. 
' 
.. , " l~ t~ "thick-soy-sauce purple" f'\C 10 13% 1IangzI 
- .., -q,ngzI .P t'! "grue purple" tv'C 6 8% 
- " ::#rd ~ "coir purple" f'\C 4 5% zongzI 
FEN " fen ~i' "pink" SGT 31 39% 
\ V 
roufen ,~ Iii' "flesh pink" f'\C 6 8% 
b"'f V a, en -1a7N,\ "white pink" tv'C 5 6% 
~ If 
z1fen ~UY ,j~ "purple pink" tv'C 4 5% 
HE ' ~ "brown" SGT 33 42% he 
- ' honghe ~ "red brown" tv'C 13 16% 
, ' huanghe '1 :jf~ "yellow brown" tv'C 12 15% 
heih~ 13 r.~ ib "black brown" tv'C 10 13% 
zrhJ ~·r\* "purple brown" tv'C 9 11 % 
' ' /uhe ~ ~~ "qreen brown" tv'C 6 8% 
QING - ~ "grue" SGT 26 33% q,ng 
V .. -~ 
-xueq,ng -::,,?/ "snow qrue" f'\C 11 14% 
' ... ...... ' zangq,ng i'H ~ "Tibetan qrue" f'\C 7 9% 
\ -danq,ng ~ ~ ~ "eqq qrue" f'\C 5 6% 
/'-
chase ~ ~~ "tea colour" N-SE 5 6% 
,,,. ' ..L -chengse ,yo I«; "oranqe colour" N-SE 15 19% 
Xi / ' g. nlanse tfj_fn r_.~ "olive colour" N-SE 5 6% 
ti / ' gutongse ~~'11~ "ancient copper (bronze) colour" N-SE 6 8% 
.. , \ ~ ik "thick-soy-sauce colour" N-SE 9 11% 1Iangse 
..... ' fuse "";;l ~ "tangerine colour" N-SE 13 16% 
.. - ' kafeise ~~Pdt~ "coffee colour" N-SE 39 49% 
/. \. ' meiguIse uu-. ~ "rose colour" N-SE 4 5% 
m'fse ~ i;~~ "rice colour" N-SE 16 20% 
V' I' ' ouhese .A~~~ "lotus colour" N-SE 9 11% 
' ' ~~ "flesh colour" N-SE 16 20% rouse 
- - ' ·,~ - - "sky empty (sky) colour" N-SE 4 5% tiankongse 
.--n. -- __.. 
. ., . ' ' tIex,use ti_~s&_. "i ron rust colour" N-SE 7 9% 
tJs~ -:::±-f!.. "soil colour" N-SE 12 15% 
y ' _.i. ..,_M 
"ochre colour" N-SE 8% zhese -n.. ~.rJ~ 6 
"" 
"' / / ' z1/uolanse ~·~ r~-i!J "purple orchid (violet) colour" N-SE 9 11% 
- ' -~~ "coir colour" N-SE zongse I 45 57% 
hongzongs'e t.~1f,(I, "red coir colour" EXC 20 25% 
heizongse 
.~ ~~1~ "black coir colour" EXC 7 9% 
huangzongs"e ~ 1~, ~~ "yellow coir colour" EXC 6 8% 
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2. 3. 1. MON OMORPHElVIlC ~ 
The results of the fieldwork show that there are 11 monomorphemic terms in MSC 
designating colours, which in turn can be divided into two sub-groups: Basic Colour 
Terms (BCT) and Secondary Colour Terms (SCT). 
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A BCT is defined as a term which is monomorphemic, semantically independent of 
any other colour terms, and universally (or almost universally) used by the sample. There 
are eight BCTs: hei "black", bai "white", hui "grey", hong "red", huang "yellow ", lil 
"green", Zan "blue", and zr "purple". 
It seems that the informants were unaware of or ignored the distinction between 
chromatic (e.g., red, yellow, green, blue, and purple) and achromatic (i.e., black, white , 
and grey) colours as none of them had indicated such a distinction at any stage of the 
interview. 
An SCT is a term which is monomorphemic, but far from universally applied by the 
informants. There are three SCTs:fen "pink", he "brown", and qing "grue". 
2.3.2. COMPOUNDS 
There are 141 compound colour terms resulting from the Naming Test. They comprise 
five sub-groups: Adjective-BCT/SCT Compounds (AC), Mixed Colour Compounds 
(MC), Norninal-BCT/SCT Compounds (NC), Double-designation Compounds (DC), 
and Nominal-se Compounds (N-SE). 
An Adjective-BCT/SCT Compound (AC) is defined as a compound consisting of a 
BCT/SCT preceded by an adjectival element such as da "great", nen "tender", xiiin 
"fresh", and yang "foreign" which indicates specific attributes of the perceived colour. 
A Mixed Colour Compound (MC) is defined as a compound consisting of a 
BCT /SCT preceded by another colour term. The combination of the two morphemes 
indicates the mixture of two perceived colours. 
The informants could not agree on which position in an MC is the dominant one in 
terms of colour perception. Both alternatives were supported by almost an equal number 
of informants. Furthermore, some informants seemed to switch irregularly between 
modifier-head and head-modifier interpretations. As a result, for instance, huibai meant 
"greyish white" for some individuals, but "whitish grey" for others~ or "greyish white" 
for someone sometimes, but "whitish grey" for the same person at other times. For the 
ake of convenience, huibai is glossed as "grey white" in Table 2.3. All MCs will be 
glossed in a similar way. With some exceptions which will be addressed in due course, 
no attempt will be made to explore the precise meaning of MCs listed in this table. 
It merits pointing out that MC colour terms represent a unique type of adjectival 
coordinative compound. Most adjectival coordinative compounds consist of, 
etymologically speaking, either two elements denoting the same quality, for instance, 
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xunsu "rapid" = xun "rapid" = SU "rapid"' or yonggan "courageous" = yiSng 
"courageous" = gan "courageous"; or two elements denoting two different aspects of a 
quality, such as shenmi "mysterious" = shen "supernatural" + mi "secret", and congmfng 
"clever" = cong "acute-hearing" + ming "clear-sighted". That is, in some such 
compounds, the individual morphemes have exactly the same meaning as the whole word; 
in others, they constitute together the semantic properties of the whole. Whereas MCs are 
different: they denote the mixture of two qualities. When, for instance, shenmi means 
both supernatural and secret, huibai "grey white" is neither white nor typical grey. In 
other words, although xunsu, shenmi and huibai are the same in terms of morphological 
formation, they differ from one another in internal semantic structures. Intuitively, and 
also demonstrated in the interviews, the huibai-type words tend to be perceived as being 
a subordinative structure even though no general agreeable modifier-head relation could 
be established. 
A Nominal-BCT/SCT Compound (NC) is defined as a compound consisting of a 
BCT/SCT preceded by the name of an object usually with a typical colour as the modifier 
indicating attributes of particular-object-like colour. For instance, zong "coir" + hei 
"black" = zonghei "brownish black" (lit. "coir black"), and meigui "rose" + hong "red" 
= meiguihong "rose" or "rosy" (lit. "rose red"). 
An "object usually with a typical colour" means an object which is fa_miliar to the 
MSC speakers and will cause approximately the same colour perception independent of 
changes in illumination and viewing conditions. For instance, the colour perception of 
ripe tangerines or oranges is always constant under everyday conditions whether viewed 
under bright daylight or dim lamplight (see Burnham et al. 1963:82-3). An "object usually 
with a typical colour" may also mean an object with massive volume which will maintain 
a constant colour perception under daytime sunshine, such as the sky or sea. If a kind of 
familiar object has, due to different varieties, different colour appearances, knowledge of 
a mediating relation between the object name and the colour term is required to understand 
the compound (Cohen & Murphy 1984:38). That is, what colour attribute the initial 
nominal conveys has to be determined by the BCT /SCT modified by the nominal. For 
instance, zhuii.n "brick" + hong "red" = zhuti.nhong "red-brick-like red" (lit. "brick 
red"), not, say, "blue-brick-like red"; and pfngguiS "apple" + lii "green" = pingguotil 
"green-apple-like green" (lit. "apple green"), not, say, "red-apple-like green". 
A Double-designation Compound (DC) is defined as a compound consisting of a 
BCT preceded ( or followed) by a bound morpheme34 with synonymous or partially 
ynonymous colour designation. There are only two members of DC in Table 2.3: 
chihong "red red" and zhuhong "red red". 
34. In modern Chinese, ome morphemes can occur independently in any context, they are consideredfree 
morphemes ; whereas some are always uttered in conjunction with other morphemes. The latter are bound 
morphemes. 
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A N ominal-se Compound (N-SE) is defined as a compound consisting of a name of 
an object usually with a typical colour and a nominalisation suffix se "colour"35. 
Naturally, most nominals appearing in NC can also appear in N-SE. For example, 
zong "coir" can combine with either BCT hii or se; likewise, meigui "rose", with BCT 
hong or se. 
All types of colour terms mentioned so far except N-SE can be suffixed by se; and 
all bimorphemic compounds can be further modified by other colour terms. Non-NC 
trimorphemic compounds are labelled EXC (extended colour term) in Table 2.3, and will 
be excluded from the consideration. 
All compound terms are Tertiary Colour Terms (TCT). 
On the basis of the foregoing discussions, Table 2.3 can be converted into Table 
2.3.2, the terms of which are the major concerns of this chapter. 
35. When used as a norninalisation suffix, se means not only "colour"; its other meanings include 
"countenance", "scene", "quality", and "type". 
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Table 2.3.2 MSC colour terms (used by fo ur (5%) or more informants in the Naming Te t) 
(revi ed). 
Cateqory Term Gloss Type No % 
HEI hei "black" BCT 79 100% 
zonghei "coir black" f'-C 12 15% 
BAI bai "white" BCT 77 97% 
rubai "milk white" f'-C 10 13% 
HUI huT "arey" BCT 77 97% 
tithu1 "i ron arey" f'-C 8 10% 
qTnghu7 "arue arey" tv1C 6 8% 
m,hu1 "rice arey" f'-C 5 6% 
zonqhu1 "coir arey" f'-C 5 6% 
tuhur "soil arey" f'-C 4 5% 
/ h ..... y,n U/ "silver arey" f'-C 4 5% 
HONG hong "red" BCT 79 100% 
juhong "tanqerine red" f'-C 42 53% 
d'i,h6ng "qreat red" AC 36 46% 
zonghong "coir red" f'-C 25 32% 
xianhong "fresh red" AC 19 24% 
zhuhong "red red" oc 19 24% 
jianghong "thick-soy-sauce red" f'-C 17 22% 
/ . ' / me1gu1hona "rose red" f'-C 17 22% 
/ / taohong "peach red" f'-C 16 20% 
z°'lloh6nq "date red" f'-C 13 16% 
/ / 
vanghonq "foreian red" AC 12 15% 
V' / tuhonq "soil red" f'-C 10 13% 
'- ,/ 
xuehonq "blood red" f'-C 10 13% 
tilxiuh6nq "iron rust red" f'-C 8 10% 
zhuanhonq "brick red" f'-C 8 10% 
,/ / 
chenqhonq "oranae red" f'-C 4 5% 
' / ch,honq "red red" oc 4 5% 
rouh6ng "flesh red" f'-C 4 5% 
xinghong "qorilla red" f'-C 4 5% 
V / 
zhehong "ochre red" f'-C 4 5% 
HUANG / huang "yellow" BCT 79 100% 
j,Jhuang "tanqerine yellow" f'-C 58 73% 
Y' / tuhuang "soil yellow" f'-C 32 41% 
zonghuanq "coir yellow" f'-C 21 27% 
mYhufnq "rice yellow" f'-C 20 25% 
,/ / 
ehuanq "aoose yellow" f'-C 9 11 % 
x~nqhuanq "apricot yellow" f'-C 9 11% 
chenqhuanq "oranae yellow" f'-C 7 9% 
1iTnhuang "qold yellow" f'-C 7 9% 
V / 
ruhuang "milk yellow" f'-C 7 9% 
.., / 
caohuang "qrass yellow" f'-C 6 8% 
jianghuang "thick-soy-sauce yellow" f'-C 6 8% 
LU Iii "qreen" BCT 79 100% 
~ ,\ 
cao/u "arass qreen" f'-C 59 75% 
mo1&· "black qreen" tv1C 57 72% 
p(nggu6lii "apple qreen" f'-C 16 20% 
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Table 2.3 .2 MSC colour terms (revised) (continued). 
Category Term Gloss Type No % 
' LU qTnglii "grue green" tv'C 15 19% 
' ' nenli.J "tender green" AC 14 18% 
v v .''\ ganlanlu "olive qreen" NC 13 16% 
' hu/u "lake qreen" NC 11 14% 
v ' tu/ii "soil green" NC 8 10% 
' zonglii "coir green" NC 8 10% 
' 
congli.i "shallot qreen" NC 7 9% 
jiangl~ "thick-soy-sauce qreen" NC 7 9% 
' xiiinlii "fresh qreen" AC 7 9% 
d?JuJ~ "pea green" NC 5 6% 
\/ ~-guolu "fruit green" NC 5 6% 
' songlil "pine qreen" NC 4 5% 
\ / .. youlu "oil qreen" NC 4 5% 
LAN Ian "blue" BCT 79 100% 
tianlan "sky blue" NC 58 73% 
/ ,I 
hulan "lake blue" NC 19 24% 
h 'ti., , a, an "sea blue" NC 17 22% 
- / q,ng/an "qrue blue" tv'C 8 10% 
v' / 
ru/an "milk blue" NC 4 5% 
zang/an "Tibetan blue" NC 4 5% 
ZI '( "purple" BCT 78 99% ZI 
. . \ V 11angz1 "thick-soy-sauce purple" NC 10 13% 
.., V 
"qrue purple" tv'C 6 8% q,ngz, 
- " "coir purple" NC 4 5% zongz, 
FEN fen "pink" SCT 31 39% 
\ " roufen "flesh pink" NC 6 8% 
HE h'e "brown" SCT 33 42% 
QING qing "qrue" SCT 26 33% 
,, -
xueqmg "snow qrue" NC 11 14% 
' - "Tibetan qrue" NC 7 9% zangq,ng 
danqTng "eqq qrue" NC 5 6% 
chas~ "tea colour" N-SE 5 6% 
ch6ngs'e "orange colour" N-SE 15 19% 
v -, \ ganlanse "olive colour" N-SE 5 6% 
V / \ gutongse "ancient copper (bronze) colour" N-SE 6 8% 
jiangs'e "thick-soy-sauce colour" N-SE 9 11 % 
./\ 
ifuse 
' 
"tangerine colour" N-SE 13 16% 
kafeis'e "coffee colour" N-SE 39 49% 
/ . ' ' meigu,se "rose colour" N-SE 4 5% 
v , 
"rice colour" N-SE 16 20% m,se 
~ I ' uhese "lotus colour" N-SE 9 11 % 
' ' "flesh colour" N-SE 16 20% rouse 
tiankongse "sky empty (sky) colour" N-SE 4 5% 
ti~xius'e "iron rust colour" N-SE 7 9% 
'ti \ 
"soil colour" N-SE 12 15% tuse 
V ' zhese "ochre colour" N-SE 6 8% 
'( / ,, re 
z,Juo/ans "purple orchid (violet) colour" N-SE 9 11% 
-
\ 
"coir colour" N-SE 57% zongse 45 
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2.3.3. COLOUR TERM5 IN TI-IEDICIION~ 
As noted in section 2.1.3, the issue of colour vocabulary was also approached through 
the Dictionaries to make the study more comprehensive. Out of the 134 colour terms 
found in the Dictionaries, 28 were unknown to at least one-third (i.e., 27 or more) of the 
informants in the Comprehension Test. Since none of the informants had less than 10 
years schooling, and many of them had at least one tertiary education degree (see 
Appendix A), it is quite safe to assume that the use of these terms is beyond everyday life 
and therefore need not be the concern of this study. The remaining 106 terms including 6 
bound colour morphemes (marked by (B)) are listed in Table 2.3.3. All terms from the 
Dictionaries comprehensible to at least two-thirds of the informants but did not or rarely 
appeared in the Naming Test are called Passive Colour Terms (PCT). 
In view of morphological structure, the terms from the Dictionaries are by and large 
consistent with those used actively in the Naming Test. 
MCs in Table 2.3.3 will not be discussed individually exceptjiangzi' "deep-red 
purple", molii "black green" and terms with grue-sense modifiers. 
The comparison between Table 2.3 and 2.3.3 reveals that five kinds of colour terms 
tend not to occur in the conventional colour naming test. They are: 
(1) Terms with restricted application. Four examples are given below: cangbai "(of 
complexion) pale" (lit. "grue white"), youhei "(of skin) black" (lit. "black black" ), 
hunhuang "(of the sky or light) murky yellow" (lit. "faint yellow"), and zhanlan "(of 
the sky, sea, or lake) deep blue" (lit. "deep blue"); 
(2) Terms designating colours with attributes of extreme brightness, darkness or 
shininess. For instance, xueoai "snowy white" (lit. "snow white"), mohei "pitch black" 
(lit. "black black"), tonghong "bright and all-over red" (lit. "all-over red"), and youlii 
"oily green" (lit. "oil green"); 
(3) Compounds with bound morpheme components which are not in daily use and 
were not familiar to the informants. Instances are: yanhong "bright red" (yan "beautiful, 
handsome"), dailii "dark green" (dai "a kind of dying material used by ancient Chinese 
women to blacken their eyebrows"), andjiangzi' "deep-red purple"; 
( 4) Some monosyllabic morphemes that cannot in practice be used freely in modern 
Chinese; rather they have to occur in fixed compounds. In other words, although they are 
listed in the Dictionaries as independent entries, they do not enjoy the status of a word. 
None of these bound morphemes occurred as a colour term alone in the Naming Test, 
despite the fact that their meanings might be known more or less to the informants. 
(5) Most DCs tend to be missed out in the Naming Test. 
The comparison between Table 2.3 and 2.3.3 also reveals that in Chinese such a 
"completely analytic language" (Bloomfield 1933:20), the morphological problems of 
e tablishing the boundaries between morphemes and one-sy Hable words, and between 
polysyllabic words and phrases are far from resolved. For instance, while constructions 
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Table 2.3.3 MSC colour terms found in the Dictionaries (known by more than two-third of 
the informants). 
Key: Known = The number of informants who claimed that they knew the meaning of the term in the 
Comprehension Test and were able to choose the example of that term in the colour array: None= The number 
of informants who claimed that they knew the meaning of the term but could not find any example of that term 
in the array; Unknown = The number of informants who claimed that they did not know the meaning of the 
term. 
CateQory 
HEI 
BAI 
HUI 
HONG 
Term 
hei 
jiaohei 
mohei 
qlhei 
wuhei 
v - . youhe1 
b~i 
banb.;i 
V /, 
canba, 
cangbai 
congbai 
huabai 
hu1bai 
.,- / jiebai 
v' /. 
ruba, 
'- / 
shabai 
V ,,. 
xuebai 
( /, ymba, 
/ ' /, yuduba, 
huT 
V 'Y" 
ouhu, 
/ -r ymhu1 
/ hong 
\ / 
ch1hong 
' / dahong 
feihong 
v' ,, 
fen hong 
\I , 
huohong 
juhong 
rouhong 
" / shu1hong 
/ / 
taohong 
tonghong 
- / 
xianhong 
~ / 
xmghong 
.... / 
xmghong 
xuehong 
yanhong 
- / yanhong 
y / 
zaohong 
- / zhuhong 
'It'. / 
z1hong 
Gloss Type Known % None % Unknown % 
"black" BCT 74 94% 5 6% 0 0% 
"burnt black" AC 52 66% 13 16% 14 18% 
"black black" OC 71 90% 810% 0 0% 
"lacquer black" 71 90% 7 9% 1 1% 
"black black" oc 65 82% 12 15% 2 3% 
"(of skin) black black" oc 50 63% 11 14% 18 23% 
"white" BCT 79 100% 0 0% 0 0% 
"(of hair or beard) spot white" 49 62% 5 6% 25 32% 
"miserable white" AC 44 56% 17 22% 18 23% 
"(of complexion) qrue white" fv1C 46 58% 21 27% 12 15% 
"shallot white" 38 48% 20 25% 21 27% 
"(of hair or beard) multicoloured white" AC 30 38% 23 29% 26 33% 
"qrey white" fv1C 78 99% 1 1% 0 0% 
"clean white" AC 65 82% 14 18% 0 0% 
"milk white" f'..c 71 90% 7 9% 1 1% 
"(of complexion) ghost white" f'..c 45 57% 14 18% 20 25% 
"snow white" f'..c 65 82% 14 18% 0 0% 
"silver white" 56 71 % 18 23% 5 6% 
"fish belly white" 60 76% 13 16% 6 8% 
"qrey" BCT 79 100% 0 0% 0 0% 
"lotus-root grey" 52 66% 4 5% 23 29% 
"silver qrey" 72 91 % 6 8% 1 1% 
"red" BCT 79 100% 0 0% 0 0% 
"red red" oc 75 95% 0 0% 4 5% 
"great red" AC 77 97% 1 1% 1 1% 
"red red" oc 57 72% 4 5% 18 23% 
"pink red" fv1C 70 89% 810% 1 1% 
"fire red" 75 95% 4 5% 0 0% 
"tangerine red" 78 99% 0 0% 1 1% 
"flesh red" 66 84% 11 14% 2 3% 
1~7,tZ "water red" 46 58% 10 13% 23 29% 
.ft](Ltz "peach red " 63 80% 11 14% 5 6% 
\~Jz "all-over red" AC 69 87% 1 1% 9 11% 
~LZ "fresh red" AC 73 92% 6 8% 0 0% 
~-1,Jz.. "gorilla red" 57 72% 4 5% 18 23% 
~(2 "apricot red" 53 67% 6 8% 20 25% 
~12 "blood red" 75 95% 2 3% 2 3% 
"M~tz. "deep red" AC 62 78% 1 1% 16 20% 
~-z.. "beautiful red" AC 56 71% 1 1% 22 28% 
~z "date red" 75 95% 4 5% 0 0% 
)$.i-z "red red" oc 73 92% 1 1% 5 6% 
~,i-Z "purple red" fv1C 79 100% 0 0% 0 0% 
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Table 2.3.3 MSC colour terms found in the Dictionaries. (continued). 
Cateqory Term Gloss Type Known % 
HUANG huang ¼ "yellow" 
"grue yellow" 
BCT 79 100% 
LU 
LAN 
Z I 
FEN 
HE 
QING 
canghu;{ng 4¾ tv1C 55 70% 
ch/nghu.ing ~--n· "orange yellow" f\C 
hunhuang 
jiiiohuang 
j,nhuang 
. / / 1uhuang 
"' ,, m,huang 
' / nenhuang 
"' / tuhuang 
\ / 
xmghuang 
I li 
clo1u'-
' conglii 
dai1~· 
' ' doulii 
mo/~-
' nenlli 
p{ngguolii 
- ·' q,ng/u 
/ ·' you/u· 
,/ 
Ian 
tianlan 
w'eilan 
' / zanglan 
zh~nlan 
.,, 
ZI 
.. \ V ;11angz1 
.. , v 
111angz1 
,, / V 
1putaoz1 
- v q,ngz1 
I/ fen 
qTng 
' . .... ca,q,ng 
d°iinqTng 
' --zangq,ng 
/ \ 
chase 
/ ' chengse 
huse 
··" ' j1angse 
"goose yellow" f\C 
"(of the sky or light) faint yellow" AC 
"burnt yellow" AC 
"gold yellow" 
"tangerine yellow" 
"rice yellow" 
"tender yellow" AC 
"soil yellow" 
"apricot yellow" 
"green" BCT 
~ ti& "grue green" tv1C 
~ ~ "grass green" 
~ c-~ "shallot green" 
1 ~~ "grue green" tv1C 
1i jJ:. "black-piqment qreen" 
~~£ "pea green" 
~?-tA "black qreen" tv1C 
~ ~~ : "tender green" AC 
1~~!, ~- "apple green" 
.::~/ ;: "grue green" tv1C 
"oil green" 
"blue" BCT 
"grue blue" tv1C 
"sky blue" 
"(of the sky, sea or lake) luxuriant blue' AC 
"Tibetan blue" f\C 
"(of the sky, sea or lake) deep blue" AC 
"purple" BCT 
"deep-red purple" tv1C 
"thick-soy-sauce purple" f\C 
"grape green" f\C 
"grue purple" tv1C 
"pink" SCT 
"brown" SCT 
"tea brown" f\C 
"grue" SCT 
~ n "cabbage grue" 
.0 ~.:::n "eaa qrue" 
~ "Tibetan grue" 
~~ "tea colour" N-SE 
~ "orange colour" N-SE 
;£~~ "lake colour" N-SE 
~ ~ "thick-soy-sauce colour" N-SE 
74 94% 
64 81 % 
49 62% 
54 68% 
60 76% 
79 100% 
73 92% 
66 84% 
73 92% 
70 89% 
79 100% 
72 91 % 
78 99% 
70 89% 
75 95% 
54 68% 
66 84% 
78 99% 
76 96% 
78 99% 
65 82% 
68 86% 
79 100% 
77 97% 
79 100% 
77 97% 
63 80% 
61 77% 
79 100% 
59 75% 
66 84% 
78 99% 
59 75% 
57 72% 
74 94% 
70 89% 
57 72% 
51 65% 
52 66% 
61 77% 
71 90% 
78 99% 
60 76% 
59 75% 
None % Unknown % 
0 0% 
1 1% 
2 3% 
2 3% 
7 9% 
9 11 % 
18 23% 
0 0% 
5 6% 
5 6% 
1 1% 
2 3% 
0 0% 
0 0% 
0 0% 
2 3% 
1 1% 
0 0% 
3 4% 
1 1% 
0 0% 
0 0% 
1 1% 
2 3% 
0 0% 
2 3% 
0 0% 
0 0% 
6 8% 
4 5% 
0 0% 
1 1% 
0 0% 
0 0% 
4 5% 
810% 
1 1% 
0 0% 
4 5% 
3 4% 
10 13% 
6 8% 
0 0% 
0 0% 
2 3% 
2 3% 
0 0% 
23 29% 
3 4% 
13 16% 
23 29% 
16 20% 
1 1% 
0 0% 
1 1% 
8 10% 
5 6% 
7 9% 
0 0% 
7 9% 
1 1% 
7 9% 
3 4% 
25 32% 
10 13% 
0 0% 
3 4% 
1 1% 
13 16% 
9 11% 
0 0% 
0 0% 
0 0% 
2 3% 
10 13% 
14 18% 
0 0% 
19 24% 
13 16% 
1 1% 
16 20% 
14 18% 
4 5% 
9 11 % 
18 23% 
25 32% 
17 22% 
12 15% 
8 10% 
1 1% 
17 22% 
18 23% 
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Table 2.3.3 MSC colour terms found in the Dictionaries. (continued). 
Cateqory Term Gloss Tvoe Known % None % Unknown % 
:\ ' Ilse 1 ~~ "chestnut colour" N-SE 57 72% 2 3% 20 25% 
\' ' ; ~~ "rice colour" N-SE 69 87% 7 9% 3 4% m1se 
V' 
' ~' "lotus-root colour" N-SE 54 68% 6 8% 19 24% ouse ;, 
r6us~ 1il~ "flesh colour" N-SE 62 78% 14 18% 3 4% 
tcfos~ :a-Jt~ "peach colour" N-SE 53 67% 13 16% 13 16% 
~ ' tuose tiz.-fe "camel colour" N-SE 58 73% 8 10% 13 16% 
zh~s~ ~~ "ochre colour" N-SE 55 70% 1 1% 23 29% 
zongs~ ~~~ "coir colour" N-SE 78 99% 1 1% 0 0% 
baixi 1Q,m- "(of skin) white white" oc 40 51% 16 20% 23 29% 
- ~ 
~ ·p "(of plant) qrue qrue" oc 62 78% 2 3% 15 5% canqcu1 
... .. ; j I/ "(of plant) qrue qrue" oc 65 82% 3 4% 11 14% •qmgcu1 :.. 
·qingcong 
.!fn: e,~ "(of plant) qrue shallot [colour]" CN* 54 68% 2 3% 23 29% 
b} ~ "qrue" (B) 55 70% 1 1% 23 29% 
\. Chi 1f- "red" (B) 72 91% 3 4% 4 5% 
") ~ "qrue" (B) 60 76% 2 3% 17 19% CUI 
' ;; i "black" (B) 52 66% 4 5% 23 29% mo 
- ,~ "black" (B) 56 71% 3 4% 20 25% WU 
-
* 
zhu "red" (B) 68 86% 1 1% 10 13% 
* The morphological structure of qingcong is most unusual. See 2.10.6.4 for more about the term. 
preceded by adjectives such as an "dark", dan "light", liang "bright", and shen "deep" 
are properly excluded from the membership of the Dictionaries, it is not clear why some 
MCs like huibai "grey white" and zzh6ng "purple red" are acceptable to the 
Dictionaries, whereas others, such as heih6ng "black red" and huanglii "yellow green" 
are not; it is also difficult to see why some NCs like taoh6ng "peach red" and zaoh6ng 
"date red" are legitimate entries of the Dictionaries, whereas others, like xingh6ng 
"gorilla red" and y6uhei "oil black", are not, especially since some of those left out of 
the Dictionaries do not lack instances in literature. 
2.4. BASIC COWUR ~ IN :MODERN STANDARD CHINF.SE 
Each of the eight BCTs designates one of the colour categories which are postulated as 
universally basic by Berlin and Kay (1969). The referential semantic structures of these 
terms are presented below. The following conventions will apply to the figures 
throughout: ( 1) the number within each cell represents the percentage of the informants 
who classified the chip in a certain way; (2) the number after "none" indicates the 
percentage of the informants who claimed to know the meaning of the term in the 
Comprehension Test, but failed to find any example of it in the colour array; and (3) the 
number after "unknown" shows the percentage of the informants who claimed that they 
did not know the meaning of the term at all. 
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2.4.1. Hii ''BLACK'' 
The BCT hei was universally used to designate the basic colour category BLACK in 
MSC. The aggregate mapping data across all seventy-nine informants on the boundaries 
and foci for hei are given in Figures 2.4.1.1-4. 
Figures 2.4.1.1-2 show that the responses for hei centre on N 1 and extend upward 
with gradually decreasing density in the grey area on the one hand, and spread over a 
wide range of lowest brightness through yellow-red to purple-blue on the other. Some 
higher brightness yellows and green-yellows were labelled by some informants as hei in 
the Naming Test as well. In general, it seems that hei was used to represent those shades 
which are not necessarily absolutely black, but rather are classifiable as black as if there 
were no significant light or chromatic hues presented. The relatively high density in the 
lowest brightness yellow is contrary to some reports that BLACK is closely associated 
with the concept DARK-COOL (e.g. , Heider 1972). In the case of Chinese, it seems that 
BLACK does not necessarily relate to coolness, since yellow is usually regarded as a 
warm colour. 
It will be noticed that while N 1 was selected as the most typical example of hei in 
both the Focus Selection and Comprehension Tests as shown in Figures 2.4.1.3-4, about 
one-fourth of the informants did not label it hei at all in both the Naming and Grouping 
Tests. We will see later in 2.4.3, they rather preferred to code it grey or blackish grey. In 
addition, some people refused to pick out typical examples of hei as in their view there 
was no such chip in the colour array, despite the fact that they did employ hei 
occasionally in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.4.1.1 Distribution of hei "black" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.4.1.2 Distribution of hei "black" in the Grouping Test. 
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Fig. 2.4.1.3 Distribution of typical examples of hei "black" in the Focus Selection Test. 
None= 8%. 
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Fig. 2.4.1.4 Distribution of hei "black" in the Comprehension Test. None = 6%. 
2.4.2. Bai 'WHI1E" 
The BCT bai was almost universally used to designate the basic colour category WHITE 
in MSC. The composite mapping data of the sample population on the boundaries and 
focus for bai are given in Figures 2.4.2.1-4. 
These figures strongly support the addition of chip NlO to Berlin and Kay's chart 
(see 2. 1.2), in which the brightest neutral chip is N9 which seems to be at best on the 
very margin of bai as indicated by the fact that only 4% of the informants labelled it bai 
in the Naming Test. 
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Figures 2.4.2.2-4 how a perfec t unanimity in grouping bai chips and choosing a 
typical example of bai, uggesting that not only is N l0 the best representative of bai, but 
the bai territory itself. 
On the other hand, as shown in Figure 2.4.2.1, 14% of informants (11 out of 79) 
u ed terms other than bai to classify cell Nl0. Nevertheless, all non-bai terms uttered for 
Nl 0 were without exception alternative terms for WHITE. Among them, only ruoai 
"milk white" was used by more than 5% of the informants. The distribution of ruoai will 
be illustrated in Figure 2.6.2.1 . 
It is quite obvious that bai is by no means the mirror image of hei, as bai 
concentrates on just one cell whereas hei covers a stretch of cells~ and bai is strictly 
restricted to the brightest achromatic area whereas hei extends widely into chromatic 
hues. 
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Fig. 2.4.2.1 Distribution of bai "white" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.4.2.3 Distribution of typical example of bai "white" in the Focus Selection Test. 
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Fig. 2.4.2.4 Distribution of bai "white" in the Comprehension Test. 
2.4.3. Htii "GREY" 
PB p RP 
5 10 5 10 5 
--------> 
Contrary to the claims of Berlin & Kay (1969:42) and Caskey-Sirmons & Hickerson 
(1983:364) that many Chinese regard hui primarily as a noun for "ash" and its colour 
meaning as only tertiary, there was no dispute among my informants about the status of 
the term in colour terminology. To them, hui was the principal term for the category 
GREY, just like bai was for WHITE; and as demonstrated in 1.2.4, there is hardly any 
evidence of a close psychological association between colour term hui and the noun hui 
for "ash" in people's mind nowadays, although the former was etymologically derived 
from the latter. Only two out of seventy-nine informants did not have hui in their active 
colour vocabulary, indicating a lack of a GREY category in their colour perception 
system. Achromatic as well as chromatic greys were labelled by them using various 
derivatives or combinations of morphemes for BLACK, WHITE, or other categories. On 
the other hand, they did not have any problem at all in selecting the best examples of hui 
in the Comprehension Test. 
The composite mapping data on the boundaries and foci for hui are shown in 
Figures 2.4.3.1-4. The first two figures illustrate that while it mainly resides in the 
intermediary zone between black and white in the neutral axis, hui also includes many of 
the palest shades of chromatic hues within its range. The other two figures show that the 
cell N 6 seems to be the ultimate focus of hui as it was picked by the highest number of 
informants as the best example of the colour in both the Focus Selection and 
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Comprehension Tests. 
A comparison between Figures 2.4.3.1-2 and 2.4.1.1-2 reveals a sort of 
complementary distribution of hui and hei in the hue area, that is, the darkest YR-Y-GY-
G-BG-B-5PB area tends to be coded as hei by many informants, while the brightest 
7.5PB-P-RP-R area is apt to be regarded as hui. It is interesting to note that there is a 
great degree of overlap between hui and hei in the neutral set, whereas the darkest 
chromatic hues could only be designated as hei. This might be an indication that in the 
lowest end of the brightness scale, hui is more "neutral" than hei in terms of involvement 
with hues. 
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Fig. 2.4.3.1 Distribution of hui "grey" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.4.3.2 Distribution of hui "grey" in the Grouping Test. 
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Fig. 2.4.3.3 Distribution of typical examples of hui "grey" in the Focus Selection Test. 
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Fig. 2.4.3.4 Distribution of hui "grey" in the Comprehension Test. 
2.4.4. Hong "RED" 
PB p RP 
5 10 5 10 5 
1 1 1 4 
-------------------------------> 
The BCT hong was universally used to designate the basic colour category RED in 
MSC. The aggregate mapping data across all informants on the boundaries and foci for 
hong are given in Figures 2.4.4.1-4. 
It is apparent that a variety of spectral colours such as red, red-purple, and some 
yellow-reds are within the range of hong; meanwhile the shades at both extreme ends of 
brightness in the same area are by and large out of hong. As shown in Figures 2.4.4.3-
4, few cells in the red-purple area were selected as representatives of hong despite the 
fact that many chips in this area were taken as hong in the Naming and Grouping Tests. 
The location of the focus for hong seems to be in the middle of the brightness scale 
within the red range but inclined a bit toward the yellow-red side in the spectrum. No 
single cell was selected by any great proportion of the informants as a typical example of 
hong. The greatest agreement in this respect occurs on 7.5R5 which was picked by more 
than 20% of the informants in both the Focus Selection and Comprehension Tests 
respectively. 
One unusual thing in the distribution pattern of hong is the sharp decline of 
percentage in the cell 2.5YR7 in both the Naming and Grouping Tests. According to Kay 
and McDaniel's fuzzy set theory (1978:624 ), the general structure of a colour category is 
uch that "as one moves through the perceptual colour space from the focus of a category 
toward its boundaries, there is a continuous and gradual decline from unity to zero in the 
membership values of successive colour percepts"; the cell 2.5YR7 however appears to 
represent a sudden break, rather than this sort of continuity and gradation. 
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2.4.5. Huang ''YELLOW' 
The BCT huang was universally used to designate the ba_sic colour category YELLOW in 
MSC. 
When the aggregate mapping data of all informants on the boundaries and foci for 
huang are graphed on the colour arrays as shown in Figures 2.4.5.1-4, it becomes clear 
that while huang overlaps with both spectral yellow-red and green-yellow, its tendency 
is more toward the red side of the spectrum than the green one. 
There is a very high degree of classification agreement in the huang range with two 
cells 5Y9 and 7.5Y9 being named and grouped by over 90% of the informants as huang. 
The same two cells were in fact chosen by more than 80% of the informants as the best 
examples of huang with 7.5Y9 showing the highest percentage. Such a high degree of 
unity and consistency with regard to the performance of the informants are at striking 
odds with the general tendency that the cells with low saturation and high brightness are 
apt to attract diverse responses (see 2.2.2-3). 
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2.4.6. Lil "GREEN" 
The BCT Iii was universally used to designate the basic colour category GREEN in 
MSC. 
Figures 2.4.6.1-4 illustrate the extent and foci of Iii, with the aggregate percentages 
showing agreement among the informants in respect of the classification of the cells. The 
first two figures show that while Iii ranges widely and intensively over the whole GY-G-
BG area (except for some of the darkest cells), plus parts of yellow and blue, the cells in 
the centre of the range have the highest percentages of agreement. The third and fourth 
figures reveal that no single cell was picked by more than one-sixth of the informants as 
the best example of Iii. Compared to the first two figures, the cluster of the relatively 
focal points seems to shift slightly from the middle to the left, that is, to the green-yellow 
side. 
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2. 4. 7. Lan ''BLUE'' 
The BCT Ian was universally used to designate the basic colour category BLUE in MSC. 
The composite data of all responses from the informants about the extension and foci for 
Ian are shown in Figures 2.4.7 .1-4 . 
Figures 2.4.7 .1-2 depict that Ian extends most widely in the highest brightness BG-
B-PB-P area, then gradually reduces its width along with the decreasing of the value of 
brightness. In the bottom of the range, there are hardly any cells labelled as Ian . 
It is obvious that Ian does not conform to the spectral blue in a sense that it includes 
most part of purple-blue in its extent while leaving some dark spectral blues to be labelled 
by terms for green or black. This observation is further confirmed by Figures 2.4.7.3-4, 
in which most cells selected to represent typical lan s are not within the range of the 
spectral blue at all~ rather they locate in a column for purple-blue. 
Cell 7 .5PB8 (to a lesser degree, 7 .5PB7 as well) represents another case of sharp 
sloping off in the percentage of agreement. 
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2. 4. 8. Zi' ''PURPI.E" 
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The term zr, and consequently the colour category, were lacking in both the Mandarin 
materials of Berlin & Kay (1969) and Caskey-Sirmons & Hickerson (1977) (see 1.3 .3). 
In the present study, it was found to be almost universally used to designate the basic 
colour category PURPLE in MSC. Figures 2.4.8.1-4 illustrate the boundaries and foci of 
zzby providing the percentage of informants who labelled the chips zr at different stages 
of the interview. 
Roughly speaking, zz is the most regular term used in respect of the spectral 
arrangement, that is, it is generally limited in the purple area of the colour array , only with 
light extension on both sides, especially on the purple-blue side. 
The extension in the darkest RP-R-YR area in Figure 2.4.8.1 seems to be an 
indication of the relation between deep red and purple in some people's perception 
sy tern. 
As in the cases of most hues, the informants could not reach a majority agreement 
on which cells were the best representatives of zz. When all high brightness zz were 
excluded from the candidacy, cell 2.5P4 seems to have been the most favoured choice as 
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it ha the highest percentage in both Figures 2.4.8.3-4. Similar to Ian , but from an 
opposite direction, the cluster of the focal points of zr leans strongly toward the purple-
blue side. 
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2.4. 9. OVERALL DIS1RIBU11ON OF BASIC COLOUR TERMS 
The following Figure 2.4.9.1 sums up the distributive pattern of BCTs in MSC. By 
drawing contour lines around the cells coded with these terms by an average of 5 % or 
more of the informants in the Naming and Grouping Tests, the figure combines the 
maximum coverage with very limited overlap of colour term extents. The overlap areas 
are indicated by shaded cells. 
It is apparent that most overlaps occur around the peripheries of Iii, Ian , zz and in 
the low brightness part of the neutral axis ; and the Iii-Ian transition area has the densest 
overlap. 
However, if we recall that the informants volunteered a large number of MCs and 
similar phrases in the Naming Test which indicate the perception of the mixture of 
different colours; and they mapped extensively transition area between basic colours in the 
Grouping Test, we will realise that the overlapping is much more widespread. Figure 
2.4.9.2 shows the cells labelled by the terms and expressions designating mixed colours 
by an average of 5% or more of the informants in these two tests.36 The overlap of 
different mixtures is again indicated by shaded cells. 
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36. All neutral colours are adjacent to all chromatic hues respectively in the colour solid as illustrated in Figure 
1.1. Such a relationship is largely suppressed in the colour array due to the two-dimensional nature of the array , 
but the informants were aware of them and expressed them in their responses in interviews. The only exceptions 
are yellow and black, and green and grey. No perceptual conjunctions between them were found in the tests. 
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Figures 2.4.9.1-2 represent the results of the observation from different angles. 
Naturally, there is a great deal of contradiction between them, as both figures show us 
only "trees" but not "wood". To obtain a clearer picture, we need to introduce the concept 
of "dominant level of agreement", that is, the percentage of agreement on the application 
of a certain term for a particular cell which is high enough to be recognised as a dominant 
percentage. Considering the very high degree of diversity in the responses, 34% on the 
average is set as the threshold of dominant level of agreement. Figure 2.4.9.3 illustrates 
the distribution of cells that reach this level. 
The comparison between Figures 2.4.9.1 and 2.4.9.3 reveals that the marginal cells 
of hong are generally not dominated by any mixture colours except red-purple in the 
spectral red-purple area; whereas the marginal huangs are split into yellow-reds and 
green-yellows respectively. Most peripheral lus in the yellow and green-yellow side turn 
out to be real green-yellows. In the area linking lu with Zan, the two figures show a high 
degree of consistency except that in the upper part, some overlapping cells in Figure 
2.4.9.1 seem to be in fact dominated by either of the colours respectively, while in the 
low part of the area, some marginal lus and !ans are much more frequently labelled as 
MCs or the like rather than as BCTs. In the purple area, only about one-fifth of the zr 
extent is actually dominated by zr itself; the other cells in this extent are either blue-purple 
or red-purple depending on their location on the left or right side of the extent; meanwhile 
the majority of the cells in the top and bottom parts of the zz extent seem to be free from 
the domination of any mixed colours. In the case of hui and hei, it becomes clear that N4 
through to N9 are primarily grey, and Nl-3, black. 
Now let us examine the distribution of the foci of BCTs. As indicated previously, a 
focal point of a colour term is simply defined, by the convention in the field of colour 
terminology study, as the cell chosen most frequently by the informants as the ideal 
representative of the term. In the present study, cells with an average 10% or more 
agreement in the Focus Selection and Comprehension Tests are taken as the best examples 
of BCTs. This percentage is quite low; nevertheless, as demonstrated in Figure 2.4.9.4, 
only a few cells within each BCT extent are able to reach this criterion. The cluster of 
such cells is the focus of a category. A comparison between Figure 2.4.9.4 and Figure 
2.1.2 reveals that all focal points of chromatic hues except that of YELLOW are located in 
the area with the highest saturation value and medium brightness degree. 
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Berlin & Kay (1969:8-9) provided composite maps of the foci of basic colour terms 
of twenty languages which were experimentally investigated by them. Based on these 
maps, they claimed that the locations of these discrete, but contiguous clustering of the 
foci in totally unrelated languages confirmed their hypothesis that the foci of basic colour 
terms are similar in all languages. Having compared Figure 2.4.9.4 with Berlin and 
Kay's maps, especially with their Figure 3 (which has been converted to Figure 2.4.9.5 
a shown above; the foci ranges have been reorganised on the basis of the individual 
maps of the twenty languages in Berlin and Kay's Appendix 1). However, I find that of 
the nineteen focal points in the MSC data, eight- 5Y2 for BLACK, N 10 for WHITE, 
N8 for GREY, 10R5 and 10R6 for RED, 7.5Y9 for YELLOW, and 7.5PB3 and 2.5P4 
for PURPLE-are located outside Berlin & Kay's "close" clusters. It is true that these 
points are still quite close to their clusters; but it may be equally true that the diversity in 
MSC implies the possibility of the indefinite extension of the focal clusters in different 
directions with different distances. It is already a bit odd to say that Berlin and Kay's 
clusters are "discrete" since overlaps obviously exist between YELLOW and ORANGE, 
and GREEN and BLUE. We now have the MSC data adding another overlap to their 
figure: RED-ORANGE. It seems therefore that it is not possible to draw conclusions 
about the universal similarity of foci of colour categories with much confidence. 
Following the suggestion of Lenneberg and Roberts ( 1956: 15-7), a number of 
parameters are designed to summarise the properties of colour categories. These 
parameters are ( 1) the size of a basic category, namely, the maximum extent a category 
occupies within the colour array; (2) the size of the concentrated range within the extent of 
a basic category, that is, the range designated with a "dominant" percentage of agreement 
among the informant population; (3) the size of the focus, that is, the extent of the cluster 
of typical examples of a basic category; ( 4) the composite agreement on a cluster of focal 
points, that is, the accumulative total of percentages of these points; (5) the homogeneity 
within a basic category, that is, the ratio of the size of the concentrated range to the size of 
the category extent; and (6) the size of the transition area between two basic categories. 
The properties of BCTs in MSC are given in Table 2.4.9 in respect of these parameters. 
All sizes are expressed in terms of the number of the cells that comprise the 
corresponding ranges; the sizes of transition areas are calculated according to the sizes of 
concentrated transition areas. The main readings of Table 2.4.9 are as follows: 
(1) Bai is an extraordinary category in terms of its exclusiveness and homogeneity. 
It is a category without internal structure; 
(2) Occupying almost one-third of the colour array, lii is the largest category in 
MSC colour terminology; 
(3) Lu and fan are the most homogeneous categories in MSC next to bai; zz is the 
least homogeneous one; 
(4) As expected, there is a close positive association between the category size and 
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the size of concentrated range ; that is, in principle, the larger the category size is, the 
larger the size of the corresponding concentrated range (r = .924, P < .01 (one-tail)); 
(5) The informants were not always able to agree upon the category foci 
placements, as the composite agreement on the focus area has been as low as 28%; 
(6) Like category sizes, the sizes of transition areas vary considerably; there is no 
concentrated transition area involving bai and hui. 
Table 2.4.9 Properties of basic colour categories in MSC. 
bai huang ' / hei hu7 hong Iii Ian zi 
1 Cateqory size 34 1 16 54 21 102 59 56 
2 Concentrated ranqe size 16 1 7 28 7 65 37 11 
3 Focus area size 2 1 4 3 2 2 2 3 
4 Composite aqreement on the focus area 61% 100% 80% 48% 84% 28% 37% 36% 
5 Ratio of concentrated ranqe size to cateqory size 47% 100% 44% 52% 33% 64% 63% 20% 
hei-1D - / hei-lan / / huang-hong liJ-huang / .' lan-lu zT-1an / ., hang-z, 
6 Transition area size 7 2 9 19 15 6 
One more point worthy of note. In spite of the fact that, as mentioned in 2.2.1 and 
2.2.3, the speakers of the Beijing and Shanghai dialects performed somewhat differently 
with regard to the complexity of colour expressions used by them and the consistency of 
their responses in different stages of the interview, there is virtually no difference between 
the two groups in terms of semantic structure of the colour terminology. To illustrate the 
point, Figure 2.4.9.6 shows the placements of the bast examples of the BCTs chosen by 
the two groups in the Focus Selection Test. The first figure in a cell indicates the 
percentage of the Shanghainess speakers who chose the cell as the most typical example 
of a BCT; the second figure, the percentage of the Beijing dialect speakers who made the 
same judgement. 
19 
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Fig. 2.4.9.6 Distribution of typical examples of BCTs chosen by the speakers of Shanghai and Beijing dialects in the Focus Selection Test. 
8% of the speakers of the Shanghai dialect and 7% of the speakers of the Beijing dialect could not find a typical hei "black" in the colour chart. 
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2.4.10. SUMMARY 
Heinrich ( 1972:222) once suggested that colour classification is "an artefact, a 
standardised system by which men can manipulate and categorise the world of visual 
experience, i.e., a way of reducing the kaleidoscope of experience into a small group of 
categories which will be meaningful for interpersonal communication". The foregoing 
descriptions indicate that the colour space in MSC is divided up by eight integrated basic 
categories which are verbalised by eight basic colour terms. Each of these categories 
occupies a large or small volume of space within the colour continuum, with unstable 
boundary lines, clear concentrated ranges, and narrowly circumscribed focal points . The 
peripheral areas overlap more or less with each other, while the concentrated ranges are 
mutually exclusive. 
Contrary to general belief,37 the probability of any individual cell reaching a 
majority agreement in the selection of typical examples of categories for chromatic hues is 
quite low. In fact, there were no chromatic cells except two yellows picked out by more 
than one-fourth of the informants as the best representative of a category. Moreover, the 
locations of the clusters of focal points do not always coincide with the areas of highest 
agreement resulting from the Naming or Grouping Test; in most cases they are not 
centrally placed within corresponding category extents either. In zz, for instance, one of 
the focal points even falls outside the concentrated range of the category. 
Generally speaking, a bell-shape pattern of agreement gradation within category 
extent is characteristic of most categories. That is, there is usually one single area in the 
extent which represents the highest concentration of responses for the category and 
around which the concentration gradually tapers off, although the decrease is not 
consistent in all directions. Occasionally, sudden drops in concentration degree occur, 
such as 2.5YR7 in hong and 7.5PB8 in Ian. 
For the purpose of exemplification, Fig.2.4.10.1-2 show graphically three-
dimensional profiles of the distributive patterns of Ian and zz which are similar in 
category size, but vary considerably in homogeneity. The percentage indicates the average 
agreement among the informants in the Naming and Grouping Tests. The profiles 
demonstrate clearly that in Ian and zz there is no point even near unity and unanimity in 
terms of labelling; there is no single peak which is significantly prominent; the areas with 
the most intensive agreement do not centre within the category extent; and the symmetry 
of gradation takes different shapes according to the degree of homogeneity: Ian has a 
quite broad top, whereas the summit of zz is relatively peaked. 
To sum up, it is evident that MSC basic colour categories do not quite fit in the 
framework of fuzzy set theory adopted by Kay and McDaniel ( 1978. See 1.2.3) in colour 
terminology analysis. By definition, "afuuy set is a class of objects with a continuum of 
37. For instance, Berlin & Kay (1969: 13) claimed that "It is rare that a category focus is displaced by more than 
two adjacent chips" through repeated trials with the same informant and across informants. 
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grades of membership. Such a set is characterised by a membership function which 
assigns to each object a grade of membership ranging between zero and one" (Zadeh 
1965 :338); and in primary colour categories (i.e. RED, YELLOW, GREEN and BLUE) 
membership reaches "zero at the unique hue points adjacent to the focal unique hue 
points" (Kay & McDaniel 1978:638). In other words, the characteristics of membership 
functions of colour categories should be like those illustrated in Figure 2.4. l 0.3 (see 
ibid:625, 627 for reference); instead, however, the membership functions of the 
corresponding categories in MSC are something like those illustrated in Figure 2.4.10.4. 
That is, none of the members of any category is able to reach the maximum; meanwhile 
the memberships of all categories reach zero before they can reach the points adjacent to 
the neighbouring focal points. Alternatively, therefore, I return to Berlin and Kay's 
original prototype (i.e. focus and boundary) model which seems to be a more appealing 
way of generalising MSC data. If we define the prototype concept, roughly, as those 
category members which are associated with a prelinguistic, cognitive idea or image; to 
which people compare other members of the category when judging the degree of 
category membership (Rosch & Mervis 1975; Coleman & Kay 1981 ), then the focal 
points of BCTs in MSC can be considered most prototypical; and the gradation of the 
percentage of agreement can be interpreted as the gradation of the degree of category 
membership, or the gradation of prototypicality. 
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2.5. SECONDARY COLOUR TERMS IN l\10DERN STANDARD CHINESE 
The SCTs that will be examined in the sections to follow are the most complicated and 
problematic in MSC colour terminology with regard to lexical status. Two N-SE 
compounds will also be addressed for reasons to be presented in 2.5.3. 
82 
Due to the absence of data from the Grouping and Focus Selection Tests, the 
concepts of maximum extent, concentrated range and focus of SCTs have to be defined 
omewhat differently from that of BCTs. The following are the respective definitions: in a 
distribution figure of an SCT, any cell labelled as an SCT by 5% or more of the 
informants in the Naming Test is within the maximum extent of the SCT; any cell labelled 
as an SCT by 34% or more of the informants in the Naming Test is in the concentrated 
range of the term; and any cell chosen as the best example of an SCT by 10% or more of 
the informants in the Comprehension Test is the focal point of the SCT. 
2.5.1. Fen ''PINK" 
The most common meaning of fen is "powder". In Middle Chinese it could also mean 
"white" (see Table 4.3.1), apparently because many powder substances such as flour and 
lime are white in colour. In the Naming Test of the present study, however,fen generally 
displayed two distinct colour meanings according to the context in which it occurred: 
when used as a modifying element preceding huang, lan, lu, and qing "grue", it 
designates white or whitish; otherwise, pink or pinkish, although such a meaning is 
etymologically obscure. 39% of the informants volunteeredfen in the Naming Test. 72% 
of the same population were able to pick its representatives in the Comprehension Test. 
Figures 2.5.1.1-2 illustrate the distribution of fen in both tests respectively. 
The normal arrangement of the colour array splits red and its neighbouring red-
purple and leaves them at the opposite ends of the array despite them perceptually 
resembling each other (see 1.1); in the figures to come, however, column lORP is joined 
to column 2.5R, and the irrelevant columns from 2.5Y to 7 .5PB are truncated in order to 
make the fen extent undivided and its structure more visible. 38 The lines inside the array 
represent the maximum extent of hong, the shaded cells indicate the range of the 
concentrated range of hong, and the thick-line-bordered cells within the hong extent, its 
focal points. 
Several observations can be made on these two figures. First,fen is closely 
associated with hong as its range overlaps to a great extent with the latter; it also overlaps 
with zz to a significantly lesser degree. Nevertheless,fen seems to designate a category 
independent of either hong or zz, as it distributes by and large outside the concentrated 
ranges of hong and zz; and the two cells with the highest density in its extent - 1 OP7 
38. The colour array will be reorganised in a similar way wherever necessary . 
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and 2.5RP7 - are closer to the PINK cluster than to any other foci clusters in Figure 
2.4.9.5. Secondly,fen seems to be a term lacking in concentrated range and focal point; 
which suggests not only the relative infrequency of its application in the interview but the 
divergent opinions among the informants about its referents. And thirdly, being the 
mixture of red and purple with high but not highest brightness,fen seems to differ from 
its English counterpart pink which is generally perceived as a mixture of red and white. 
It is to be noted that the fen cells were more often labelled asfenhong "pink red" 
than asfen, indicating that many people still preferred to treat pink as an off-hong. 
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Comprehension Test. None=10%; unknown=18%. 
2. 5. 2. Qing "GRUE" 
Qing i one of the most frequent colour terms in modern literature ( only after bai, hong, 
hei, huang, and lil in the ordering of frequency of occurrence, but prior to other BCTs 
lan , zr, and hui. See Table 3.1.2;. Nevertheless, the informants in the present study 
failed to exhibit a psychologically salient and semantically well-defined qing category. 
Instead, only 33% of the informants infrequently volunteered qing in the Naming Test. 
Furthermore, the term was used so inconsistently throughout both the Naming and 
Comprehension Te t that no ingle cell wa named qing by more than 5% of the 
informant a illustrated in Figure 2.5 .2.1-2, in which the line inside the array represent 
the combined boundarie of the maximum extents of lil and Zan, the shaded cells indicate 
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their concentrated ranges, and the thick-line-bordered cells, their foci respectively. 
Although it still appears to be reasonable to gloss qing as GRUE since a great 
majority of qing responses fall within the range of Iii and Ian, the extremely inconsistent 
distribution indicates the uncertainty and confusion of MSC speakers about the referential 
meaning of the term. Such a confusion results in my view from the unique status of qing 
in the MSC colour terminology system. This system, as stated previously, on the most 
generalised level, consists of eight coordinate BCTs which by and large contrast 
exclusively with each other. All other colour terms have to be either their hyponyms or 
designators of transition areas between them. Qing is the only exception. Being a 
composite term for all greens and blues, it used to be one of the basic terms in the Ancient 
and Middle Chinese periods. After qing's split into Iii and Ian, and the emergence of 
hui in modern times, all other Middle Chinese basic terms, namely, hei, bai, hong, 
huang, and zi', join the three new members on the same footing to make up the 8-way 
classification, leave qing alone in an awkward position alien to the mode of thought of 
MSC speakers. To these people the contrast between green and blue is so overwhelming 
that it becomes virtually impossible for them to reach agreement on the central values of 
qing in the colour array any more. The problem is not that people do not have accurate 
know ledge of the meaning of qing, but that qing no longer has definite referential 
meaning. Pragmatically, for historical reasons, qing is still very much in use, but people 
have to rely heavily and in fact exclusively on contextual and/or extra-linguistic 
information to interpret its meaning. For instance, qingtian "grue sky" will be understood 
as "blue sky", not because qing means "blue", but because blue is the stereotype colour 
for sky on sunny days, and because when people hear the word qingtian, they know that 
someone is talking about a sunny sky. Similarly, qingc<io "grue grass" means green 
grass only because green is the stereotype colour for grass. On the other hand, people 
nowadays will find themselves at a complete loss to comprehend words such as qingbu 
(bu "cloth") or qingzhz (zhz "paper") since neither green nor blue can be claimed to be the 
characteristic colour of cloth or paper. In other words, the referential meaning of qing is 
obsolete. Because of this consideration, unlike other MCs, compounds with modifying 
elements made of qing and its synonyms will be addressed individually wherever 
possible. 
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Fig. 2.5.2.1 Distribution of qing "grue" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.5.2.2. Distribution of qing "grue" in the Comprehension Test. None=5%; 
unknown=23%. 
2.5.3. He ''BROWN", zongse "COIR COLOUR" AND kifeise "COFFEE COLOUR" 
As is evident in Figures 2.4.9.1, in addition to overlaps, there are also gaps between 
BCTs, and the widest gap lies between hong, huang, Iii and hei. Cells within this gap 
can be designated by none of these BCTs alone; nevertheless, many of them were readily 
referred to by SCT he39 which was used by 42% of the informants in the Naming Test. 
The distribution of he is shown in Figure 2.5.3.1. Figure 2.5.3.2 gives the distribution 
of he responses from 94% of the informants in the Comprehension Test. 
The percentages in the he range are not high as can be seen in Figure 2.5.3.1, but 
they do exhibit a distinguishable clustering of responses within or near the area 
recognised as focal BROWN in many languages as shown in Figure 2.4.9.5. One 
question immediately arises: since he seems to conform well to the BROWN category and 
is clearly distinct from any other basic colour categories, why was it used so infrequently 
compared to BCTs? Continuing the examination of MSC colour terminology, we find that 
the answer to this problem may lie in two N-SE compounds: zongse "coir colour" and 
kofeise "coffee colour". 
Zang "coir" is a kind of fibre from the outer husk of a coconut, used for ropes, 
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39. He derived from a noun for short clothes made of coarse hemp, flax or animal skin. This meaning no longer 
exits in MSC. 
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mats, and brushes etc.4° Chinese people are quite familiar with the colour of coir 
presumably mainly because the wooden frames of traditional family beds are always 
strung with crisscross coir ropes which need to be tightened regularly. 57% of the 
informants used zongse in the Naming Test and 99% picked out the ideal zongse chips 
in the Comprehension Test. Both percentages are higher than that of he. Figures 2.5.3.3-
4 show the aggregated data of distribution of the term in the Naming and Comprehension 
Tests respectively. 
49% of the informants who volunteered kafiise41 in the Naming Test. This 
percentage is also higher than that of he. Figure 2.5.3.5 illustrates the distribution of 
kafiise. No Comprehension Test was applied to kafiise as it is not included in either of 
the Dictionaries. 
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Fig. 2.5.3.1 Distribution of he "brown" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.5.3.2 Distribution of he "brown" in the Comprehension Test. None=l %; 
unknown=5%. 
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Fig. 2.5.3.3 Distribution of zongse "coir colour" in the Naming Test. 
40. Zong could be palm fibre as well. Both coir and palm fibre are similar in colour and use. 
41. Kafei is a loan-word from English coffee. 
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Fig. 2.5.3.4 Distribution of zongse "coir colour" in the Comprehension Test. None=l %. 
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Fig. 2.5.3.5 Distribution of kafeise "coffee colour" in the Naming Test. 
It is not difficult to see the resemblance between the distributions of he, zongse 
and kafeise since the ranges and locations of high agreement points of these terms are 
fairly consistent with each other. By ignoring the low frequency cells, and only taking 
those with 5% or more of agreement in at least one of the Naming Test figures, and then 
converting them into Figure 2.5.3.6, we can see the distributive patterns of these terms 
more clearly. It is evident that zongse and kafeise are nothing but synonyms of he as 
their contours follow very well the contour of he and none of the three bears any non-
colour overtones. Statistic analyses also confirm a close association between these terms. 
Based on the number of the informants who used them for the cells listed in Figure 
2.5.3.6, the following results were obtained from the Pearson correlation test: r = .829, P 
< .001 (two-tail) for he and kafeise~ r = .781, P <.001 (two-tail) for he and zongse as 
well as zongse and kafeise. In other words, the category BROWN seems to be 
designated by three alternative labels. Figure 2.5.3.7 shows the accumulative percentages 
of these terms in the Naming Test, in which by the conventional thresholds of 5% and 
34% respectively, we have the boundaries of the maximum extent of BROWN marked by 
the lines within the array, and the concentrated range, the shaded cells. Cell 7.5YR4 is 
taken as the focal point of BROWN as it is the only cell with an average percentage over 
10% from the two Comprehension Test figures available. 
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Fig. 2.5.3.6 Distribution of he, kafeise and zongse in the Naming Test (cells not named as any of these terms by 5% or more of the informants 
have been omitted). 
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Fig. 2.5.3.7 Distribution of BROWN (including he, kafeise and zongse) in the Naming Test. 
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In the light of Figures 2.5.3.1-7, we are able to suggest that a well-defined 
BROWN category has been established in MSC with respect to the distribution of 
referents, although the terms used in reference to it varied among the informants. The 
terminological uncertainty is most clearly revealed in Table 2.5.3, which shows that apart 
from 10% of the informants who did not use any of the three terms,42 and 9% who used 
them all indiscriminately, about 40% of the informants employed one of them only, while 
another 40% used two of the alternatives without any discernible distinction. 
The lack of agreement on the basic term for BROWN may imply the recentness of 
the category. One thing merits mention here. Among the terms competing for the position 
of predominant label for BROWN, it was not the monosyllable he which was most 
frequently selected; rather, zongse seemed to be the most favoured choice; even the 
foreign original kdfeise was more popular than he (zongse was used 333 times by the 
informants in the Naming Test; kdfeise , 241; and he, 201. This difference can also be 
detected in Figure 2.5.3.6). This phenomenon may be accounted for by the fact that both 
coir and coffee can provide the most stable and constant exemplars for the category in 
question. In other words, the relative preference for zongse and kdfeise in a system of 
classification may be due to the ease with which they can be anchored in certain models. 
Table 2.5.3 Distribution of the rival terms for BROWN category in the Naming Test (by the 
number and percentage of informants). 
Term None All One Two he - - \ - ' he & kafeise he & zongse kafeise & zongs~ kafeise zongse 
No 8 7 9 8 15 9 8 15 
% 10% 9% 11% 10% 19% 11% 10% 19% 
2. 5. 4. SU1\1MARY 
The three SCTs we encountered code three secondary colour categories which differ 
considerably from those represented by BCTs. In Section 2.4.1 through 2.4.8, we see 
that all categories designated by BCTs have well-accepted labels, largely regularly 
distributed referents, clear focal areas, and discrete concentrated ranges. Some or all of 
the e properties are however absent from the categories designated by SCTs. Such 
ab ences make these categories the most dynamic layer in the lexicon hierarchy of colour 
domain in MSC. 
The linguistic identification of the PINK category is realised by some people by 
loading the nominalfen with a new colour signification. However, the heavy overlap 
with RED, the low frequency of occurrence, and the existence of a popular off-hong 
42. These people labelled chips in the concentrated range of BROWN with zhese "ochre colour", tiexiilse 
"iron rust colour", chase "tea colour", etc. 
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term-fenh6ng- for the same colour space, imply that the category is not yet fully 
developed, and therefore secondary in the colour perception system. Whether it will 
eventually become a basic one only a future colour terminology survey will tell. 
Unlike fen which represents a category which has broken away from established 
basic categories, he designates a BROWN category which covers a space mostly without 
existing "occupants" and has no special connection with any of the basic colour 
categories.43 Consequently, he does not have to compete with other categories for the 
spot in the system. On the other hand, however, it has to face severe challenges from 
inside the category, as it cannot claim full credit for the establishment of the BROWN 
category, since other brown-terms zongse and kafeise are in fact more popular among 
MSC speakers. The advantage of he is obvious: it is monosyllabic, like all BCTs inm; it 
has no association with any object name, like all BCTs except hui; and it is an adjective, 
again, like all BCTs. As far as symmetry is concerned, he is the best candidate for the 
principal label of BROWN. The problem is, however, languages do not always develop 
in a predictable way. Besides, zongse and kafeise have their merits too: the 
unmistakable colour appearance of the objects from which their names were derived. 
Historically speaking, nouns for objects with unique and constant colour appearance 
sometimes did take over spots in colour terminology occupied previously by genuine 
colour terms. For instance, two colour terms hui "grue yellow" and da "white black" in 
ancient Chinese (see 4.2.2) were eventually ousted respectively by Iii "green" and hui 
"grey" which originally meant "grue-yellow silk" and "ash". Evidence suggests that 
similar changes have taken place elsewhere. In French, for instance, the newer form 
marron which was derived from the name for "chestnut" is gradually taking over the 
position of the primary term for BROWN from the older, non-derived form brun 
(Forbes 1979). In Russian, the older, pure colour term buryj "brown" is likewise being 
replaced by koricnevyj, a word derived from the noun meaning "cinnamon" (Corbett & 
Morgan 1988). 
To sum up, the community as a whole needs a BROWN category, and has created 
one, but has not yet decided what to call it; in this sense, BROWN has to be classified as 
a secondary category, at least for the time being. 
Contrary to PlNK and BROWN, the category GRUE is apparently fading away 
from the system. As far as its linguistic representative qing is concerned, it will continue 
to function as a colour terms with a meaning totally context-dependent. 
43. Chinese are not sure about the components of brown. English-speaking people seem to have the same 
problem. For instance brown is regarded by Ratliff (1976:323) as a dark red-yellow; or in Pickford's words (1951 :6), an orange diluted with black; but simply taken as the mixture of yellow and black by Kay and 
McDaniel (1978:637); or dim yellow by Kinnear & Deregowski (1992:164). Whereas in Hurvich's view (1981:9), "There are many browns in our environment" as browns "are mainly dark-greyish-orange and dark-
greyish or blackish-yellow colours. But there also red browns and olive browns" . 
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2.6. 1ERllARY COWUR TERMS (TC1) AND PASSIVE COWUR TERMS (PCf) 
IN MODERN STANDARD CHINESE 
As indicated in 2.3.2, Tertiary Colour Terms (TCT) are those that comprise two or more 
morphemes, designating colours of greater specification within or between basic or 
secondary colour categories, and were used by at least 5% of the informants in the 
Naming Test. Passive Colour Terms (PCT) are those which were not part of the active 
colour vocabulary of the informants, but recognised by more than two-thirds of them in 
the Comprehension Test. TCTs and PCTs in general designate tertiary colour categories 
subordinate to basic and secondary colour categories. 
As previously mentioned, MCs except for grue-initiated ones will not be considered 
individually. Other exceptions are mohei "black black", molil "black green", and 
jiangz"i "deep-red purple". The basic meaning of mo is inks tick. Its colour meaning is 
merely retained in a few fixed compounds in MSC. Jiang is a bound morpheme with 
extremely rare occurrence in the language. 
2.6.1. 1ERllARY ANDPASSIVECOWUR TERMS IN hei 
There are one TCT and five PCTs in the hei category. Their semantic traits will be 
illustrated in Figures 2.6.1.1-6 respectively. For the sake of succinctness, the top part of 
the colour array is truncated from the figures in this section. The lines within the array 
indicate the maximum extent of hei, the shaded cells represent its concentrated range, and 
the thick-line-bordered cells, its focal points. 
The hei-TCT is an NC zonghei "coir black" which only occurred in the Naming 
Test. Although the limited responses did not provide sufficient information about its 
semantic properties, we can still suggest with a certain degree of confidence that the term 
designates a shade of black with brownish tint, as most of the responses fall within the 
black as well as brown extent. 
Figures 2.6.1.2-6 show the distribution of hei-PCTs respectively. It seems that 
these terms can be divided into two subgroups. The first one includes two DCs mohei 
"black black" ,44 wuhei "black black", and one NC qihei "lacquer black". These terms 
were familiar to almost all informants; and there is no significant semantic difference 
between them as their distribution conform to the focal area of hei and is very similar to 
one another. All three designate a sort of pitch-black, which is plausibly the reason why 
they were not employed by most informants in the Naming Test, as it appeared to be 
difficult for small and discrete pieces of colour chips to give rise to a perception of 
absolute blackness. The second group consists of ACjiaohei "burnt black" and DC 
44. Mohei can be glossed as "inkstick black" as well since "inkstick" is the commonest meaning of mo and 
"as black as inkstick" perfectly makes sense. But the same cannot be said of molil "black green" in 2.6.6. 
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youhei "( of skin) black black". The common features of the two terms are (1) a relatively 
large proportion of the informants did not know their meanings; (2) although their 
distributions are well within the extent of hei, compared to the first subgroup, no 
predominant focal point emerged. 
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Fig. 2.6.1.1 Distribution of zonghei "coir black" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.1.2 Distribution of mohei "black black" in the Comprehension Test. None=10%. 
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Fig. 2.6.1.3 Distribution of wlihei "black black" in the Comprehension Test. None= 15%, 
unknown=3%. 
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Fig. 2.6.1.4 Distribution of qihei "lacquer black" in the Comprehension Test. N one=9%, 
unknown= 1 % . 
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Fig. 2.6.1.5 Distribution ofjiiiohei "burnt black" in the Comprehension Test. None=16%, 
unknown=18%. 
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Fig. 2.6.1.6 Distribution of youhei "( of skin) black black" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=14%, unknown=23%. 
2. 6. 2. TERTIARY AND PASS IVE COLOUR~ IN bm 
There are one TCT and nine PCTs in the bai category. In figures of this section, only the 
top part of the colour array is displayed. The shaded cell N 10 represents the maximum 
extent of bai as well as its focal point. 
Figures 2.6.2.1-2 show the distribution of TCT rutJai "milk white" in the Naming 
and Comprehension Tests respectively. The comparison between them and Figures 
2.4.2.1-4 attests the suggestion I made previously that rutJai is a referential synonym of 
bai, as for those who used it or knew it, its distribution is clearly identical with bai. 
The bai-PCTs include three ACs and six NCs which could be divided into three 
subgroups according to their semantic properties. Their distribution is illustrated in 
Figures 2.6.2.3-11 respectively. 
The first subgroup consists of ACjiebai "clean white" and NC xuebai "snow 
white" which are restricted to chips which are truly and completely white - these chips 
tend to be coded by the hypernym bai in the Naming Test. The reason why 17% of the 
informants denied that there were any paradigms of these terms within the colour array 
presumably is that these people did not think even chip Nl0 was pure and bright enough 
to be namedjiebai or xue/Jai. 
The second subgroup includes AC huabai "(of hair or beard) multicoloured white" 
and NCs banbai "(of hair or beard) spot white" andyinbai "silver white". Of them, the 
first two are used only of speckled and grizzled hair or beard. In the interviews, more 
than half of the informants either failed to pinpoint their referents in the colour array or did 
not know their meaning at all. For those who were able to choose their examples, as can 
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be seen in Figures 2.6.2.5-6, these terms do not really belong to the WHITE category; 
rather, they primarily designate pale grey colours. Yfnbai also appears to be a whitish 
grey as illustrated in Figure 2.6.2.7. To account for the fact that as many as 23% of the 
informants refused to select the representatives of the term in the colour array, my guess 
is that for these people the shining attribute of the term, which is supposed to be inherited 
from its initial nominal for silver, is absent in the chips available. 
The third subgroup comprises the remaining four PCTs which are white but contain 
some detectable chromatic tints or greyness. First we have AC canbai "miserable white" 
and NC shabai "(of complexion) ghost white". Both are basically within the white 
range, but skew to some extent out toward the darker area. While canbai connotes a 
chilly and dismal sense, shabai can only be used of a sickly, pale face or a frightened, 
scared or angry complexion. Probably because of the unpleasant, somewhat disturbing 
overtones inherent within these terms, about one quarter of the informants could not find 
their referents in the paper-made colour array. Another large proportion of the sample had 
no idea about their meanings at all. The third term NC congbai "shallot white" is also 
basically white, but with a delicate shade of pale green. In the Dictionaries, congbai is 
glossed as "the lightest blue colour", which is obviously not the understanding of the 
people who claimed to know its meaning. The final term in this subgroup is another NC 
yudubai "fish belly white" which is supposed to be the colour of the sky at dawn. As 
can be seen in Figure 2.6.2.11, the term straddles the line between bai and hui with a 
tiny extension into blue, thus it seems to designate something off-white-off-grey with 
slight blue tints. 
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T 7 <-- --- ----- -- -- ----- --- --------- --- --- ------ ------ -- ---- -- --- HUE --- -- --- ----- --- -- --- -- --- -- -- --- -- --- -- --- -- -- ---- -- --- --- -- --> 
Fig. 2.6.2.1 Distribution of ruoai "milk white" in the Naming Test. 
N 
B 10 :·: 
R 9 6 
I 8 
T 7 
R YR Y GY G BG B PB P RP 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
1 1 1 9 
.__ ______________________________ __J 8 
<---- --- --- -- -- -- --- --- ------ --- ---- -- ---- --- --- --- ---- -- --- - HUE --- ----- ------ -- --- -- --- ----- -- --- ------ ---- --- --- --- -- ---- -- --> 
Fig. 2.6.2.2 Distribution of ruoai "milk white" in the Comprehension Test. None=9%, 
unknown=l %. 
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N R YR Y GY G BG B P8 P RP 
-B 10 81 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 0 
------------------------------------, R 9 9 
I 8 8 
T 7 <------------------------------------------------------------ HUE ---------------------------------------------------------------> 
-
Fig. 2.6.2.3 Distribution ofjiebai "clean white" in the Comprehension Test. None= 17%. 
N R YR Y GY G BG B P8 P RP 
-B 10 00 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
------------------------------------, R 9 9 
I 8 8 
T 7 <------------------------------------------------------------ HUE ---------------------------------------------------------------> 
Fig. 2.6.2.4 Distribution of xuebai "snow white" in the Comprehension Test. None=l 7%. 
N R YR Y GY G BG B P8 P RP 
-B 10 5 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
------------------------------------, R934 1 3 13 9 
I 8 1 8 L-------------------------------------' T 7 <------------------------------------------------------------ HUE ---------------------------------------------------------------> 
Fig. 2.6.2.5 Distribution of bdnbai "(of hair or beard) spot white" in the Comprehension Test 
None=l9%, unknown=32%. 
N 
B 10 5 
R YR Y GY G BG B P8 P RP 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
-------------------------------------, R 9 2::J 1 3 
----------------------------------
9 
8 I 8 5 
T 7 3 < -- -- -- --- -- - -- -- --- -- -- -- - --- -- -- --- -- --- -- -- --- -- - -- --- -- -- HUE ---------------------------------------------------------------> 
Fig. 2.6.2.6 Distribution of hudbai "(of hair or beard) multicoloured white" in the 
Comprehension Test. None=29%, unknown=33 %. 
R YR y GY G BG B P8 p RP N 
B 10 1 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
R943 134 9 
I 8 3 8 L-------------------------------------' T 7 1 < --- -- ----- -- ----- -------------- --- ---------- -------------- -- HUE ---------------------------------------------------------------> 
Fig. 2.6.2.7 Distribution of yinbai "silver white" in the Comprehension Test. None=23 %, 
unknown=6%. 
N R YR Y GY G BG B P8 P RP 
-B 10 ZJ' 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
-R 9 19 3 1 1 3 9 
I 8 8 
,._ ________________________________ ___, 
T 7 <------------------------------------------------------------ HUE ---------------------------------------------------------------> 
Fig. 2.6.2.8 Di tribution of canbai "miserable white" in the Comprehension Te t. 
None=22%, unknown=23%. 
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N R YR Y GY G BG B PB P RP 
-B 10 34 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
--....---------------------------------. R 9 11 1 1 1 1 4 1 9 
I 8 1 L----------------------------------' 8 T 7 <------------------------------------------------------------ HUE ---------------------------------------------------------------> 
Fig. 2.6.2.9 Distribution of shabai "(of complexion) ghost white" in the Comprehension Test 
None= 18 % , unknown=25 % . 
N R YR y GY G BG B PB p RP 
B 10 1 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
~:51~ ____ 1_______ 1_4_8_3 __ 1 __ 1______ 1___ 3 ___ 1 ____ ~1: 
T 7 <------------------------------------------------------------ HUE ---------------------------------------------------------------> 
Fig. 2.6.2.10 Distribution of congbai "shallot white" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=25%, unknown=27%. 
N R YR y GY G BG B PB p RP 
B 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 R:~~1 ____ 1_1 ________________ 1____ 6_3_6 _____ ~1: 
T 7 <------------------------------------------------------------ HUE ---------------------------------------------------------------> 
Fig. 2.6.2.11 Distribution of yudubai "fish belly white" in the Comprehension Test. 
None= 16%, unknown=8 % . 
2.6.3. 1ERTIARY AND PASSIVE COWUR ~ IN hlii 
There are six TCTs and one PCT in the hui category. All but one are NCs. In the figures 
to follow, the lines within the colour array represent the maximum extent of hui, the 
shaded cells indicate its concentrated range, and the thick-line-bordered cells, the locations 
of its focal points. 
Figures 2.6.3.1 shows the distribution of tiehui "iron grey" which occurred in the 
Naming Test only. It is apparent that rather than resembling hui, tiehui is more similar 
to hei; in other words, it belongs to the category BLACK with regard to the distributive 
pattern. Figures 2.6.3.2-3 show the distribution of yinhui "silver grey" which is highly 
concentrated in the light grey area in the neutral axis. The shining attribute carried by the 
nominal yin "silver" does not seem to be as perceptually significant as in the case of 
yinbai, for only 8% of the informants denied the existence of yinhui in the 
Comprehension Test. No distribution figures will be given for other TCTs m'ihui "rice 
grey", qinghui "grue grey", tunui "soil grey", and zonghui "coir grey" as their 
frequency of occurrence is so low and their distribution is so dispersed that I am unable to 
determine their meanings. 
The distribution of the only PCT in hui- ouhui "lotus-root grey" - is shown in 
Figure 2.6.3.4 which indicates that o ... uhui is basically a light grey evenly dispersed over 
the hui extent with N8 as its focal point. 
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N 
-B 1C 
-R 9 
-I 8 
G 7 1 
H 6 1 
T 5 1 
.. 
N 4 3 
E 3 6 
S 2 5 
R YR y GY G BG B PB p RP 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 . 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
_J I I I 
3 1 3 1 1 
1 33 1 1331113331 1 1 1 1 
,..__ _______________________________ __. 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
S 1 4 <------------------------------------------------------------ HUE ---------------------------------------------------------------> 
Fig. 2.6.3.1 Distribution of tiehui "iron grey" in the Naming Test. 
N R YR Y GY G BG B PB P RP 
B 1C 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
R 9] LJ I I I 1\ 9 
I 8 8 
G 7 1 7 
H 6 4 6 T 5 ,. 5 
-N 4 4 
E 3 3 S2 ,__ ________________________________ ~2 
S 1 <------------------------------------------------------------ HUE ---------------------------------------------------------------> 
Fig. 2.6.3.2 Distribution of yinhui "silver grey" in the Naming Test. 
N 
N4j 
E 3 
S 2 
S 1 
R YR y GY G BG B PB p RP 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
1 1 1 4 1 1 n~i 1 9 
,__ ________________________________ ~ 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
<------------------------------------------------------------ HUE ---------------------------------------------------------------> 
Fig. 2.6.3.3 Distribution of yinhui "silver grey" in the Comprehension Test. None=8%, 
unknown= 1 % . 
B 1 
N 4 
E 3 
S 2 
S 1 
N R YR y GY G BG B PB p RP 
10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
56 3 131 1{ 58 9 
1 4 
---------------------------------~ 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
<------------------------------------------------------------ HUE ---------------------------------------------------------------> 
Fig. 2.6.3.4 Distribution of ouhui "lotus-root grey" in the Comprehension Test. None=5 %, 
unknown=29%. 
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2. 6. 4. TERTIARY AND PASS IVE COLOUR TERMS IN hong 
Hong is the BCT modified most in MSC; as a consequence, there are as many as 
nineteen TCTs and seven PCTs in this category. The TCTs that not only appeared in the 
Naming Test but also in the Comprehension Test will be dealt with first; the remaining 
TCTs will be discussed after them. PCTs will be introduced in 2.6.4.3. The colour arrays 
following are re-arranged in a way similar to that in 2.5 .1: the lines inside the array 
indicate the boundaries of the hong extent, the shaded cells represent its concentrated 
range, and thick-line-bordered cells, its focal points. 
2.6.4.1. Hong-TERTIARY COLOUR TERMS OCCURRING IN BmH TESTS 
Ten hong-TCTs occurring in both the Naming and Comprehension Tests. Among them, 
NCsjuhong "tangerine red", rouhong "flesh red" and ACs dahong "great red", 
xiiinhong "fresh red" appear to be semantically well-defined. Sitting on the boundary of 
hong next to yellow, with a cluster of focal points adjacent to the hong foci at the top 
right corner as depicted in Figures 2.6.4. l-2,juhong might be glossed as reddish orange 
since a part of its foci overlaps the cluster of foci for ORANGE in Berlin and Kay's 
universal system (see Figure 2.3.9.5). Right above the foci ofjuhong is the focus area 
of rouhong which seems to designate a kind of yellow-greyish red which is not 
particularly salient from a psychological point of view, but has prominent referents for the 
majority of people. Dahong and xi<i.nhong seem to be completely synonymous as far as 
their ranges and foci are concerned; both also could be considered as near synonyms of 
hong as the distribution of their responses in both tests is very much parallel to that of 
hong, only with lower frequency and smaller scales in the Naming Test but a similar 
degree of concentration in the Comprehension Test. 
Figures 2.6.4.1.9-20 illustrate the distribution of DCs chihong "red red", 
zhlihong "red red" and NCs xinghong "gorilla red", xuehong "blood red", taohong 
"peach red" and zaohong "date red" respectively. Because of the relatively low 
frequency of occurrence (except taohong) in the Naming Test, my attention mainly 
focuses on the figures from the Comprehension Test. It is clear that the first four terms 
are similar to each other as their responses generally spread over the concentrated range of 
hong in the low to medium brightness area with slight rightward leanings. The difference 
between them is that chihong and especially xuehong have distinguishable focal points, 
whereas xinghong and zhlihong do not. The advantage of xuehong presumably lies 
in the unique colour appearance of blood whose name constitutes the initial part of the 
NC. It is interesting to note that xinghong etymologically means "gorilla-blood red"; in 
other words, xinghong and xuehong have exactly the same exemplar. The relatively 
divergent distribution and high unknown rate of xinghong indicate, however, that its 
implicit "blood" sense may have been lost for many of the informants. 
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Taoh6ng enjoys the second highest frequency of occurrence in the Nam.ing Test 
among h6ng-TCTs. Unlike dah6ng that was used most frequently, however, taoh6ng 
hows a relatively vague pattern of distribution. The only observations I am able to make 
from Figures 2.6.4.1.17-18 are firstly, quite a number of responses of taoh6ng are on 
the red-purple side of the margin of hong; secondly, medium brightness reds are apt to 
be named taoh6ng; and thirdly, typical h6ngs are not taoh6ng. 
The responses of zaoh6ng are mostly within the low brightness red with cells 
2.5YR3 having the highest percentage of agreement among the informants. 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
B P RP R YR 
R 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 4 1 4 
H 7 ra,,J!;;!IIIIJIJJ!!l}jilll llL~ 3 T 6 
N 5 1 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
-----------------
Fig. 2.6.4.1.1 Distribution of juh6ng 
"tangerine red" in the Naming Test. 
B 
R 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
P RP R YR 
10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
1 3 1 3 
1 5 3 3 1 
1 
-----------------
Fig. 2.6.4.1.3 Distribution of rouh6ng 
"flesh red" in the Naming Test. 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
B 
R 
P RP R YR 
I 9 
G 8 
10 5 10 5 10 
~ ~ 1 °·:~t~~i~if ,,,;~m::~1 ~. ; J 
5 10 
i ~ 1 ~ti.., 1 
S 2 1 
Fig. 2.6.4.1.5 Distribution of dah6ng 
"great red" in the Naming Test. 
<------------------- HUE ----------------- ---> 
B P RP R YR 
R 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 1 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 .____ ___ __,_ _ _.__ ___ __, 
Fig. 2.6.4.1.2 Distribution of juh6ng 
"tangerine red" in the Comprehension 
Test. Unknown=!%. 
B 
R 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
P RP R YR 
10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
3 3 1 3 8 10 6 1 
1 1 5 4 1 5 13 18 
1 
----------------
Fig. 2.6.4.1.4 Distribution of rouh6ng 
"flesh red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=14%, unknown=3%. 
B 
R 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
P RP R YR 
10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
..._ ____ __._  _.__ ___ ___, 
Fig. 2.6.4.1 .6 Distribution of dah6ng 
"great red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=l %, unknown=! %. 
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B 
R 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
P RP R YR 
10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
1 
....__ ___ ........ _........_ ___ __. 
Fig. 2.6.4.1.7 Distribution of xitinh6ng 
"fresh red" in the Naming Test. 
B 
R 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
P RP R YR 
10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
--------------
Fig. 2.6.4.1.9 Distribution of chih6ng 
"red red" in the Naming Test. 
B 
R 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
P RP R YR 
10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
Fig. 2.6.4.1.11 Distribution of zhuh6ng 
"red red" in the Naming Test. 
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R 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
P RP R YR 
10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
.__--------~---------
Fig. 2.6.4.1.13 Distribution of xingh6ng 
"gorilla red" in the Naming Test. 
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I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
P RP R YR 
10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
__________ ........_ ___ ____, 
Fig. 2.6.4.1.8 Distribution of xitinh6ng 
"fresh red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=8%. 
B 
R 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
P RP R YR 
10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
1 
Fig. 2.6.4.1.10 Distribution of chih6ng 
"red red" in the Comprehension Test. 
Unknown=5%. 
B 
R 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
P RP R YR 
10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
S 2 1 1 
Fig. 2.6.4.1.12 Distribution of zhuh6ng 
"red red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=l %, unknown=6%. 
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I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
P RP R YR 
10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
....__ ___ _.,__~--------" 
Fig. 2.6.4.1.14 Distribution of xingh6ng 
"gorilla red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=5%, unknown=23 %. 
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<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
B P RP R YR 
R 10 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
5 10 5 10 5 
;.::· :: 
L....--___....."1 ...... A,F 
1 
10 
.__ ____________ _ 
Fig. 2.6.4 .1.15 Distribution of xuehong 
"blood red" in the Naming Test. 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
B P RP R YR 
R 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 1 1 1 
~ ~ 1 5 1~ : ::=:=11m111~mmii~:l ====== 
N 5 1 6 9 7 i:5/sl\f 1{/)j }/ 
; ~ 6 3 ~ ''f:ii~iii!~ii!~iii~iiiillii1~ 11 
S 2 1 1 1 
Fig. 2.6.4.1.17 Distribution of taohong 
"peach red" in the Naming Test. 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
B P RP R YR 
R 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 1 
Fig. 2.6.4.1.19 Distribution of zaohong 
"date red" in the Naming Test. 
<------------------- HUE --------------- -- ---> 
B P RP R YR 
R 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 L-------'---..L.---------1 
Fig. 2.6.4.1.16 Distribution of xuehong 
"blood red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=3%, unknown=3%. 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
B P RP R YR 
R 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 L..------'---...._ ____ ---,1 
Fig. 2.6.4.1.18 Distribution of taohong 
"peach red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=14%, unknown=6%. 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
B P RP R YR 
R 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 
~ ~ xc;Jij§:;:;:::::;;:;):ji··: ::.:iii,,.:. -1 __, 
N S fil;:fi:t:;;;j~:;~;;~::;;:;:;;:: ,, .. ,.,, 
~ ~ 1 3 iiiil ~i~1l ii~i::111:1il i::i:;1:i~'~'~ ~ 
S2 1341 1 
Fig. 2.6.4.1.20 Distribution of zaohong 
"date red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=5%. 
2.6.4.2. Hong-TERTIARY COWUR TERM5 OCCURRING ONLY IN 11IE 
NAMING ~T 
101 
There are nine hong-TCTs which did not appear in the Dictionaries but were applied by 
at least 5% of the informants in the Naming Test. All of them but one are NCs. The 
numbers of occurrences of chenghong "orange red", zhenong "ochre red", and 
zhuanhong "brick red" are too low to reveal any meaningful pattern of distribution. I 
can not establish the semantic structure of tunong "soil red" either due to its widely 
scattered responses and very low density over the hong extent. 
Other colour terms in this group, however, do show a certain degree of regularity 
of distribution. Roughly speaking, tiexiuhong "iron rust red" seems to be red in the 
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yellow-red margin;jiangh6ng "thick-soy-sauce red" and zongh6ng "coir red" appear 
to be a sort of dark red with some tinges of brown; and meiguih6ng "rose red" locate 
mainly in the left bottom quarter of the hong extent and beyond, and is a red colour with 
a strong trace of purple. The only AC in this group is yangh6ng "foreign red"45 which 
is primarily used to designate medium brightness reds just as does taoh6ng. 
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I 9 
G 8 
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E 4 1 
S 3 
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<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
P RP R YR 
10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
Fig. 2.6.4.2.1 Distribution of tun6ng 
"soil red" in the Naming Test. 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
B P RP R YR 
R 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 1 3 4 
Fig. 2.6.4.2.3 Distribution of jiangh6ng 
"thick-soy-sauce red" in the Naming Test. 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
B P RP R YR 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 1 3 1 1 1 1 -~J-?i1:;\~l f :\'_-· 
T 6 3 4 1 3 3 ,:l ;\11, -'~!f.;;/\P.I!!!!'!~;:;;"""';:~!'"""; --4 
~~i!~!10i~ ' 1 
S21 1 1131 1 
Fig. 2.6.4.2.5 Distribution of meiguih6ng 
"rose red" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.4.2.2 Distribution of tiexiuh6ng 
"iron rust red" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.4.2.4 Distribution of zongh6ng 
"coir red" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.4.2.6 Distribution of yangh6ng 
"foreign red" in the Naming Test. 
45 . Yang means "ocean", from which derived the meaning of "foreign". For instance, "foreign affairs" 
used to be called yangwu (wu "business"). In practice nowadays , however, yang as an adjective is reserved 
for things from the West only . Chinese normally do not consider things from any other parts of the world 
yang although they are definitely foreign. In the case of ydngh6ng , yang apparently indicates the skin 
colour of white Westerners . 
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2.6.4.3. PASSIVE COLOUR TERl\'5 IN hong 
Of the seven hong-PCTs, NC xinghong "apricot red" appears to be a synonym of 
juhong, with a small but highly distinct cluster of peak points of responses: 10R7 and 
2.5YR7, which represent more than half of the positive responses. It may not be a 
surprise to notice that one quarter of the informants claimed that they did not know the 
meaning of xinghong as apricots are quite rare in fruit markets in China. 
NC huonong "fire red" and AC tonghong "all-over red" resemble one another in 
their distribution which centres around the typical hongs with minor inconsistency. Both 
terms are apparently near synonyms of hong with narrower extents. The fact that they 
were not used actively by the informants in the Naming Test might be explained by the 
lack of liveliness in the colour chips, since such liveliness is an integral part of the 
semantic properties of these terms. 
Figures 2.6.4.3.4-7 demonstrate that while people were not sure about the referents 
of DC feihong "red red" and NC shumong "water red" except knowing that these 
terms could not be dark reds, they were totally at a loss for the meaning of AC yiinhong 
"deep red". As for another AC yiinhong "beautiful red", the informants who claimed to 
know its meaning seemed to regard it as medium brightness red. Apart from shuT "water" 
which has hardly any particular colour appearance, the other three initial components here 
are bound morphemes unfamiliar to many speakers of MSC. 
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Fig. 2.6.4.3.1 Distribution of xinghong 
"apricot red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=8%, unknown=25%. 
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Fig. 2.6.4.3.2 Distribution of huonong 
"fire red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=5 %. 
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Fig. 2.6.4.3.3 Distribution of tonghong 
"all-over red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=l %, unknown=l 1 %. 
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Fig. 2.6.4.3.4 Distribution of feih6ng 
"red red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=5%, unknown=23%. 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
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Fig. 2.6.4.3.6 Distribution of ytinh6ng 
"deep red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=l %, unknown=20%. 
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N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
P RP . R YR 
10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
....._ ___ _.__ ______ ___. 
Fig. 2.6.4.3.5 Distribution of shum6ng 
"water red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=13%, unknown=29%. 
<------------------- HUE --------------------> 
B P RP R YR 
R 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 1 
s 3 
s 2 
Fig. 2.6.4.3.7 Distribution of ytinh6ng 
"beautiful red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=l %, unknown=28%. 
2.6.5. 1ERTIARY AND PASSIVE COWUR TERMS IN huang 
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There are eleven TCTs and four PCTs in the category huang. All TCTs are exclusively 
NCs. Out of them, seven appeared in both the Naming and Comprehension Tests. The 
remainder occurs only in the Naming Test. In the figures following, only the part of the 
colour array from SR to lOGY will be displayed. The lines within the array indicate the 
maximum extent of huang, the shaded cells indicate its concentrated range, and the thick-
line-bordered cells, its focal points. 
2. 6. 5.1. 1ER11ARY COWUR TERMS IN huang 
Both tangerine and orange are native plants of China. Today, tangerine is one of the most 
common fruits in fruit shops all over the country, while oranges are relatively rare. Such a 
difference seems to be reflected in people's use of colour vocabulary: ju "tangerine " 
appears to be preferred over cheng "orange" as initial nominal in the NCs designating 
intermediary hues between yellow and red, in spite of the fact that tangerine and orange 
are very similar in colour appearance, andjuhuang and chenghuang are virtually 
identical in semantic structure. 
finhuang "gold yellow" was only used by 9% of the informants in the Naming 
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Test despite the fact that it can be found quite frequently in literature in descriptions of ripe 
rice or wheat, the blonde hair of Westerners, the roof of the Forbidden City, and o on. 
The reason underlying its low frequency , I believe, is the same as that in the case of 
yinbai; that is, many people did not accept that any yellow hues without shining 
appearance could be called gold yellow when such a shining attribute is supposed to be 
characteristic of gold. In the Comprehension Test, however, when people were required 
to interpretjinhuang with the Munsell colour chips, the majority showed a greater 
flexibility in coding the term. To them,Jinhuang is close to typical huang but slightly 
darker and slightly inclined to yellow-red hues . 
The majority of the responses of m'ihuang "rice yellow" are within the 
concentrated range of yellow but out of yellow focus, leaning towards the yellow-red 
side; meanwhile, there seems to be delicate traces of grey in m'ihuang. 
Xinghuang "apricot yellow" is also a low frequency term in the Naming Test. Its 
distributive pattern which in general is similar to those of chenghuang andjuhuang is 
hown in Figures 2.6.5.1.9-10. 
Only next tojuhuang, tunuang "soil yellow" has the second highest frequency of 
occurrence among the huang-TCTs in the Naming Test. Figure 2.6.5 .1.11 shows its 
responses distributing unevenly within the huang extent except focal yellows and their 
neighbouring cells on the green-yellow side; some out-huang cells around the low 
brightness boundaries of huang were also coded as tunuang by some people. The 
situation was regularised to a certain degree in the Comprehension Test where tunuang 
is basically located on the yellow-red side as well as on the low brightness part of huang 
with cell 2.5Y8 as its focal point. 
The initial e "goose" in ehuang "goose yellow" indicates the attribute of the feather 
colour of baby geese. As can be seen from Figures 2.6.5 .1.13-14, ehuang is 
synonymous with huang except having a wider cluster of focal points and a narrower 
extent. 
The four huang-TCTs occurring only in the Naming Test are NCs caohuang 
"grass yellow",jianghuang "thick-soy-sauce yellow", runuang "milk yellow", and 
zonghuang "coir yellow". None of them needs to be discussed in detail owing to their 
very low frequency of occurrence and very high diversity of distribution. 
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<---------------------- HUE ----------------------> 
B R YR Y GY 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
1 
..__ ___________ ____. 
Fig. 2.6.5.1.1 Distribution of chenghuang 
"orange yellow" in the Naming Test. 
<---------------------- HUE ----------------------> 
B R YR Y GY 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 1 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
1 1 
Fig. 2.6.5 .1.3 Distribution of juhuang 
"tangerine yellow" in the Naming Test. 
<---------------------- HUE ----------------------> 
B R YR Y GY 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 3 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
Fig. 2.6.5 .1.5 Distribution of jinhuang 
"gold yellow" in the Naming Test. 
B 
R 
<--------------------- HUE ---------------------> 
R YR Y GY 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
~ :r--1:T:~:.~~Jtui·•:P"'-r-: .. ,,_Ji7.~~;tffill,"'"am;;t;;.;,;; ~ ~. 7fL-=_-=_1 J-7 
H 7 3 1 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 .__ ____________ __. 
Fig. 2.6 .5.1.7 Distribution of mmuang 
"rice yellow" in the Naming Test. 
B 
R 10 10 10 10 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
s 3 
s 2 
Fig. 2.6.5.1.2 Distribution of chenghuang 
"orange yellow" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=3 %, unknown=4%. 
<---------------------- HUE ----------------------> 
B R YR Y GY 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
1 
..__ ____________ ___. 
Fig. 2.6.5 .1.4 Distribution of juhuang 
"tangerine yellow" in the Comprehension Test. 
B 
R 10 10 10 
I 
G 8 1 
H 7 3 5 
T 6 1 
N 5 
E 4 
s 3 
S 2 
Fig. 2.6.5 .1.6 Distribution of jinhuang 
"gold yellow" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=23%, unknown=l %. 
B 
R 
<--------------------- HUE ---------------------> 
R YR Y GY 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9171ss-:1@3J11i99fl/2l~: I[i\1.SijJif.iBru[ llilL=J7 
G 8 1 3 1 @Ml 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
(••.•->.->:: 
..__ ___________ ___. 
Fig. 2.6.5.1.8 Distribution of mmuang 
"rice yellow" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=6%, unknown=l %. 
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<---------------------- HUE ----------------------> 
B R YR Y GY 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 ~~)J~;:.i~;~.loiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiii,.l;@q .. _......1 
G 8 3 1 4 3 fa'1;;,] 
H 7 3 1 3 3 
T 6 1 3 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 L--------------....... 
Fig. 2.6.5.1.9 Distribution of xinghuang 
"apricot yellow" in the Naming Test. 
<--------------------- HUE ---------------------> 
B R YR Y GY 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
1 9 3 ~4£'.1§2:1!9: ·4:;pz LE)! 1 1 
G 8 9 13 5 4 5 ~~ '.'. 3 4 1 
H 7 5 19 8 22 6 
T 6 1 3 1 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 1 1 
S 2 1 
Fig. 2.6.5.1.11 Distribution of tuhuang 
"soil yellow" in the Naming Test. 
<---------------------- HUE ----------------------> 
B R YR Y GY 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 lliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil• 1 1 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 .__ ___________ __, 
Fig. 2.6.5.1.13 Distribution of ehuang 
"goose yellow" in the Naming Test. 
<-------- ----- --- ---- -- HUE ---- -------- ----------> 
B R YR Y GY 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 1 ·. \q ~,: 
G 8 1 3 8 15 13 :i~! rl 1 
H 7 4 6 6 1 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
_ ___. 
.___ ___________ ...... 
Fig. 2.6 .5.1.10 Distribution of xinghuang 
"apricot yellow" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=3 %, unknown=9%. 
<--------------------- HUE --------------- ------> 
B R YR Y GY 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9,---:=r11 i¾;.41i•< rlr14lii l!II.:. 11•c=r7 
G 8 5 5 5 8 14W6A 
H7 13866 
T 6 3 3 5 
N 5 3 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 L--------------...... 
Fig. 2.6.5.1.12 Distribution of tuhuang 
"soil yellow" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=l&, unknown=6%. 
<---------------------- HUE ----------------------> 
B R YR Y GY 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 3 
G 8 
H 7 1 1 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 ....._ ___________ _ 
Fig. 2.6.5.1.14 Distribution of ehuang 
"goose yellow" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=3 %, unknown=16%. 
2.6.5.2. PASSIVE COLOUR~ IN huang 
The PCTs in the huang category consist of one MC canghuang "grue yellow", and 
three A Cs hunhuang "( of the sky or light) faint yellow" ,jiaohuang "burnt yellow", 
and nenhuang "tender yellow". 
The initial component cang in canghuang, which is thought to designate grue, is 
a bound morpheme unfamiliar to 53 % of the informants, but the unknown rate drops to 
29% for the compound, indicating that some people who could not tell the meaning of 
cang thought they knew the meaning of canghuang. In other words, to many 
informants , canghuang was not a combination of grue colour and yellow colour; rather 
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it wa a single unit. Figure 2.6.5.2.1 shows that cdnghudng is regarded a a sort of 
atypical yellow with light brightness. 
It seems that there is a tendency to restrictjiiiohudrig to dull shades of hudng. 
Nenhudng on the other hand appears to be similar to the typical yellows but with strong 
yellow-green leanings: the term reaches its peak in cell 10Y9 with a figure of 24% that is 
the highest percentage among all cells in chromatic PCTs. Such leanings are probably due 
to the tender notion which in people's mind may be closely associated with vegetation 
which is mostly green. By contrary, hunhudng is rather vague as implied by its name. 
The term is usually used of faint lights of lamps or of the sun or the moon. People seemed 
to be able to appreciate the sense of opaqueness and haziness loaded on to the term, but 
could not reach general agreement on its referents. The reason why the three terms above 
failed to occur in the Naming Test is perhaps because their modifying components carried 
ome non-colour attributes which limit them from being applied freely in coding stimulus 
materials. 
<---------------------- HUE ----------------------> 
B R YR Y GY 
R 5 10 5 10 5 5 10 
I 9 3 , . . /W 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
1 
1 
Fig. 2.6.5.2.1 Distribution of canghuang 
"grue yellow" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=l %, unknown=29%. 
<---------------------- HUE ----------------------> 
B R YR Y GY 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
.___.· .:118 3 
G 8 
H 7 
...----....... 1 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
--------------
Fig. 2.6.5.2.3 Distribution of nenhudng 
"tender yellow" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=6%, unknown=l0%. 
<---------------------- HUE ----------------------> 
B R YR Y GY 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
4 
....__ ___________ ..... 
Fig. 2.6.5.2.2 Distribution of jidohuang 
"burnt yellow" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=l 1 %, unknown=20%. 
<--------------------- - HUE ----------------------> 
B R YR Y GY 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
19 8 ... _11 
G 8 1 1 ,:4 ,; 5 
:::::.:=:-:-:··-;: 
H 7 1 5 _ ____. 
T 6 4 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 ..___ ___________ __, 
Fig. 2.6.5 .2.4 Distribution of hunhudng 
"(of the sky or light) faint yellow" in the 
Comprehension Test. None=9%, unknown 
=29%. 
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2. 6. 6. 1ER11ARY AND PASS NE COWUR ~ IN Iii 
There are sixteen TCT and three PCT in the Iii category. With the exception of mo/ii 
"black green" and ganlanlii "olive green", almost all responses for these terms were 
trictly restricted within the Iii extent which is represented by the lines inside the tailored 
colour arrays in the following sections. In these arrays, the shaded cells indicate the 
concentrated range of Iii, and the thick-line-bordered cells, the location of its focal points. 
2.6.6.1. Lii-1ER11ARY COLOUR~ OCCURRING IN Barn TESTS 
Eight lii-TCTs occurred in both the Naming and Comprehension Tests. All are NCs 
except nenlii "tender green" being an AC and qinglii "grue green" and mo/ii "black 
green", two MCs. 
The first term in this group is caolii "grass green" which was the most favoured 
TCT in MSC as it was employed by 75% of the informants in the Naming Test. It is 
noticeable that in Figure 2.6.6.1.1, most responses for the term distribute evenly within 
the lii extent in the Y-GY-G side, and the same area contains almost all responses from 
the Comprehension Test as well. In other words, caolii exhibits a specific designation 
which differs considerably from its superordinate term lii in spite of the fact that grass is 
generally regarded as the best exemplar of lii in many languages including Chinese. 
It will be recalled that the nominal cong "shallot" has brought some tinges of pale 
green into congbai in the bai category. In conglii "shallot green", the function of the 
same initial morpheme seems to restrict most responses for the term into a range from 
7 .5GY to 7 .5G with medium brightness in the lii extent. 
The distribution of doulii "pea green" in Figures 2.6.6.1.5-6 reveals little 
regularity: it demonstrates no sign of agreement among the informants on its semantic 
tructure; and indicates nothing but fuzzy perception of the term in the mind of MSC 
speakers. 
Molii is another term with high frequency of occurrence. In fact it was uttered 
more times than any other TCT in the Naming Test, even though only by 72% of the 
ample population, 3% short of the figure for caolii. Designating blackish greens, molii 
repre ents a very well-defined subordinate category of lii as depicted in Figures 
2.6.6.1.7-8. 
Opposite to molii in the colour array is p{ngguo1ii "apple green" which specifies 
relatively light greens. 
Nen "tender" is now a familiar adjectival modifying morpheme in MSC colour 
terminology. While its function in the compound nenhuang (2.6.5.2) seem to give 
ome traces of green to otherwise pure yell / , 1t appears to indicate light pastel hades in 
the case of nenlii. 
Figures 2.6.6.1.13-14 show that there was no agreeable area of referents among 
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the informants for qinglu, apparently because of the semantic ambiguity of the initial 
component qing. 
110 
The responses for y6ulu "oil green" mainly distribute in the low left quarter of Lil 
extent. According to the Dictionaries, y6ulu means "shining deep green". It is very likely 
that this shininess had prevented the term from being used more frequently in the Naming 
Test. 
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< -------------------------------------------------------- H U E -------------------------------------------------------> 
B Y GY G BG B 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
H 1 ~ 1~ ~ 
T 6 
~~ ~4 ~ :1 
S 2 4 1 
Fig. 2.6.6.1.1 Distribution of caolii "grass green" in the Naming Test. 
<-------------------------------------------------------- HUE -------------------------------------------------------> 
B 
R 
Y GY G BG B 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
I 9 
GB =,.~---- 9 
H 7 8 
T 6 7 
N 5 6 
E4 .__~» 5 
83 
'----~ =~Mm~~IIIII 
4 
S22.6.f~1 Th~~~~7,~~~~~-=--.L-;;-:--:_L;[~~~~~~_:=-_ _j3 Fig. 2.6.6.1.3 1': - L __ '.L_ _ L. 1 ' . II 1 -- 2 Disiriburion of conglii ;;shallot green" in the Naming Test. 
B 
R 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
< -------------------------------------------------------- H U E -------------------------------------------------------> 
Y GY G BG B 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
.__ ________ __.__-.:----.-----_._ ___ __.____._ _____ __. 
Fig. 2.6.6.1.5 Distribution of doulu "pea green" in the Naming Test. 
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8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
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< -------------------------------------------------------- HU E -------------- ------------- --- -------------------------> 
Y GY G BG B 
5 10 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
B 
R 
I 
G 
H 
T 
N 
E 
s 
1 1 I 7: 
s I 1 
Fig. 2.6.6.1.2 Distribution of caolli "grass green" in the Comprehension Test. 
Unknown=!%. 
B 
R 
I 
G 
H 
T 
<-------------------------------------------------------- HUE -------------------------------------------------------> 
Y GY G BG B 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
9 
8 
7 
6 
N rnrnmm m~ :rn1@1tr 5 
E '---~=== 4 
S ._ ___ = ~~~ Eilli4tUillik~ __ _J 3 
S '----------'----:--..-----'-----'-_._ _____ ___.2 
Fig. 2.6.6.1.4 Distribution of conglii "shallot green" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=3%, unknown=9%. 
<-------------------------------------------------------- HU E ----------------------- --------------- -----------------> 
Y GY G BG B B 
R 
I 
G 
H 
T 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 I . . ....... ,,. ,.,,.,,.~ ....... ,,,,ifatMMf:t,0i I 1 19 
n 1 1 a 
7 
6 
N C=-_j!ilwllll lll lll l,,,;cc,;;a=«,es 5 E 4 
s ._ ________ ~ w~ % 1mwr• • • 3 
S ._ ________ _._~-------'----~---'---- - - ~2 
Fig. 2.6.6.1.6 Distribution of doulii "pea green" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=4%, unknown=l3 %. 
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B 
R 
< -------------------------------------------------------- H U E -------------------------------------------------------> 
Y GY G BG B 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
1 I 1. ~;;:;:;~;.;;;;;:,;;.;thiftt&D~il:40.W:/~iJxctYi ~ 
1 1 7 
i~ 3 6 ~ ~~ 1~0 
S 2 1 4 1 1 6 5 16 9 6 5 5 4 13 6 13 13 4 
Fig. 2.6.6.1.7 Distribution of molii "black green" in the Naming Test. 
<-------------------------------------------------------- HUE -------------------------------------------------------> 
B Y GY G BG B 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
I 9 [/\F :/\1Z-·(;:,}lft?;:~:/H-J·,> ,l \/,, \4r· 1 ,,__,-----,--, 9 
«/.';h,.,.*-'?;/~":,. /~"/,;-i/;.) ·~~;.?:::_. .. ,.~;) .. /: \:::.,. ./ . ",..,.:;: ; ....... .. '"-:, 
G 8 i,;it--•. ;;:,0 ,,J,ttt: ;':x:.Jt ",",:: 1,, ,ya /,;, $ :) 1 1 8 ~ ~ f~7T?t:r7f;. ~~~~f r li::~;~1~f ~q:~'~:-,~~0, ~~ ~-~ :e~-- J""1 ~{'~-1 ~ 
i~ ~ 
S2L-________ ___._-c~-~~-___._ ____ .__._ ______ ~2 
Fig. 2.6.6.1.9 Distribution of pinggu<Slii "apple green" in the Naming Test. 
< -------------------------------------------------------- H U E -------------------------------------------------------> 
B 
R 
Y GY G BG B 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 =~---~ 9 G 8 8 
H 7 7 
T 6 6 
N 5 1 5 
E 4 .___~~10011 4 
s
3 
L-.-----'= 111mm 9==»~---~ 3 
s2L-. ________ _._-,--~---...._ ___ _.__..._ ______ ~2 
Fig. 2.6.6.1.11 Distribution of nenlii "tender green" in the Naming Test. 
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< ---------- ----------------------- ------- --- ------------- HU E -------------------------------------------------------> 
Y GY G BG B 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
G 
H 
T 
N 
E 
s 
s 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
1 1 6 !1:1: 1::::::;::::::1:1::1r:i:1:r1 111~m1i11i11t~i11iJ:11111:1~1:1111::::;1::1 1:::1:1::iI:1 111::1:1::11::! :i:~:1i:1~ !1:J 1 1 3 
1 4 8 3 1 2 
- · - Distribution of molu "black green" in the Comprehension Test. Fig. 2.6.6.1.8 
None=l%. 
< -------------------------------------------------------- H U E -------------------------------------------------------> 
Y GY G BG B B 
R 
I 
G 
H 
T 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 1 19 
1 I a 
7 
6 
N -~h"'" 5 
E L--~== 4 
S ._ __ ___.== 3 
S ._ ________ _.__:,-_-,-.. _ __.~--__.~...._ _______ 2 
Fig. 2.6.6.1.10 Distribution of p[ngguolu "apple green" in the Comprehension 
Test. Unknown=l %. 
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< -------------------------------------------------------- HU E -------------------------------------------------------> 
Y GY G BG B 
5 10 10 5 10 10 5 10 
Fig. 2.6.6.1.12 Distribution of nenlu "tender green" in the Comprehension 
Test. Unknown=4%. 
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B 
R 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
< -------------------------------------------------------- H U E ------------------------------------------------- ------> 
Y GY G BG B 
5 10 5 10 5 10 
1 
5 10 
1 
1 
1 4 
5 
1 
1 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
i~ ~ 1 1 ~ 
s2L-________ ___._ _ --.:c-------'------.___._ _____ ____.2 
Fig. 2.6.6.1.13 Distribution of qmglii "grue green" in the Naming Test. 
< -------------------------------------------------------- H U E -------------------------------------------------------> 
B Y GY G BG B 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
s2._ ________ ___._ _ ~ ___ ___._ ___ .__._ ______ 2 
Fig. 2.6.6.1.15 Distribution of y6ulii "oil green" in the Naming Test. 
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<-------------------------------------------------------- HU E -------------------------------------------------------> 
Y GY G BG B 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
1 
, I , 
1 1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
N i~JlJM~ 5 
E 1---r 1 4 
s L-----= w~~m~ 1••••~IL_--=J 3 S 1 2 
Fig. 2.6.6.1.14 Distribution of qmglli "grue green" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=l %, unknown=l6%. 
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E 
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< -------------------------------------------------------- H U E -------------------------------------------------------> 
Y GY G BG B 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
s I I 1 
Fig. 2.6.6.1.16 Distribution ofyoulii "oil green" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=3%, unknown=l 1 %. 
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2. 6. 6. 2. Lu-TERTIARY COLOUR~ OCCURRING ONLY IN THEN AMIN G 
TEST 
The lu-TCTs occurring only in the Naming Test are one AC xianlu "fresh green" and 
even NCs ganlanlii "olive green", guoiu "fruit green", hulu "lake green",jianglu 
"thick-soy-sauce green", songlu "pine green", tutu "soil green", and zonglu "coir 
green". Of them, only the first three NCs will be addressed here. The rest will be skipped 
because their responses were too scarce to provide any significant information on their 
distributive patterns. 
The placements of half of the responses to ganlanlu are on the Y-G Y side of the 
Iii-extent with medium-low brightness; whereas the other half of the responses spreads 
over the bottom of the concentrated range of lii, indicating that there were two kinds of 
olive in people's mind - the unripe kind with dusky yellowish green and the ripe kind 
with dark green.46 
The nominal in guoiii was glossed as "fruit" due to its general meaning. The same 
gloss works perfectly well in compounds like guojiang "fruit sauce (jam)", guopi "fruit 
skin ( or peel)", or guoyuan "fruit garden", where the modifier guo helps to contrast 
unambiguously these objects with other members in corresponding categories such as 
fiinqiejiang "tomato sauce" in the Jiang "sauce" category, shupi "tree skin (bark)) in the pi 
"skin" category, and caiyuan "vegetable garden" in the yuan "garden" category. In 
guoiu, however, this gloss provides little distinctive information about the whole 
compound as there are various kinds of fruit and there is no single colour which can be 
said to be typical of all fruits. As mentioned previously, nominals in NCs are normally the 
names of objects with typical colour appearances, and their functions are to specify 
particular semantic structures of the colour terms. Obviously, guo lacks the necessary 
characteristics and consequently is unable to fulfil the function required of it. Moreover, 
guoiu should not be understood as "green as green fruit" either; although pingguoiii 
"apple green", for instance, has to be read as "green as a green apple", and meiguih6ng 
"rose red", ''red as a red rose"; because green and red are one of a few typical colours of 
apple and rose respectively whereas again no colour could be said typical of fruit. Thus 
the nominal guo needs a different interpretation. It is found that the responses of guoiu 
mainly scatter within the high brightness green area. If we compare Figure 2.6.6.2.2 with 
Figures 2.6.6.1.9-10, we will see that the distribution of guoiii is fairly similar to that of 
pingguoiii. My suggestion is, therefore, guc'S is an abbreviation of pingguo "apple", and 
guoiu is just a short form of pingguoiu. 
The distribution of hulu is given in Figure 2.6.6.2.3 which shows that hulu is the 
46. There is a high probability that ganlanlii is a loan translation from English olive-green. It is 
interesting to note that olive is of a greyish, ashy green in English. The difference between the 
meanings of ganlanlii and olive-green exemplifies that as soon as the borrowing was fini shed , 
Chinese people started to comprehend the term in accordance with their own perception of the exemplar, 
not with the perception of English speakers ' . 
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only hyponym in the Iii category which covers the light blue-side quarter of the Iii extent, 
although quite sparsely. 
2.6.6.3. PASSIVE COLOUR~ IN Iii 
The three PCTs in the category Iii are two MCs: bilii "grue green", cuilii "grue green", 
and one NC dailii "black-pigment green" . 
Both bi and cui were object-name-derived colour terms meaning "grue" in Ancient 
Chinese and frequently applied in Middle Chinese (see Tables 4.2.2.1, 4.2.3.1 and 
4.3.2.1.(1)). The former was derived from the noun for green jade, a kind of silicate of 
sodium and aluminium; and the latter, from the bird, the halcyon with bright blue 
feathers. In MSC, according to my interview data, however, they are no longer freely 
used in colour classification and description. Instead, they seem to have become bound 
morphemes, only occurring as modifying components in some fixed compounds. 
Because of the dying nature of the GRUE category, the referential values of bi and cui 
are unstable and ambiguous. What we note in Figures 2.6.6.3.1-2 is that both bilii and 
cuilii were comprehended simply as green. Comparing the two figures with Figure 
2.4.6.4 for the distribution of Iii in the Comprehension Test, however, it is obvious that 
the distributions of bilii and cuilii are more divergent. 
Dai as an ancient term for black pigment 11sed by women to paint their eyebrows has 
completely died out of the Chinese language. Nevertheless, one of its semantic 
components, black, seems to have survived in the compound dailii. As illustrated in 
Figure 2.6.6.3.3, dailii primarily designates dark greens, at least according to those who 
did know its meaning. 
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Fig.2.6.6.2.1 Distribution of ganlanhi "olive green" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.6.2.3 Distribution of hulii "lake green" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.6.3.2 Distribution of cu'ilu "grue green" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=l %, unknown=4%. 
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Fig. 2.6.6.2.2 Distribution of guolii "fruit green" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.6.3.1 Distribution of b1lii "grue green" in the Comprehension Test. 
Unknown=9%. 
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Fig. 2.6.6.3.3 Distribution of daihi "black-pigment green" in the Comprehension 
Test. Unknown=32%. 
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2.6. 7. TERTIARY AND PASSIVE COWUR TERMS IN Ian 
There are six TCTs and three PCTs in the category Zan. As usual, the colour arrays in the 
sections to follow are rearranged for the sake of succinctness. The lines within the arrays 
represent the maximum extent of Ian, the shaded cells indicate its concentrated range, and 
the thick-line-bordered cells, the locations of its focal points. 
2.6. 7.1. TERTIARY COWUR TERMS IN CATEGORY Ian 
Two Ian-TCTs - NCs tianian "sky blue" and zangian "Tibetan blue" - occurred in 
both the Naming and Comprehension Tests. Being another favoured TCT in MSC, 
tianian seems to be a near synonym of Ian with a cluster of focal points slightly above 
the one for Ian itself. Zangian obviously designates dark blues, as most of its responses 
are located in the low range of Ian with cell 2.5PB3 as its focal point. It is not clear how 
the nominal zang "Tibetan" has become one of the modifiers in MSC colour terminology. 
The only guess I can offer at present is that perhaps Tibetan people particularly favour 
clothes with a certain kind of dark blue colour, and such a colour has been appreciated by 
Chinese as a Tibetan colour. Following the general combination rule of NCs, zangian 
should thus be read as "blue like Tibetan blue". 
The four Ian-TCTs which were applied in the Naming Test only are NCs hailan 
"sea blue", huian "lake blue", ruian "milk blue" and MC qingian "grue blue". There 
are no grounds to draw any conclusions on ruian since it has only five utterances in the 
Test. On the other hand, as can be seen in Figures 2.6.7.1.5-8, haiian and huian 
distribute evenly over the Zan extent except for the lightest area for the former and the 
blue-green end for the latter. In addition, the distribution of qingian again proves that the 
meaning of qing is entirely context-dependent. 
<--------------------- HUE ----------------------> 
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____________ __. 
Fig. 2.6.7.1.1 Distribution of tianian "sky 
blue" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.7.1.2 Distribution of tianian "sky 
blue" in the Comprehension Test. 
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F i g. 2.6.7.1.3 Distribution of zanglan 
"Tibetan blue" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.7.1.5 Distribution of hailan "sea 
blue" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.7.1.7 Distribution of qinglan "grue 
blue" in the Naming Test. 
2.6.7.2. PASSIVECOWUR ~ IN Ian 
<--------------------- HUE ----------------------> 
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Fig. 2.6.7 .1 .4 Distribution of zanglan 
"Tibetan blue" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=8%, unknown=13%. 
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Fig. 2.6.7.1.6 Distribution of hulan "lake 
blue" in the Naming Test. 
The three PCTs in the Ian category are MC bilan "grue blue" and ACs weilan "(of the 
sky, sea, or lake) luxuriant blue" and zhanlan " ( of the sky, sea, or lake) deep blue". 
As illustrated in Figures 2.6. 7 .2.1 -2, bilan and weilan have almost identical 
distributional patterns: both spread around the central area of Ian with maximal frequency 
at 10B7 and 2.5PB6, and are slightly inclined to the higher brightness range. Because bi 
has already been introduced in 2.6.6.3, only a few words are needed here for wei. Being 
an adjectival bound morpheme, wei denotes a meaning of prolific, exuberant, or 
magnificent and can only occur in a few compounds or idioms such as weiran cheng feng 
("luxuriant -ly become general-mood" -1 "become the order of the day"). In literature, 
only the blue sky, oceans or huge lakes cam be described by weilan owing to their 
vastness and boundlessness. 
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The initial zhan in zhanlan is also a bound morpheme with a versatility even 
narrower than that of wei. Furthermore, zhanlan can also be used only of the blue 
colour of the sky, ocean or lake. However, unlike weilan which emphasises the vast 
nature of the objects, zhanlan mainly implies the purity and limpidity of the blue colour. 
Centring around the typical Ian as shown in Figure 2.6.7.2.3, the distribution of 
zhanlan clearly indicates that the designation of the term is common knowledge to the 
majority of the informants, although these people did not necessarily know the meaning 
of zhan per se (the same also goes for wei). 
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'------------------' Fig. 2.6.7 .2.1 Distribution of bilan "grue 
blue" in the Comprehension Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.7.2.3 Distribution of zhanlan 
" ( of the sky, sea or lake) deep blue" in 
the Comprehension Test. None=5%, 
unknown=18%. 
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'----------------' Fig. 2.6.7 .2.2 Distribution of weilan 
"(of the sky, sea or lake) luxuriant blue" 
in the Comprehension Test. Unknown=3 %. 
2. 6. 8. 1ER11ARY AND PASS IVE COWUR ~ IN zz 
Having only three TCTs and two PCTs, zz is the smallest among the basic categories 
with regard to the number of subordinate categories. Figures 2.6.8.1-6 show the 
distribution of these terms except TCT zongzz "coir purple" which is excluded from the 
figures because of its extremely low frequency of occurrence. All figures are reorganised 
similar to that in 2.5.1. The lines within the colour array represent the boundaries of the 
zz extent, the shaded cells indicate its concentrated range, and the thick-line-bordered 
cells, the location of its focal points. 
The zz-TCTs occurring in both the Naming and Comprehension Tests are NC 
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jiangzr "thick-soy- auce purple" and MC qingzr "grue purple". As can be een m 
Figures 2.6.8.1-4, the former designates very dark purples; and the latter, bluish purple . 
Of the two PCTs,jiangzz "deep-red purple", as mentioned in 2.6, is one of the 
three non-grue MCs requiring separate discussion. As in the case of cdnghudng (see 
2.6.5.3),jiangzz appears to be a non-analysable unit for many people since they failed to 
appreciate the meaning of jiang in the Comprehension Test, but were able to pick the 
referents of jiangz't Figure 2.6.8.5 demonstrates that the jiangzz responses slightly 
hade away from the focal points of zz and incline toward the P-RP side along the low-
medium brightness scale. 
The responses for NC putdozz "grape purple" are very much around the 
concentrated range of zz, with the majority in the low brightness range. Without doubt 
purple is one of the typical colours of grape, and people apparently had no problem in 
appreciating this fact, yet they did not use the term putdozz actively in coding purple 
chips in the Naming Test. The reason might be the same as why Chinese people prefer 
tangerine to orange; that is, grape is simply not the kind of fruit which would easily come 
to mind for Chinese people. 
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Fig. 2.6.8.1 Distribution of jiangzz "thick-soy- Fig. 2.6.8.2 Distribution of jiangzz "thick- soy-
sauce purple" in the Naming Test. sauce purple" in the Comprehension 
Test. None=l %, unknown=16 %. 
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Fig. 2.6.8.3 Distribution of qingzz "grue 
purple" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.8.4 Distribution of qingzz "grue 
purple" in the Comprehension Te t. 
None=5 %, unknown=20%. 
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Fig. 2.6.8.5 Distribution of jiangzz "deep-red 
purple" in the Comprehension Test. None=l %, 
unknown=24%. 
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Fig. 2.6.8.6 Distribution of putaozz "grape 
purple" in the Comprehension Test. 
Unknown=l %. 
2.6.9. TERTIARY AND PASSIVE COLOUR TERMS IN SECONDARY COLOUR 
CATEGORIES 
There are four TCTs and two PCTs in the secondary colour categories, all of them are 
NCs. 
Roufen "flesh pink" is the only hyponym in the/en category. Because it occurred 
infrequently and only in the Naming Test, we are unable to establish its semantic structure 
on the basis of the responses. 
Chahe "tea brown" designates the only hyponym in the BROWN category. For 
some unknown reason, this term never appeared in the Naming Test. Being a PCT, 
however, it seems to be recognised by most of the informants. As can be seen in Figure 
2.6.9.1, in which the lines within the array represent the relevant boundaries of BROWN, 
the shaded cells, its concentrated range, and 7 .5YR4, its focal point, people considered 
chahe mainly a BROWN but with a slight shift from the focus of BROWN toward the 
green-yellow area (see 2.6.10.1 for more about the initial nominal cha). 
Figures 2.6.9.2-8 illustrate respectively the distribution of TCTs danqing "egg 
grue", xueqing "snow grue", zangqing "Tibetan grue", and PCT caiqing "cabbage 
grue" which are exclusively NCs. They, except Figures 2.6.9.3.6-7, are arranged in the 
same way as the figures for qing in 2.5.2. Figures 2.6.9.3.6-7 have an arrangement 
similar to the figures for zz-TCTs in 2.6.8. 
As revealed in 2.5.2, qing is a term without a distinct range of referents and focal 
points. Such characteristics seem to be shared by two qing-rooted terms: danqing and 
zangqing. Danqing mainly designates the palest greens and blues as its nominal dan 
"egg" actually means duck egg only, or more precisely, duck eggshell. Some choices in 
the white and YR-Y area in Figure 2.6.9.3 apparently result from some people's 
misinterpretation of dan. Meanwhile, zangqing seems to mean deep greens and blues. 
Xueqing is, on the other hand, not grue at all; rather, it designates purples on the PB-P 
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ide; in other words, xueqing should be regarded subordinate to the zz category. It 
hould be pointed out that in Figure 2.6.9.7, the unknown rate is 38%. This is one of the 
two in tances in which a colour term was used relatively frequently in the Naming Test, 
but could not be comprehended by more than two-thirds of the informants in the 
Comprehension Test. Another such instance is ouhese, see Section 3.6.10.1. The 
responses of caiqing are almost exclusively within the lil extent, obviously because the 
tereotype colour for cai "cabbage" is green. I can offer no explanation for the fact that 
people did not employ caiqing in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.9.1 Distribution of chahe "tea brown" 
in the Comprehension Test. Unknown= 11 %. 
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Fig. 2.6.9 .2 Distribution of danqing "egg grue" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.9 .3 Distribution of danqing "egg grue" in the Comprehension Test. None=13 %, 
unknown=22%. 
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Fig. 2.6.9.4 Distribution of zangqing "Tibetan grue" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.9.5 Distribution of zangqing "Tibetan grue" in the Comprehension Test. None=8 %, 
unknown=15%. 
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Fig. 2.6.9.6 Distribution of xuiqing "snow grue" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.9.7 Distribution of xuiqing "snow grue" in the 
Comprehension Test. None=4%, unknown=38 %. 
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Fig.2.6.9.8 Distribution of caiqing "cabbage grue" in the Comprehension Test. None=4%, 
unknown=32 %. 
2.6.10. OIHER 1ERTIARY AND PASSIVE COLOUR~ IN l\10DERN 
STANDARD CIIlN~E 
It has been established that the overwhelming majority of TCTs and PCTs are not only the 
morphological derivatives of the corresponding BCTs and SCTs, but are also their 
semantic subordinates. However, there are some TCTs and PCTs which are independent 
of any BCTs or SCTs morphologically, although associated with them more or less 
semantically. Most such terms are N-SE compounds. Others are either bound morphemes 
which normally do not occur independently in daily usage or compounds with 
morphological structures differing from any of the five types outlined in 2.3.2. 
2.6.10.1. N-S~ OCCURRING IN BOIH T~TS 
There are six N-SEs occurring in both the Naming and Comprehension Tests , which are 
chase "tea colour"' chengse "orange colour"' jiangse "thick-soy-sauce colour"' mzse 
"rice colour", rouse "flesh colour', and zhese "ochre colour". Figures 2.6.10.1.1-12 
how the distribution of these terms respectively. Figures 2.6.10.1.13-14 represent the 
distribution of ouhese "lotus colour" which is the second of the two terms which were 
used frequently in the Naming Test, but comprehended by less than two-thirds of the 
informants. 
Chase. There are two main kinds of traditional Chinese tea: h6ngcha "red tea" and 
lilchd "green tea". To make h6ngchd, the tea leaves have to be fully fermented before 
drying. The colour of the tea-leaves of h6ngcha is black or blackish brown, and the 
colour of the tea is dark reddish brown. No fermentation takes place in the manufacturing 
process of liicha. As a result, both the tea-leaves and the tea of liicha are able to stay 
green, or brownish green. In other words, the colour of tea could vary from black 
through brown to green. For the colour term chase, however, such a wide range of 
hades seems to be restricted to a narrower area - the area of browns , greenish browns, 
and greens - as shown in Figures 2.6.10.1.1-2, in which the lines within the array 
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represent the relevant boundaries of BROWN, the shaded cells indicate its concentrated 
range, and 7.5YR4, its focal point. The same arrangement applies to Figures 2.6.10.1.5-
6, 2.6.10.1.11-12 as well. 
Chengse. As demonstrated previously, the intermediary area between hong and 
hudng could be coded by NCsjuhong, chenghudng, orjuhudng. Likewise, it could 
be coded by N-SEs, namely, chengse orjuse as well. To show the way chengse 
relates to hong and hudng more clearly, the relevant boundaries, concentrated ranges 
and foci of hong and hudng are shown in Figures 2.6.10.1.3-4. It is evident that 
chengse is an off-shade of hudng, for approximately half of it overlaps with the 
peripheral hudngs while the other half fills the no-man's land between the extent of 
hudng and hong. 
Jiangse. The nominaljiang "thick-soy-sauce" has appeared in initial positions in 
NCsjianghong,jianghudng,jianglil, andjiangzi' respectively. It denotes a kind of 
paste relish which is usually made of fermented soy beans, salt and other ingredients, and 
has a very dull reddish brown or brown colour appearance. The comprehension of the 
termjiangse by the informants, as shown in Figures 2.6.10.1.5-6, seems to conform to 
the colour of Jiang. 
Mise. This seems to be a well-defined colour. As can be seen from Figures 
2.6.10.1.7-8, the responses for mzse are distributed almost exclusively over the 
peripheral areas of hudng and hui, which are indicated by the lines inside the colour 
arrays, with a focal point 2.5YR9 on the outer margin of hui adjacent to yellow. Clearly, 
mzse belongs to neither hui nor hudng; rather, it designates a transition area between 
them with a slight leaning towards hui. 
Rouse. The colour of flesh is pale red and hardly involves any yellow or grey. But 
the term rouse apparently designates something quite different. As illustrated in Figures 
2.6.10.1.9-10 (where the lines inside the array indicate the relevant boundaries of 
hudng, hui, and hong respectively), rouse is the colour of reddish grey faintly toned 
with yellow. 
Zhese. Ochre is a mineral of clay and hydrated ferric oxide with colour varying 
from light yellow to brown or red. Its most typical colour, in the opinion of my 
informants, seems to be brown as indicated in Figures 2.6.10.1.11-12. 
(fuhese. The nominal au is a kind of water-lily with large pinkish purple flowers 
which was often used symbolically in Buddhist paintings. In the understanding of my 
informants, ouhese, however, seems to be a kind of non-dark purple without traces of 
pink at all. 
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<--------------------- HUE --------------------> 
R YR Y GY 
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1 
H 7 ....--..... 1 
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E 4 
S 3 
S 2 1 1 
Fig. 2.6.10.1.1 Distribution of chase "tea 
colour" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.10.1.3 Distribution of 
chengse "orange colour" in the 
Naming Test. 
<------------------------ HUE ------------------------> 
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E 4 1 (: == inc·· 
S 3 ..---..... 1 1 :14: l:l:l: 1 S 2 1 4 3 1 1 3 1 :H( = . ... 
Fig. 2.6.10.1.5 Distribution of jiangse 
"thick-soy-sauce colour" in the Naming Test. 
N P RP R YR Y 
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3 515343 4 5 Bt,'4141731 
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E 
S 2 
S 1 <---------------------- HUE ----------------------> 
Fig. 2.6.10.1.7 Distribution of mzse "rice 
colour" in the Naming Test. 
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B R YR Y GY 
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G 8 3 4 
H7 ....--..... 184 
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N 5 1 
E 4 1 
S 3 ---- l:l:l:i:l 3 1 3 s 2 1 1 :rnCf ·=·=· .--+---
Fig. 2.6.10.1.2 Distribution of chase "tea 
colour" in the Comprehension Test. 
Unknown=10%. 
<--------------- HUE ---------------::: 
B R YR Y 
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I 9 
1----....... 
G ---=-~ y H 
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N 
E 
s 
s 
Fig. 2.6.10.1.4 Distribution of 
chengse "orange colour" in the 
Comprehension Test. Unknown=l %. 
<------------------------ HUE ------------------------> 
B P RP R YR Y 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
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N 5 1 5 ::3U3:: 
E 4 3 nn i. ·i~~::{ 1 
.... ····· ---s 3 ----. 3 11!:la:lllll! 
s 2 1 3 4 1 s 1 3 1 n~i· 1 ·· · · 1 
Fig. 2.6.10.1.6 Distribution of jiangse 
"thick-soy-sauce colour" in the Comprehen-
sion Test. None=3%, unknown=23%. 
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H 6 
T 5 
N 4 
E 3 
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P RP R 
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3 1 8 4 1 9 
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y 
10 5 
S 1 <---------------------- HUE ----------------------> 
Fig. 2.6.10.1.8 Distribution of mzse "rice 
colour" in the Comprehension Test. None= 
9%, unknown=4%. 
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<------------------------ HUE ------------------------> 
P RP R YR Y 
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Fig. 2.6.10.1.9 Distribution of rouse "flesh 
colour" in the Naming Test. 
<-------------------------- HUE --------------------------> 
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I 9 ._____ 1 
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H7 1 .------. 1 1 
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N 5 H ---- ~~ 1 .......+-1 ---I 
Fig. 2.6.10.1.11 Distribution of zhese "ochre 
colour" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.10.1.13 Distribution of ouhese 
"lotus-root colour" in the Naming Test. 
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Fig. 2.6.10.1.10 Distribution of rouse "flesh 
colour" in the Comprehension Test. None= 
18%, unknown=4%. 
<-------------------------- HUE --------------------------> 
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Fig. 2.6.10.1.12 Distribution of zhese 
"ochre colour" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=l %, unknown=29%. 
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<-------------------------- HUE --------------------------> 
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10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 
1 3 1 1 
-3-;: ;;:; :: ~ 
1 ,:: ~m 1 
1 iAJ 1 
1 1 
L......,1 _________ __._ _ _.___ .......... ____. 
Fig. 2.6.10.1.14 Distribution of ouhese 
"lotus-root colour" in the Comprehension 
Test. Unknown = 43%. 
2.6.10.2. N-SES OCCURRING ONLY IN 1HE NAMING TEST 
There are eight N-SEs in MSC which occurred only in the Naming Test. Five of them, 
ganlanse "olive colour", gutongse "ancient copper (bronze) colour", tiankongse 
"sky empty (sky) colour", tiexiuse "iron rust colour"' and tuse "soil colour" will not be 
discussed in detail owing to their very low frequency of occurrence. The remaining three 
are dealt with as follows. 
]use "tangerine colour". Like other terms concentrated in the transition area 
between yellow and red, which are either off-red or off-yellow,juse overlaps heavily 
with yellow, and thus could be considered an off-shade of yellow. It will be noticed that 
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juse distributes similarly to chengse. The lines, shaded and thick-line-bordered cells 
within the array in Figure 2.6.10.2.1 represent the relevant boundaries, concentrated 
ranges and foci of hong and huang respectively. 
Meiguise "rose colour". The placements of the term are quite scattered, but it is 
still not unreasonable to say that it designates reddish purple. Figure 2.6.10.2.2 is 
arranged in a way similar to the figures in 2.6.8. The same also holds for Figures 
2.6.10.2.3. 
Zuuoianse "purple orchid (violet) colour". Ziluolan is the Chinese name for 
violet, a plant with purple, blue, white, or other flowers. As shown in Figures 
2.6.10.2.3, Chinese people consider the typical colour of violet to be dark purple. 
<------------------ HUE --------------------> <------------------ HUE --------------------> 
B P RP R YR Y B B PB P RP R YR 
R 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 R 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
3 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
1 
1 1 1 
3 1 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 1 
------------
.......... _________ ......____. __ ............ 
Fig. 2.6.10.2.1 Distribution of juse 
"tangerine colour" in the Naming Test. 
Fig. 2.6.10.2.2 Distribution of meiguise 
"rose colour" in the Naming Test. 
<-------------------------- HUE --------------------------> 
B B PB P RP R YR 
R 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 
I 9 
G 8 1 3 1 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
1 1~: 1 
___ 14_·1wa_: ;J. 
1 1 4 8 4 1 3 
1 
1 1 
Fig. 2.6.10.2.3 Distribution of zuuo"1anse "purple 
orchid (violet) colour in the Naming Test. 
2.6.10.3. N-SES OCCURRING ONLY IN THE COMPREHENSION TEST 
There are five N-SE PCTs in MSC. 
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Huse "lake colour". Figure 2.6.10.3.1 shows no clear pattern of distribution of 
huse, although its responses tend to be within the blue extent (remember hulii "lake 
green" distributes mainly in the light blue quarter of Iii extent in 2.6.6.2), which indicates 
that people did not share general agreement on the meaning of the term, presumably 
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becau e they did not share general agreement on the colour typical of lakes. The 
arrangement of the figure is similar to that for qing in 2.5.2. 
129 
Lise "chestnut colour". Contrary to lake, chestnut with its glossy hard brown shell 
served well as an exemplar of the colour term in question. Figure 2.6.10.3.2 shows a fair 
concentration of the responses of lise in the BROWN category. The lines and shaded 
cells within the array show the boundaries and concentrated range of the BROWN 
category, cell 7.5YR4 is its focal point. The same is also true for 2.6.10.3.5. 
6use "lotus-root colour". Lotus-root is a sort of underground edible fruit with a 
pale grey colour that seems to be appreciated as the meaning of the term ouse by many 
informants. Several choices scattered over the purple extent are probably the result of 
some informants' confusion about the colours of the lotus flower and the lotus root. 
Figure 2.6.10.3.3 is the rearrangement of the figures for hui in 2.4.3. 
Taose "peach colour". Peach is again not a very good exemplar for a colour term. 
Although people generally regarded it as red with medium brightness, they could not agree 
on the position of its referents as illustrated in Figures 2.6.10.3 .4 which is tailored 
similarly to the figures in 2.6.4.1-3. Some people seemed to tend to take 5R7, a light red 
chip, as the most typical example of taose; whereas others chose chips on the red-purple 
side of the red extent as its representatives. 
Tu6se "camel colour". As can be seen from Figure 2.6.10.3.5, the term designates 
shades of light brown with slight traces of grey. 
<---- -- -- --- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- --- ---- - HUE --- ----- -- --------- -- --- ----- -- --- --- --- > 
B Y ~ G 00 B ffi P 
R 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 
...._ ___________ ____..___  __.___._ _______ ___, 
Fig. 2.6.10.3.1 Distribution of huse "lake colour" in the Comprehen-
sion Test. None=3%, unknown=22%. 
<- --- -- -- ----- ---- ---- -- --- ---- HUE ----- ------ -- ---- -- ---- ---- --- --> 
B P RP R YR Y 
R 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
I 9 
G 8 
H 7 1 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
s 3 
s 2 1 1 1 3 1 
Fig. 2.6.10.3.2 Distribution of lise "chestnut colour" 
in the Comprehension Test. None=3%, unknown=25 %. 
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Fig. 2.6.10.3.3 Distribution of ouse "lotus-root colour" 
in the Comprehension Test. None=8%, unknown=24%. 
<------------------ HUE -------------------> 
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I 9 1 1 
G 8 1 3 1 
~~ H~1~ 1 
E 4 1 
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S 2 .__ ___ __.,__...__ ___ __. 
Fig. 2.6.10.3.4 Distribution of taose 
"peach colour" in the Comprehension 
None=16%, unknown=16%. 
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P RP R YR Y 
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3 .___ 3 1 
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Fig. 2.6.10.3.5 Distribution of tuose "camel 
colour" in the Comprehension Test. None=10%, Test. 
unknown=l 6%. 
2.6.10.4. OTIIER 1YPES OFPASSIVECOWUR ~ 
There are four PCTs-baixi "(of skin) white white", ctingcui "(of plant) grue grue", 
qingcui "( of plant) grue grue", and qingcong "( of plant) grue shallot" - with unusual 
morphological structures in MSC. 
Xi is an ancient morpheme for white surviving in the compound baixi only. As a 
whole, baixi means "( of skin) white" . The initial position of BCT bai makes the 
compound differ morphologically from other normal DCs. 
Qingcui is another irregular DC with an SCT as its initial component; and 
cangcui consists of two bound morphemes. But no term is more extraordinary than 
qingcong, an adjectival compound with an "adjective + nominal" structure which 
otherwise almost always indicates a nominal construction. Occurring only in the written 
language, the above three are referential synonyms used of green plants. In the present 
study, they seemed to be generally comprehended as greens with medium brightness; 
meanwhile no clear focal point was established in any of them as shown in Figures 
2.6.10.4.2-4 which are arranged in the same way as in 2.6.6.1-3 for Iii-compounds. 
The final group of PCTs to be discussed consists of six bound morphemes. Of 
them, with the exception of chi "red", the remaining five-bi "grue", cui "grue", mo 
"black", zhu "red", and wu "black" - are all name-derived terms. Bi, cui, and mo 
have already been mentioned in 2.6.6.3 and 2.6.1 respectively. Zhu is derived from the 
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name of a kind of redwood; and wti, crow. Except mo, the original meanings of these 
terms were lost a long time ago in the process of language change, and are unknown to 
native speakers of Chinese in general. Chi used to be the term for the basic category of 
RED in Proto- and Ancient Chinese and it will be discussed fully in Chapter Four. 
Figures 2.6.10.4.5-10 show the distributions of these terms. The arrangements of these 
figures are the same as those for iii, qing, hii and hong presented previously. It seems 
that while people felt confusion about the meaning of bi, they could appreciate cui as 
medium-low brightness greens, and are absolutely sure about the meaning of mo, wu, 
chi, and zhti. 
R 
5 
YR Y GY G BG B PB P RP 
B1 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 
R 9 5 
I 8 ....._ _ 4 ________________________ 1 _1_1 ____ 1: 
T 7 <- --- ------ --- --- ------ ---- -- --- ------ -- -- -- ------------- --- - HUE -- -- ----- -- -- ---- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- --- --- -- -- --- -- -- ---- --- ---> 
g. 2.6.10.4.1 Distribution of baixi "(of skin) white white" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=20%, unknown=29%. 
<------------------------ HUE --------------------------> 
B Y GY G BG B 
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I 9 
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H 7 
T 6 
N 5 
E 4 
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Fig. 2.6.10.4.2 Distribution of ctingcui 
1 
" ( of plant) grue grue" in the Comprehension 
Test. None=3%, unknown=19%. 
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<------------------------ HUE --------------------------> 
Y GY G BG B 
5 10 5 10 5 10 5 10 5 
Fig. 2.6.10.4.4 Distribution of qingcong 
11 
( of plant) grue shallot (colour)" in the Com-
prehension Test. None=3%, unknown=29%. 
<------------------------ HUE --------------------------> 
B Y ~ G BG B 
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H 7 
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N 5 
E 4 
S 3 
S 2 ....._ ___________ ......_,___ ..... 
Fig. 2.6.10.4.3. Distribution of qingcui 
11 
( of plant) grue grue II in the Comprehension 
Test. None=4%, unknown=14%. 
<------------------------ HUE --------------------------> 
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....._ ___________ ......_,___~ 
Fig. 2.6.10.4.5 Distribution of cui 11 grue 11 
in the Comprehension Test. None=3%, 
unknown=22%. 
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Fig. 2.6.10.4.6 Distribution of bi "grue" in the Comprehension Test. None=l %, unknown= 
29 %. 
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Fig. 2.6.10.4.7 Distribution of mo "black" in the Comprehension Test. None=5 %, 
unknown=29%. 
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Fig. 2.6.10.4.8 Distribution of wti "black" in the Comprehension Test. None=4%, 
unknown=25%. 
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Fig. 2.6.10.4.9 Distribution of chi 
"red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=4%, unknown=5%. 
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Fig. 2.6.10.4.10 Distribution of zhti 
"red" in the Comprehension Test. 
None=l %, unknown=13 %. 
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2.6.11. SU1\1MARY 
57 TCTs and 51 PCTs have been examined individually in terms of referential semantic 
properties in this chapter. As indicated previously, almost all TCTs and PCTs are 
compounds, and the majority of them are modified forms of BCTs or SCTs. With several 
exceptions, the close morphological relation between the derived-terms and their 
corresponding roots implies a close semantic association: derived-terms may be the near 
synonyms of BCTs or SCTs in a sense that the hyponyms have distributive patterns 
identical with that of the hypernyms but with smaller scopes; or in Ullmann's words 
(1957: 109), the hyponyms and hypernyms are "coextensive and interchangeable from the 
cognitive but not from the emotive and evocatory angle" because the derived-terms are 
sometimes capable of bearing some overtones to add non-colour, even non-visual 
properties onto the semantic scope of the root-components, such as nenhuang "tender 
yellow" in huang and weilan "luxuriant blue" in Ian; or, the derived-terms may be the 
near synonyms of BCTs or SCTs in a sense that the hyponyms specify fine 
discriminations within the hypernyms, such as caolii "grass green" in Iii and titinlan 
"sky blue" in Ian. Furthermore, the derived-terms may be the distinct off-shades of BCTs 
or SCTs, that is, they may partially overlap with their hypernyms, while extending into 
the outer peripheries of neighbouring terms, such asjuh6ng "tangerine red" in hong and 
juhuang "tangerine yellow" in huang. Besides, all derived-terms can be reduced to one 
of the hypernyms, but not vice versa. For instance, qihei "lacquer black" is a shade of 
hei, but not every shade of hei is qihei. 
Next to the derived-terms of BCTs and SCTs, N-SE terms form the second largest 
group in TCTs and PCTs. The suffix se is the limitation characteristic of all N-SEs: 
without this element the nominals would have nothing to do with colour. For instance, 
ktifei tang "coffee sweets" is so called not because of its colour - kti,Jeise, but because of 
the coffee taste from which it comes. In other words, ktifii is not a colour term at all. The 
se-suffix serves as a very convenient device to create new colour terms: any colour that 
does not readily fit into the eight-fold scheme outlined previously can be described as X-
se. In addition to the N-SEs examined, there were many more N-SEs occurring in the 
interviews; for instance, doushase "bean paste colour",fuse "skin colour",jishzse 
"chicken droppings colour", and t6ngxiuse "copper rust colour", to name but four. 
Most N-SEs are not dictionary-attested, but speakers of MSC usually find them readily 
acceptable. Because of the nature of N-SEs, it is not surprising to note that many N-SEs 
we encountered designate colour space peripheral to or between BCTs. In fact, a case 
could be made that some N-SEs such as mzse "rise colour" and rouse "flesh colour" 
represent independent though secondary categories, had they occurred more frequently in 
the Naming Test. 
In view of the semantic structure, it has been found that internally, most tertiary 
terms locate well within the concentrated ranges of the corresponding basic categories, 
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and also overlap and interdigitate frequently with one another. While some TCTs and 
PCTs designate categories with distributive patterns analogous to that of BCTs - that is, 
in the extent of category, there is a nucleus area where the responses to the category 
prevail, and around the centre the density of the response shades away gradually into the 
peripheral area- many others do not suit such a prototype model, as the responses for 
them are scattered evenly over a wide range without a distinct concentrated area. In other 
words, their distributional patterns exhibit an indifference to prototypicality. To 
characterise such patterns, it might be preferable to set up a "pseudo-prototype" model 
which says: There are definite and distinct similarities between the members of a category 
denoted by a TCT or PCT ( almost all cells of the TCTs or PCTs in question are located in 
the concentrated ranges of the corresponding BCTs or SCTs ), but none of the members is 
more prototypical than others. There is no cognitive schema or image of the categories in 
question stored in people's mind as there is for basic categories. People comprehend such 
a term by evoking a schema or image of the prototype of the corresponding hypemym and 
modifying this image in accordance with their own individual understanding of the 
modified compounds. The "pseudo-prototype" phenomenon may result for two reasons. 
One is that people are not sure about the meanings of the modifying elements, for 
instance, yan "deep" in yiinhong (2.6.4.3); or they cannot imagine the typical colour of 
the entity denoted by the modifier, which they know is supposed to qualify the basic 
colour, such as shuz "water" in shumong (ibid). 
The characteristic of lacking central value seems to make many TCTs and PCTs 
more flexible and versatile, that is, the hyponyms of a same hypernym are in many cases 
intersubstitutable even though they might vary to some extent in semantic scope. 
2.7. CONCLUSION 
It has been shown that MSC colour terminology comprises a two level classification. The 
first level includes two sub-layers. The most basic layer is made up of an eight-fold 
division which serves as the core of the system. Each of the eight basic terms designates a 
conceptual category which is practically unique and fundamental for the Chinese 
community. The lower layer of the first level contains three secondary terms which 
provide interesting evidence of the ongoing evolution of the system. As in all language 
changes in progress, the use of these terms demonstrates typical signs of "linguistic 
insecurity": terminological, pragmatic, and/or semantic uncertainty. The second level 
primarily consists of numerious derivatives of basic and secondary colour terms, which 
specify certain ranges separately within the hypernyms and sometimes evoke non-colour 
associations. 
There seems to be no single semantic structure constant across all levels. At the 
basic level, terms in general are mutually exclusive and complementary while maintaining 
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a uniform bell-shaped internal distributive pattern (with the exception of bai, of cour e) 
and can readily fit into a prototype framework. At the tertiary level, terms are dependent 
on corre ponding hypernyms while being compatible with one another in the same 
category. In many cases, there is no stereotype within the category, it is only the "pseudo-
prototype" model that is in evidence. 
CHAPI'ER THREE 
THE IBA GE OF ffiLOUR TERMSJN MODERN CHINESE LITERATURE 
In the foregoing chapter, the semantic structure of MSC colour terminology has been 
explored. The aim of this chapter is to provide a description of the system in terms of 
functional frames, that is, the syntactic positions which the members of the system can 
occupy, and the collocation potential and figurative usage which these members have. It is 
my conviction that only through a thorough study of the terminology in a communicative 
context can it be fully understood. 
To present the empirical facts of the usage of the system faithfully, a huge amount 
of modem Chinese literature totalling approximately 4,310,000 characters ( equalling 
about 2,420,000 words) has been investigated. Half of the works is from the 20-volume 
Zhongguo Xinwenxue Daxi 1927-1937 "Anthology of Modem Chinese Literature 1927-
1937" (SHWY 1984, 1985, 1986), made up of two volumes of short fiction 
(henceforward "Set One") by 76 writers, and one volume of non-fiction prose works and 
one volume of reportage (henceforward "Set Two") by 134 writers. The second half of 
the work contains two volumes from Duanpian Xiaoshuo Xuan 1949-1979 "A Selection 
of Short Fiction 1949-1979" (RMWX 1979, 1982. Henceforward "Set Three") by 145 
writers, and two volumes of Sanwen Texie Xuan "A Selection of Non-Fiction Prose and 
Reportage" (RMWX 1980. Henceforward "Set Four") by 60 writers. 
The adoption of the above material is mainly based upon three considerations. First, 
these materials were expected to have a relatively high concentration of colour terms as it 
has been attested elsewhere that colour terms occur much more frequently in literary texts 
than in any other genres (BYX 1985; Corbett & Morgan 1988). Second, short fiction and 
non-fiction prose (including reportage) are the most popular genres in modern Chinese 
literature in terms of authors and readers. And third, the authors of these works include 
almost all of the influential literary writers of the time, making the selections highly 
representative in style as well as in vocabulary. 
3.1. FREQUENCY OF COWUR ~ IN MODERN CIIlNF.sE ll1ERA1URE 
There are in total 7,929 tokens made up of 397 colour terms found in the texts surveyed. 
Only about 15% of the terms occurred in all four sets of materials, whereas almost three 
quarters of them appeared in only one or two sets. In general, terms with wider 
distribution have higher frequency . On the average, those which appeared universally 
occur 91 times as often as the terms which appeared only in one set. Of the 234 terms in 
the latter group, 190 in fact appear only once. There is every reason to assume that these 
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terms are idiosyncratic in nature. Table 3 .1.1 breaks down the frequencies of MSC colour 
terms in respect of distribution range. 
Table 3.1.1 Frequency of MSC colour terms by distribution range in literary texts. 
No. of sets No. of terms % of total terms No. of tokens % of total tokens Token average 
Four 60 15.1% 7096 89.5% 118.3 
Three 40 10.1% 289 3.6% 7.2 
Two 63 15.9% 240 3.0% 3.8 
One 234 58.9% 304 3.8% 1.3 
Sum 397 100.0% 7929 100.0% 
The table above is however misleading in one regard, that is, the frequency of the 
terms in the four-set group does not distribute in a normal way, namely, with many 
intermediates and few extremes, forming a smooth and bell-shaped curve in the statistical 
sense; rather, the extent to which the scores are dispersed is so great that the arithmetical 
mean of the group is able to tell little about the true nature of the distribution. The fact is 
that, as shown in Table 3.1.2, more than three quarters of the scores ( 46 of 60, or 
76.7%) are jammed into an interval from 5 to 50, another five in between 51 and 100, 
while the remaining nine are spread out over a range from 101 to 1,381, amounting to 
72.9% of the total number with 5,779 tokens. It is not surprising that the top nine terms 
include all but one MSC Basic Colour Term posited previously. 
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Table 3. 1.2 MSC colour terms occurring in all fo ur sets of literary texts. 
Structure Term Gloss Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Total % 
1 MONO bai "wh ite" 388 382 267 344 1381 17.4% 
2 MONO hcfng "red" 254 354 293 440 1341 16.9% 
3 MONO hei "black" 316 333 187 207 1043 13.2% 4 MONO huang "yellow" 147 137 78 130 492 6.2% 
5 MONO /Li "green" 92 126 70 181 469 5.9% 6 MONO qing "qrue" 126 11 0 68 101 405 5.1% 
7 MONO Ian "blue" 54 75 64 133 326 4.1% 8 MONO huT "qrey" 71 92 21 37 221 2.8% 9 MONO ;rn "qolden" 14 23 24 40 101 1.3% 
10 MONO ZI "purple" 19 19 18 29 85 1.1% 
11 rv'C cangbai "(of skin) grue wh ite" 20 29 29 5 83 1.0% 
12 t\C xu~bai "snow white" 15 23 14 16 68 .9% 
13 MONO yln "silvery" 12 15 8 25 60 .8% 
14 AC tongh6ng "all-over red" 10 13 15 13 51 .6% 
15 L.x.; wuhei "black black" 13 14 7 16 50 .6% 
16 MONO bl "qrue" 7 26 1 16 50 .6% 
17 AC 1iiebai "clean white" 6 6 10 26 48 .6% 
18 rv'C bilil "qrue qreen" 3 7 4 31 45 .6% 
19 MONO wa "black" 10 4 14 16 44 .6% 
20 AC xianh6ng "fresh red " 8 10 9 16 43 .5% 
21 rv'C hu1bai "qrey white" 17 9 6 10 42 .5% 
22 t\C qihei "lacquer black" 11 8 9 12 40 .5% 
23 l'vC fenh6ng "pink red" 6 6 8 10 30 .4% 
24 t\C IJtnhuang "qold yellow" 8 6 2 13 29 .4% 
25 AC huabai "multicoloured white" 10 3 6 9 28 .4% 
26 AC we7Jan "luxuriant blue" 10 11 1 6 28 .4% 
27 AC dah6ng "qreat red" 3 8 5 10 26 .3% 
28 t\C yfnbfli "silver white" 5 11 1 8 25 .3% 
29 XYY baim:ingm§ng "white boundless boundless" 3 11 3 7 24 .3% 
30 oc feih6ng "red red" 11 1 4 7 23 .3% 31 t\C hu6h6ng "fire red" 1 2 5 14 22 .3% 32 AC nenlil "tender green" 4 10 3 4 21 .3% 
33 MONO cang 1. "grue"; 3 7 1 10 21 .3% 
2. "(of hair or beard) qrey" 
34 t\C xu~hting "blood red" 3 7 5 5 20 .3% 35 l'vC z(h<fng "purple red" 4 1 4 11 20 .3% 36 AC liiaohuang "burnt yellow" 7 5 5 3 20 .3% 37 XYY heiyouyou "black dark dark" 3 7 4 4 18 .2% 38 XYY heichenchen "black heavy heavy" 3 1 7 6 17 .2% 39 XYY Ji.Jy<fuyou "green oil oil " 4 2 3 8 17 .2% 40 oc qfngcu, "grue grue" 2 4 1 9 16 .2% 41 AC canbai "miserable white" 3 9 1 2 15 .2% 42 AC kDhuang "withered yellow" 4 5 2 4 15 .2% 43 MONO zhii "red" 5 6 1 3 15 .2% 44 MONO chl "red" 4 4 2 4 14 .2% 45 NC rifbai "milk white" 2 2 1 7 12 .2% 46 MONO he "brown" 1 7 3 1 12 .2% 47 oc mlJhei "black black" 4 1 1 5 11 .1% 48 L.x.; ch/hong "red red" 5 2 2 2 11 .1% 49 NC Jiihuang "wax yellow" 2 1 4 4 11 .1% 50 rv'C zlnei "purple black" 3 3 1 3 10 .1% 51 AC yiinh6ng "beautiful red" 2 3 2 3 10 .1% 52 AC hunhuang "faint yellow" 4 3 2 1 10 .1% 53 XYY baimengmeng "white cover cover" 1 2 4 2 9 .1% 54 NC tleqTng "i ron qrue" 1 3 4 1 9 .1% 55 L.X.,; b.iixT "(of skin) wh ite wh ite" 1 2 2 3 8 .1% 56 NSE gutongse "ancient copper colour" 4 1 1 2 8 .1% 57 XYY heiqTqr "black lacquer lacquer" 3 1 2 1 7 .1% 58 oc lihei "(of skin) black black" 1 3 1 1 6 .1% 59 l'vC fenbai "pink white" 1 1 2 1 5 .1% 60 l'vC huiJ{i "qrey green" 1 2 1 1 5 .1% 
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The frequency order I gained, as demonstrated in Table 3.1.3, agrees well with the 
findings of Chinese word frequency studies conducted by Beijing Language Institute 
(BYX 1985) and Suen (1986), despite the fact that the raw materials of the three studies 
vary from one another in several ways. For instance, BYX's materials cover the widest 
range of genres, including newspaper editorials, monographs, popular science articles, 
dramas, comic dialogues, and novels; Suen's are selected from popular newspapers and 
novels, periodicals and magazines, school textbooks, and miscellaneous reading 
materials; whereas mine comprises literary texts only; the sizes of the corpora differ 
considerably too, with mine having approximately 2.4 million words, BYX's, 1.3 
million, and Suen's, 0.9 million; and the social settings of the materials are different either 
spatially or temporally: my materials include the texts of approximately 1.3 and 1.1 
million words written respectively by mainland Chinese before and after 1949 (the year of 
the foundation of the People's Republic); BYX's are also from the works of mainland 
writers, but mainly from the works of the post-1949 period; whereas Suen's are 
presumably from contemporary Taiwan, as some tem1s with strong political flavours, like 
gu6fa "national father", a title for the founder of the Republic of China Dr Sun Yat-Sen, 
andfe'i "bandit", a term that used to be applied to the Communists by the Taiwan 
authorities, occupy relatively higher positions in his list.47 
The similarity between the orderings of the three lists is supportive to a certain 
extent of the assumption indicated earlier that MSC is by and large a uniform system at 
least lexically. On the other hand, however, variations in ordering still exist, and two of 
them are worth noting. 
First, unlike in Xu and Suen, hong outnumbers bai in BYX, a phenomenon that 
may be readily explained by the fact that red is held as the symbol of revolution and 
progress in Red China (see 3.6.3 for reference). If one checks the data in Table 3.1.2 
carefully, one will find the following figures particularly revealing: 
pre-1949 
post-1949 
bai hong 
770 608 
611 733 
Total 1381 1341 
That is, the same ordering as that in BYX's would have been obtained if only texts of the 
post-revolution period had been chosen. 
47. Suen ' s data were extracted from Liu et al's book entitled Frequency Count of 40,000 Chinese Words 
published in 1975 in Taipei (Suen 1986: 1 ), to which I am unable to refer. 
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Table 3.1.3 Comparison of the orderings of the most frequent colour terms in Xu, BYX (1985), and Suen {1986) . 
Rank Term (Xu) Gloss iroken irerm (BYX) * Gloss Token Term (Suen Gloss Token 
1 bai "white" 1381 honq * "red" 652 b /. a, "white" 280 
2 / honq "red" 1341 bai "white" 523 / honq "red" 214 
3 hei "black" 1043 hei "black" 454 hei "black" 206 
4 huang "yellow" 492 huang "yellow" 237 huana "yellow" 111 
' . ' -
"qreen" 189 iu "qreen" 106 5 ru "qreen" 469 lu 
6 qTng "qrue" 405 1aTnq "qrue" 133 aina "arue" 41 
Ian / "blue" 126 " "purple" 28 7 "blue" 326 Ian ZI 
8 huT "qrey" 221 hui "qrey" 71 Ian "blue" 23 
9 iTn "qolden" 101 zY "purple" 39 huT "qrey" 23 
'V 
"purple" 85 urn** "qolden" 33 - / "qrue white" 17 10 ZI canqbai 
11 - I' cangbai "qrue white" 83 1iiebili "clean white" 31 *** 
12 V ,,. _ xueba1 "snow white" 68 cangbai "qrue white" 30 
13 
., 
"silvery" 60 vb "' "snow white" 30 IYm xue a, 
14 - / tonqhonq "all-over red" 51 1q,hei "lacquer black" 27 
* As indicated in 2.3.2, the nominalisation suffix se is optional for all colour terms except NSEs. 
Accordingly, the separately listed monosyllabic term and its se-suffixed form in BYX such as hong "red" 
and h6ngse "red colour" are grouped together as one term and given a single spot in the rank in this 
table. As a result, the ordering of BYX presented here differs slightly from the original. 
** As neither BYX nor Suen made any effort to distinguish nouns Jin "gold" and y[n "silver" from 
adjectivesjin "golden" and yin "silvery" respectively, neither of them is adopted from their lists as a 
colour term. The figure of Jin here is the figure ofjinse which is undoubtedly a colour term. 
*** There are only 10 colour terms in Suen's 6,321 word list. 
Second, zz scores higher than Ian and hui in Suen. In isolation, the five-token 
margin appears hardly significant; but in fact it is striking if one compares it with the 
corresponding figures in Xu and B YX. No explanation for this phenomenon can be 
offered except a guess that purple might be one of the fashionable colours in the society 
which produced the materials used by Suen in his study. 
Two additional points in Table 3 .1.3 are also worth attention: ( 1) as already 
mentioned in 2.5.2, qing proves to be one of the most frequent terms in MSC; even 
though its semantic properties seem to be ambiguous to most native speakers; and (2) the 
tokens of some tertiary terms, especially cangbai "(of skin) grue white", are surprisingly 
high - higher than all secondary terms (except qing) and most other tertiary terms, 
suggesting that some factors other than psychological salience and/or position in colour 
terminology hierarchy, such as communicative necessity and literary convention, also 
play roles in influencing people's choice of colour terms. 
It has just been suggested that literary texts tend to use more colour terms than other 
genres do. The present survey reveals further that non-fiction prose works in turn use 
more such terms than fiction do, as each figure in the Sets 2 & 4 column (non-fiction) in 
Table 3.1.4 is sufficiently higher than its counterpart in the Sets 1 & 3 column (fiction). 
Meanwhile, it should be pointed out that although the total number of tokens from the pre-
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1949 texts exceeds that from the post-1949 one, because of the difference in volume, it is 
in fact the texts from the latter period which proportionally use more colour terms. 
Table 3.1.4 Frequency of MSC colour terms by literary genres and distribution range. 
Distribution ranqe Period Sets 1 & 3 Sets 2 & 4 Sum % of total tokens 
Four sets pre-1949 1755 1979 3734 47.1% 
post-1949 1323 2039 3362 42.4% 
Three sets pre-1949 56 85 141 1.8% 
post-1949 36 112 148 1.9% 
Two sets pre-1949 45 73 118 1.5% 
post-1949 46 76 122 1.5% 
One set pre-1949 65 82 147 1.9% 
post-1949 38 119 157 2.0% 
Sum 3364 4565 7929 100.0% 
Let us now look at the way colour terms distribute according to their internal 
morphological structure. Recall that the terms collected from the Naming Test described in 
Chapter Two have been divided into two major groups: monosyllabic and compound; and 
the latter has been further divided into five subgroups: NC (Nominal-BCT/SCT 
Compounds), AC (Adjective-BCT/SCT Compounds), MC (Mixed Colour Compounds), 
DC (Double-designation Compounds), and N-SE (Nominal-se Compounds). One new 
form emerges from the literary survey: XYY, such as baimangmang, heichenchen, 
heidongdong, and heiyiiyii, in which X stands for the constituent designating colour, 
and Y the element that is either adjectival (like mang "boundless and indistinct" and chen 
"heavy"), or nominal (like dong "hole"), or even verbal (like ya "press"). Such XYY s 
were sometimes, I believe, wrongly treated in grammar books (e.g. Chao 1968b: 199) as 
a kind of reduplication. 
By definition, reduplication is a kind of construction that consists of repeating part 
of the underlying form. The XY in adjectival XYY should, however, not be considered as 
the underlying form of the whole construction, as the overwhelming majority of XYY s do 
not exist without the repetition. For instance, baimangmang does not have a counterpart 
in *baimang. Even in the cases where XYs do exist, such XYs are but homonymous 
subordinative nominal constructions which, by the structure of the language, can only be 
extended into diminutive nominals but never adjectives. In other words, such an XY is 
not the base of an XYY-type colour term either. Therefore an XYY colour term has to be 
analysed as X+ YY, X being suffixed by a bound YY which sometimes lacks a definable 
lexical meaning but which makes the sense expressed by the colour term more vivid. Take . 
the form heidongdong for example: it could be a diminutive nominal meaning "small black 
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hole", with partial reduplication of the underlying form heidong "black hole"; or a 
homonymous adjective meaning "pitch-black", combined by a free head morpheme hei 
and repeated dong. XYY s form the largest group in colour terminology in respect of 
membership, but a very small proportion with regard to tokens of occurrence. 
Many colour terms do appear in reduplicated form, which will be discussed fully in 
3.3. 
It was mentioned in 2.6.10.4 that the term qingcong "grue shallot" has an unusual 
construction "colour + nominal". Two more such terms are found in the literary survey. 
All three are classified as CN in the table below. 
Table 3.1.5 Distribution of MSC colour terms by morphological structure. 
Structure No. of terms % of terms No. of tokens % of tokens 
MONO 25 6.3% 6119 77.2% 
[\JC 86 21.7% 428 5.5% 
t-./C 72 18.1% 434 5.5% 
AC 47 11.8% 391 4.9% 
XYY 109 27.5% 302 3.8% 
oc 11 2.8% 142 1.7% 
NSE 44 11.1% 106 1.3% 
CN 3 .8% 7 .1% 
SUM 397 100.0% 7929 100.0% 
As can be expected, monosyllables (MONO in the table ablove) occur far more 
frequently than compounds and constitute a great majority of the total tokens, although 
they only amount to 6.3% of the total terms. On the other hand, the low token averages of 
polysyllabic terms, especially of XYY s, NSEs and CNs, imply the idiosyncratic nature of 
many of these terms. 
Finally, let us turn to Table 3.1.6 which shows the relation between the syntactic 
functions and the frequency of colour terms. 
Table 3.1.6 Frequency of MSC colour terms by syntactic functions. 
Function Attributive Predicate Subject/Object Complement Adverbial Sum 
Token 6095 955 548 314 17 7929 
% 76.9% 12.0% 6.9% 4.0% 0.2% 100.0% 
Leaving the detailed account of syntactic function of colour terminology to the 
following sections, we shall observe that while colour terms are capable of occupying 
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various positions in syntactic structures, their predominant function is to serve as 
attributives, and their most peripheral function is to be used adverbially. 
3.2. SYNTACTIC FUNCTIONS OF COWUR ~ IN MODERN STANDARD 
CHIN~E 
143 
A colour term may appear in any one of the following four forms in literary texts: C, Cse, 
C + de, and Cse + de. 
A C-type form is a simple colour term without an attached nominalisation suffix se, 
or followed by one of the de functional markers which, according to different syntactic 
functions, can be classified as (1) modification marker (MOD) which indicates that the 
construction preceding it modifies the construction following it; (2) nominalisation marker 
(NOM) which indicates that the construction preceding it is a nominal with an omitted 
head element;48 (3) predication marker (PRE) which indicates the construction preceding 
it is a predicate of the subject (PRE always occurs at the end of a sentence); or (4) 
completion marker (COM) which indicates the construction following it is the complement 
of the construction preceding it. 
Cse-type is a construction consisting of a colour term and a nominalisation suffix 
se. It had been suggested previously that se is optional for all colour terms except NSEs. 
Now we find that XYYs and CNs cannot be suffixed by se either. For XYYs, the reason 
might be that as an isolating language, Chinese shows lack of enthusiasm in forming 
words with more than three syllables. For CNs, the explanation is apparent: they would 
be converted to normal NS Es if they were followed by se. 
C-plus-de is a construction in which a colour term is followed by one of the de 
functional markers. 
Cse-plus-de is a se-suffixed colour term followed by one of the de functional 
markers. 
Monosyllabics are the most frequently occurring of C-type terms. For example, 
over 80% of the tokens of the eight BCTs occur without any attachment. 
Compounds tend to occur with de, but much less likely with se. ACs usually do not 
take se. 
With a few exceptions which will be made clear in due course, there is no rigid rule 
that can predict when a colour term will appear in which form. 
In this and the following chapter, the illustrative clauses or sentences are in most 
cases extracted from the literary texts surveyed, often with deletion of irrelevant elements 
for the ake of convenience. The examples created by the present author, which are 
perfectly acceptable grammatically and semantically unless otherwise marked, will be 
48. See 3.2.3 for illustration. 
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initiated with a #. The underlined part in each example is the part under discussion. 
Following the conventions in Sinological scholarship, each examples will have two lines 
of English below it. The first line is a morpheme-by-morpheme gloss in the same fashion 
as the colour terms being treated. The second line is the translation of the whole utterance. 
Since Chinese generally does not indicate singularity versus plurality for nouns, and has 
no grammatical category of tense, all nouns will be glossed in the singular form, and 
verbs, simple infinitive form, without "to". In translation, however, appropriate number 
and tense will be indicated according to circumstances. 
3.2.1. COLOUR TERM.5 USED AS ATIRIBU11VES 
In MSC, an attributive precedes a constituent for person or thing, and expresses quality 
ascribed to that person or thing. For instance, 
(l) hongrz 
red sun 
the red sun 
(2) hongse xinhao 
red colour sign mark 
red signal 
(3) hong de qiang 
red MOD wall 
red wall 
(4) hongse de hua 
red colour MOD flower 
red flower 
Co1npound terms in attributive positions tend to take de. XYYs cannot occupy this 
position without de. 
In addition to descriptive value, colour terms mainly imply a sort of contrastive 
reference which lend them force in classifying the subsequent nominals in terms of colour 
appearance. In other words, colour seems to be taken as one of the intrinsic and essential 
qualities of the entity, and a "colour+ nominal" construction would distinguish itself as a 
sub-category from the category represented by the nominal or from other sub-categories. 
This function could develop to the extreme where it totally outweighs the descriptive 
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function as in some idiomatic constructions where the colour elements no longer 
necessarily designate the actual colour appearance of the entities; rather, they merely 
indicate the typical colours of the categories to which the nominals refer. Thus one may 
find utterances like: 
(5) #Qingcai quan shi huting de. 
grue cabbage all be yellow PRE 
All these cabbages are yellow. 
(6) #Zhe hutingn{u yi shen hei. 
this yellow ox one body black 
This ox is black all over. 
which illustrate clearly that the descriptive value of a colour term could sometimes be 
reduced to zero. In some other idiomatic constructions, a colour term may designate a 
shade which is totally out of its contemporary limits of application. For instance, 
hongtang (tang "sugar") is brownish yellow' dark brown, or black; and hong cha ( cha 
"tea"), as mentioned in 2.6.10.1, is dark reddish brown. If the diversities in people's 
comprehension of colour terms, as demonstrated in Chapter Two, parallel what has been 
called free variation in phonology, the relation between the idiomatic meanings and the 
general meaning of a colour term may be treated, roughly, in terms of complementary 
distribution, as the term can be defined as a class of meanings in the same semantic 
domain which occur in mutually exclusive environments. Borrowing the format current in 
phonology (Lass 1984:22-3), the meanings (or should I suggest, "allosemies") of hong 
can be represented as follows: 
{ 
brownish yellow, dark brown, or black/_ tangl 
hong ~ dark reddish brown/ - cha j 
. red 
To interpret: "hong designates 'brownish yellow, dark brown, or black' before tang; 
'dark reddish brown' before cha; and 'red' elsewhere". The Braces indicate either/or 
choices. The environment bar"_" indicates the position in which the statement "hong 
de ignates ... " holds. Three remarks on the allosemic rules are in order. Firstly, only C-
type monosyllabic terms can be combined into frozen constructions and occur in 
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complementary distribution. When a monosyllabic term is in a Cse, C + de, or Cse + de 
frame, its central colour attribute is emphasised and its eccentric meanings are 
suppressed. For instance, "hong de tang" has to be sweets wrapped with red paper or 
coloured with red additive; it cannot be the unrefined sugar. Secondly, when in 
complementary distribution, the distinctive function of the morphemic contrasts carried by 
the colour term ( e.g. red vs . brown) is suspended. Thirdly, complementary distribution 
happens only in certain lexical items, and has a marginal, non-systematic effect. 49 
3.2.2. COLOUR TERMS USED AS PREDICAIBB 
A predicate is a statement made about the subject of the sentence. As indicated in Table 
3.1.6, being predicates is the second most frequent function of colour terms. When used 
in this way, colour terms may convey three different messages. They may describe the 
colour appearance of the subject, indicate the change of the colour state of the subject, or 
be verbalised to take an object which indicates the location of a colour appearance. 
In MSC, a colour term can occur with or without a copula when it is used for the 
colour appearance of the subject which may or may not have a definite reference. The 
stress of the semantic implication of the term consequently varies in accordance with the 
presence or absence of a copula and definite reference of the subject. Consider the 
following instances: 
(1) #Zhe zhiing zh'[ bai. 
this CLA50 paper white 
This paper is white. 
(2) #Zhe zhiing zhz shi bai de. 
this CLA paper be white PRE 
This paper is white. 
(3) #Zht bai. 
paper white 
Paper is white. 
49. A similar example in English: 
white ~ (~:~1:~/ _t:~nej 
pink/ _ people 
white 
50. Classifier. A class of words used in measurement of entities and actions. 
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(4) #Zh'i shi bai de. 
paper be white PRE 
Paper is white. 
1-+ 7 
In the first two sentences, the word for paper has a definite reference indicated by 
the demonstrative pronoun zhe. Thus white in (1) is a description for this particular piece 
of paper; no generalisation whatsoever is involved. In (2), because of the copula which 
marks a declarative construction, the whole predicate is a classification of the paper in 
terms of white appearance, which at the same time strongly implies that other sheets of 
paper may be not white at all. The subjects in (3) and ( 4) do not have a definite reference, 
which means that they denote a generic category. As a result, the description of the colour 
attribute constitutes a generalisation. With the copula, the colour characteristic of paper is 
further emphasised. Notice that the copula has to be accompanied by a predication marker 
de. 
In the predicate position without a copula, a colour term can be followed by a 
complement consisting of a degree complement marker de and a construction which 
specifies the degree of the colour (for definition and details of complement, see 3.2.4). 
For instance, 
(5) Lian hong de xiang duo hong hua. 
face red COM like CLA red flower 
(Her) face was as red as a red flower. 
( 6) Lian hong de xiang taiyang. 
face red COM like great sun 
(His) face was as red as the sun. 
Only a few monosyllabic colour terms can be used to indicate the change of the 
colour state of the subjects. When used this way, colour terms have to be marked 
explicitly by one of the aspect particles le (perfective (PER)), zhe (continuative (CON)), 
or guo (experiential (EXP)), or other elements capable of indicating the occurrence of the 
change. 
The perfective aspect particle le, according to Chao ( 1968b:246), has the 
characteristic class meaning of "completed action". When attached to colour terms, 
however, it indicates "completed change" since the terms marked by it are not verbs of 
action but adjectives of properties which are subject to change. Thus , hong le in (7) 
expresse the result of the change - a state of flushedness which did not exist before. 
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(7) Ta Lian hong le. 
he face red PERJINC51 
His face became flushed. 
The continuative aspect particle zhe indicates the continuation of action or, in the 
ca e of colour terms, continuation of the changed state. 
(8) Lian hong zhe. 
face red CON 
(His) face was flushed. 
1-+8 
The third aspect particle is the experiential guo which has the meaning of 
"experienced in the past". The fact that no single instance of "colour+ guo" construction 
was found in the survey suggests that such a usage is extremely rare. Nevertheless, 
utterances like (9) are perfectly normal and therefore should not be ignored altogether 
because of their scarcity. 
(9) #HushuT c6ngldi mei zhe yang hei guo. 
lake water ever come not this kind black EXP 
The water of the lake had never been so dark. 
Apart from aspect particles, the change of colour state could also be expressed by 
inchoative complements like qTldi "rise come" and xiaqu "down go" which indicate new 
situations; or other elements like the adverb gang in (11) which expresses the time of the 
change;jiu in (12) which implies the occurrence of the change under certain conditions; or 
the numeral-derived adverb yi in (13) which suggests the suddenness of the change (a 
"colour term+ yi + colour term" construction also indicates a brief change as shown in 
(14)); or even a cognate object, namely, a "numeral+ classifier" such as yi zhen in (15), 
which specifies the duration of change. 
( 10) Lian hong qzldi. 
face red nse come 
(His) face was becoming flushed. 
51 . Inchoative particle, used at the end of a sentence to indicate a situation which was/is new or will be 
new in the future . The le in this context has dual functions: being a perfective particle, it indicates the 
completion of the change - the flushing; being an inchoative particle, it indicates a new situation - the red face. For discussion about aspect particles in MSC, see Chao ( 1968b) and Li & Thompson ( 1981 ). 
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(11) Hua _g~an~g __ h-'-'-o_n_g. 
flower only-just red 
The flowers have only just reddened. 
(12) Ta jian le ni1 t6ngzhi jiu lian hong. 
he see PER female same idea then face red 
As soon as he encounters a female comrade, he blushes. 
(13) Ta lian yi hong. aixia t6u ZOU le. 
he face once red, hang down head walk PER/INC 
Once he blushes, he hangs his head and walks away. 
(14) Lian hong le yi hong. 
face red PER one red 
Her face was flushed for a little while. 
(15) Lian hong yi zhen. bai yi zhen. 
face red one CLA, white one CLA 
(Her) face was flushed one minute, and pale the next. 
A number of cases of monosyllabic terms serving as verbal predicates are found in 
the texts. In such cases colour terms take noun objects or complements which indicate the 
entities which appear in certain colour. All that can be used verbally are without exception 
the so-called unbalanced class overlapping (Chao 1968b:499), namely, the textual 
frequency with which a colour term occurs as a verb is much less than it occurs as an 
adjective. The verbal status of a colour term has to be indicated by one of the aspect 
particles or auxiliary verbs such as neng "can" or hui "can". Normally, the grammatical 
object of a colour term is in logic its subject. Compare (16) with (7). Chao (ibid.673-4) 
once termed objects of this kind "inverted subject". 
(16) Ta hong le lian. 
he red PER face 
His face is flushed. 
(17) Ndnren hui hong liiin. 
male person can red face 
It is possible for men to blush. 
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When a "colour+ zhe" construction takes an object which is inverted from logical 
subjects, the consequent construction is generally in a subordinative position to the 
following verbal element and expresses the manner of the action designated by the second 
verb, such as shuo in ( 18). 
(18) Tii hong zhe lian shuo, 
he red CON face speak 
He said, with flushed face, ·· · 
The following ( 19)-(20) are instances of "verbal colour predicate + complement" in 
which it is the resultative complement wan and the directional complement chu qiangt6u 
that reveal respectively the verbal nature of hong. Notice that there is no complement 
marker de inserted as in "adjectival colour predicate+ de+ complement" (see 3.2.2). 
( 19) Deng zaozi hong wan, xlbeifeng jiu qllai le. 
wait date NOM-S52 red finish west north wind then rise come INC 
When all the dates have become red, the northwest wind will come. 
(20) Zijtnhuii hong chu qiangtou. 
corydalis flower red out wall NOM-S 
The redness of the corydalis flowers peeped over the wall. 
From a logical point of view, there are two kinds of relationship between a 
verbalised colour term and its object. The first one is that, as just mentioned, the object is 
in fact an inverted subject as in the cases of (16)-(18) . The second one is of causative, that 
is, the colour term has the meaning of making the object appear in the corresponding 
colour. See (21): 
(21) Juzi hong man le guc}yuan. 
tangerine NOM-S red full PER fruit garden 
The tangerines covered the whole orchard in red. 
Before moving on to the next section, a special verbalised form should be noted 
here. In MSC, Iii "green" can be suffixed by hua "-ise" to denote "make a place green by 
planting trees, flowers, et.~ afforest". Once there were slogans everywhere in mainland 
China like liihua chengshi "plant trees in and around the city" (chengshi "city market") 
and liihua shanqu "afforest the mountain district" (shanqu "mountain area"). 
52 . Nominali ation suffix. The most common ones are zi and tou . 
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3.2.3. COLOUR TERM5 USED AS SUBJECI"S AND OBJECI"S 
A subject is a con tituent in a sentence about which something is stated. An object is a 
con tituent governed by, and dependent upon, a verb or a preposition. Subjects and 
objects are usually made of nominal elements. A colour term can serve as subject or object 
when the colour quality itself is the topic of comment or the object of the verb. 
Functioning in this way, colour terms generally appear in Cse form, although simple C 
form is also allowed. 
(1 ) Meizha de heise he xue de hongse hunhe zhe. 
coal cinder MOD black colour and blood MOD red colour rrux JOln CON 
The black colour of coal cinder and the red colour of blood were being mixed 
together. 
(2) Shanxia shanshuo zhe diandian iinse. 
mountain below flash shine CON dot dot golden colour 
Golden lights were flickering around the foot of the mountain. 
(3) Duzxia chcio jiu,"cai, you hong yiJu iii. 
coupled prawn fry chives vegetable, have red have green 
Prawns and chives were stir-fried together, a blend of red and green. 
As indicated by the underlining, the coordinative construction with heise and 
hongse as two heads is the subject of ( 1 ). In (2) the jinse-headed subordinative 
construction is the object of the verb shanshuo. In (3), hong and iii are the objects of the 
existence verb you. 
In certain contexts, colour terms can be metonymically used to substitute words 
designating person or thing, and function as nominal subjects or objects without 
nominalisation markers. For instance, hong and lii in ( 4) below, as indicated by the 
English translation, substitute red flowers and green leaves respectively and serve as the 
subjects of the coordinative construction; while in (5), they stand for clothes of various 
colours and occupy the positions of object. The object in (6) is a nominal construction 
" Liang gen bai'' with bai actually meaning white beard. 
(4) Hong shou lii fei. 
red thin green fat 
The red (flowers) were withered, while the green (leaves) were flouri shing. 
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(S) chuan hong gua Lil 
wear red hang green 
wear colourful dresses 
(6) Wtihei de huzi chan Liang gen bdi. 
black black MOD beard NOM-S mix two CLA white 
There are several strands of grey in his pitch-black beard. 
But more often colour terms would have to be nominalised by de to mark the 
semantic shift. 
(7) Wo songgei niJ haizi yi shen hongse de. 
I send give female child NOM-S one body red colour NOM 
I gave the girl a suit of red clothes. 
(8) Dujuan zheng sheng kai, bdi de ru mian ru xue, 
azalea CON vigorously open white NOM like cotton like snow 
hong de ru hur3' ru xue. 
red NOM like fire like blood 
152 
The azaleas were in full bloom, some were as white as cotton or snow, some as red 
as fire or blood. 
Still we have to rely on the relevant contexts to determine the exact meanings of 
uch substitutions. In (7), hongse de is the head of the nominal subordinative 
construction which as a whole is the direct object of verb songgei. We interpret hongse 
de as red clothes because it had been indicated immediately before the sentence that the 
person ( wo "I") had bought some clothes of various colours as gifts. In (8), bdi de and 
hong de are the subjects of the two coordinative sub-sentences. We know that they mean 
flowers because azaleas had already been mentioned. 
3.2.4. COLOUR~ USED AS COMPLEMENTS 
A complement is a constituent added to the core part of the predicate to complete it. Being 
used as predicative complements, colour terms express the results of action or change 
designated by verbs. For instance, 
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(1) Xue ba bdi yl ran hong le. 
blood make white dress dye red PER/INC 
The blood has dyed the white dress red. 
(2) Huanghe de shu7 fa hei le 
the Yellow River MOD water become black PER/INC 
The water of the Yellow River has become black. 
(3) Lian ylxia xia bdi le. 
face one CLA scare white PER/INC 
(His) face suddenly turned pale with fright. 
There is a strict rule in the case of polysyllabic colour terms being used as 
complements, namely, a resultative complement marker de has to be inserted between 
verb and colour term. 
(4) Huoguang ba· ca·oyuan zhao de tongh6ng. 
fire light make grass land shine COM all-over red 
The grasslands were aglow with flames. 
(5) Tiankong huran bian de qiheiqihei. 
sky empty sudden -ly change COM lacquer black lacquer black 
The sky suddenly became pitch-black. 
(6) Lian xia de canbdi. 
face scare COM miserable white 
(His) face looked deadly pale with fright. 
3.2.5. COLOUR~ USED AS ADVERBIAI.S 
An adverbial is a constituent that modifies or qualifies an adjectival attributive, an 
adjectival or a verbal predicate, or another adverbial. Adverbials are usually made of 
adverbs expressing a relation of place, time, circumstance, manner, cause, degree, etc. 
However, adjectival colour terms, namely, terms without the suffix se, especially 
polysyllabics, can also be occasionally used as adverbials. In so doing, they have to be 
followed by a modification marker de and express without exception the manner of the 
action, that is, they qualify only verbal predicates. Besides, the attributes designated by 
them logically belong to the agent of the action. (1)-(3) will illustrate the point. 
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( 1) Ludeng ytinhudng de zhao zhe dadao. 
road light faint yellow MOD shine CON large road . 
The street lamps were illuminating the broad avenue with faint yellow light. 
(2) Tiiinkong huimengmeng de piao zhe xuehuii . 
sky empty grey cover cover MOD float CON snow flower 
Snowflakes were fluttering in the grey sky. 
(3) Xiaocao qingqing de dianzhui bian le shijie. 
small grass grue grue MOD point embellish over PER life limit 
The short grasses embellished the whole world with green. 
3.2.6. COLOUR TERMS AS 1HEHFADS OF EXTENDED CONS1RUCTIONS 
It was established in Chapter Two that compound colour terms are in general the 
morphological extension of basic or secondary colour terms. Beyond the level of 
morphology, as indicated several times in the foregoing sections, colour terms can be 
further modified by, or combined with, other elements, and can extend to larger 
constructions while remaining as the heads of the new constructions. There are two 
strategies for such syntactic extension: modification and completion. 
15-1-
The modification of a colour term can be realised in various frames according to the 
morphological structure and semantic meaning of the term. 
The first frame "negative modifier+ colour term" applies to monosyllabic terms 
only. There are four negative adverbs for colour terms: bu for the denial of the colour 
state ; mei, meiyc}u, and a classical wei for the denial of the change and extension of the 
colour state. 
(1 ) Lian bu hong. 
face not red 
(His) face was not red. 
(2) Lian mei hong. 
face not red 
(His) face did not go red. 
The second frame "degree adverb modifier+ colour term" suits again only 
monosyllables.53 The degree modifiers for colour terms consist of twenty adverbs in the 
53. The CN qingcong seems to be an exception. It can be modified by some disy llabic adverbs such as gewai 
("square outside" ~ "exceptionally") and tebie ("particular difference" ~ "particul arly"). 
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list which follows. Among the adverbs, gou can only appear in the frame "adverb + 
colour term+ (de)le"54, and guai, "adverb+ colour term+ de". (3) and (4) are the 
illustrations. 
(3) Cao gou huang de le. 
grass enough yellow PRE INC 
The grass has got yellow enough. 
(4) Lian guai hong de. 
face rather red PRE 
(His) face is quite red. 
Term Gloss 
bzjiao compare compare 
ding most 
duo how 
feichdng not normal 
fenwai share outside 
' geng even-more 
/ ' . 
square outside gewaz 
gou enough 
' . 
rather guaz 
ha:o rather 
hen very 
. ,, 
extremely Jl 
.. ._. 
relatively jlaO 
shifen ten point 
tai excessively 
tebie particular difference 
..., 
quite ting 
/ / 
outstanding it youqz 
zhen really 
' ZUl most 
Translation 
relatively 
most 
how 
very 
particularly 
even-more 
exceptionally 
enough 
rather 
rather 
very 
extremely 
relatively 
fully 
excessively 
particularly 
quite 
especially 
really 
most 
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While in the predicative position expressing the change of colour state, colour terms 
can be modified by adverbs of time such as tiirdn ("sudden -ly" "-'7 "suddenly"), yixia 
("one down" ~ "suddenly"), and zhujian ("one-by-one little-by-little" "-'7 "gradually"); or 
"preposition + temporal nominal" constructions such as c6ng zu6tian qz ("since yesterday 
day up" "-'7 "since yesterday"). 
The third frame takes the form of "adjectival modifier+ colour term". The most 
frequent adjectives in this regard are an "dark, dim", dan "light, pale", qian "light, pale", 
and shen "deep". The lesser common ones are cun "pure", liang "bright", wei "faint", 
54. The de is optional. 
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zheng "standard", and zhong "middle". Monosyllables , NCs, MCs, and NSEs can be in 
this frame. The following are two examples. 
(5) Meigul shen hong. 
rose deep red 
The roses were deep red. 
( 6) qian kdfeise kuzi 
light cafe colour trousers NOM-S 
light coffee-coloured trousers 
The fourth frame is "nominal+ colour term", with the nominal usually being a 
"noun+ de" or "numeral/demonstrative pronoun+ classifier". When colour terms serve 
as subjects or objects, they are often in extended constructions of this kind. See examples 
(1), (2), (6) and (7) in 3.2.3. 
The fifth and sixth modification frames are in fact two kinds of comparison: equal 
degree and superior degree. The first has a basic construction "xiang ("like") + X + 
yiyang ("one kind" ~ "same") + colour term" in which X stands for something or some 
situation under comparison. NCs cannot fit in this frame, apparently because figuration 
has already been built into them; neither can NSEs - the reason will be given later. 
Besides, in such a frame, XYY s and reduplicated terms have to be followed by a 
predication marker de, which means that they can only occupy predicative positions; 
whereas all other equal degree comparison constructions can function as attributives (with 
a modification marker, of course) as well as predicates and complements. 
(7) Lian xiang he le fiu yiyang honghong de. 
face like drink PER wine one kind red red PRE 
His face was so flushed as if he had drunk a lot. 
(8) Shuc6ng rut6ng xThou yiyang de xitinlii. 
· tree clump like same wash after one kind MOD fresh green 
The grove was so fresh and green as though it had been washed. 
(9) xiang huiS viyang hong de zu'ichun 
like fire one kind red MOD mouth lip 
lips which were as red as fire 
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(10) #Ta zuzchun tu de xiang hucY ylyang hong. 
he mouth lip apply COM like fire one kind red 
Her lip were painted as red as fire. 
The last modification frame - uperior degree comparison - has a basic 
con truction "bz ("compare") + X + colour term" and is illustrated in (11). Again, the X in 
the formula stands for something under comparison. 
( 11 ) Xue bz jiu· hci.i hong. 
blood compare wine more red 
Blood was even redder than wine. 
Only monosyllabic terms can be included in this frame. Recall that it was indicated 
above that polysyllables generally cannot be modified by either bu or degree adverbs. The 
re trictions which apply to them will now be elaborated upon. 
First we should group terms with intensifying elements, that is, ACs, DCs, and 
XYYs, together. In qualifying the colour attributes, these elements simultaneously imply 
three points: (1) The undeniable existence of the colour property, as one can only qualify 
a property which is in existence; this explains why the members of this group cannot take 
bu 55 . (2) The preemption of the place of degree adverbs and modifying adjectives ( ee 
Chao 1968b:678). The members of this group do not admit further modification of degree 
for the same reason that, say, hen hong "very red" does not take geng "more". And (3) 
the absoluteness of certain aspects of the colour property, which accounts for the fact that 
term of this group do not fit in the frame of superior degree comparison. For instance, 
by u ing the term xiiinhong "fresh red", people emphasise the superiority and 
ab oluteness of the aspect of freshness and brightness of certain types of red. My 
fieldwork experience indicates that in people's perception, there can be many kinds of 
hongs, and yet there is only one kind of xiiinhong. While people felt it was easy to pick 
out typical or not-so-typical hongs, they were sometimes puzzled about the request to 
select typical xiiinhong. "Xidnhong is always typical. There is no atypical one. If it is 
not typical, then it is not xiiinhong at all" were their comments on such a request 
(whether they were able to make unanimous or consistent selection on different occasions 
i another matter). Take hongtongtong (t6ng "all-over") as another example. Being an 
55 . It i , of course, common to have utterances like 
bu shi xiii.nh6ng de 
not be fresh red NOM 
i not a fresh red one 
but the bu here is negating the whole j udgement shi xiii.nh6ng de, not merely the quality xiii.nh6ng. 
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XYY form, h6ngtongtong carries a vivid sense of red-through-and-through. Such a 
vivid sense, in people's mind, seems to be beyond the calibration of degree. One just 
cannot distinguish one kind of h6ngtongtong appearance from another, and therefore 
cannot compare them. 
Next we check MCs and NCs to see what makes them differ from monosyllabic 
terms in extensional ability. The reason for them not to take bu seems to be similar to the 
one for the group discussed above, that is, the existence of modifying elements logically 
implies the existence of the properties designated by the head elements. With respect to 
the incompatibility of MCs and NCs with degree adverbs and superior comparison 
construction, the reason for the former is also not difficult to find. Recall that it was 
mentioned in 2.3.2 that my informants were divided on the question of, say, whether 
huibai should be "greyish white" or "whitish grey". In fact, many held a view that any 
mixture of grey and white in whatever proportion is huibai. In other words, because of 
their being in a twilight-zone, MCs were perceived as the sort of categories without focus 
and typical representatives, which thereby, cannot in any way admit a degree of 
comparison. NCs have a slightly different story. By definition, all NCs have referents in 
the environment. The fact that the colours of theses referents have different shades makes 
it possible for NCs to be modified by adjectives expressing the degrees of brightness. On 
the other hand, however, NCs cannot be modified by degree adverbs presumably because 
of the implication of degree adverbs, for instance, whether a blood-like red (i.e. 
xueh6ng) could be more blood-like than other blood-like reds, does not make sense. For 
the same reason, NCs cannot appear in the superior comparison constructions. 
Finally, a few words about NSEs. NSEs do not fit in the negative and adverb 
degree frames and comparison construction because these frames suit adjectives only 
whereas NSEs are the result of nominalisation. 
It should be noted that from a semantic point of view the comparative construction 
and degree modifier frame are not mutually exclusive as some degree adverbs such as 
geng "even-more",jiao "relatively" and zui "most" also imply comparison, although 
implicitly. 
The second strategy for extension of colour terms is completion. Such a 
con truction has in effect already been mentioned in 3.2.2. What should be pointed out 
here is that a construction of this kind is by no means limited to predicative position, but 
is quite often used in an attributive position as well. See (7)-(8). 
(7) hei le xiaqu de shanytng 
black PER down go MOD mountain shadow 
the mountain shadow which had turned dark 
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(8) nenlil de iiao ren 
. 
- ' ' . xtn at de cha 
tender green COM ask person heart love MOD tea 
the tea with a soft green colour which is treasured by everyone 
In (7), hei, as indicated by the perfective particle le and its inchoative complement 
xiaqu , expresses the change of colour state. In (8), the colour term nenlu is followed by 
a degree complement which itself is a complex construction. 
3.2. 7. COLOUR~ IN COORDINATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS 
A coordinative construction is a construction with two or more heads which are equal in 
syntactic function, and have the same function as the whole. In practice, generally 
speaking, only words of the same class, or phrases with the same syntactic structure, are 
able to serve side by side as the heads of coordinative constructions. Hence, the 
coordinate of a colour term has to be another colour term, or a non-colour adjective. The 
following instances (1)-(5) illustrate colour-term-headed coordinative constructions in 
various syntactic positions; and (6)-(11), coordinative constructions made up of colour 
terms and non-colour adjectives in corresponding positions. Before entering into 
coordinative constructions, colour terms and other adjectives can sometimes be 
synchronously modified first by an adverb (like that in (6) and (10)) or reduplicated (like 
that in (5) and (11)). 
( 1) hong Ian qianbt (Attributive) 
red blue lead pen 
red and blue pencil 
(2) (Ye hua) hong, huang, Ian, bai, zr. 
wild flower red yellow blue white purple 
(The wild flowers ) were of various colours. 
(3) Shftou 
(Object) 
you hongse de, huise 
(Predicate) 
de, heise de. 
stone NOM-S have red colour NOM, grey colour NOM, black colour NOM 
Some stones were red, some grey, and some black. 
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( 4) Mudan chu kai, hong bai xiang jian. (Subject) 
peony first bloom, red white mutually separate 
The peonies started to bloom, a chequer of red and white. 
(5) Hdizimen da ban de honghong lulu. (Complement) 
child NOM-S PL56 make dress-up COM red red green green 
The children dressed up gaily. 
(6) you hong you da de taiydng (Attributive) 
also red also big MOD great sun 
the huge red sun 
(7) Pifu hei er cucao. (Predicate) 
skin skin black and rough rough 
(His) skin is both dark and rough. 
(8) Meimdo cu hei de xiang banshua yiyang. (Predicate) 
brow hair thick black COM like board brush one kind 
(His) eyebrows were so thick and dark that they were just like a scrubbing brush. 
(9) Ta mei you chunu de hong run, ye WU guifu de 
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She not have live female MOD red smooth, also have-no noble lady MOD 
bai pang. (Object) 
white fat 
She had neither the ruddiness of a virgin, nor the pallor and plumpness of a noble 
lady. 
( 10) Na you hei you pang de shi ge xuesheng. (Subject) 
that also black also fat NOM be CLA study student 
That one who is both dark and chubby is a student. 
( 11 ) Ta ren zhang de baibai iingjing. (Complement) 
she person grow COM white white clean clean 
She had a fair and clear complexion. 
In most cases the marker of juxtaposition is zero; not even pauses are necessary. 
56 . Plural marker, used to indicate the plurality of human nouns and pronouns. 
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The pause may be inserted between the coordinative items if they are polysyllabic. Or 
alternatively, conjunctions like er "and", he "and", and huo "or" may be used to mark the 
coordination. Whether or not a marker is used is largely a matter of style (see Chao 
l 968b.262-7). 
3.3. REDUPLICATION OF COLOUR TERMS IN MODERN STANDARD CHINESE 
It has been mentioned in 3 .1 that some colour terms can appear in reduplicated form. The 
reduplication of a monosyllabic term is simply the repeating of the root, namely, with the 
pattern of XX. In the present survey, of the 25 monosyllables , only eight-hei, hong , 
huang, bai, Iii , Ian , qing, and cdng "grue or grey" - have ever been found to be in 
reduplicated form. Among them, only the first three occur in all four sets of literary texts. 
When used as attributives or predicates, XXs usually connote a diminutive as well 
as favourable sense, that is, they designate the colour qualities which are obvious but not 
excessive; meanwhile the application of them implies implicitly some positive feelings 
uch as fondness, appreciation and sympathy toward the person or thing so described. 57 
For instance, a yellow appearance is generally regarded in Chinese culture as an unhealthy 
complexion; thus huang lian "yellow face" is not a pleasant description although it may 
be perfectly accurate. Huanghuang de licin bears the same negative implication; 
however, because of the positive overtone the reduplication carries, it would not be used 
of someone the speaker does not approve of or care about. 
(1) heihei de huchdzi 
black black MOD beard stubble NOM-S 
darkish stubble 
(2) Ta yanquan h6ngh6ng de. 
she eye ring red red PRE 
She had red rings around her eyes. 
The repetition of polysyllabic terms is limited to some NCs, MCs, ACs, and DCs. 
Apart from the fact that NSEs cannot undergo reduplication, there does not appear to be 
any rule governing which disyllabic term is reduplicatable and which is not. For instance, 
we can say xuebaixuibai (xue' "snow"), but not *riibdirubdi (rit" "milk"); 
xiiinh6ngxianh6ng (xian "fresh") is OK, but *dah6ngdah6ng (da "great") is not. 
When disyllabic terms are repeated, it will be of the pattern XYXY, rarely XXY, and 
never XXYY, although the last is the most common reduplication pattern of non-colour 
57. See Zhu (1956) for the connotative meanings of reduplicated adjectives . 
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di yllabic adjectives. 
(3) xue"'baixueodi de wenzhang 
snow white snow white MOD mosquito net 
pure snow white mosquito-net 
( 4) N{up{ shiio de jidohudngjidohudng de. 
ox skin burn COM burnt yellow burnt yellow PRE 
The cattle hide was roasted to a golden brown. 
( 5) bildnbildn de shu'imian 
grue blue grue blue MOD water face 
vivid blue water 
The underlying forms of the reduplication in (3)-(5) are NC xueodi , AC 
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jidohudng, and MC bildn respectively. After being reduplicated, the designation of the 
colour is intensified and made more vivid. The difference between a "xuebdi de 
mosquito-net" and a "xue"'baixuebai de mosquito-net" , for example, is that the latter is 
much more vividly white. 
The reduplication pattern XXY- in which only the first element of the word is 
repeated- is quite common in some Chinese dialects such as Wu, but not so in MSC. 
We have only one such instance in the material surveyed: 
(6) tongtonghong de xiao Juzi 
all-over all-over red MOD small tangerine NOM-S 
the small tangerines that are extremely red 
Like XXs, XYXYs (and XXYs) in general also have a favourable connotation, and 
would not be used of someone or something toward which one has negative attitudes. 
Reduplicated colour terms are usually adjectival, and cannot be nominalised by 
suffix se. Consequently, they can only occupy syntactic positions characteristically 
compatible with adjectives, namely, the position of attributive, adjectival predicate, 
complement or adverbial. In addition, they have to be attached with a modification, 
completion, or predication marker de as demonstrated in (3)-(6) above. 
Moreover, like all colour terms, reduplicates can be used as substitutes for nouns; 
however, unlike some others, they then would have to be followed by a nominalisation 
de. 
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3.4. COWUR 1ERM5 AND WORD CIASSES 
Up to this point, there has been a presupposition that colour terms in general belong to 
adjectives, a word class distinct from the other two major word classes - verbs and 
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nouns. Such a presupposition, however, needs some justification because many linguists 
hold the view that in Chinese there is no fundamental distinction between adjectives and 
verbs, and that adjectives are only a subclass of verbs (Chao 1968b:88; Lyons 1969:325 ; 
Henne et al 1977: 16; Dixon 1982:3; Li & Thompson 1987:826-7). Due to the limitation of 
space, the justification has to be brief and summary. For a fully detailed discussion , see 
Xu (1988). 
The argument that there is not an independent word class in Chinese that can be 
called adjective is based upon three grammatical criteria: "First, in Chinese, words 
denoting qualities and properties appear without any copula as they do in Inda-European 
languages" when they are used predicatively. "Secondly, quality and property words in 
Chinese are negated by the same particle bu as are verbs". And thirdly, "when an 
'adjective ' modifies a noun, it occurs with the same nominalising particle de as verb 
phrases do" (Li & Thompson 1987:826-7). 
These criteria, however, in my opinion, are far from sufficient to prove the 
adjective-deficiency in Chinese. 
Take the copula first. Lacoff ( 1970: 116) once suggested that in English the copula 
be serves only to carry the tense marker before adjectives, in just the same way as the 
auxiliary verb do carries the tense marker before verbs in negative and question sentences. 
Such a copula is therefore, naturally, unnecessary in Chinese since Chinese is a language 
totally lacking in the grammatical category of tense. In addition, not only verbs and 
adjectives, but nouns can serve as predicates without any copula. Since no one would 
argue that nouns and verbs belong to the same word class on the basis of the absence of a 
copula, it is rather unconvincing to posit that adjectives and verbs should be grouped into 
one class on the same basis. 
With respect to the negative bu, Li and Thompson's claim is inaccurate in the first 
place. They seem unaware of the fact that while bu has the capacity to negate almost all 
verbs,58 it does not have the same power over adjectives. As indicated in 3.2.6, a large 
proportion of adjectives, like colour terms with intensifying elements or in reduplication 
form, cannot be negated by bu. For instance, none of the following constructions is 
grammatically acceptable: *bu baibai; *bu shabaishabai (sha "ghost") ; *bu shabai ; 
*bujiebai (j{e "clean"); *bu lanbai; and *bu baixi (xi "white") . 
Besides, should bu be taken as "the defining feature of all verbs" (Chao 
1968b:664), all prepositions and some adverbs like hen "very" and tai "excessively" 
would have to be included in the verb class as well since they can also take bit. 
58. You "have" is the only verb that does not take bu. It has to be negated by mei. 
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Finally, adjectives and verbs are not identical in noun-modification. On the 
contrary, there is a fundamental difference between the two groups in this regard. Being 
attributives is the primary syntactic function of adjectives; whereas it is derived and 
secondary to verbs. Apart from general distribution patterns, such a difference is reflected 
in certain grammatical constrains, of which the most obvious one is that while it is 
obligatory for verbs to take the modification marker de to mark their being in the 
attributive position ( otherwise a verb-plus-noun is always a verb-object construction), the 
same de is optional for most adjectives. Some adjectives such as those for human 
propensity, in XYY or reduplicated form have to take de before modifying nouns; 
nevertheless, even if they do not do so, constructions like jizao xingzi ("impatient rash 
character NOM-S" ~ "impetuous character"), h6ngh6ng bizi (bi, "nose"; zi, NOM-S ), 
and tongh6ngtongh6ng bizi (tong "all-over") still make sense although they sound 
omewhat odd. Another constraint on verbs in reduplicated form is that they generally 
cannot occur in attributive positions. 
Li & Thompson's claim is further discredited by the fact that, again, not only verbs 
and adjectives, but also nouns can be used attributively with the same de as verbs and 
adjectives. 
In short, it is fair to say that the conclusions drawn from the observations of the 
similarities between the behaviour of verbs and adjectives by Li and Thompson and others 
is overly simplified and unreliable. 
But important as it is to have empirical arguments rejecting the assertion of Li & 
Thompson, still the arguments do not go far toward justifying the adjective-verb 
distinction. In other words, to say that Li and Thompson are wrong is in itself not a 
atisfactory account of the nature of the distinction in question. What is needed is the 
answer to the following question: Are we able to distinguish adjectives from verbs on 
grammatical grounds? 
The answer to the question is YES and will be illustrated in the figure below. 
To begin with, however, we ought first to provide some background knowledge 
relevant to the matter. First, there are two groups of word classes in Chinese: open 
classes and closed classes. The former is of unlistable membership, including nouns, 
verbs, and adjectives. The latter, of relatively short and listable membership, including 
auxiliary verbs (neng "can", ken "consent; be willing to", etc.), numerals, classifiers, 
pronouns (wo· "I", zhe "this" etc.), adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, interjections, and 
grammatical function markers and particles. Secondly, among the open classes, nouns 
can be defined in either of the frames "numeral + classifier+ ( )", or "za i "at" + ( )". Any 
word except the members of closed classes which can fit into both or either of the frames 
is a noun. Thirdly, due to semantic extension, overlapping, as in many languages of the 
world, occurs from time to time. That is, a word may appear in a variety of syntactic 
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tructures with somewhat different senses, and has therefore multiple membership in 
terms of parts of speech. Compared to English, however, Chinese is relatively poor with 
regard to class overlapping. Fourthly, in Chinese dictionaries, separate definitions of the 
enses of a word in different parts of speech are only given when the senses are fairly 
distinct.59 And finally, there is hardly any class which is totally homogenous from a 
grammatical point of view. Now let us turn to Figure 3.4 which reads thus: 
With the exclusion of all nouns and members of the closed classes, if a word can 
be modified by the degree adverb hen "very", and followed immediately by a noun, it is a 
verb; if it cannot be modified by hen, but can fit in the "bu+ ( ) + le" frame, it is a verb; 
if it cannot be modified by hen, nor fit in the "bu+ ( ) + le" and"( ) + (de) 60 + noun" 
frame, it is also a verb. If a word can be modified by hen, but cannot be followed 
immediately by a noun, it then is an adjective; if it can neither be modified by hen, nor fit 
in the "bu+ ( ) + le" frame, but can appear in the"( ) +(de)+ noun" frame, it is an 
adjective. If a word has several meanings which belong to various parts of speech, then 
the word may pass through different routes in the diagram and reach different ends, such 
as tanbai (1. adj. "honest, frank"; 2. v. "make a confession"); and sz (1. v. "die"; 2. adj. 
"dead; inflexible"). 
The significance of the adjective-verb distinction in Chinese is two-fold. In theory, 
such a distinction offers support for the assumption that semantically different parts of 
speech by and large have different grammatical properties, that is, each word class has, in 
a particular language, certain normal morphological and syntactic characteristics which 
distinguish it from other classes. In practice, it not only is a conclusion of inevitability, 
but has a special analytical priority: the complicated and often messy syntactic facts often 
require it as a basis. It is evident that even those like Chao ( 1968b) and Li and Thompson 
( 1981) who deny such a distinction have to heavily rely upon the very distinction to carry 
out their descriptive work. After all, there are too many morphological and syntactic 
processes which can only be addressed properly in term of adjectives and verbs, although 
it is not possible to separate one class from another totally in all these processes. 
59. For instance, there have never been attempts to make a distinction between an adjective bdi and a noun bdi 
in Chinese dictionaries; whereas in English dictionaries, the corresponding white has to be classified separately 
as one adjective and one noun . 
60. The modification marker is optional. 
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YES 
I 
VERB 
ai "love" 
YES 
I 
NO 
I 
ADJECTIVE 
gao "high" c1a· "hit" 
YES 
I 
VERB 
mei "have-no" hong "red" dong "freeze" 
que "lack" pang "fat" Lai "come" 
you "have" re "hot" shi "be" 
YES 
I 
ADJECTIVE 
NO 
I 
( ) + (1e) + noun 
NO 
I 
VERB 
kanbuqI "look not up"~"look down" ched!. "penetrate bottom"~"thorough" xing "be-awake" 
xiangnian "think miss"~"miss" ClJtng "eat surprise"~"surprising" qiltii "rise come"~"rise" dah6ng "great red" haoxiang "good like"~ "like" 
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ytlai "depend-on rely"~"rely on" youxiu "excellent excellent"~"excellent" tiaoyao "jump jump"~"jump" h6ngyanyan "red bright bright"~"bright red" Juede "feel get '. '~"feel" 
zunzhong "respect value"~"espect" tai1bai1 "open clear"~"honest" s71 "die" t6ngyang "same kind"~"same" renwei "identify be"~"consider" 
tanbai2 "open C)ear"~"make youdeng "excellent class"~ "high-c)ass" XlWGl1g "hope look"~"hope" 
Fig. 3.4 Syntactic distinctions between adjectives and verbs in MSC. 
a confession" zhenzheng "true standard"~"true" 
yongjiu· "forever long"~"permanent" 
fangkong "defence sky"~"air defence" 
.... 
si2 "dead· inflexible" 
' 
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3.5. COLOUR TERMS IN 1HEDESCRIPTION OF CO1\1PLEXION 
So far the usage of MSC colour terminology has been probed from the angle of syntactic 
functions. In this section, we aim to examine the applicability of the terminology in a 
particular domain, the domain of complexion. The combination of two characteristics 
makes the description of complexion unique in demonstrating the usage of colour terms. 
Fir t, complexion is always subject to close attention by virtue of its being, to a great 
extent, the reflection of an individual 's experience, life style, personality, emotion, as 
well as physical and mental state. Because of the indistinguishableness of eye and hair 
colour, complexion is even more significant for Chinese as far as appearance is 
concerned. It is almost impossible to find any other instance in which colour is virtually 
anything and everything. And secondly, being a natural phenomenon, complexion 
exhibits an unusually wide range of colour shades. Consequently, terms of almost all 
major colour categories can be found in expressions describing complexion. 
The colour of the skin of different human races depends principally upon the 
amount of the dark pigment, melanin, in the epidermis, which is the production of 
specialised cells - the melanocytes. In light-skinned people, melanin is produced slowly; 
in dark-skinned people, it is produced rapidly and in great quantities. 
Other factors affect skin colour as well. One of them is the thickness of the stratum 
corneum, a layer of dead cells which forms the surface of the skin. The reason why Asian 
Mongoloids, including Chinese, are often referred to as "yellow", while European 
Caucasoids are, "white", is not because the amount of melanin in the skin of the former is 
more than in that of the latter, but because the former tends to have a thicker stratum 
corneum than the latter. A thicker stratum comeum not only contains more keratins, a sort 
of horny, faintly yellowish substance which imparts a slightly yellowish cast to the skin , 
but it also conceals the blood colour that gives a pinkish tone to lighter Caucasian skin. 
Furthermore, the yellowish appearance of certain Asian races is also due to their diet that 
is abundant in vegetable foods which are rich in carotene, a pigment adding a strong 
yellow component to the skin. 61 
Within the Chinese population, the skin colour of an individual is influenced 
temporarily or chronically by various kinds of physical irritation or emotional state. For 
instance, habitual long-time exposure to ultraviolet radiation tends to darken people 's 
skin ; or a change in mood may alter the amount of blood in the smaller vessels of the 
dermis , and thereby cause a visible change in facial colour. 
Let us start from the colour term used in the description of general complexion - the 
complexion unaffected by emotions or temporary physical conditions. 
Roughly speaking, general complexions seem to have been classified into five types 
in MSC - btii , hong , hei, huting, and qing- which represent fair , ruddy, dark, 
61. For detailed discussion about skin colour, see Brues ( 1977) . 
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yellow, and blue complexions re pectively. 
Bai is probably the mo t favourable epithet for complexion, as a bai lian "white 
face" i traditionally regarded by Chinese as the indication of youth, gentility, elegance, or 
of the privilege of living in ease and comfort. Young ladies, children, and young men 
with the makings of a scholar are those most likely to be portrayed as bai; as 
phy iologically, female sex hormones are weaker somewhat in melanin formation than 
male sex hormones, and melanin is relatively poorly developed in children (Brues 
1977:89); and socially, fair skinned people tend to be those who prefer indoor to outdoor 
activities and, most importantly, who are able to afford to stay out of the sunlight. 
Apart from bai, baixi "white white", fenbai "pink white", the reduplicate baibai, 
and idiosyncratic zhibai "paper white" have also been used of fair complexion in the 
literature surveyed. 
Hong in normal circumstances is the term for natural healthy complexion. It is 
believed that a person with a ruddy face is usually in a state of being sound in both body 
and mind, presumably because a healthy person has a higher rate of metabolism which 
requires a strong heart to provide a larger amount of blood to circulate through the 
capillary networks to supply the necessary amount of nutrition to the tissues and to 
regulate the body temperature; and as the more the blood flows through the skin, the more 
the red colour it shows up. 
Some hyponyms of hong are used in a similar way. They include fenhong "pink 
red", jidohong "tender red", taohong "peach red", zmong "purple red", and XX form 
honghong, vivid XYYs hongpenpen (pen, lit. "spurt"), hongplipli (pu, lit. 
"pounce"), hongtongtong (tong, lit. "all-over"), and hongxixi (xi, lit. "merry"). 
A dark complexion usually results from the body protection mechanism that 
prevents excessive sunlight from penetrating and damaging the deeper layers of the skin 
by tanning the superficial skin. When the face of a Chinese darkens, it develops a 
brownish colour, but such a face is usually termed hei. Hei is neutral in referring to the 
colour, without evaluating its psychological connotation. On the other hand, the 
reduplicated heihei, and many hei-compounds found in the survey - heiy,fuy,fu 
(you, "dark"), lfhei "black black"' youhei "dark black" - have a positive sense, that is , 
they imply a kind of appreciation of the tanned colour; not because, however, such colour 
i taken as the symbol of leisure, as it is in white Western societies; but because it is 
regarded as the sign of diligence and toil. It is interesting to note that Chinese seldom or 
never use the three terms competing for the primary label of the BROWN category, 
namely, zong, hese and kdfeise (see 2.5.3) to describe dark complexion. Rather, these 
term seem to be reserved for the skin colour of African or American black or brown 
people. For the native dark brownish skin, in addition to hei, Chinese sometimes use 
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jiangse "thick-soy-sauce colour" 62 , tongse "copper colour" or derivatives of these two 
uch as zijiangse "purple thick-soy-sauce colour", chitongse "red copper colour", 
giitongse "ancient copper colour", and zltongse "purple copper colour". 
Huang is almost universally perceived as a negative facial colour which implies the 
uffering from poverty, exhaustion and/or poor physical condition. While it is true that a 
trong yellow colour could be imparted to the skin by excessive red blood cell destruction 
or liver malfunction, people usually seem to tend to link huang lian "yellow face " with 
insufficient nutrition and/or poor health in a general sense. 
In addition to huang, a seemingly unwell look may also be described as 
huanghuang' huihuang "grey yellow"' jiiiohuang "burnt yellow"' lahuang "wax 
yellow", and qinghuang "grue yellow". 
Then there have been occasions when qing or caiqing "vegetable grue" are used 
of facial colour. It has been indicated a short time ago that the amount of blood flowing 
through the capillary networks determines to some extent skin colour. What also 
influences skin colour is the amount of haemoglobin with oxygen in it. Richly oxygenated 
blood is bright red, whereas blood devoid of oxygen is relatively blue (McClintic 
1975:77). Thus, if people with lighter skin somehow cannot produce enough oxygenated 
blood, their skin has a blue tinge. In literary texts, it is the complexions of those who 
enjoy an abnormal life style and/or suffering from degenerating metabolic functions, such 
as prostitutes and drug ( opium) addicts, that are most likely to be portrayed, 
hyperbolically, I should say, as qing. 
The contrast between the positive and negative connotations of bai and hong on 
the one hand, and huang and qing on the other in complexion expressions is most 
evident in coordinative constructions made up partially by these terms. For instance, a 
child may be praised for being bai nen "white tender"' bai Jing "white clean"' baibai 
pangpang "white white fat fat", or you bai you zhuang "also white also strong"; or a 
person with rosy cheeks may be said of having a hong run de lian "red smooth MOD 
face"; whereas unfortunate people often have faces that are either huang shou "yellow 
thin", ku huang "bitter yellow" or qing an "grue dark". In these constructions, all 
components coordinated with bai and hong are commendatory, and those with huang 
and qing, derogatory. 63 
Since hei is a neutral term for complexion, it can be juxtaposed in both ways. We 
thus may see a face that is you hei you shou "also black also thin", and another one 
heihei pangpang "black black fat fat". 
The facial skin colour may change in accordance with the temporary physical 
condition of the body. It will, for instance, appear hong or tonghong "all-over red" 
62. See 2.6.10.1 for the semantic property of jiangse. 
63. Note that Chinese traditionally take fat (not excessively fat , of course) as the sign of good health ; and 
slimness, as the opposite. 
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when the amount of heat accumulated in the body due to intense physical activity or 
alcohol is o large that the blood has to flow very rapidly through dilated vessels in the 
surface of the body in order to lose the superfluous heat and regulate the body 
temperature. Conversely, the fascial skin will lose all the blood colour and appear 
yellowish (huang), bluish (qing or lu ), greyish (hui) or extremely pale (bai) when the 
body is severely weakened by hunger, illness, torture, tiredness and/or sleeplessness. 
Under such conditions, the body is no longer able to maintain the balance of the 
circulatory system; as a result, the peripheral arterioles have to be constricted to 
significantly slow down the blood flow to save oxygen and nutrition for more important 
deep organs and muscles. The following table enumerates the colour terms used in 
describing the complexion affected by temporary physical conditions. 
Table 3.5.1 MSC colour terms in describing complexion affected by temporary physical 
conditions. 
Term Gloss Alcohol Druq Heat Hunqer Illness Sleeplessness Tiredness Torture 
bai "white" + + + 
c~nbai "miserable white" + 
cangbai "grue white" + + + 
hu'ibai "grey white" + + + 
shabai "ghost white" + + 
hong "red" + + 
tongh6ng "all-over red" + + 
huang "yellow" + + + + jiaohuang "burnt yellow" + + + + 
lahuang "wax yellow" + + + + + 
qinghuang "grue yellow" + + 
hui "grey" + 
qTng "grue" + + 
c'anqing "miserable grue" + 
cai/i) "cabbage green" + heilu "black green" + 
· Finally let us consider how colour terms are employed in the description of the 
complexion influenced by emotions. 
It has been asserted that there are some fundamental emotions which are universal to 
all human races. Izard (1971; 1991 ), for instance, categorises them as (1) Interest-
Excitement; (2) Enjoyment-Joy; (3) Surprise-Startle; (4) Distress-Anguish; (5) Disgust-
Contempt; (6) Anger-Rage; (7) Shame-Humiliation; (8) Fear-Terror; and (9) Love. Most 
emotions could cause marked changes in complexion if intense enough. Table 3.5.2 is the 
summary of the correlation between emotions and colour term usage in MSC literature. 
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Table 3.5.2 MSC colour terms in describing complexion affected by emotions. 
Term Gloss Anqer Anxiety Distress Excitement Fear Joy Shame Shyness Surprise 
bai "white" + + + + + 
canbai "miserable white" + + 
canqbai "qrue white" + + 
,;' /. 
auaba, "scant white" + 
hu7bai "qrey white" + + + 
ainqbai "qrue white" + + 
shabai "qhost white" + + ,. 
hong "red" + + + + + + + feihonq "red red" + + + + + 
ton_qhonq "all-over red" + + + + + + + 
hei "black" + 
huanq "yellow" + + 
iiaohuanq "burnt yellow" + 
'11 / tuhuanq "soil yellow" + + 
" ' tuse "soil colour" + 
hui "orey" + + 
aing "qrue" + + 
. t ... ... t,eama "iron orue" + + ~ 
"purple" + + + ZI 
Several observations can be made about the table above. First, some _emotions, 
namely, joy, shame, shyness, and surprise, seem to be related only to the terms in the 
RED category~ while distress is associated only with bai and its hyponyms. Second, 
there are hardly any emotions except anger that are related to hei. Third, anger is the 
emotion which can cause the face to appear in the widest range of shades of colour. 
Fourth, fear can be associated with all colour terms except those of RED and BLACK. 64 
And fifth, excited and anxious complexions are either whitish or reddish (as for the cross 
mark in the cell in the Excitement column and Purple row, recall that how close some 
reds and purples can be). 
Laboratory experiments have been able to provide some explanations to the link 
between emotions and facial colours. For instance, in emotions such as excitement, joy, 
surprise and anger which push people to activity, the sympathetic reaction is generally 
dominant. Thus, people's hearts race faster and pump more blood to the vessels of the 
face. Whereas in distress, when things seem hopeless and all people can do is wait, the 
parasympathetic nervous system is generally dominant. Consequently, people's heart rate 
and blood pressure decrease, making their facial skin lose pinkness and turn pale (Carlson 
& Hatfield 1992). 
On the other hand, some phenomena still remain mysterious. For instance, neither 
physiologists nor psychologists know much about blushing, one of the physical attributes 
64. The referential meaning of Tuse "soil colour" is not clear. See 2.6.10.3. 
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clo ely associated with shame and shyness, apart from the fact that it cannot be controlled 
voluntarily (Izard 1991:331). 
Furthermore, it seems apparent that there are no definite correlations between 
emotions and facial colour, and we cannot use facial colour to discriminate between the 
various emotions, as many emotions have much in common - the capability of stimulating 
similar physiological reactions; and one emotion may lead to various autonomic nervous 
responses. 
Take anger for example. Anger is an emotion aroused by being interfered with, 
injured, or threatened, and has the intention of inflicting harm on another person or 
object. It is therefore normally accompanied with sympathetic nervous reactions such as 
heavy breathing, fast pulse rate, and high blood pressure to provide energy for aggressive 
acts. In strong anger, the heart rate may increase by as much as 40 to 60 beats per minute 
(Izard 1991 :20). One effect of such reactions is, of course, the flushed, even dark violet 
face. In extreme anger, however, the autonomic nervous system could be overactivated to 
such a level that heart and other vital organs are overloaded to the point of near failure -
the total inability to function. 65 The head is dizzy, the body is freezing, the hands are 
clammy, and most importantly, that is, from the viewpoint of the present study, the face 
becomes deadly pale, with or without a blue or grey tone. 
The review of colour term usage in complexion expressions highlights a number of 
important points in semantic study. First of all, words are more often than not used 
vaguely and understood imperfectly. What is conveyed in the process of communication 
is often merely rough ideas which are open to subjective interpretations. A community-
shared prototype referent (if there is one) of a word does not necessarily prevent people 
from understanding the word differently. Secondly, a word has to be appreciated in a 
relative sense. When one describes a face as tongh6ng "all-over red", he is saying that 
the face is extremely red as far as facial appearance is concerned. The tonghong of a face 
is nothing near the tonghong my informants understood in the Comprehension Test 
reported in 2.6.4.3. This leads us to the third point. Under certain circumstances, the 
typical meaning of a word might become totally irrelevant. In the case of tongh6ng, it is 
quite safe to suggest that only the most marginal pinkish red can match the tongh6ng 
complexion; meanwhile the normally conceivable tongh6ng colours are much too red for 
even the reddest complexion. Finally, the application of words in certain contexts is 
sometimes a matter of convention; as indicated earlier, for instance, the tanned brownish 
kin of Chinese is seldom described with terms for BROWN. 
65. From an evolutionary point of view, such temporary breakdown might have its own advantage in terms of 
protective function, as it would prevent people from committing totally irrational and insane acts in the heat of 
a rage. 
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The figurative meanings of some colour terms in Mandarin Chinese (see 1.2.2 for the 
comments on the term "Mandarin") has been discussed in a cross-language study by 
Kikuchi & Lichtenberk (1983). Table 3.6 is the summary of their findings in this regard, 
which, in my view, is far from comprehensive (a point acknowledged by the authors 
themselves (ibid.27) or accurate. 
Table 3.6 Semantic extension of colour terms in Mandarin suggested by Kikuchi & 
Lichtenberk ( 1983). 
Term Gloss Fiqurative sense 
/ ' baise "white" 1. pure, plain, blank; 2. reactionary 
heise "black" 1. secret, shady; 2. wicked, sinister 
/ ' ~' honqse/ch,se "red" 1. loyal, sincere, sinqle-hearted; 2. radical , revolutionarv 
~ 
' huangse "yellow" decadent, obscene, pornographic 
- ' "qrue" youth q,ngse 
hu1se "qrev" pessimistic, qloomy 
. / ' fenhongse "pink" romantic 
, 
.... 
"pink" erotic, scandalous (of love affairs) taose 
My account is based upon the literature survey and the dictionaries mentioned in 
2.1.3. Before advancing into details, three points need to be borne in mind. First, many 
figurative meanings of colour terms are realisable only in certain fixed constructions, 
which means that when a colour term no longer specifies a colour, its versatility could be 
strictly limited. Secondly, some figurative usage are directly borrowed from foreign 
languages especially English through massive literature translation in the first half of the 
twentieth century (the influence of the West on Chinese will be referred to again in 4.3.3). 
Thirdly, a colour term may form part of a figurative expression with a meaning not 
deducible from its components. Usage of this kind, for instance, ydnh6ng ("eye red" ~ 
"jealous and covetous"), is to be excluded from my consideration because the components 
in such a construction are no longer definable individually. In addition , the ordering of the 
derivation of various meanings will in general not be specified until the final chapter. 
3.6.1. FIGURATIVE USAGE OF bm IN :MODERN CIIlNESE LITERATURE 
There are four primary figurative meanings of bai in modem Chinese: "light" (in the 
sense that because of the sunlight, visual perception is possible); "clear", "empty", and 
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"plain". With the first meaning, we have expressions like baitian (tian "sky"), bairi (ri 
"day"), and baizhou (zhou "day time") which all mean "daytime" . With the meaning of 
"clear", we have mingbai (l. adj. "clear"; 2. v. "understand"; ming "clear"); qingbai 
"(morally) stainless, clean" (qing "unmixed"); tanbai (l. adj. "honest, frank"; 2. v. "make 
a confession"; 3. n. "confess"; tan "open, candid"); and zhenxiang dabai "the whole truth 
has come out" (zhen "true", xiang "appearance", da "fully"). With the meaning of 
"empty", we have baijuan "examination paper submitted unanswered" (juan "examination 
paper"); baichi "person without a normally functional brain" (chi "idiot"); baihua1 
"contentless talk" (hua "words"); baishou qz jia "start from scratch" (shou "hand"' qz "set-
up", jia "home"); and yi qi6ng er bai "poor and blank" (yi "first", qi6ng "poor", er 
"second"). Two "empty"-related adverbial meanings of bai- "free of charge" and 
"ineffectively" - are of the most frequent in literature in all figurative usage. In fact, 
almost every verb can be modified by the adverb bai, or its reduplication baibai, in either 
of the meanings. Consequently, the exact meaning of this adverb would have to come 
from the whole context. Comparison between (1) and (2) will make the point clear. 
(l)#Wo· zai X.i'erdun bai chi le yi dun Jan. 
I at Hilton (hotel) free-of-charge eat PER one CLA meal 
I had a free meal in the Hilton. 
(2)#Wo zai X.i'erdun bai gan le yi tian. 
I at Hilton (hotel) ineffectively work PER one day 
I worked a whole day in vain in the Hilton. 
With the meaning of "plain" , we have expressions like baihua2 "colloquial style of 
writing as opposed to classical Chinese" (hua "words"); baimiao "drawing with no 
colours" (miao "draw"); and baifan "rice with nothing to go with it" (fan "rice"). A "plain"-
related nominal meaning of bai is "a spoken part in an opera" or "a speech in a play", such 
as in fixed compounds daobai "utterances in an opera without musical modulations of 
voice" (dao "talk"); dubai "soliloquy" (du "single") or duibai "dialogue" (dui "mutual"). 
In addition to the clearly colour-derived meanings, bai has obtained a meaning of 
"counter-revolutionary, counter-communist" from the Western media which used to call 
the opponents of the Bolsheviks during the Russian Civil War (1918-21) "White". For 
instance, the areas controlled by the Nationalists (the rival of the Chinese Communist) 
were called baiqu (qu "area"); the Nationalist army, baijun (jun "army"); and the period of 
remorseless repression and persecution of the Communists and their sympathisers by the 
Nationalists in the years following the 1927 coup, baise kongbu "White Terror" (kongbu 
"dread fear"). Interestingly, for some obscure reason, people in the anti-communist camp 
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never used bdi for themselves; in other words, bdi was a kind of pejorative term only used 
by left-wingers to refer to their enemies. 
3.6.2. FIGURATIVE USAGE OF ha IN l\10DERN CHINESE IITERATIJRE 
There are four basic figurative meanings of hei in modern Chinese: "dark", "illicit", 
"foul, iniquitous, and atrocious" , and "secret". Unlike the figurative meanings of bdi 
which, except for the adverbial usage, are usually applicable only in a number of frozen 
expressions, the figurative hei is very productive, especially in the first three meanings 
listed above. For instance, any state-of affairs with no or relatively little light can be 
described as hei, that is, not only night is heiye (ye "evening"), but a house unilluminated 
can be called hei wiizi (wiizi "house NOM-S"), a broken lamp, heideng (deng "lamp") . 
Similarly, activities or persons whose existence is in contravention of economic or 
registration regulations could be marked by hei, such as heihuo "smuggled goods" (hub 
"goods"); heijiaoyi "illicit trading" (jiaoyi "exchange exchange"); heishi "black market" 
(shi "market"); heiche "automobile not registered by the state" (che "automobile") ; heidi 
"field not registered by the state" (di "field"); and heiren "person not registered by the 
state at birth (to avoid birth control) or person living in the city without registered 
residence" (ren "person"). Again, any wicked activities or persons responsible for any 
wickeactivities are hei. We thus have heibang "sinister gang" (bang "gang"); heidian "inn 
run by a bandit gang" (dian "inn"); heimu "inside story of a plot, shady deal , sinister 
organisation, etc." (mu "curtain"); heixin "evil mind" (xin "heart"); and heishehui 
"organisation engaged in criminal activities" (shehui "society association") . During the 
notorious Cultural Revolution ( 1966-76), anything that was regarded as feudal , 
bourgeois, revisionist, or counter-revolutionary was damned as hei. Examples are heibao 
(bao "newspaper"), heige (ge "song"), heihua (hua "drawing") , heishii (shii "book"), and 
heixi (xi "opera"). 
With the "secret" meaning, we have heihua "jargon or slang of an underground 
class or group" (hua "words"); heihui "secret meeting" (hui "meeting") ; and heimfngdiin 
"a list of persons who have incurred suspicion, censure, or punishment" (mfngdiin "name 
list") etc. 
The distinction between the meanings of "illicit" and "secret" is necessary because 
not all illicit activities are secret and not all secret activities are illegal. For instance, black 
marketing could sometimes be totally ignored by the authorities and widely spread among 
the population; whereas a black list may be made by a legal government for legitimate 
purposes. Whatever is the case, the figurative usage of hei in modern Chinese are 
overwhelmingly negative as they are connected with socially undesirable behaviour. Such 
a phenomenon is alien to Chinese tradition as none of these usage existed in Middle 
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Chine e; and more importantly, in ancient Chinese doctrine, hei was always regarded as 
one of the five "standard colours" (see 4.2.2) which dominate alternately. When its turn 
came, hei was the auspicious sign from Heaven. In other words, to assign hei 
exclusively evil significance is just not the Chinese way of thinking. Based on these 
considerations, I suspect that all these usage may stem from the translations of English 
expressions uch as black market, black list, blackmail, and black hand, and be the result 
of analogisation. 
3.6.3. FIGURATIVE USAGE OF chi/hong IN l\10DERN CIIlNESE LITERATIJRE 
It has been mentioned in 2.6.10.4 that the RED category used to be represented as chi 
prior to the Middle Chinese period. During that period, chi was gradually replaced by 
hong, although continuing to be used as an epithet of things in which the red colour 
forms a natural or obvious mark of kind or class. The choice of chi or hong in various 
expressions was of totally etymology-related lexical nature. Generally speaking, relatively 
newly created expressions tend to employ hong; otherwise, chi. The same goes for the 
figurative usage as well. In fact, most figurative usage of chi can be traced back to 
Middle Chinese, or even to Ancient Chinese; whereas all current semantic extensions of 
hong happened in modern times. 
Metaphorically, chi means "empty", "bare", or "loyal, sincere". With the meaning 
of "empty", we have expressions like chip{ng "utterly destitute" (p{ng "destitute") and 
chishiSu kongqudn "unarmed" (shii"u "hand", kong "empty", qudn "fist"). With "bare", 
we have chib6 "barebacked" (b6 "arm"); chijiao "barefooted" (jiao "foot"); chiluolu(3° ( 1. 
"without a stitch of clothing"; 2. "undisguised"; luo "bare"); and chitidotido "stark-naked" 
(tido "strip"). With "loyal" and "sincere", we have chicheng "sincerity" (cheng "sincere") 
and chidan zhongxin "utter devotion" (dii"n "gall", zhong "loyal", xin "heart"). 
There are three figurative meanings of hong as well. The first one is "successful", 
such as in h6ngjue "popular actor" (Jue "role"); h6ngren "a favourite with somebody in 
power" (ren "person"); h6ngyun "good luck" (yun "fate"); and kaimenh6ng "get off to a 
good start" (kaimen "open door"). The explanation for the correlation between the 
meaning of "successful" and red colour is however not at all clear, although the 
discussion in 3.4 might provide some clue: happy emotion is closely associated with 
ruddy complexion; and a successful man normally has enough reasons to be happy. 
The second figurative meaning of hong is "revolutionary" or "communist", a usage 
apparently borrowed from the West along with the "reactionary" meaning of bai, as the 
Bolshevik revolution was called the Red Revolution; the Russian Bolshevik army and 
later the army of the former USSR, Red Army; and the persecution of the enemies by the 
Bolsheviks after the 1917 revolution, Red Terror. On the analogy of these, anything in 
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mainland China after the establishment of the People's Republic in 1949 that is regarded 
a progressive, revolutionary , and consistent with the line of the Communist Party is 
hong. Thus in vocabulary we have expressions like hongxin "red heart loyal to the Party" 
(xin "heart"); you hong you zhuan "both communist-minded and professionally 
proficient" (you "also", zhuan "expert")66 ; and hongse luxian "revolutionary line" (luxian 
"road line"). Sometimes chi could be used in the same way, such as chiweidui "red 
guards" (weidui "defence team"); chidang ("red party"~ "the Communist Party"; dang 
"party"), and chihua "make or become communist" (hua "-ise"). 
The third figurative meaning of hong is "profit". The dividends of shareholders of 
a company is called hongli (li "profit"). The distribution of dividends and bonuses is 
called fen hong (fen "divide"). The second expression was once used nation-wide to refer 
to the year-end distribution of income by the peasants in the years of the people's 
communes. The origin of the meaning of "profit" probably came from the custom that 
employers always put the money awarded to their employees in red envelopes. 67 
3.6.4. FIGURATIVE USAGE OF hwing IN l\10DERN ClllNESE IITERATURE 
In modern Chinese, huang exhibits two figurative usage. One is to mean "failure to fulfil 
a plan, desire, etc."; the other, "obscene, pornographic". Unlike other colour terms and 
their derivatives, the huang in the first meaning is used exclusively as a predicate or 
complement as illustrated in the following examples. 
( 1) Zhe maimai huang le. 
this buy sell fail PER/INC 
This deal was off. 
(2) Ta ba shi nao huang le. 
he make matter do failure PER/INC 
He has made a mess of the matter. 
The second extension of huang is plausibly a loan translation although the meaning 
has been localised somewhat. According to the Oxford English Dictionary 
(1933.Vol.XII.Y.35), yellow is a word pertaining to the newspapers (or writers of 
66. From this expression and the antithesis between bai and hong has yielded an expression bdizhuan meaning 
"professionally proficient but ideologically and politically not progressive". Note however that bdi does not have 
the sense of "reactionary" here. 
67. There is in addition an expression h6ngbdish'i "events of wedding and funeral " (sh'i "matter"), apparently due 
to the tradition that the places for a wedding ceremony have to be decorated with red and mourning apparel i 
customarily white (it is always a surprise when Chinese first see cars gathering for a weddi ng ceremony 
decorated with white paper or cloth in Western societies). 
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new paper articles) of "a recklessly or unscrupulously sensational character" . Such a use 
was derived from an experiment in colour-painting designed to attract purchasers by a 
new paper called New York World in 1895 which published a cartoon in which a child in 
a yellow dress was the central figure. In other words , it is the vulgarity and 
ensationalism in general that were the semantic features of the figurative yellow in 
English; whereas in Chinese the meaning is reduced to erotic and pornographic only. Any 
form of the arts or literature which implicitly or explicitly touched upon the topic of sex or 
nudity could be labelled as "hudng". For instance, we have hudngse gushi "dirty story" 
(gushi "old matter"); hudngse diany1ng "blue movie" (diany1ng "electric shadow") ; and 
hudngse zdzhi "pornographic magazine" (zdzhi "miscellaneous record"). 
In addition, the English expression yellow union (which itself was a loan translation 
of the French syndicat jaune) has also been borrowed by Chinese but again in a slightly 
different meaning. Yellow union originally meant a union of workers favouring free 
enterprise and usually opposed to militant strike action; whereas in the Chinese context, 
hudngse gonghui (gonghui "worker committee" ---t "union") refers to a union controlled 
by the representatives of employers and working mainly for the interests of the 
employers. 
3.6.5. FIGURATIVE USAGE OF OIHER COLOUR TERMS IN MODERN CHINESE 
LITERATURE 
The remaining terms in Chinese colour vocabulary having figurative meanings are qing 
taose "peach colour" ' and hui. 
The figurative meaning of qing is "not too far advanced in growth or life". Thus 
people with ages between childhood and full manhood or womanhood are called qingnidn 
(nidn "year"); those who are vigorous and youthful will be described as nidn qing. By 
analogy, if one retains the freshness or vigour of youth, although he is fully matured or 
even quite old, he may still appear to be nidn qing. 
In the materials at my disposal, there is no evidence of the colour termfenh6ngse 
("powder red colour" ---t "pink") being used figuratively as suggested by Kikuchi and 
Lichtenberk (1983:60). 
In the case of taose ("peach colour" ---t "pink") , its figurative extension -
"scandalous ( of affairs involving romance)" - is, as suspected correctly by Kikuchi and 
Lichtenberk (1983:34 ), the result of loan translation with, once again, localisation; with 
this meaning it appears in expressions like tdose xinwen "scandalous news involving love 
affairs (xinwen "new news") and tdose anjian "scandalous case involving love affairs" 
(anjian "table document" ---t "law case") obviously borrowed from English pink which 
has the meaning of "indecent, vulgar, romantic, or mildly ' blue '". 
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Finally, a brief discussion about hui "grey". It is suggested by Kikuchi and 
Lichtenberk (ibid.58) that in Chinese the term for grey has a figurative meaning 
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"pes imi tic, gloomy", which is consistent with a general tendency in semantic change 
due to the similarities in the perception of the world by speakers of these languages, 
namely, "grey skies and the gloominess and dullness that they cast on the world'' 
(ibid.33). In the literature surveyed, it does seem to be common that, for instance, a book 
advocating a pessimistic view of the world would be described as a huise book; and after 
reading such a book, one may feel huixin "not hopeful, be disheartened" (xin "heart") , 
and look huiliuliu "crestfallen, depressed" (liu, lit. "slide") . Etymologically, however, 
Kikuchi and Lichtenberk' s claim is a mistake, as the "gloomy" meaning of hui was not 
derived from the colour term at all; rather, it was, just like the colour meaning itself, 
derived from the word for ash. The derivation process can be traced back to the famous 
admonition of an ancient philosopher Zhuangzi (369-286 BC) which says that "the body 
should be motionless like a dead tree, and the mind should be indifferent like cold ash" 
under external influence. Ever since Zhuangzi, ash, that is, hui, has often been taken as 
the symbol of a state of mind - holding aloof from the world, being above all worldly 
considerations. It is from this connotation, hui derived the meaning of "gloomy, dismal". 
In fact, this meaning was used in as early as the beginning of the Middle Chinese period, 
long before the emergence of the grey notion. 
3.7. SUMMARY 
The examination of the use of MSC colour terminology throughout substantial literary 
texts yields several general observations. 
First of all, modem Chinese literature seems to be quite abundant in both the 
number of colour terms and the token of occurrence of colour terms. Basic terms as a 
whole prove to be not only psychologically most salient, semantically most primary, but 
also syntactically most versatile, metaphorically most productive, and textually most 
frequent. On the other hand, at least half of the members of the terminology seem to be 
idiosyncrasies created by individual writers and not current at all. 
Secondly, the potentiality of syntactic function of individual terms are determined, 
to some extent, by their morphological structure, which in tum are conditioned by its 
emantic properties. The realisation of such potentiality entirely relies upon the linguistic 
context in which the terms occur. 
Thirdly, it is evident that in adopting, applying, and interpreting individual colour 
terms, people will have to follow the guidance of a domain knowledge - a flexible web 
of belief and understanding- about the system, that is, the prototypes of major 
categories, the relationship between hypernyms and hyponyms, the relativity of the norm 
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and exceptionality, and the limitation of tolerance and versatility. 
Finally, with respect to semantic extension, the usage appearing only in certain 
frozen expressions seem to be typically native products, and often due to language-
pecific factors; whereas those being relatively freer in collocation usually result from 
cultural borrowing. 
l 0 
CHAPfERFOUR 
TIIE EVOLUI'DN OF CHINESE CDLOUR TERMJNOLOGY 
Up till now I have concentrated on the investigation of the system of colour terminology 
in the dimensions of semantics, morphology, syntax, and pragmatics in the setting of 
modem Chinese. In the ensuing chapter, I shall focus on the diachronic aspects of the 
ystem with two prospective goals in mind. The first is the verification of the universal 
evolutionary theory of basic colour terms first put forward by Berlin and Kay ( 1969). It is 
common knowledge that the best evidence of biological evolution is the fossils of various 
kinds of organism. Without the fossils representing distinct links in the evolutionary 
chain, any theories of evolution could only be hypothetical. Yet in the study of colour 
term evolution, as indicated in 1.2.4, people sometimes seem to fail to realise that 
"fossils" are equally vital in attesting the conclusions drawn from synchronic comparison. 
In this regard, my efforts will be worthwhile. After all, Chinese is unique as it to a great 
extent represents one of the longest of the great civilisations in the world; its writing 
system has consistently been one of the most powerful symbols of cultural unity 
embodied in an unbroken literature tradition; and the writing system was w.ell developed 
as early as the fourteenth century BC, and is ideographic in nature with its origin in the 
drawing of natural objects or symbolising of abstract concepts in one way or another. 
The e characteristics, especially the last one, are extremely significant from an 
etymological, as well as a semantic point of view, as they make it possible for us to trace 
the origins of many individual words, the progress of semantic change of these words, 
and the evolution that has taken place in various semantic domains. The second goal I 
hope to achieve from the diachronic study is a better understanding of the dynamics of the 
colour term system as a whole. 
For the purpose of the present study, the history of Chinese will be divided into the 
following four periods: 
Proto-Chinese: The period preceding the earliest literary texts. It is represented by 
inscdptions inscribed on oracle bones and shells and, to a le ser extent, bronze vessels, 
of the Yin dynasty. 
Ancient Chinese: The period between 1100 BC and 220 AD. It is mainly represented 
by the first Chinese dictionary Shuowen Jiezi "Explanations and Analyses of Characters" 
(Xu 1963) and some of the best-known literary works of the time. 
Middle Chinese: The period started in 220 AD and lasted until the outbreak of the 
Opium War in 1840. It is represented by the etymological dictionary Ciyuan "The 
Etymologies of Words" (SW 1979) and some of the best-known literary works of the 
time. 
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Modem Chinese: The period of the late nineteenth century and the twentieth 
century. It is represented by Xiandai Hanyu Cidian "A Modem Chinese Dictionary" (YYS 
1984), Xiandai Hanyu Cidian (Bubian) "A Modem Chinese Dictionary (Supplement)" 
(YYS 1991), and the data I gathered from the fieldwork and literature survey, as already 
described in Chapters Two and Three. 
The divisions given above are purely a matter of convention. They by no means 
imply the beginning or end of periods of any linguistic change which in most cases is a 
continuous and inseparable process. The periodisation of Chinese is made "just at those 
times because it so happens that we have documents of those approximate dates which put 
us in a position to ascertain more or less accurately what the language was then like" 
(Forrest 1965:48). Such a convention was initiated by the Swedish scholar Bernhard 
Karlgren (1940) and has been followed by many Sinologists and Chinese linguists (e.g., 
Wang 1957; Li 1971). However, the principal documents I have to go by, and 
consequently the divisions I make, due to the nature of the present study, are quite 
different from that of Karlgren, Wang and Li's since their interests are primarily in the 
historical development of Chinese phonology rather than in lexicology and semantics. For 
example, Karlgren's five periods of Chinese history are marked respectively by some 
anthology of rhythmical poetry, pronouncing dictionaries and rhyming books, namely, 
Shijing "The Book of Odes" (circa 600 BC), the Han dynasty rhyming dictionary Qieyun 
"Analyses of Rhymes" (601 AD), the Song dynasty rhyme tables (circa 1000 AD), and the 
rhyming dictionary Hongwu Zhengyun "The Standard Rhymes of the Hongwu Period" 
( 13 7 5 AD) of the Ming dynasty. 
4.1. PROfO.CIIlNFSE (-1100 BC) 
4.1.1. 11IE WRITING SYSTEM OF PROfO.CIIlNFSE 
Some scholars (Guo 1972; Yu 1973) believe that the Chinese writing system could be 
traced back to as early a date as about 5000 BC. However, the earliest specimens of the 
script which were engraved or drawn on painted or black Neolithic pottery are too scanty 
and 1nysterious to serve as the basis of meaningful investigation and description of the 
origin of the vocabulary. On general grounds it is accepted that Chinese writing had 
moved far away from purely naturalistic representation of objects and reached the stage of 
an early form of an ideographic script system in the latter half of the second millennium 
BC, that is, in the period known historically as the Yin ( or late Shang) dynasty. Authentic 
evidence of this development is found in records of oracles performed in the royal court 
of Yin between 1400 and 1100 BC, which were inscribed upon a large amount of animal 
bones (including a few human skulls) and tortoise shells found in the Yin ruins in 
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An yang, Henan province on the north China plain. 68 A small number of inscriptions on 
bronze ve sels of the Yin dynasty belong to the same writing ystem. 
Many inscriptions in Proto-Chinese had not totally established regular formulae in 
terms of the number of strokes for each character or the position of each part in the 
character. Nevertheless, they were no longer mnemonic picture-writing; rather, they 
clearly stood for words in language as, firstly, the disposition of the strokes of these 
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ymbols were consistent with the general principles of character formation; in fact, some 
of these symbols are recognisable even to the eye of a layman as identical with the 
characters appearing in newspapers today; secondly, identical signs were found on oracle 
bones and shells of various periods, coupled with the fact that few new pictographs were 
created in succeeding centuries, suggesting that a conventional symbol system was 
already essentially settled by the Yin; and thirdly and most importantly, the inscriptions 
were obviously assembled in the order of speech. Of course, simplification of 
complicated symbols and refinement and standardisation of irregular characters have since 
been common in practice, but this is a process of perfecting, not of invention. 
4.1.2. COLOUR TERMINOLOGY IN PROfO-CHIN~E 
Of the total of 4,500 or so characters identifiable from the excavated and preserved 
inscriptions of the Yin dynasty, only about 1,700 are intelligible to date (CBW 
1978: 1673).69 In accordance with a number of major collections of ancient characters -
Chang's The Etymologies of 3000 Chinese Characters in Common Usage (1968), KGS's 
Jiaguwen Bian "A Collection of Inscriptions of Oracle Bones and Shells" ( 1978), Gao's 
Guwenzi Ruibian "A Collection of Ancient Characters" (1980), Xu's Hanyu Guwenzi 
Zixing Biao "A Collection of the Forms of Ancient Chinese Characters" (1980), and 
Zhao's Jiaguwen Jianming Cidian "A Concise Dictionary of Inscriptions of Oracle Bones 
and Shells" (1988), there are five characters designating colours in Proto-Chinese,70 
which are hei, you, bai, chi, and huang.7 1 There was no generic term found for 
68. Before the inscribed bones and tortoise shells were first recognised as ancient official documents in 
1899, quite accidentally, by scholar Wang Yirong, they were sold to apothecaries as "dragon bones" -
omething of a panacea by local peasants who had dug up bits of bones and shells from time to time while 
working in the cotton fields. Since 1899, no fewer than 100,000 bone and shell examples have been 
unearthed; many of them have formed collections of museums or antiquarians in countrie such as Britain, 
France, Japan, Canada, and the United States. 
69. The great majority of unintelligible characters are believed to be proper names such as the names of 
diviners, tribes, regions, gods, and ancestors; or special terms used for divinatory occasions (Chen 1956:71-
2) . 
70. Proto-Chinese was a perfect example of a morphemic writing system in whjch each character 
repre ented a morpheme. As a morpheme was usually a word in the sense of a free syntactic unit, a character 
also corresponded to a word. Furthermore, since all morphemes were monosyllabic, each character 
corre ponded to a syllable as well. 
71. It hould be always borne in mind that the Pin Yin transliteration represents the pronunciation of the 
character in MSC, it serves but the purpose of identification in pre-MSC contexts. 
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colour vocabulary as a whole in Proto-Chinese. 
As colour categories are abstract concepts which could not be shown directly in 
drawing in a writing system, they were generally indicated, more or less clearly , by 
means of so-called "compound ideographs" (Chao 1968a: 104) which are the 
combinations of two or more imitative pictographs. 
There were two terms for the colour BLACK in Proto-Chinese. One was hei of 
which examples were found on oracle bones and shells as well as on bronze vessels. It 
appeared in the form of 5}? t ~ 5/< (Zhao 1988:275) or~ (Xu 1980:395), in 
which a container-like object72 is at the top, under which flames are raging ( f::._ 
represents fire). The combination seems to symbolise that the underparts of an object 
above burning fire get sooty and turn black. Another term for BLACK was you which 
was written as ~ (Gao 1980:250) or~ ®, ~ (Xu 1980: 152) - a character 
compounded from two kebab-like symbols hanging over raging fire ( \L. ~ and~ 
are different forms of i:' , that is, fire). The meaning conveyed by the character is 
apparently similar to that of hei. 
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The difference between hei and you suggested by Zhao (1988:275) is that while 
you could only be applied to oxen that were to be barbecued as sacrificial offerings, hei 
had no such restriction in application. It seems therefore that hei should be considered as 
the basic term for BLACK; while you, a secondary one. Apart from black objects , hei 
was sometimes used for an overcast sky with a colour-related sense "dark". 
The colour WHITE was designated by bai which appeared in the form of a 
deformed sun e 6 or @ (KGS 1978:337) 73 (The character for the sun was a circle-
like-shape with a short line or a point in the centre, such as 0 0 G or @ (Xu 
1980:257). The idea of WHITE given by the characters probably lies in the perception of 
ancient people that the sun was white most of the day. It is worth pointing out that bai did 
not have the meaning of "light" or "bright" as opposing "dark" in Proto-Chinese. Such a 
meaning was designated by ming or q1 which had no colorimetric notion at all. 
The concept of RED was expressed by the combination of two symbols which form 
the word chit t t (Chang 1965:745) or t (Xu 1980:396), of which the top 
pictograph represents a person, and the one underneath fire. The idea of this combination 
eems to be that when a man is warming himself up by a fire, his naked body turns red. 
The term huang for YELLOW also appeared in various forms on oracle bones and 
shells: ft gf or~ (Xu 1980:523). The component O in the centre of the 
character seems to symbolise field or ground, while the symbols above and under it piece 
together to represent light "'t . This character suggests that, presumably , yellow, to 
72. Xu (1963:211) suggested that it symbolised skylight. In Xu, hei was written as f , with~ being 
the duplication of ~ "fire ". 
-*=-
73. Thus the character for bdi is not a compound ideograph but a simple ideograph intended to be symbolic 
of the term. 
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primitive Chinese, was the colour of land in the light. 
The interpretation of the inscriptions on oracle bones and shells has sometimes been 
highly controversial, but the reading of the above five characters has been generally 
accepted, at least in respect of their meanings, if not their formation. 
It is apparent that colours were not the most primitive concepts in the ancient 
Chinese conceptual system. Some other concepts, such as the sun, human, and fire, were 
much more fundamental. 
All colour terms in Proto-Chinese were exclusively used as attributives to pre-
modify nouns for animals like horse, sheep, cattle and pig. Only hei could be used 
predicatively when it meant dark. In other words, in the earliest stage of development, 
colour terms had to rely entirely upon nouns for grammatical support necessary to fulfil 
their functioning as linguistic constituents. 
4.1.3. ASTAGEilIASYSTEM 
Proto-Chinese colour terminology seems to be consistent with a Stage ma system in the 
evolutionary sequence hypothesised by Berlin and Kay (1969) and modified by 
Witkowski and Brown (1977. See 1.2.3). On the other hand, there is no direct evidence 
to support or reject Berlin and Kay and their followers' claim that the terms for WHITE 
and BLACK necessarily appear first in the process of evolution, followed by the one for 
RED, then the one for YELLOW. 
All colour categories in Proto-Chinese presumably had fuzzy and fluid boundaries, 
ince none of the referents of the colour terms has a relatively uniform colour at any 
particular time. Meanwhile, it is unlikely that the typical proto- hei, bai, chi and huang, 
if there were some, would be identical to the focal points of their counterparts in modern 
Chinese. There are two reasons for this: (a) unlike that of some manufactures in modern 
societies, the colour appearances of the objects in the natural environment are seldom pure 
and constant, meaning that ancient people did not have the luxury of appreciating the 
highly saturated and purified colours which, as demonstrated in 2.4.9, are most likely to 
be chosen by their descendants as the best examples of different categories; and (b) the 
focal points of colour terms in a four-fold classification system must differ somehow 
from that of the corresponding terms in an eight-way system, since the limit of application 
of a term in the former system has to differ radically from that in the latter one, and such a 
difference would in all likelihood affect the positions of the focal points (I will return to 
this point in the next chapter). 
One word of caution is in order before the end of this section: reliable and revealing 
as the materials of Proto-Chinese are, they are nevertheless exclusively diviners' notations 
or inscriptions on vessels which are of a special nature. There is every reason to assume 
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that there were many words in actual use at that time which failed to find their way into 
inscriptions. It is meanwhile almost certain that many other written records are still buried 
underground or were destroyed during such a immensely long history. In other words, 
the account of the Proto-Chinese colour terminology given so far has to be taken as a 
tentative one. Besides, as indicated by its maturity and rich vocabulary, the oracle bone 
and shell inscriptions are after all not the earliest specimens of Chinese language. 
4.2. ANCIENT CHINESE(circa 1100 BC-220 AD) 
4. 2.1. DEVElOPl\1ENT OF 11IE WRITING SYSTEM IN ANCIENT CHIN~E 
The period of Ancient Chinese covers a history extending from the foundation of the 
Zhou dynasty (circa 1100 BC), through the eras of Spring-Autumn (770-476 BC) and 
Warring States (475-221 BC), the Qin dynasty (221-206 BC), the Western Han dynasty 
(206 BC-25 AD), down to the end of the Eastern Han dynasty (220 AD). During this 
period, the written language had achieved remarkable progress in abundance and clarity. 
One of the most notable features of the development was that alongside the elimination of 
hundreds of peculiar characters in Proto-Chinese, a much larger amount of new characters 
had been created. 
In early inscriptions, as indicated in 4.1.2, the task involved in the creation of a 
character for a new word was to symbolise whatever the content of the word was; which 
is obviously very difficult and in practice virtually impossible in regard to the demand of 
accommodating a rapidly increasing number of concepts of object, idea, action and 
relationship with distinct and relatively simple imitative pictographs, indicative symbols, 
or compound ideographs. To cope with such a need, a much more productive and 
sufficient method of creating characters was developed on the basis of ideograph-
compounding. Instead of drawing upon each of the component graphs for meaning in 
forming the new character (such as combining fire and person to suggest red), the new 
formula consisted of a phonetic indicator intended to give a fairly close approximation to 
the sound of the character, and a signific indicator to indicate roughly the category to 
which the word belongs or relates. Take the term gan ~ (which means (1) "reddish-
deep-grue-silk"; (2) "reddish-deep-grue") as an example. The character combines a left 
part i which was a word in its own right meaning "thread-of-silk", indicting that the 
whole symbol designates something associated with silk, and a right part it which 
serves as the phonetic element suggesting the pronunciation of the word as it was an exact 
homonym of gan, its meaning "tasty" is irrelevant here. In some cases, a character may 
have more than one signific indicator. For instance, one of the referential synonyms of 
qing "grue" was bi~ which is composed of three components, with g serving as 
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the phonetic element, and ;0 (sh[ "stone") and 3£. (yu ''jade"), the semantic ones 
indicating that the word referred originally to some sort of jade-like stone. The method of 
forming new characters by registering sound by one component part and indicating 
meaning by another was widely adopted in Ancient Chinese, in which it is estimated that 
more than seventy percent of characters were phono-ideographic compounds. This 
method has even remained in use to the present day. It goes without saying, of course, 
that both signific and phonetic elements can be obscure or even misleading in many cases 
today due to the changes which have taken place in sound, written form, and meaning of 
words. 
Another outstanding feature of the development of the writing system in Ancient 
Chinese was the uniformity of form and style. The writing similar to the system we know 
today was standardised by Li Si, the prime minister of the first centralised empire of the 
Qin dynasty, at the command of his emperor Ying Zheng, known in history as Qin 
Shihuang "the first emperor of Qin". Aiming at effective administration and close social 
control, Li Si, through his codification, succeeded in a very short time in regularising the 
structure of graphs, unifying local variations current in previously mutually warring and 
independent states, and adopting and authorising certain official styles. His effort, 
without any exaggeration, amounted to a reform of far-reaching significance, as the 
standard written language has since become the only means of communication intelligible 
everywhere throughout China. 74 
4.2.2. SHUOWEN ,IlFZI AND COLOUR TERMINOI.,(X;Y IN ANCIENT CIDNF.sE 
Ancient Chinese is mainly represented by the oldest Chinese dictionary Shuowen Jiezi 
(henceforward Shuowen) which was completed by Xu Shen in about 121 AD. Shuowen 
occupies a pivotal position in the history of Chinese philology. It has been the primary 
point of reference for all etymological and lexical research of native tradition not only 
because it is the first collection of an overwhelming majority of characters as they then 
existed, but because it has preserved a valuable body of information about the original 
meaning of these characters ( although some ideas introduced in the Dictionary are 
obviously the reflection of the features of the environment and worldview of Xu's era75). 
In addition, Shuowen was the first to exhibit systematically the pictorial traits of the 
writing by classifying all characters under 540 radicals which are imitative-originated 
ignific graphs indicating the directions to which lie the notions of all characters. 
Like oracle bone and shell inscriptions, Shuowen also has to be treated prudently. 
74. Ironically, it is the same Li Si and Qin Shihuang who ordered the nationwide gathering and burning of 
thou ands of books and the massacre of hundreds of scholars to maintain their dictatorial new order. 
75. For instance, the first character in Shuowen is - (ji "one"). It's annotation is: "At the beginning of the 
universe, there is an y1 and only an y1; which divided into the heaven and the earth, and yielded all things on the 
earth". 
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One of the dangers of basing conclusions on the meanings of words upon such an 
etymology-oriented dictionary is that not all pieces of information provided are universal, 
relevant, and consistently significant all the time; that is, a listed word may turn out to be 
peculiar, and restricted to the works of one author, or the gloss may be incomplete or 
simply outdated. Furthermore, it is evident that not all survivors of the massive book-
destruction under the Qin regime were collected and examined by Xu Shen, resulting in 
the omission of some colour terms. Finally, Shuowen was a dictionary of characters, not 
of words, meaning that polysyllabic terms were bound to be missed out. Due to these 
considerations, data from Ciyuan "The Etymologies of Words" (SW 1979), a modern, 
comprehensive etymological dictionary with citation of literature reference,76 and the 
urvey of contemporary literature by the present author are taken as indispensable 
complementary materials in discussing the colour terminology of Ancient Chinese. The 
' 
remaining part of this section will explore the repertoire of the terminology in question. 
The sections after that will move on to report in detail the result of the survey. 
In Ancient Chinese, the concept of "colour" in general obtained its linguistic 
expression from the word designating the meaning "countenance", namely, se. The 
character was originally written as ~ (Xu 1963: 197) or f (Xu 1980:360), with both 
the top and bottom components symbolising human bodies. The combination indicates the 
idea se at first stood for: the expression on human faces while people are communicating 
with or confronting one another. 
Of the total 9,353 characters assembled in Shuowen, 77 are found to be used for 
colour. They include 34 words that were glossed as colour terms and are found to be 
actually used in this way in literature according to Ciyuan; 16 glossed as colour terms but 
could not be found in literature in whatever meaning; 20 glossed as names of objects 
characteristically having certain colour appearances, but used to designate corresponding 
colours as well; 2 glossed as "dim-and-secluded", and also used to designate black; and 5 
glossed as colour terms but such designations could not be confirmed elsewhere; instead, 
they were used to refer to something else. In addition, there are three monosyllabic which 
were used for colours in the literature of the time, but not included in Shuowen and seven 
disyllabic terms. On the basis of the annotations of Shuowen and Ciyuan, the total 87 
terms can be divided according to their semantic structures into five groups as tabulated in 
Table 4.2.2.1: (1) basic colour terms; (2) referential synonyms of basic terms; (3) 
ynonyms of basic.terms differentiated by saturation and/or brightness; ( 4) terms 
designating mixed colour categories; and (5) terms with specific applications. 
Throughout the table, the first gloss for each term except the ten not appearing in 
Shuowen is from Shuowen; all other glosses, except the morpheme-by-morpheme 
76 . Nevertheless, Ciyuan is still very far from being a dictionary adequately recording the first appearance in 
literature of individual words and meanings - a point which needs to be always borne in mind . 
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glo es for disyllabic terms, are from Ciyuan. It is reasonable to assume that the second 
glo ses are generally the derivatives of the first. The two examples in the previous 
discussion about character formation have in fact already illustrated the point. Here is 
another instance. Cui is the third referential synonym of qing, which includes, apart 
from a phonetic indicator~ , a semantic indicator ij3J meaning "bird with long 
plumage". The combination indicates therefore that when it was first created the character 
referred to something belonging to the category of bird. In addition, the words following 
a terisks are those that there was no instance whatsoever in literature before or after Xu 
Shen (the pronunciations of these words are based on Guo (1986)). The glosses 
following an asterisk have no actual application in literature either. The colour terms 
bracketed are those that were not contained in Shuowen. The referential synonyms of 
basic colour terms are the words that were glossed in dictionaries simply by one of the 
basic terms without any qualification. 
With hei, bai, chi, huang, and qing designating BLACK, WHITE, RED, 
YELLOW, and GRUE respectively, the Ancient Chinese colour terminology is a typical 
Stage IV system in respect to the evolutionary sequence. The reason the five assumed the 
tatus of basic terms is because they cannot be referred to by any other terms; whereas all 
others except cdng have to be defined by referring to one or two of them directly or 
indirectly; and all other terms can be reduced to the five, but none of them are further 
reducible. In other words, not only are the five mutually exclusive and equally salient 
from a psychological point of view, but they represent the highest order in the colour term 
hierarchy. The glosses Shuowen gave to the five indicate mainly their basicness. In fact, 
none but the five were regarded by ancient Chinese as zhengse "standard colours" which, 
as mentioned in 1.2.4, were associated with the five basic elements in the universe -
metal, wood, earth, water and fire-as well as some other concepts that were possible to 
classify in fives. For example, the five, as was partly hinted at in Table 4.2.2.1, were 
correlated to cardinal points, with qing being linked with the east, chi the south, bai the 
west, hei the north, and huang the centre. The five terms also played an important part 
in the classification of metals. With jin being the generic term for all metals, qingjin, 
chijin, baijin, heifin, and huangfin were used for lead, copper, silver, iron, and gold -
the mo t essential elements in the domain of metal in Chinese tradition 77 _ respectively. 
77 . The term wufin (wu "five") is used to refer to all metals as well as tools made of metals even today. 
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Table 4.2.2.1 Ancient Chinese colour terminology. 
BASIC GLOSS REFERENTIAL GLOSS NEAR GLOSS MIXTURE GLOSS TERM OF LIMITED GLOSS TERM ~YNONYM SYNONYM TERM APPLICATION hei "colour-caused-by ltJ 
' 
"black" an ~~ "deep-black" canu!! "light-gruish-black" 
'/Jnfi ~ "(of mulberry) black" ~ fire-and-smoke" ... 1. "inkstick"; 2. "black" -~L!}~ "deep-glossy-black" •chua "whitish-yellowish-black" "(of skin) black" mo (i.e . "black") ~ 1. "dim-and-secluded"; *"deep-black" ·hii ,I "gruish-black" (lfh~i) • ~~ "(of skin) black"<("(of skin) black black") \ "\' xuan x1a ~ 2. "black" y;n l ,, "dark-black" •jfn ~ "yellowish-black" qiin cf!J, '" ' ' '' "(of complexion) black" ~ ~ / ' tie ,jj:k you 1. "dim-and-secluded"; •q~nft "light-yellowish-black" 1. "black-metal " (i.e. "i ron"); 
(zao) .% 2. "black" tu~nn "yellowish-black" y;n f.j 2. "(of horse) black" "black" •ti;n Jt "yellowish-dim-black" "(of fruits in general) black" 
-
-/i!J.. "black" "gruish-black" zr ~ ZI yan 1. "black-silk"; 2. "(of cloth) black" 
•yang:J "reddish-black" 
V --
"slightly-gruish-black" you, 
bai "colour-of-west" hao 
-J-1 "white" (h~o) ~ "bright-white" -~~ ~g "blackish-white" ai ~ "(of snow or frost) white" .. v 1. "(of jade) white"; 1. "(of bird) white-and-stout" 1. "gruish-white-silk"; / . r. "(of skin) white"<("white white") (;;;] (i.e. "white") JlaO i he ~ p1ao ~ (ba1xi) ,. 2. "white" 2. "bright-white" ~ 2. ·_wuish-white" (banbai) i~~ "(of hair or beard) spotted-white"<("spot white") ' jifo ~ ping~ SU 1. "white-silk"; 2. "white" 1. "(of the moon) white" "piao-colour" (i.e. (haobai) ~fq "(of hair or beard) very-bright-white " .,. 1."(of skin) white" 2. "bright-white" "gruish-white") ("bright-white white ") XI zhu~n ~f / {Jfi 2. "white" *"fresh-white" he "(of bird) white" 
•jia_n ~- "(of skin) blackish-white" 
•pa "(of flower) white" po t,j v~ 
"(of hair or beard) white" 
/ •xilo ~ "(of the sun) white" 
chi "colour-of-south" ch_eng ~ "red" chu tt!: *"jiang-colour" (i.e. great- ZI l ~ 1. "gruish-red-silk"; •huo ~~ "(of the sun) red" 
*' 
(i.e. "red") dan 1Ji. 1. "red-stone"; 2. "red" red") 2. "gruish-red" (z~uyan) j4~ "(of blood) blackish-red"<("red deep") 
•hu;n "red" hong ~ ;_t. 1. "reddish-white-silk"; 1. "gruish-red-silk"; 2. "(of cloth) gruish-red" / • I ZOU ~ 
tong ~ 1. "red-decoration"; 2. "light-red" 
2. "red" ji~ng a "great-red" / ~ "red" .'). 1. "red-silk"; 2. "light-red" t~r Jin XI "red" x'i' "great-red" (X11Jf1) %1 1. "red-horse" ; 2. "red" xun ~- "light-jiang-colour" (i.e. zhe 1. "red-soil"; 2. "red" "light-great-red") 
zhii 
-* 
1. "tree-with-red-trunk"; zhii ~ "pure-red" 
2. "red" 
-
, 
huang "colour-of-ground" •hw ~ "fresh-yellow" •11.w ~ "gruish-yellow" ha_n PR *"(of complexion) yellow" / ~ (i.e. "yellow") xiang~ 1. "light-yellow-silk"; Ju' * 1. "gruish-yellow-silk" ; ti ~ 1. "reddish-yellow-si lk"; 2. "light-yellow" 2. "gruish-yellow" 2. "(of cloth) reddish-yel low" 
quan ~ 1. "reddish-yellow-silk"; 
tia-n ¾~ 2. "reddish-yellow" *"whitish-yellow" 
"xian-l>k- "reddish-yellow" 
qmg "colour-of-east" bi ~ 1. "grue-and-pretty-stone" (congbai) "light-grue"<("shallot white") gbn ~ 1. "reddish-deep-grue- (congcw) ~~ "(of plant) grue"<("shallot grue") ~ (i.e . "grue") 2. "grue" ! --~ silk"; - ~ "grass-colou r" (i.e."grue") 2. "reddish-deep-grue" cang ~ 
CUI ~ 1. "grue-feather-bird" 2. "grue" 
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Qing was the new basic term that emerged in the early stage of Ancient Chinese. 
The original character for qing was something like l or j (Xu 1980: 192) that hows 
a picture of a plant growing around a well. 78 While often referring to greens, qing can 
also refer to various shades of blue, as it was used of objects readily identifiable as being 
blue such as sky and smoke, suggesting clearly that qing designated the category GRUE 
which, according to Bornstein (1973:270), has been found in many of the world's 
languages. There is no direct evidence of the emergence of GRUE being the result of 
differentiation of a MACRO-BLACK category (see 1.2.3); but GRUE does appear to be 
associated more closely with BLACK than with any other basic category. For instance, in 
Ancient Chinese, black soil was once described as qing, long hair sometimes as qingsi 
(si "thread"), and black pupils qingyan (yan "pupil").79 
Of the 82 non-basic terms, cdng "grass-colour" was the only one that was not 
referred to by any of the basic terms in Shuowen; but it was not used to refer to any other 
terms either; which indicates that cdng was not as salient as a basic term. In fact it is quite 
afe to assert that cdng was a referential synonym of qing as firstly, the colour of grass 
was often described as qing; and secondly, although not totally identical in use, qing 
and cdng were exchangeable in many contexts, for instance, both terms could apply to 
sky, fly, and various kinds of herbage and plant. 
Contrasts between the colour terminologies of Proto- and Ancient Chinese point out 
the line of development. 
First of all, colour terminology kept pace with the growth of the vocabulary as a 
whole. As indicated in Table 4.2.2.1, a large proportion of new colour terms were 
derived from names of objects: many from that of silks of different colours; some, of ores 
or other substances. In practice, these new terms designated without exception the natural 
or artificial colours of these objects. The fact that as many as 12 new terms were 
derivatives of silk names was the unmistakable imprint left by a highly advanced and 
sophisticated silk industry of the time. 80 
In most cases, derivation turned out to be replacement, that is, object names 
gradually lost their original designations after their gaining position in colour vocabulary. 
For instance, hong and zhti originally referred respectively to reddish white silk and a 
tree with a red trunk; these designations were however taken over by colour meanings 
78. q and ,lt are well-decoded symbols for well, which is written in modern Chinese as rf . It is only natural 
to have plants around a well. 
79. Nevertheless, I will keep to the "grue" gloss for qing as it seems apparent that the black sense of qing was 
either accidental (as in describing black soil); or idiomatic, that is , only limited to a few fixed compounds (as in 
describing hair and pupils). See 4 .3 .1 for the discussion of cang for comparison. 
80. As a matter of interest, one may note that the only other category in Ancient Chinese vocabul ary with 
terms differing semantically from each other by colour appearance was horse. For instance, pl meant 
yellow-white-horse, tie, black-horse, xid, red-white-horse, xuan, gruish-black-horse, and zhu7, black-white-
horse (Xu 1963: 199). But unlike silk names, with the exception of xing (" red horse" ~ "red"), none of the 
terms for horse became a colour term. 
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later on, and consequently hong and zhu became pure colour terms. In other situations, 
the original notion was retained alongside the derived colour meaning as in the case of 
ddn (1. "red-stone "; 2. "red") and zhe (1. "red-soil "; 2. "red").8 1 
With respect to origin-unknown terms, speculation may need to account for those 
referential synonyms of basic colour terms since other kinds of hyponyms are 
understandably legitimate owing to their semantic specificities. My guess is that some 
referential synonyms began as terms with a restricted range of application, or a specific 
degree of saturation and/or brightness, and these particular properties were however lost 
long before the time Shuowen was written. Another plausible explanation about the 
existence of these terms is that they might be dialectal variations which Shuowen failed to 
note. 
Secondly, a hierarchy similar to the one in MSC had been formed in Ancient 
Chinese, which, as indicated already, was composed of five hypernyms and eighty-two 
hyponyms that in turn belonged to four subgroups with different semantic traits. 
Thirdly, disyllabic colour terms began emerging in Ancient Chinese. Due to 
different internal morphological structures, disyllables could be divided into two types at 
this stage: coordinative and subordinative. A coordinative disyllable consists of two 
morphemes designating the same colour or similar colours and sharing equal status in the 
word construction. Lfhei ("(of skin) black black"~ "(of skin) black"), baixi ("white 
white" ~ "( of skin) white"), and haobai ("bright-white white" ~ "( of hair or beard) 
very-bright-white") belong to this kind (in MSC they would be termed DCs). Biinbai 
("spot white" ~ "(of hair or beard) spotted-white"), congbai ("shallot white" ~ "light-
grue"), congqing ("shallot grue" ~ "(of plant) grue"), and zhuydn ("red deep" ~ "(of 
blood) blackish-red") are subordinative disyllables (the first three would be classified as 
NCs in MSC. The structure of zhuydn is alien to MSC). In such a term, as illustrated by 
the morpheme-by-morpheme glosses, only one of its components is a member of colour 
vocabulary, and it is modified by another component which is either a nominal or an 
adjectival morpheme. Here some explanations are needed for the two cong-compounds. 
In congqing, cong refers to the leaf of the shallot, the compound means "as grue as a 
shallot"; while in congbai, cong refers to the stalk of the shallot which has a very pale 
green colour, that is why "as white as a shallot" also makes sense. In other words, the 
two cong are in complementary distribution (see 3.2.1). 
Fourthly, the dynamics of the evolution of colour terminology were neither 
nece sarily constant in one direction, nor were they in an orderly accumulating 
progression. The fact of the matter is that while many new members emerged, some old 
81. Still in ome other cases, both the original meaning and derived colour meaning of a word died away 
while a third or even fourth meaning developed and finally became the dominant designation . For example, 
su means neither white-silk nor white in current; rather it designates simple, plain , or vegetable, moving 
further away from its original meaning. 
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ones were put aside and eventually abandoned. The lack of evidence of actual application 
of about a score of colour terms listed in Shuowen is in all probability an indication of 
irretrievable losses. In this respect you is the most noticeable example. Being one of the 
five colour terms in Proto-Chinese, you obviously had been undergoing a semantic 
change with its original meaning "black" being over-shadowed by a new meaning "dim-
and- ecluded" and pushed back as a secondary one. We will find that you has to be 
excluded totally from colour vocabulary in the latter period of Middle Chinese. 
It is particularly interesting that in the case of tie" ( 1. "iron"; 2. "(of horse) black") it 
is the derived and therefore relatively new colour notion which disappeared in literature, 
while the original meaning remained intact. The characteristics of iron itself could 
probably explain the reason: iron was not only common but essential in the day-to-day life 
of ancient Chinese. Because a noun could be used to modify another noun in Chinese in 
the same way as colour terms do, the use of tie could easily cause ambiguity ; for instance , 
it would be hard to tell what tie· ma (ma "horse") stands for: "a horse made of iron" or "a 
black horse". As a result, only its nominal meaning was retained. 
Finally, one of the striking features of Ancient Chinese colour terminology 
demonstrated in Shuowen is that there were plenty of monomorphemic words capable of 
representing almost all bi-mixtures of basic colour categories. Table 4.2.2.2 will illustrate 
the point. On the other hand, however, the majority of terms for mixture colours, as 
indicated by the initial asterisks in the table below, occurred only in Shuowen; the rest 
appeared only on very rare occasions in literature also. Not at all surprisingly, they soon 
went out of use as well. The only survivors in this group were zi and Iii which, as has 
already been stated in Chapter Two, eventually went on to become basic terms with 
designations generally no longer perceived as mixtures of red and grue, and grue and 
yellow respectively. 
Table 4.2.2.2 Colour terms designating the mixture of basic colour categories in Ancient 
Chinese. 
white red ellow rue 
"da "yang "Jin 
tuan 
white "da tian 
red ' ' "' "yang quan ZI 
yellow "Jin tian ' quan 
.. 
-tuan "xian 
"hu "' .,, "hu) grue piao ZI 
... 
' an I ii 
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The following formulas show the attested changes of colour terminology in Ancient 
Chine e, in which C = Colour term; N = Nominal; and A= Non-colour adjective. The 
translations only represent the meanings of the terms current in the literature then. 
1. Nil~ C e.g. qing "grue"; 
2. N ~ N; C e.g. ddn (1. "red-stone"; 2. "red"); 
3. N ~ N; C ~ C e.g. zhti "red"; 
4. C + C1 ~ C2 e.g. Uhei "(of skin) black"; 
5. NIA+ C ~ C1 e.g. btinbai "(of hair or beard) spotted-white"; 
6. C ~ C; A~ A; C e.g. you (1. "dim-and-secluded"; 2. "black"); 
7. Nil~ C ~ Nil e.g. *huan ("red")82; 
8. N ~ N; C ~ N e.g. tie "iron". 
4.2.3. USAGE OF COWUR ~ IN ANCIENT CHINESE LITERATURE 
The survey of the use of colour terminology in Ancient Chinese literature involves a 
corpus of materials consisting of approximately 730,000 characters ( equal to about 
610,000 words), and including six sets of materials: (1) Shijing "The Book of Odes" 
(Dong 1989) - a collection of 305 ballades of various types composed between 1000 and 
650 BC. Being the first great monument of Chinese imaginative literature, Shijing was 
said to have been selected by Confucius himself from no less than 3,000 pieces of songs; 
(2) Chunqiu Zuozhuan "'Spring and Autumn Annals' with Zuo's Commentary" (Legge 
1960. Henceforward Zuozhuan). "Spring and Autumn Annals" is a chronological record 
of the chief events in the State of Lu between the years 722-484 BC; Zuo's Commentary 
was written in the early years of the period of the Warring States (circa 470 BC), and was 
one of the greatest prose works of ancient Chinese; (3) Chuci "The Elegies of Chu" 
(Takeji 1964) - a collection of 17 pieces or groups of poems with rhythmic patterns of the 
style of the Chu area (the middle reaches of the Yangtze River), written in the period from 
220 BC to 140 AD; (4) Twenty-one masterpieces of fu "rhyme-prose" of the Western and 
Eastern Han dynasties during which fu was the dominant literary form (Xiao 1977); (5) 
Poetry of the Han dynasties, including popular verses and children's songs (Ding 1959); 
and ( 6) Shiji "Historical Record" (Harvard-Yenching Institute 1955) - the first of China's 
standard histories, a record from the earliest ages down to about one hundred years before 
the Christian era, completed in about 90 BC by Sima Qian, considered as the greatest 
Chinese historian of all time. 
82. Occurred in Shuowen only. 
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Arranging colour terms in descending order of the number of sets of literature materials 
that contained them, Table 4.2.3.1 tabulates the statistical data generated from the survey: 
the number of colour terms occurring in the materials; the syntactical positions occupied 
by these terms, and the frequencies and distribution range of these terms. The tokens of 
colour terms used in non-colour fashion like figuration are excluded from the calculation. 
The following facts revealed in the table are particularly worth noting. 
1. It seems the ancient classics were not particularly rich in colour terminology. 
Although there are in all 42 words being used as colour terms in the materials, on an 
average, however, only about 20 colour terms occur in each set of the materials, which 
amount to less than one fourth of the 87 terms listed in Table 4.2.2.1. In respect to the 
proportion of words, only about 0.15% of the corpus functioned as colour terms (the 
corresponding figures in Middle Chinese and MSC are 0.66% and 0.33% respectively). 
2. Similar to that of MSC, the ranges of distribution of colour terms vary from one 
to another. Of the 42 terms, eight, or 19.0%, appear universally; whereas 27 (64.3%) 
occur in three or less sets of materials; among them, 16 (38.1 % ) only in one. 
3. The frequencies of colour terms differ considerably: the eight universally 
occurring terms altogether amount to 667 times which is 75.4% of the total of 885 tokens; 
whereas the 16 with the narrowest distribution range appear 26 times which form a mere 
2.9% of the total. 
4. All five basic colour terms occur universally and are within the top seven in 
respect to frequency, with bai having the highest frequency of all, followed by huang, 
qing, and chi. Hei is somehow exceptional. It occurred less frequently than not only 
non-basic zhti, but its referential synonym xuan. From evidence of the distribution of 
hei and xuan, one can hazard a guess that being a colour term, xuan was probably a 
sort of poetic cliche which rendered it so fashionable in verses that its tokens 
outnumbered considerably that of hei. Whether this was true or not, the non-basic status 
of xuan is beyond dispute. First of all, the colour meaning of xuan was secondary and 
would continue to be so. Secondly, xuan has never been part of the basic word-stock of 
Chinese. There was no xuan in Proto-Chinese. In A Frequency Dictionary of Modern 
Chine e Words (B YX 1985) the dictionary mentioned in 3 .1, xuan was even not listed 
in the 8,441 most frequent words. In fact, it was recorded only three times in the corpus 
of 1,314,404 words, far less than the 407 occurrences of hei; it is quite possible that 
these xudns may not even denote colour at all. Finally and most importantly, xuan and 
hei simply were not of the same level in the domain of colour terminology, since xuan 
had to be defined by hei, but not vice versa. 
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Table 4.2.3.1 Frequency and usage of colour terms in Ancient Chinese literature. 
SHIJINQ ZUQZHUAN QHUCI POETRY OF HAN FU OF HAN SHIJI TOTAL 
Term Gloss Token Usage Token Usage Token Usage Token Usage Token Usage Token Usage Token % Set 
A p 0/E (R) A p 0/S V A p 0/S (R) A p 0/S V (R) A P 0/S (R) A p 0/S V (R) 
/ 
1 bai "white" 23 22 1 4 3 1 40 30 5 5 37 35 2 29 29 55 49 1 5 188 21.2% 6 
/ 
2 huang "yellow" 38 31 6 1 1 7 5 1 1 13 10 1 2 30 26 3 1 15 14 1 65 57 1 7 168 19.0% 6 
3 qTng "grue" 6 5 1 2 3 3 16 13 2 1 2 30 28 2 5 20 19 1 7 6 1 82 9.3% 6 
4 ch~ "red" 7 6 1 3 2 1 8 8 9 8 1 10 8 2 21 14 2 5 58 6.6% 6 
/ 5 xuan "black" 5 3 2 2 1 1 18 18 5 5 22 20 2 2 2 54 6.1% 6 
6 zhu "red" 9 9 3 1 1 1 12 10 2 6 6 20 18 2 2 1 1 52 5.9% 6 
7 hei "black" 2 2 5 2 2 1 7 2 4 1 2 2 3 3 17 9 2 6 36 4.1% 6 
' 8 SU "white" 12 12 2 2 3 2 1 6 6 4 3 1 2 2 29 3.3% 6 
9 cang "grue" 13 12 1 1 9 8 1 6 5 1 4 4 2 2 34 3.8% 5 
10 ,u\ "gruish-yellow" 9 9 3 3 5 4 1 6 5 1 1 1 24 2.7% 5 
11 tr' "gruish-red" 1 1 6 5 1 7 7 6 4 1 1 3 3 23 2.6% 5 ZI 
12 
;-
tong "red" 5 5 9 8 1 1 1 4 4 1 2 2 21 2.4% 5 
' 13 hao "bright-white" 1 1 1 4 4 1 2 2 4 4 1 1 1 12 1.4% 5 
14 ··" "bright-white" 6 5 1 4 1 1 1 9 6 3 5 1 1 1 17 1.9% 4 /ISO 
15 dan "red" 6 5 1 2 2 5 5 1 1 14 1.6% 4 
/ 
16 hong "light-red" 2 2 5 5 8 7 1 15 1.7% 3 
17 ./ "(of complexion) black" 1 1 1 1 6 6 8 0.9% 3 qIan 
18 
.. , 
"great-red" 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 0.3% 3 1Iang 
19 - "red" 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 0.3% 3 xmg 
Key: A = Attributive ; P = Adjectival predicate; V = Verbal predicate; O = Object; S = Subject; (R) = Reduplication . 
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Table 4.2.3.1 Frequency and usage of colour terms in Ancient Chinese literature (continued). 
SHIJIN~ ZUQZHUAN CHUCI POETRY OF HAN FU OF HAN SHIJI TOTAL 
Term Gloss Token Usage Token Usage Token Usage Token Usage Token Usage Token Usage Token % Set 
A p 0/S (R) A p 0/S V A p 0/S (R) A p 0/S V (R) A p 0/S (R) A p 0/S V (R) 
20 ~ "(of snow or frost) white" 2 2 1 1 1 3 0.3% 2 a1 
21 Y" "white" 1 1 2 1 1 3 0.3% 2 XI 
-22 xun "light-red" 1 1 2 1 1 3 0.3% 2 
23 you "black" 1 1 2 1 1 3 0.3% 2 
24 
I ,.. 
baix1 "(of skin) white"<("white white") 1 1 1 1 2 0.2% 2 
.... 
25 he "bright-white" 1 1 1 1 1 2 0.2% 2 
V" 
26 zhe "red" 1 1 1 1 2 0.2% 2 
' 27 mo "black" 6 2 4 6 0.7% 1 
28 zT "(of cloth) black" 4 4 4 0.5% 1 
' 29 bi "grue" 2 1 1 2 0.2% 1 
~ 
30 Iii "black" 2 2 2 0.2% 1 
31 ' "deep-black" 1 1 1 0.1% 1 an 
32 Cheng "red" 1 1 1 0.1% 1 
33 - .... "(of plant) grue"<("shallot grue") 1 1 1 0.1% 1 congcw 
34 
', 
"grue" 1 1 1 0.1% 1 CUI 
' 35 gan "reddish-deep-grue" 1 1 1 0.1% 1 
36 h' b/. ao a1 "(of hair or beard) very-bright-white" 1 1 1 0.1% 1 
<("bright-white white") 
' 37 hao "white" 1 1 1 1 0.1% 1 
38 I'.-lthei "(of skin) black"<("(of skin) black black") 1 1 1 0.1% 1 
39 . v' "gruish-white" 1 1 1 0.1% 1 p1ao 
40 ' "great-red" 1 1 1 0.1% 1 XI 
41 zhuyan "(of blood) blackish-red"<("red deep") 1 1 1 0.1% 1 
42 zT "black" 1 1 1 0.1% 1 
Total 145 125 14 6 10 61 37 8 9 7 150 119 18 13 5 169 147 15 6 1 10 168 152 8 8 3 192 157 9 24 2 1 885 
Key: A = Attributive; P = Adjectival predicate ; V = Verbal predicate; 0 = Object; S = Subject; (R) = Reduplication . 
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Table 4.2.3.1 above shows that colour terms began to function diversely in Ancient 
Chinese, although first and foremost, they were still primarily used as attributives to pre-
qualify nouns. Of the 885 tokens occurring, 737, or 83.3%, appeared in this position; 
while another 72, or 8.1 %, were used as predicates to describe the colour state or the 
change of colour state of the subject. In all, 91.4% of tokens were adjectival in use. It is 
interesting to note that disyllabic terms served exclusively as predicates. Meanwhile, 
colour terms started to function nominally to serve as objects or subjects in sentences, 
sometimes standing for colours per se, sometimes metonymically substituting entities 
with colours referred to by them. The following ( 1) is an example in which the term chi 
expresses the impending change of the colour appearance of the subject zii"o; (2)-(5) are 
illustrations of colour terms serving as subjects and objects. 
Of all tokens, 66, or 7 .5%, were used as subjects and objects. 
(1) Zao yu chu chi shi, ... 
date will first red time 
When date started to redden, ... 
(2) bian ...,. yz wei 
change white make become black 
to tum white into black 
(3) Yin shang bai. 
Yin worship white 
The Yin dynasty worshipped the colour white. 
(4) Qing huang hit gii"i se. 
grue yellow suddenly change colour 
All of a sudden, grue changed into yellow, and yellow changed into grue. 
( 5) chong er yz huang 
block ear use yellow 
to cover the ears with yellow (jade) 
Furthermore, as illustrated in (6)-(7), colour terms were verbalised to express the 
idea of "to paint something with some colour". By the end of the Ancient Chinese period, 
however, such a usage was generally abandoned; instead, verbalised terms began to 
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denote the meaning of "to make something appear in a certain colour" as in (8). 
(6) zhii qi wei lie 
red its tail hair 
to paint its tail and hair with red 
(7) Wdngfu shT Xuanzi mo CUl. 
W angfu make Xuanzi black funeral-clothes 
W angfu made Xuanzi dye the funeral clothes black. 
(8) zhe qi shan 
red that mountain 
to make the mountain red (i.e. to cut or burn all trees and grass on the mountain to 
make it totally bare with only red soil) 
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There were far fewer grammatical markers and other devices in classical Chinese 
than in MSC to reveal the syntactic behaviour of a word. In the case of verbalisation of 
colour terms, sometimes it was the syntactic constraints that provided necessary clues. 
For instance, due to the rule that adjectives could never modify nominal constructions 
initiated by a possessive or demonstrative pronoun qi, zhu and zhe in (6) and (8) 
respectively have to be interpreted as verbs; in (7), shT is a "cause to" verb which requires 
a so-called "pivotal construction" (Li & Thompson 1981 :607) to fulfil its linguistic 
function, that is, sh'i has to have a direct object which simultaneously is the subject of the 
second verb, which, in the case of (7), happens to be Xuanzi. However, syntactic 
constraints were not always available. On many occasions, people would have had to rely 
entirely upon semantic structure of the context to interpret individual words as well as 
sentences. Compare (9) with (10): the dan in (9) functions as an attributive; whereas in 
( 10), as a transitive verb. 
(9) dan shu 
red letter 
red letter 
(10) dan Huangong ying 
red Huan palace columns 
to paint the columns of the Huan Palace with red 
Contrary to MSC, none of the basic terms was used verbally in Ancient Chinese. 
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Ten non-colour adjectives started to be applied to modify colour terms as 
demonstrated in Shuowen, which displayed the effort of ancient Chinese people to 
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pecify precisely their colour sensation with linguistic instruments. Out of the ten, seven 
have continued to be used more or less frequently in the succeeding two thousand years 
or o. They are cun "pure"; da "great" (in degree of brightness) which was derived from 
the meaning of big, great in volume; qian "light" from the meaning of shallow in water; 
shen "deep" from the meaning of deep in water; wei "slight"; xian "fresh" which was 
originally a noun meaning raw fish; and zhu6 "dim and dull" which was derived from the 
meaning of muddy or turbid. Among them, da and xian were eventually incorporated with 
ome basic colour terms and turned into qualifying elements of AC-type terms in the latter 
stage of Middle Chinese. The other three adjectives modifying colour terms in Shuowen 
-jian "deep", shen "dim", and wo "shiny" - seem to be peculiar to the Dictionary. It is 
worth noting that all adjective-plus-colour-term constructions were used predicatively to 
discriminate between different shades of colours with none of them occurring as 
modifiers of nouns; and no modifiers of degree or comparative constructions were 
involved with colour terms, indicating that the extension probability of colour terms in 
Ancient Chinese was strictly limited. 
With respect to morphology, a number of monosyllabic terms-most of them were 
non-basic terms - began to appear in reduplicated form with an attached vivid sense. 
Among them,jiao "bright-white" seems to tend to be reduplicated rather than not. 
Meanwhile it is evident that no reduplicated form would function other than adjectively. 
Dixon (1977:37) once hypothesised that a word lower in the colour terminology 
hierarchy is unlikely to have syntactic and/or morphological possibilities that a higher 
word lacks. What we see in the case of Ancient Chinese seems to be the contrary: certain 
novel usages stem from non-basic terms. 
4.2.3.3. DISCUSSION ON SO1\1E WORDS 1Nfl1ATED WI1H COLOUR 
MORPHEMES 
The literature survey shows that colour terms were universally applicable in Ancient 
Chinese. Not only could all objects in reality, like various sorts of animal, plant, mineral, 
natural cenery, human body parts, and manufactured items, be described by colour 
terms, but objects in the imagination such as all kinds of dragons were frequently tinged 
with colour in literature. The following table shows the distribution of the most common 
combinations of basic colour terms and object names. Only such co-occurrences 
appearing in at least three sets of Ancient Chinese literary texts are on the list. 
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Table 4.2.3.3 Di tribution of the most common combinations of basic colour terms and 
object names. 
bai "white" ch) ''ra::::t ' / huang ''yellow'' qing "grue" 
Term Gloss Token Set Token Set Token Set Token Set 
' '''9q)arcfl bao 4 4 
ta "hair' 7 3 5 3 
hJ ''S\Van'' 13 3 
Jiii 11 ~ 11 36 3 
v "deer' 14 4 
;) "r:i:NJ' 9 4 
.., 
"horse" 11 4 rm 
. v 
'brd'' 17 3 mao 
\ 
''the sun" 13 3 n 
• ,r 
''bear' 5 4 XJong 
ij"nq "fly" 5 3 
vun ''cloud' 11 3 
While it is quite natural to have words for objects like white sun, white horse, white 
dew (in Autumn), white hair, yellow bird, and yellow metal (i.e. gold) , other 
combinations may require individual elucidation. 
(a) Bailu "white deer". A deer is typically brown or tawny of coat, often marked 
with whitish spots. According to The New Encyclopaedia Britannica (Encyclopaedia 
Britannica 1987:V.3.237-8), the Chinese water deer, which is native to China and Korea, 
is brown above, white below. In other words, white deer must be rare and unusual , and 
might even just result from albinism, a condition of congenital absence of colouring 
pigment in the skin and hair. Attracted by the rarity and beauty of white deer but unaware 
of the abnormality, ancient Chinese believed that white deer represented a propitious 
omen. They never missed recording occasions of its appearance, and always tended to 
have it within their imaginary world whenever possible. 
(b) Chibao "red leopard". The leopard is a kind of large, powerful, spotted cat with 
a coat usually of yellow but occasionally black. The anomalous redness might come from 
its cousin - the Southeast Asia tiger which is a bright reddish tan. 
( c) Huangxi6ng "yellow bear" . According to The Encyclopaedia Americana 
(Americana Corporation 1978 V.3.398-9), the common brown bear of Asia and Europe is 
usually yellowish brown, reddish brown, or black. Since there was no colour category 
BROWN in Ancient Chinese, it is very likely that the lighter shades of brown, or 
yellowish brown would be perceived as shades of yellow by people of the time. In other 
words , what was termed a "yellow bear" in ancient times would be called a "brown bear" 
nowadays. 
( d) Huangfa "yellow hair" . "Yellow hair" was usually used of people who were 
very old as it was supposed that aged persons ' hair would gradually turn from white to 
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yellow. 
(e) Huanghu "yellow swan". Most species of swan have snow-white plumage. 
The mo t famous exception is the Australian swan which is predominantly black. The 
extraordinariness of the yellow swan can be best illustrated by the following story. When 
a yellow swan flew down and rested on the lake of the imperial gardens in the capital 
Chang ' an in 86 BC, the Emperor himself was so thrilled that he wrote a poem to 
commemorate the event. In the poem, the swan was described as wearing a garment made 
of gold and a skirt made of chrysanthemums which characteristically have yellow flowers 
(Ding 1959:4). The Emperor was apparently very lucky to witness an exotic bird. In 
general, however, it is more likely that most writers just used huanghu as a conventional 
term for swans with superb flying ability. 
(f) Qingyun "grue cloud". This is the most problematic case. Clouds are typically 
white, but could be protean and spectacular from time to time. So the dark bluish clouds 
themselves are not out of the ordinary if we think of the sky during bad weather. What is 
perplexing is that qingyun was not often used for the familiar masses of cloud streaming 
across the sky, but as a kind of poetic cliche meaning upper air or high altitude. One of 
the metaphors derived from such a meaning is "powerful and influential position in 
official circles". From a meteorological point of view (see Lutgens & Tarbuck 1986: 118-
24), however, only the clouds at a low height of below 2,000 metres appear dark whereas 
all high clouds are white because of small quantities of water vapour found at high 
altitude. The question is therefore, why people associated upper air, or high position in a 
metaphorical sense, with dark gruish clouds which in fact are always low in height, and 
not, much more logically, with white clouds which are normally high? The only 
explanation I can tentatively put forward is that some clouds, such as cumulus or 
cumulonimbus referred to as clouds of vertical development in modem meteorology, are 
often dark in colour and towering in shape, with bases in the low height range, but would 
extend dramatically upward into the middle or high altitudes under certain circumstances. 
Probably it is this upward movement that connected gruish clouds with upper air. On the 
other hand, however, clouds of this type are usually associated with unstable air, rainfall , 
thunder, lightning, even hail, which in turn could easily trigger unpleasant or even 
frightening feelings which are not normally correlated to upper air or high position. So the 
puzzle remains. 
(h) Qingying "grue fly" . Although many flies are dark in colour, usually black or 
brown, bright metallic blue-green flies are common in China and some other parts of the 
world. In classics, however, people often applied grue flies in a metaphorical sense~ that 
i , by mentioning grue flies to allude to slanders and backbiters , presumably because of 
the similarity between the annoying nature of the noise made by flies and the calumny 
spread by people. 
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The above exercise illustrates an important point, that is, while there was no lack of 
accurate and fine description as far as the use of colour terms is concerned, there was also 
an abundance of seemingly eccentric or unusual applications of these terms which could 
be due to ancient people's fascination with exotic phenomena, their imaginative faculty, 
the conventions of literature, or the dissimilarity between ancient and modem ways of 
colour classification. In other words, Ancient Chinese colour terms are not as simple as 
they appear and often need very careful interpretation and reasoning. 
4.2.3.4. FIGURATIVE USAGE OF COLOUR~ IN ANCIENT CIDNESE 
llTERA1lJRE 
A number of figurative usage of colour terms can be traced back to Ancient Chinese. Bai 
was the most advanced in figurative derivation. It first developed the notions of "light" 
and "clean", then "clear" in an abstract sense, and further "honest, forthright and sincere". 
When used as a verb figuratively, bai meant "to report, to state", "to make things be 
understood", or "to rehabilitate". Chi was another term having metaphorical meanings at 
the time. Used as an adjective figuratively, it meant "absolutely empty", or "loyal, 
sincere". From the meaning of "empty", it derived a verbal meaning "to have the whole 
clan executed." It is interesting to note that the meaning of "sincere" was shared by both 
bai and chi although based upon different logic. The association between white and its 
derivative meanings "clean, clear" is probably universal and came out of the visual 
appearance of the colour. The meanings referring to moral character developed directly 
from these derivatives, but still psychologically related to the original colour meaning to 
some extent. The association between red and sincerity, on the other hand, seems to have 
no psychological basis and be peculiar to Chinese. One may recall that the original notion 
of the proto-form chi is the colour of a naked body warming by a fire. The naked body 
was the root of the meaning of emptiness which was the primary derivative of chi. 
Meanwhile, a naked body is a body without cover, which can be taken in at a glance, and 
therefore must be trick-free. This is plausibly where the meaning of "loyal, sincere" came 
from. If my account for the relation between chi and its derived meaning "loyal, sincere" 
is correct, then one has to admit that unlike that of bai, the meanings of chi for moral 
character has little to do with the colour itself at all. 
There was no negative meaning associated with hei as opposed to the positive 
notions of bai in Ancient Chinese. In fact, no figurative meaning whatever of hei was 
yielded in this period (its only figurative meaning "dark" was from Proto-Chinese); 
neither was there for huang, qing and other colour terms. 
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4.2.3.5. CONCLUSION 
Since no full-scale investigation of the Ancient Chinese colour term system, such as the 
one which I have conducted in MSC is possible, for obvious reasons, I am unable to 
recover the precise shades of meaning of each member of the system, especially the fine 
distinction and relationship between synonyms with identical glosses. None the less , 
based on the results of the examination of the contemporary literary texts, I may at least 
postulate with some confidence that most synonyms were not identical in use, even in a 
strict colour sense. 
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Take chi and its referential synonyms for example. Out of ten such synonyms, six 
have been found in the survey. While there is little in the definitions to tell chi from any 
of the six, pragmatically, the seven terms were by no means always mutually 
substitutable. There seem to be certain implicit, flexible, but generally followed 
restrictions or tendencies in their application. For instance, there is a noticeable difference 
in the ready collocation of chi compared to zhu, namely, chi seems to be more likely to 
be used of animals than zhu, despite the fact that both could be predicated of almost all 
objects that are red. The reason is presumably that chi etymologically somehow related to 
living and moving organisms, whereas zhu, to immovable trees. Apart from zhu, the 
referential synonyms of chi with relatively substantial occurrences are tong and ddn. 
The former was characteristically used of artificial reds, the red painted upon objects like 
bow, arrow, or building. Again, it seems that one does not need to go beyond the original 
meaning of the term to account for such a limitation, since according to Shuowen, tong 
used to mean decoration with red. The latter, diin, appears to be usually used of small 
objects such as bird, fish, or flower. Once again, the original meaning might provide the 
clue for such a restriction. Dan was a great witchword in Chinese alchemy and 
mineralogy, having had the significance of cinnabar (red mercuric sulphide) for as far as it 
can be traced, 83 and being used as a drug of immortality by the Taoists. On account of the 
colour and pearl-like-size of cinnabar as a medicine, ddn came to mean red, and more 
pecifically, probably, the red appearance of small objects. 
To conclude the discussion on Ancient Chinese colour terminology, another point I 
want to make is that during the period of Ancient Chinese, the change in colour 
terminology seems to be minimal. Comparisons between the works of the pre-imperial 
age (i.e. before the formation of the Qin dynasty in 221 BC), which include Shijing, 
Zuozhuan, some early pieces of Chuci, and the works of the imperial age, namely, some 
latter pieces of Chuci, Shiji, and the poetry and fu composed by Han people, 84 show no 
significant difference in terms of repertoire, frequency, and application of colour 
83. The character for dan ~ (Xu 1980: 192) in oracle-bone inscriptions suggests the mineral in a furnace or 
container. 
84. Very few works were from the Qin dynasty, not only because it was a short-lived dynasty , but because 
its environment was extremely hostile to any creative literary activity . 
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terminology except that the primary verbal function of colour terms in earlier texts seems 
to diminish in that of the later age. 
4.3. l\11DDIE CHINESE (220-1840 AD) 
4.3.1. COLOUR TERMINOLOGY IN l\11DDIECHINFSE 
The period of the language to which I have given the name of Middle Chinese began with 
about three and a half centuries of civil war and disunity (220-589) after the collapse of 
the Eastern Han dynasty, followed successively by the short-lived Sui dynasty (589-
618), three centuries of the Tang era (618-907), then another division of the country 
(907-960), the reunited Song dynasty (960-1279) , the Yuan (Mongol) dynasty (1279-
1369), the Ming dynasty ( 1368-1644 ), and came to an end in the late stage of the Qing 
(Manchu) dynasty. The colour terminology of this period is primarily represented, as 
mentioned before, by Ciyuan (SW 1979) which was first published in 1915 and consists 
of more than 100,000 entries including words, idioms and proper names. According to 
Ci yuan, 105 words were used as colour terms in the Middle Chinese period. For ease of 
reference the colour terms are listed in Table 4.3.1(1) in the same way as in Table 
4.2.2.1. The asterisk before a term indicates that the term was copied by the editors of 
Ciyuan from earlier dictionaries but has no illustration found in literature. All glosses 
except morpheme-by-morpheme glosses are from Ciyuan. In addition, there are 92 colour 
terms which occurring in the literature surveyed but are not contained in Ciyuan. 
Although we do not know precisely their semantic properties, based upon the experience 
we gained in analysing the MSC colour terminology, it is reasonable to classify these 
terms, except for the "nominal+ se" (N-SE) type and tu6he, into BLACK, WHITE, 
RED, YELLOW, and GRUE respectively. For the sake of convenience, the 92 are 
separately listed in Table 4.3 .1 (2). Terms glossed as "green" and "blue" in both tables are 
listed under the GRUE category for reasons given below. 
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Table 4.3. l ( 1) Middle Chinese colour terminology (terms listed in Ci yuan) . 
BASIC GLOSS REFERENTIAL GLOSS NEAR GLOSS MIXTURE GLOSS TERM OF LIMITED GLOSS 
TERM SYNONYM SYNONYM TERM APPLICATION 
hei "black" ' ~ "black" mohei i-~ "deep-black"<("black black") ch~h~ i~ "tea colour"<("tea brown") I. - ,\~ an //hei "(of skin) black"<("(of skin) black black") - '\ ,, V tf:l ~~ ch's~ ~~ , / ~ dan "black" cfihei "deep-black" <("lacquer black") "yellowish-black"<("tea colour") qtan ~ "(of complexion) black" ~ \ \. du~ W'~ ti' dai 1 -"black" yan 1'1',IJ "dull-black" "gruish-black" Zt ~ "(of cloth) black" V Jtf \ V 14 ~ ' •gan "black" *yt "deep-black" dan "gruish-black" 
' ~ y)mei ~~ "deep-black"<("deep-black dim" he , * mo "black" "yellowish-black" 
' 
-
"black" 'm ~ -4'h-.'f/.Jz. 
"gruish-black" •qu q gm g-.,,,,i-'h' 
- ft] V-r- $ 
"bluish-black" <("crow grue") WU "black" yaqmg / ~ .. , ~ xuan "black" yan "gruish-black" 
\ :: - ,1-*yt "black" yan "reddish-black" - v ~ "slightly-gruish-black" you "black" you ' ~ ' "yellowish-black" zao "black" yue / , 
"white" V ~ "white" .,,._ {,~ "clean-white" hui /;<.. "black-white" b~ixT -&W "(of skin) white "<("white white") bat fen at r-a \I ~ "white" ( ~ "clean-white" - /, Jp,t) gao CUI banbat "(of hair or beard) spotted-white'<("spot white" 
.. v t "white" h'ao ~ "clean-white" cang ~ 2. "(of hair or beard) grey" Jtao ' "white" ' f;AfJ "clean-white" ' /, "f#zta "(of hair or beard) snowy-white" SU hao haobat V 
~\ jiao "bright-white" 
t 
< "("bright-white white") 
,/ ~ ' peng "light-white" he "(of bird) white " II /, 3(3 / 
"(of hair or beard) spotted-white " xuebat "snowy white"<("snow white ') po t,t ,,, t~ "silvery-white" ym 
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Table 4.3.1(1) Middle Chinese colour terminology (terms listed in Ciyuan) (continued). 
BASIC GLOSS 
TERM 
/ hong "red" 
~ 
/ huang "yellow" 
~ 
q71'1g "grue" 
~ 
zf '~J "purple" 
REFERENTIAL 
SYNONYM 
cheng ~ 
chf ~ 
dan 
.J4 
fei lll~ 
/ tong ~ 
/ ;(tJj{ tong 
. / ~ x,a 
- ~ xmg 
xmghong1/t(?. 
xmgs~ 
zh~ 
-zhu 
b} 
cu) 
ft.~ 
~ 
~ 
-1' 
GLOSS NEAR 
SYNONYM 
GLOSS 
"red" tlnhbng "d'z.. "light-red"<("white red") 
"red" jiJng ~ "deep-red" 
"red" qia'n ~ "great-red" 
/ ~ ,-
"red" shJfhong \.,,,~ "light-red"<("water red") 
-r- \ _A~) 
"red" x1ch1 'lie.AV-~ "deep-red"<("red fiery") 
"red" xTh~ -~fiiit .. "bright-red"<("red bright") 
"red" xues~ ~ "deep-red"<("blood colour") 
- / ru.,,r "red" yanhong ~~-Z "deep-red"<("deep red") 
"red"<("gorilla red") y(nhong 1ft4:i:. "light-red"<("silver red") 
"red"<("gorilla colour") 
"red" 
"red" 
"grue" 
"grue" 
ehuing ~ "light-yellow"<("goose yellow") 
jm ~ "gold-colour" 
1i6hu5ng tt;pf "light-yellow"<("willow yellow") 
m(nghua'ng "bright-yellow"<("light yellow") 
nenhu.ing "light-yellow"<("tender yellow") 
xTang ~ "light-yellow" 
congb~i ~ ... e "light-grue"<("shallot white") 
1/n ~ "deep-grue" 
( ,\ - ~ liulu... -;W-1'7 ~ "light-green"<("willow green") 
nenlil ~~ "light-green"<("tender green") 
pi%o :;~ "light-grue" 
::,,~ 
yuebai #f::3 "light-blue"<("moon white") 
MIXTURE 
TERM 
GLOSS 
xun ~ "reddish-yellow" 
ti / =-~~ ... zhehuang "reddish-yellow"<("red yellow") 
' / zhehuang "reddish -yellow"<("zhe-tree yellow") 
-cang 
' gan 
' heui.i 
' Ji.i 
~ 1. "blackish-grue" 
.i if "reddish-deep-grue" 
:{.~ "black green" 
* "yellow-grue" 
y~uzf 5d'ff'\ I "blackish-purple"<("oil pu rple") 
TERM OF LIMITED 
APPLICATION 
GLOSS 
207 
tf ~ I "(of cloth) red" 
zhuyan ~~ "(of blood) blackish-red "<("red deep") 
- \.~: congcw  
congqing ~ 
qmgcong,tt, 
\ / ~~-
weilan ~~ rE!:" 
"(of plant) grue"<("shallot grue") 
"(of plant) grue"<("shallot grue") 
"(of plant) grue"<("grue shallot") 
"(of sky) deep-grue"<("luxuriant grue") 
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Table 4.3.1 (2) Middle Chinese colour terminology (terms not listed in Ciyuan). 
Category Term Gloss Category Term Gloss 
BLACK wuhei ~g;f_ "black black" YELLOW conghuang ~~ ::J "shallot yellow" 
"dry ye llow" 
WHITE 
RED 
xuhei 'JIJJ.~. "dark black" 
hei'an'an ~).z. "black dark dark" 
heichouch6u ~t, t½ "black thick thick" 
---~i,..:...1-----------~ heid'ongdongc:f.)i:l'Z. "black hole hole" 
heilrn,rn ~>j~ )z "black stem stem" 
heimanm'an ~1J , ~. "black boundless boundless" ...,._......,...,_ _______ ---! 
heipupu ~-r-~11 "black pounce pounce" 
heitengteng ~~ i "black steam steam" 
heixuxu ~iidi "black dark dark" 
heiyouybu ~~'7- "black oil oil" 
heizhenzhen ~ -"l.-'z "black black black" GRUE 1----------~----+-----------t 
wuyaya !!:}Jo.Jo "black push push" 
cangbai ~ "grey white" 
;iebai ::A-ft "clean white" 
·. / 
nenbai f ~17 "tender white" 
subai ). ~---fJJ "white white" 
yudubai ~ "fish belly white" 
baidangdang 1-U ~It . "white swing swing" 
baihuahua ~~lz "white blurred blurred" 
b'ai/(ng/(ng fQ') ,tz. "white cool cool" 
baimangmang ,a,1 ;~ "white boundless boundless" 
baimanm'an iv-~ 7... "white boundless boundless" 
baishengsheng-t)t,"' "white raw raw· 
hubkuaich} -:Ktt1F, "fire piece red" 
hu~t~nch) j..(.~~ "fire charcoal red" 
dahong 1-~z "great red" 
feihOng ~~\"Z "red red" 
ganhong i:G -z "dry red " 
haitangh6ng ~- ... rz "haitang-ftower red" 
liiangh6ng ~ vz "deep-red red" 
qianh6ng ¥; i 2 "great-red red" 
sh)hong -j;t,1~ "persimmon red" 
sh(/iuh6ng ,z. ~ -z. "pomegranate red" 
1ganhuang 2 I :7 
guahuang 1/4\~~ "melon yellow" 
jiaohuang ~ 2 "tender yellow" 
jiaohuang :t ~ ' "burnt yellow" 
11Tnhuang ~A "gold yellow" 
~ , .+ tuhuang __,,.-, "soil yellow" 
x~nghuang ~ "apncot yellow" 
/ / / ~. huangchengcheng ~t "yellow clear clear" 
huanghonghong ~ ~t'L "yellow warm warm" 
b}qi"ng ~ .:i ~ "grue grue" 
dianqTng 
fenqmg 
/ / -fotouq,ng 
/ -hunq,ng 
lianqmg 
sh(qmg 
- V -,/ q,ngnuonuo 
qmgxuanxua'n 
- '- '-q,ng yuyu 
b)Jli 
cong/U 
doulii 
shuY1u 
- ....... 
songhua/u 
songlti 
- I' ,-' yatou u 
yingge/i.J 
yTngwulu 
/ . 
youlli 
nir6ngr6ng 
1Jyiy1 
., / 
baolan 
;;~~~ fl' "indigo grue" 
~~i ~ "white grue" 
1 ,,1~ "Buddha head grue" 
~ ~ i a "mixture grue" 
.. ) n "lotus grue" 
W ~ "stone grue" 
Jt-trBOJml "grue graceful graceful" 
--t.i~ 7. "grue spin spin" 
JtfalV 1 "grue lush lush" 
"grue green" 
"shallot qreen" 
"pea green" 
"water green" 
"pine flower green" 
"pine green" 
"duck head green" 
"parrot qreen" 
"parrot green" 
"oil green" 
"green downy downy" 
"green depend depend" 
"treasured deep-grue" 
che'ngb) n J 2 "clear grue" 
b1ch~ngcheng ~ ! r, t ~ "grue clear clear" 
taohong -z; ~~ "peach red" cangcu) ~ ..... Ii'. "grue grue" 
tongh6ng l1, (Z- "all-over red" 1 
xianhdng ~·· ~vz "fresh red" OTHERS tub he M~ "camel brown" i---~ ... -...aj....,_+-________ ,.. i-------4i!!~iW.-+---------t zaoh6ng ~E 1i.t- "date red" liiangse -,~ ~ "thick-soy-sauce colour" 
zhuhong .::i=tz "red red" m)hhse --~ ;~ ~ "honey colour" 
hongpupu fz1\v~ "red pounce pounce" ~uh6se ~~/~t,J "lotus colour" 
' " V -t ci:.A . £ , r 1-2.. . hongruru v2-yu 't "red milk milk" qiese '>CJ I!,!..). "eggplant colour" 
hongses'e ~Zj-,"l "red rustle rustle" qifixiangse ~~~ "autumn fragrant colour" 
hongxianxiiin vi ii7 "red fresh fresh" songhuas'e ~~~~ "pine flower colour" 
t"llse ~ "soil colour" /. ', V PURPLE me1gu1z1 ~WJ.,.~ "rose purple" yangfeise a~~ e, "Yang concubine colour" 
' ' '-,, '7-, \ yuse u ~ "jade colour" 
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One of the most noticeable changes of the Middle Chinese colour terminology was 
the replacement of chi by hong which designated "light-red" in Ancient Chinese but had 
become the basic term for the category RED. The takeover was of course not merely 
becau e hong had assumed the status of a referential synonym of chi by semantic shift; 
rather, it was mainly because people in the period of Middle Chinese preferred to use 
hong rather than chi to designate red in general. 
Another important change was the emergence of the basic category PURPLE with 
z'i as its label. In Middle Chinese, z'i was no longer subordinative to RED as it previously 
had been. Designating the colour between red and grue, z'i, as will be seen in Table 
4.3.2.1.2, was one of the most frequently used colour terms in Middle Chinese literature. 
The addition of z'i makes the Middle Chinese colour vocabulary a system which 
deviates from not only the hypothesised ordering of colour term evolution, but any 
systems reported so far by anthropologists and linguists. According to the revised 
evolution hypothesis (see 1. 2.3. Also Witkowski & Brown 1977; Kay & McDaniel 
1978), no establishment of a basic term for an intersection colour should be possible 
unless all composed categories have been differentiated. In the context of Chinese, it 
means that z'i was somewhat unusual because the category GRUE designated by qing 
had not split into separate categories. On the other hand, however, the apparent 
prominence of z'i is consistent with the finding (Sun 1984:697) that speakers of many 
languages encode PURPLE before either BROWN or GREY. 
One question poses itself immediately. Why should not iii be considered as another 
new basic term? After all, it had come a long way since the age of Shijing, and 
consistently appeared relatively frequently in literature through the periods of Ancient to 
Middle Chinese. In fact, it occurred more frequently than z'i in both periods. In addition, 
the number of Iii-headed compounds also highlights its salience in the system. Then of 
course, we should remember that iii is one of the eight basic terms in MSC. 
My rejection of iii as a basic term is based on two closely related reasons. First, iii 
was still clearly an offshoot of qing. All evidence indicates that the distinction between Iii 
and qing was that the former referred exclusively to greens while the latter covered the 
whole green-blue range. Even in the sense of green, qing was used more frequently than 
iii, suggesting that qing was psychologically much more salient than iii. Secondly, 
because what iii referred to is only a part of qing colour, whether it could be considered 
a basic term thus depends on either qing reducing its referential extent to blues only , or a 
third term taking the BLUE spot away from qing to make iii independent. But the fact is 
that although Ian (the term designating "blue" in MSC) came into existence in the early 
stage of Middle Chinese, its rare occurrence indicated psychological insignificance which 
in turn implied that the status of qing was not facing any serious challenge. 
Apart from basic terms, several points concerning the block of non-basic terms 
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merit attention. 
1. Apart from Ian, another later basic term hui, and the two secondary terms in 
MSC fen and he, came into sight in Middle Chinese. But unlike z'i and Iii in their pre-
ba ic tage, none of them exhibited any potency of key members in the colour vocabulary 
in terms of wide distribution and high frequency. Not to mention that/en had not yet 
derived its "pink" meaning. 
2. Most new monosyllabic terms again strongly reinforced the "from object name to 
colour term" direction of semantic development. In all we have wu "black" derived from 
the noun for crow; gao "white" andfei "red", for silk; qian "great-red" and Ian "deep-
grue", for herbs;/eii "white" and dai "gruish-black", for cosmetics;jin "gold-colour" 
and yin "silvery-white", for precious metal; he "blackish-yellow", for coarse cloth, and 
hui "grey", for ash. Most of these derivations occurred in the early stage of Middle 
Chinese. He, hui, and yin were the only three that entered colour vocabulary through 
metonymic change in the latter stage of Middle Chinese. 
3. As the result of the disyllabic tendency of Chinese vocabulary, the number of 
disyllables in the colour terminology exceeded that of monosyllables for the first time in 
Middle Chinese. A few such terms brought some non-colorimetric properties into the 
colour term system. For instance, xichi "red fiery" and xihe "red bright" carried a sense 
of brilliance; xiiinh6ng "fresh red", freshness;jiebai "clean white", cleanness, and 
nenhuang and nenlil, suppleness and tenderness. The last two terms are the 
illustrations of the phenomenon of sense shift or synaesthesia which, in the present case, 
means that some visual sensation could be transformed into tactile sensation, or more 
precisely, the visual sensation could stimulate the sensation of tactility owing to some 
kind of analogy perceived between the two sensations. Similar phenomena were also 
found in other languages. In English, for instance, there seems to be a sort of association 
between what is red and blue in colour and what is warm and cool in physical feeling 
respectively. 
Morphologically, most new compounds belong to the now familiar NC type, like 
qihei "lacquer black" and xuebai "snow white"; or AC type, like yiinh6ng "deep red" 
and nenhuang "tender yellow". Some, such as yimei "deep-black dim" and xichi "red 
fiery", have the same construction of "colour term+ adjective" as that of zhuyiin "red 
deep" which first appeared in Ancient Chinese. Meanwhile, three kinds of new 
compounds began to emerge in Middle Chinese. One is the N-SE compound, three of 
which are in Table 4.3.1(1): xingse "gorilla colour" (i.e. "the colour of gorilla blood"), 
xuese "blood colour", and chase "tea colour". The second type is MC. Heilil "black 
green" and ctingbai "grey white" are two examples. The third type, XYY, did not appear 
until the latter part of the period. 
In addition to the normal types of compounds mentioned above, there were two odd 
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term that existed in Middle Chinese. One of them is qingcong "grue shallot". Its 
irregularity has been discussed in 2.6.10.4. Another one is qingming "gruish-black" . 
Note that there is no morpheme-by-morpheme gloss for it in Table 4.3.1(1 ), which mean 
that unlike most Chinese characters, none of the components of qingming makes any 
ense unless they stand side by side. In other words, qingming is an inseparable unit. 
Forms of this kind are suggested as disyllabic morphemes. 
4. While a few old referential synonyms of basic terms disappeared in Middle 
Chinese, some new ones emerged. Among them was diin which designated the black 
colour of mulberry in Ancient Chinese. It seems that such a restriction of application did 
not continue into Middle Chinese. Meanwhile, some terms, such as an andjido which 
originally specified different degrees of brightness of black and white respectively, also 
lost their specification in Middle Chinese. These facts indirectly and partly support the 
conjectures I put forward in 4.2.2 about the origins of some referential synonyms in 
Ancient Chinese. 
A close perusal of Table 4.3.1(1) will reveal that, cii.ng, apart from being one of the 
referential synonyms of qing, had developed a second meaning - "(of hair or beard) 
grey". It is quite clear in literature that the grey meaning of cii.ng was not restricted to 
only a few idiomatic expressions as was the black meaning of qing (see 4.2.2 for 
reference). One piece of evidence for this claim is that grey-meaning cii.ng could even 
appear in vivid reduplicated form which by its very nature could not be part of fixed 
idioms. 
4.3.2. USAGE OF COLOUR~ IN MIDDLE CIDNFSE LITERATIJRE 
The data of the usage of colour terminology in Middle Chinese literature were extracted 
from a corpus of material containing approximately 1,340,000 characters ( equal to about 
960,000 words). The corpus comprises four sets of texts: (1) the poems of Li Bai 
(Hanabusa 1957) and Du Fu (Harvard-Yenching Institute 1940) who were two of 
China' s greatest poets of the Tang dynasty - the golden era of Chinese poetry; (2) a 
selection of poems (Jin 1986) and ci poems (Hu 1978) of the Song dynasty ( ci was a 
special poetic form which originated in the Tang dynasty and was fully developed in the 
Song dynasty); (3) Shuihuzhuan "All Men Are Brothers" (Shi & Luo 1975) which was , 
according to the opinion of a majority of Chinese scholars, written at the end of the Yuan 
dynasty and the beginning of the Ming dynasty, and is one of the "four great amazing 
novels";85 and (4) Hongloumeng "The Dream of the Red Chamber" (Cao & Gao 1988), a 
work which appeared in about the year 1750 in manuscript form in Beijing, and often 
15. The other three are Sanguo Yanyi "The Three Kingdoms", Xiyouji "Monkey", and Jinpingmei "Golden 
Lotu " . 
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referred to as the zenith of attainment of the Chinese novel. 
4.3.2.1. DIS1RIBUTION OF COLOUR TERMS IN lWDDLE CHINESE 
IITERA1URE 
212 
A indicated previously, writers in the Middle Chinese period used more colour terms 
proportionally than their counterparts in both ancient and modern times. The tables in this 
section break down the distribution of colour terms in Middle Chinese literature with 
respect to the range of texts, frequency of occurrence, and syntactic function. 
One thing should be pointed out before examining the data. Of the 105 terms listed 
in Table 4.3.1(1), only 67, or 63.8%, appeared in the texts searched. On the other hand, 
those in Table 4.3.1 (2) have to be considered as part of the colour term system although 
there were not included in Ciyuan. It is this total of 159 terms which we are dealing with 
in this section. 
Of the 159, only a small proportion occurred universally, yet they amount to 
89.2% of all 6,331 tokens. At the other end of the scale, those occurring in just one set of 
texts form more than two-third of the repertoire; their frequency, however, is very low: 
they altogether occupy only about 4.0% of the entire token counts. 
Table 4.3.2.1.1 Frequency of Middle Chinese colour terms by distribution 
range in literature texts. 
No. of sets No. of terms % of terms No. of tokens % of tokens Token averaqe 
Four 18 11.3% 5649 89.2% 313.8 
Three 7 4.4% 122 1.9% 17.4 
Two 23 14.5% 308 4.9% 13.4 
One 111 69.8% 252 4.0% 2.3 
Total 159 100.0% 6331 100.0% 
Basic colour terms as usual occurred more frequently than most non-basic ones. 
They occupy six of the top eight positions in the frequency hierarchy, with the terms for 
WHITE, GRUE, RED, and YELLOW again being the top four although not without 
change in ordering compared to Table 4.2.3.1. From the table below which gives the 
frequency and percentages of the terms occurring universally, we can see that the only 
two non-basic terms with figures higher than that of some basic ones are Iii and bi. 
Considering that the former later became one of the basic terms in MSC, whereas the 
latter not only failed to assume a similar status, but lost the capacity of a free word and 
became a bound morpheme (see 2.6.10.4), we have to be very cautious in making 
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prediction about the development tendency of any particular colour term based upon its 
di tribution range and frequency in any particular period because it is evident that people' 
preference may ometimes change dramatically without any real rational explanation. For 
a more handy example, to cite xuan again. It was argued in 4.2.3.1 that xuan was 
econdary to hei even though it occurred more often than the latter. One of the reasons 
behind the argument was that the high frequency of xuan was unsteady and inconsistent. 
Further evidence to support this line of reasoning is that in Ancient Chinese, xuan was 
applied universally in all six sets of texts and had a 6.1 % share of the entire token counts; 
whereas in Middle Chinese, xuan was used only 10 times in two sets of materials, 
amounting to less than 0.2% of the total tokens. 
Table 4.3 .2.1.2 Frequency of colour terms occurring universally in Middle Chinese 
literature. 
Term Gloss Token % of total tokens 
1 b~i "white" 1239 19.6% 
2 • "qrue" 825 13.0% q,ng 
3 / hong "red" 785 12.4% 
4 I huang "yellow" 592 9.4% 
5 I i.i "qreen" 387 6.1% 
6 hei "black" 302 4.8% 
7 bi "qrue" 291 4.6% 
8 zr "purple" 246 3.9% 
9 ~ "qrue" 173 2.7% CUI 
10 zhu "red" 164 2.6% 
11 - 1. "grue"; 2. "(of hair or beard) grey" 147 2.3% cang 
12 h"':,. C I "red" 128 2.0% 
13 ' "white" 117 1.8% SU 
14 dan "red" 103 1.6% 
15 - "black" 74 1.2% WU 
16 ' hao "briqht-white" 36 .6% 
17 .. \ "deep-red" 34 .5% 11ang 
,r 
18 Ian "deep-qrue" 6 .1% 
In Middle Chinese colour terms continued to serve overwhelmingly as adjectival 
attributes or predicates and only occasionally as subjects, objects, or verbal predicates. In 
the latter half of the period they started to appear in the positions of complements and 
adverbials. Table 4.3.2.1.3 shows the distribution of colour term tokens in respect of 
syntactic functions. Certain features of the development of these functions will be 
di cussed in the next section. 
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Table 4.3.2.1.3 Frequency of colour terms in Middle Chinese literature by syntactic 
functions. 
Function Attributive Adjective predicate Subject/Object Verbal predicate Complement Adverbial 
Token 5164 784 278 85 1 2 8 
214 
Sum 
6331 
% 81 .6% 12.4% 4.4% 1.3% .2% .1% 100.0% 
4.3.2.2. DEVELOPMENT OF SYNTACI1C FUNCTIONS OF COLOUR~ IN 
MIDDLE CHINESE l1TERA TURE 
The development of syntactic functions of colour terms in Middle Chinese manifested 
itself in a number of ways. First are the two new functions mentioned above, namely, 
being used as complements ((1)-(2)), and adverbials ((3)-(5)). 
(1) Lian dou qi huang le. 
face even get-angry yellow PER/INC 
(His) face turned yellow with angry. 
(2) Zhijia ran .;:;.:..de;:;;.__-----'t;;...:;;o....:...;n;.gg..:...;;h...;:;..6..:...;;n __ t:. 
fingernail dye COM all-over red 
(Her) fingernails were coated in red. 
(3) Yanwu heitengteng zhao le miaoyu. 
smoke frost black steam steam cover PER temple house 
The temple was draped in a veil of mist. 
(4) (Tiankong) heimanman duiqt wuyun. 
sky empty black boundless boundless stack up black cloud 
Masses of black clouds were gathering in (the sky). 
(5) T6ushang huanghonghong de cha zhe chaihudn. 
head up yellow warm warm MOD stick-in CON hairpin earring 
(Her) head was adored with yellow hairpins and earrings. 
While modern Chinese and Middle Chinese display no difference in the use of 
colour terms as complements; the restrictions on adverbial function varied considerably: in 
Middle Chinese the application of a modification marker was optional; the properties 
expres ed by the adverbials did not necessarily belong to the subjects, in some cases, like 
( 4 )-(5), they were the properties of objects; and colour adverbials were exclusively XYY s 
(see 3.2.5 for comparison). 
Secondly, in the second half of Middle Chinese, verbalised colour terms, as shown 
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in (6)-(7), began to take grammatical objects inverted from logical subjects, along with the 
introduction of aspect particles le, zhe, and guo. 
(6) Furen tonghong le lian . 
female person all-over PER face 
The woman blushed scarlet. 
(7) (Women) c6ngldi meiyou hong guo lianr. 
I PL since come not have red EXP face NOM 
(We) had never gone red with anger before. 
And thirdly, most constructions of syntactic extension, collocation potential, such 
as the negation frame, modification by adjective, adverbs, or preposition constructions, 
the frame of completion, and comparison frames, had been established, although in many 
cases not identical with that in MSC in terms of components or structure. (8)-( 10) are 
characteristically classical examples, in which all underlined parts are prepositional 
constructions. In (8) wei zhi constitutes an adverbial of reason. In (9) ru dansha serves 
as a complement syntactically and expresses a superior degree comparison semantically. 
In ( 10) yu yun forms a construction of superior degree comparison. 
(8) Liu sha wei zhi dan. 
flow sand for it red 
The flowing sand became red because of it. 
(9) Hub hong ru dansha. 
some red like cinnabar 
Some were as red as cinnabar. 
( 10) Midn sha fan pu bai yu yun. 
sleep sand inundate shore white compare cloud 
The shore was inundated with motionless sand which was whiter than clouds. 
4.3.2.3. FIGURATIVE USAGE OF COWUR ~ IN l\11DDIE CHINFSE 
IITERA1URE 
While almost all figurative meanings of colour terms which had emerged in Ancient 
Chinese were still in use in Middle Chinese, some new ones arose during the Middle 
Chinese period. The following is a brief summary of the development. 
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Of all colour terms, bdi again was the most prolific one. From its colour notion, 
bdi derived a meaning of "empty" which yielded more than a dozen compounds. The 
following are some that did not make it into MSC: bdicflng "ordinary people, people 
without title" (cflng "man"); bdishi "ordinary intellectual, intellectual without official rank" 
(shi "intellectual, scholar"); bdilun "assertion without grounds" (lun "statement"); and 
bdida," "fight without weapons" (da "fight"). One nominal and two adverbial usages were 
further derived from the "empty" meaning. Being a noun, bdi meant the spoken parts in 
an opera, namely, the parts designed to be uttered not in accordance with a set tune. Such 
a usage of bdi is expressed in MSC as daobdi or shuobdi (see 3.6.1). Used as an adverbs, 
bdi meant either "give without charge", a meaning extended in MSC as "free of charge", 
that is, "take without pay" as well as "give without charge"; or "only, simply" as in 
phrase bdildi guangguang "only come to have a stroll" (ldi "come", guang "stroll"), which 
did not extend into modern times. Furthermore, bdi was adopted by Buddhism to mean 
"good" (probably derived from the meaning of honest and sincere, see 4.2.3.4 ); thus 
bdifa (fa "means") in Buddhism literature was used to refer to "good self-conduct"; bdiye 
(ye "enterprise"), "philanthropic act". 
In the case of chi, the fact that it was replaced by hong as a basic term for RED 
apparently did not prevent further derivations arising from it. Its new meaning "bare" is 
without question the semantic extension of the primary figurative meaning "absolutely 
empty". 
Hei first developed two figurative meanings in the period of Middle Chinese. One 
of them was "inauspicious, ominous". The underlying reason for this derivation is 
presumably that black is closely linked with dark, and dark always has the elements of 
unclearness, unpredictability, and potential danger. Consequently, any supposed unlucky 
day was termed heidaori (dao "road", ri "day"). The second figurative meaning of hei 
was "bad" in a sense of violating the principles of Buddhism. As a result, there was a 
word heiye as opposed to bdiye. 
It is interesting however that the antonym of heidaori was hudngdaori "lucky day" , 
not *bdidaori. This brings us to the figurative meanings of hudng. The positive meaning 
of hudng probably came from the ancient idea that yellow was regarded not only as the 
colour of the ground, but also of the centre of the universe; such associations seem to give 
yellow the connotation of stability, balance and C:Ontrol which would be normally 
favourable in achieving a positive outcome of an activity. The negative meaning of hudng 
- "failure to achieve something" -which developed in the latter period of Middle 
Chinese, plausibly stemmed from the association between yellow colour and faded 
leaves, and the association between dropping leaves with failure of a plan and 
disillusionment with life. 
In Middle Chinese, especially in the Sui and Tang dynasties, hudng also meant 
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"infant", a usage which apparently came from the compound huangkou "infant" (kiSu 
"mouth") originally denoting "nestling" as the mouths of baby birds usually appear 
yellow. 
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The figurative meaning "youth" for qing first appeared in Middle Chinese. Like its 
counterpart in many languages of the world, qing being relatable to youth is because in 
nature green and blue are the colours of growing herbage and leaves which are flouri hing 
and full of vigorous life. 
The remaining terms to be discussed are hong and z'i - the two that newly 
e tablished their basic status. It appears that, loosely speaking, hong metaphorically 
meant "womanly", and z'i, "imperial". With hong, for instance, we have cliches such as 
h6nghan "women's sweat" (han "sweat"); h6nglei "women's tear" (lei "tear"); 
h6ngzhuang "women's splendid attire" (zhuang "dress"); h6ngding "the betrothal gifts for 
the bride's family" (ding "deposit"); h6ngl6u "the magnificent chamber occupied by rich 
women" (l6u "chamber"); and h6ngyan "women's beautiful looks" (ydn "appearance"). 
With z'i, we have words like z'igong (gong "palace"), z'i)i (Ji "extreme"), z'ita (ta "door"), 
z'itdi (tdi "platform"), z'iting (ting "court"), and z'iyudn (yuan "wall") to stand for "imperial 
palace"; we also have z'ishu "imperial edict" (shit "letter"); z'idai "imperial carriage" (dai 
"wheel"); z'ili "the years of a dynasty" (li "calendar"); z'ixian "the area under the rule of the 
imperial regime" (xian "county"); z'imo "the roads in the outskirts of the capital" (mo 
"road"); and zlfang "the dwelling house of the empress dowager" (fang "room"), etc. 86 
It is quite easy to appreciate the correlation between hong and women since ancient 
Chinese women, especially those who enjoyed high social status, tended to dress 
themselves in red, make themselves up with red rouge, and decorate their rooms and 
houses with red. But the association between zr and the imperial world is not at all clear. 
Imperial palaces were usually decorated with red or yellow, and since the Sui dynasty 
emperors' garments and hats were exclusively yellow;87 purple, on the other hand, was 
just the colour of the dress of the emperor ' s attendants or officers. In other words, purple 
wa hardly among the most prominent and sacred colours in the environment of a royal 
court. 88 To account for the association between purple and royal court, therefore, we 
have to tum our attention to other aspects of social life of the Middle Chinese period. We 
86. There was a common cliche h6ngchen (chen "dust") meaning (1 ) "the place bustling with ac tivity" and (2) 
"(of Taoist and Buddhist) the world of mortals, human society" . The association between the clouds of dust and 
places crowded with busy people is pretty straightforward; reddish dust is also imaginable in areas of red so il. 
On the other hand, however, it is impossible to define the meaning of such a h6ng, or chen, separately, becau e 
the figurative meaning of h6ngchen does not come from either or both of the components , but from the 
compound as a whole. 
7. The la t emperor Pu-yi describes the dominance of the imperial yellow in the following way: "The 
glazed tile were yellow, my sedan-chair was yellow, my chair cushions were yellow, the linings of my 
hat and clothes were yellow, the girdle round my waist was yellow, the dishes and bowls from which I ate 
and drank, the padded cover of the rice-gruel saucepan, the material in which my books were wrapped, the 
window curtains , the bridle of my horse ... everything was yellow. This colour, the so-called ' brilli ant 
yellow', wa used exclu ively by the imperial household ... " (Dawson 1978:26) 
88. Except the ink paste for emperor' s eals which must be purple. 
J 
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know from history that Middle Chinese was the era during which the chief native religion 
Taoism gradually emerged from ancient sorcery, was formalised in terms of doctrine and 
canon, and eventually developed into one of the most popular religions all over the 
country. Purple was a sort of holy colour in Taoism contexts because Laozi, the ancient 
philosopher of the Spring-Autumn time who was regarded by the Taoists as the founder 
of their school, according to legend, was once accompanied by purple clouds when 
travelling. Presumably it is the enormous influence of Taoism upon the secular world at 
the time that made purple the symbolic colour of imperial power and authority (it is a well-
known fact that ancient regimes always had the tendency to identify themselves with the 
dominant religion). 89 
4.3.2.4. CONCLUSION 
In 4.2.3.5, I posited that by and large there is no significant difference between the usage 
of colour terminology in different periods of Ancient Chinese. The data of the survey of 
Middle Chinese colour terminology, however, shows a slightly different picture. Middle 
Chinese can be divided into two sub-periods -earlier Middle Chinese and latter Middle 
Chinese- roughly around 1271 AD the year the Mongols established the Yuan dynasty 
in China. In the latter period the colour term system underwent a number of changes 
which brought it closer to the modern system in some aspects. 
Firstly, 88, or 95.7%, of the 92 terms not included in Ciyuan were found in 
Shuihuzhuan and Hongloumeng only, meaning that they were very likely the creation of 
latter Middle Chinese. These new members of colour vocabulary exhibit certain 
characteristics of MSC tertiary terms: (1) all of them are compounds by combination or 
affixation; (2) most of them are offshoots of basic colour terms morphologically as well 
as, in all probability, semantically. Secondly, a number of syntactical functions began to 
be associated with colour terms in the latter Middle Chinese. And thirdly, XYY s came 
into being in latter Middle Chinese. 
4.3.3. DEVELOPMENT OF COLOUR TERMINOLOGY AFTER MIDDIE CIIlNF.SE 
The end of the Middle Chinese period and the beginning of the Modern Chinese period 
with respect to the evolution of colour terminology was, as stated at the outset of this 
chapter, conveniently defined in 1840, the year when the first Opium War broke out. 
Shocked and humiliated by a series of military defeats from 1840 onwards, especially the 
defeat in the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895, Chinese intellectuals suddenly realised 
89. In some European languages , terms for PURPLE also have the figurative meaning of imperial, royal or 
power. It is interesting to note, however, that such a meaning was derived through different schedules: purple 
used to be the distinguishing colour of the dress of emperors , kings , etc . in ancient Europe. 
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that China would be doomed if she did not follow the footsteps of Japan which had been 
for centuries the diligent pupil of great Chinese culture and civilisation, and learn 
everything modern from the West. Because of such an awakening and eagerness, the 
translation of Western works were devoured so avidly by Chinese, particularly wild-eyed 
young people that by the second half of the twentieth century Westernisation had become 
a fad in China. The most prevailing feature of contemporary Chinese literature is 
consequently the impact of Western influence upon it: from spirit to ideology, forms to 
techniques, and grammar to punctuation. Thousands of new words were created, among 
them, many are loan translations; and hundreds of old words obtained new meanings. 
The unprecedented foreign influence has even made a notable impact on colour 
terminology. 
First, the basic term system has been reconstructed, with qing being taken over by 
Iii and Ian which designate the shades of green and blue respectively, and hui assuming 
its basic status in the hierarchy. It is reasonable to assume that here we are encountering a 
typical case of social events changing the structure of language, and the language in turn 
changing the perception of its speakers. Considering on the one hand the infrequency, 
insignificance, and relative newness of Ian in the history of colour terminology, and on 
the other the lack of an equivalent of qing in English and other European languages, and 
the predominant semantic contrast between the categories GREEN and BLUE in these 
Wes tern languages, we may posit that in all likelihood both the split and downgrading of 
qing and the simultaneous and rapid upgrading of Iii and Ian were a direct result of the 
all-pervasive Western influence. Further It is worth noting that the classic Iii and Ian 
were in fact not the perfect match of English green and blue in the sense that Iii used to 
refer to gruish-yellow and Ian deep-grue (see Table 4.3.1(1)), meaning that the referential 
range of Iii had a stronger leaning towards the yellow side of the spectrum than green and 
Ian originally covered all darker shades of green; and blue. None the less, as soon as the 
equivalent relation had been established through numerous translation of literary works, 
the native designations of Iii and Ian were replaced by Western green and blue, which 
have since been conditioning the way the speakers of Chinese perceive and classify the 
green-blue area of the spectrum, as demonstrated in Chapter Two. The same argument 
goes for hui as well. It is very likely that it is the Western classification that brought hui 
into the limelight, and transformed it from a rarely used term into one that plays a 
prominent role in the colour perception process. 
On the other hand, however, the adoptive process was far from an all-round 
success, as to date three of the eleven proposed universal basic colour categories, namely , 
BROWN, PINK, and ORANGE are still calling for full recognition in the language. 
This leads us to the second major impact of Westernisation on Chinese colour 
terminology: a small group of terms has separated from the block of non-basic terms, and 
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together with the downgraded qing, has formed a sub-layer in the system. In other 
word , the traditional two level system has been broken up into a two-level three-layer 
one. 
Clo e contact with Western culture has also brought a new deposit of figurative 
meanings of colour terms to Chinese through loan translation. 
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In addition to the changes caused principally by foreign influence, Chinese colour 
terminology has also undergone other changes in modern times, of which the most 
important one is that the composition of MSC colour terminology differs considerably 
from that of Middle Chinese. In MSC, all monosyllabic referential synonyms of basic 
terms have virtually disappeared, leaving several synonymous attributive bound 
morphemes. At the same time, both the terms designating colour categories differentiated 
by degrees of saturation and/or brightness and the terms for mixed colours have a 
significant increase in number. 
4.4. SUMMARY 
After exploring the evolutionary process of Chinese colour terminology in detail, it has 
been found that the system as a whole has always been in a constant state of flux . 
Throughout the history of the language, not only have we observed spontaneous yet 
frequent disappearance of old members and emergence of new ones, but the shifting of 
semantic reference of many terms. Moreover, the features of the morphological structure 
and syntactical function of the system have also continually been changing through time. 
To sum up, let us start from the evolutionary sequence of the core of the system: the 
basic colour terms. Firstly, the present study suggests that generally speaking, the 
evolution of the Chinese basic colour term system has been extremely slow. It has taken 
more than 3,000 years for the terminology to double in number; yet among the four non-
originals, three are virtually new recruits presumably due to alien cultural influence in the 
recent 150 years or so . Secondly, as can be seen from Table 4.4 which represents the 
reconstruction of the evolutionary process, the Chinese data are partially supportive of the 
universality hypothesis as the member composition in Proto- and Ancient Chinese is 
perfectly identical with the models for Stages ma and N respectively in the proposed 
universal ordering, and the composition in MSC clearly indicates that Chinese in modern 
times has reached the final stage of the evolutionary sequence although not in full form. 
Evidence has also been offered that MSC is heading towards the complete Stage VII. On 
the other hand, however, two problems have arisen from Middle Chinese in relation to the 
evolutionary hypothesis. One is the coexistence of the term for the composite category 
GRUE and the term for the derived basic category PURPLE; the other is the delayed 
appearance of a term for BROWN which is supposed to emerge before any other derived 
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basic category. 
Table 4.4 Evolutionary sequence of basic colour terms in Chinese. 
Proto-Chinese Ancient-Chinese Middle-Chinese Modern-Chinese 
Term Caterqory Term Catergory Term Catergory Term Catergory 
hei "BLACK" hei "BLACK" hei "BLACK" hei "BLACK" 
/ 
"WHITE" bai "WHITE" bai bai "WHITE" / , bat "WHITE" 
ch) "RED" \. "RED" hbng "RED" ./ "RED" ch, hong 
/ 
"YELLOW" / "YELLOW" / "YELLOW" I "YELLOW" huang huang huang huang 
-
"GRUE" - "GRUE" zr "PURPLE" qing qing 
y 
"PURPLE" ·' "GREEN" ZI Ju 
/ Jan "BLUE" 
hui "GREY" 
In contrast to the basic terms, the profile of the non-basic members of the 
terminology changes frequently and often radically. It seems that the general tendency of 
change is reflected in a constant increase in number and an increasingly complicated 
morphological structure. Although colour vocabulary is adjective-oriented, the majority of 
its members are noun in origin. In Ancient Chinese, colour terms were exclusively 
transformed from object names through semantic derivation; while in later times, mainly 
through morphological combination and affixation. In addition, many object names have 
been compounded into colour terms as modifiers since the beginning of the Middle 
Chinese period. 
Generally speaking, the internal structure of Proto- and Ancient systems is covert 
and implicit, that is, the superordinate-subordinate relationship between basic and non-
basic terms were purely semantic without any morphological marking. Whereas in MSC, 
the basic or subordinate nature of most terms is explicitly marked by morphological 
devices. The situation in Middle Chinese colour terminology is, needless to say, midway 
between the above two. 
Syntax is usually the most stable factor in language compared to phonology, 
lexicon, and morphology. Nevertheless, changes in syntactical constraints upon Chinese 
colour terminology have occurred in all historical periods. Starting from a single pre-noun 
attributive function , colour vocabulary as a whole has gradually gained much more 
freedom in the syntactical framework. Most of its members can now function in a 
predicative position without any constraints ; and many can further serve as subjects, 
objects, complements, verbal predicates, and adverbials under certain conditions. 
With respect to figurative extension, it has been found that in principle only basic 
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colour terms were able to yield metaphorical meanings , and such derivations have been 
conditioned not only by the needs of communication and the psychological association 
between colours and natural or social phenomena, but by the culture to which they 
belong. In modern times, figurative extension has also been affected by the linguistic 
flooding from Western cultures. 
') ') ') ,... __ 
CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCLUSION 
This study has generated a considerable amount of data on Chinese colour terminology 
The composition of the system and the relations that link individual terms to one another 
within the system and to other words in the language have been investigated and analysed~ 
and the historical development of the system has been explored. This chapter is the 
summary of the major findings of the study. A number of topics for future research will 
be suggested at the end. 
5.1. REPER10IREOF CIIlNESECOWUR TERMINOLOGY 
Colour terms in Chinese are mostly nominal in origin. Ancient Chinese added 
substantially to the system often by experimenting with semantic derivation and 
transformation, that is, by first separating colour meanings from the original nouns for 
entities with distinctive colour appearances, and then replacing the nominal meanings 
totally with colour ones. In the last eight hundred years or so, new terms have been 
created mainly by various forms of combination and affixation revolving around basic 
colour terms. The major types of compounds are AC, NC, MC, DC, N-SE, and XYY. 
One of the by-products of the combination process is the introduction and incorporation 
of some non-chromatic attributes into the colour term system. 
The total number of colour terms has grown constantly through time. On the other 
hand, the elimination of old terms has never stopped, meaning that there have always been 
some terms which became obsolescent in all periods of history after Proto-Chinese. Many 
of the obsolete terms tended to be idiosyncratic and not current in literary texts of the 
period. 
There is and always has been a distinct gap between a small number of terms 
(including all basic terms) which occur universally and usually in high frequency, and a 
large proportion of the terminology with very low frequency of occurrence. 
5.2. INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF CHINESE COWUR TERMINOLOGY 
Chinese colour terminology in general consists of a set of hypernyms - that is, basic 
colour terms - designating basic colour categories on the most general level, together 
with a numerous set of hyponyms on a more specific level designating variations of basic 
categories along the dimensions of hue, brightness, saturation, and other perceived 
properties. 
Morphologically, the superordinate-subordinate relations between hypemyms and 
.. 
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hyponyms were by and large implicit in the earlier systems, and have been becoming 
more and more explicit due to the change in the formation of new terms. 
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Semantically, the basic terms have always functioned as cognitive anchors for fine 
colour classification and naming. The spheres of most hyponyms fall entirely within the 
spheres of the corresponding hypernyms. Meanwhile, the application of MCs is the 
linguistic representation of the perception of blends of colours which produce 
intermediary shades between adjacent basic colours. The differences between near 
synonyms of the same hypernym are not often readily apparent. 
The results of the MSC investigation indicate that the semantic properties of colour 
terms are usually unstable in terms of fuzzy boundaries and fluid focal points. There are 
strong grounds to assume that this was also the case in earlier stages of the system. 
The results of the MSC investigation also reveal that the classical fuzzy set 
framework is unsuitable for characterising the semantic structure of Chinese colour term 
system; rather, a more apt framework for characterisation of basic terms is the 
prototypical structure and the "pseudo-prototype" model for most terms of a tertiary 
nature. 
5.3. SYNTACTIC FUNCTIONS AND VERSATILITY OF CHINESE COWUR 
TERMS 
There are three general trends in the development of syntactic functions of colour 
terminology: the gradual increase of varieties of function; the gradual increase of overt 
grammatical constraints on derived functions; and the gradual increase of probability of 
syntactic extension. 
The primary and most important syntactic function of colour terms is to modify 
nominal elements and serve as attributives in sentences. In Proto-Chinese this was in fact 
the only function of colour terms. The second major function of colour terms is to serve 
predicatively to describe the colour state of subjects. Being predicates, colour terms 
sometimes may even function as transitive verbs and take grammatical objects. The 
semantic characteristics of such a function have, however, changed over time. Colour 
terms may also occupy the position of subject or object when colour quality is the topic of 
comment or the thing to which action or perception is directed. More often than not, 
however, when in such a position, a colour term is used metonymically. From the middle 
of the Middle Chinese period onward, colour terms have also been used as adverbials and 
complements to express the manner or result of an action. 
The potentiality of distinct syntactic function of an individual term is determined, to 
some extent, by its morphological structure, which in turn is conditioned by its semantic 
properties. The realisation of such a potentiality entirely relies upon the linguistic context 
in which it occurs. 
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The versatility of individual colour terms also varies considerably according to 
lexical constraints. At one extreme, basic colour terms can occur in collocation with 
almost any nominals; at the other, some terms like baixi "white white" and Uhei "black 
black" can only be used for little else other than skin. In practice, the interpretation of the 
meaning of a collocationally restricted term has to take account of the words with which it 
is syntagmatically connected, whether explicitly in texts or implicitly in the 
communication process. This means, for instance, one could hardly hope to explain the 
meaning of baixi and lfhei without mentioning skin. 
5.4. DEVELOPMENT OF FIGURATIVE USAGE OF CHINESE COWUR 1ERMS 
The semantic change of a colour term has normally been achieved either within the system 
by altering the location of its focus or the limits of its application, or outside the system by 
deriving metaphorical meanings from psychological or etymological associations. Some 
figurative derivations seem to conform to many languages of the world; others are 
apparently ad hoc. It is evident that figurative extension in Chinese colour terms has been 
in principle limited to basic terms only. Like colour terms themselves, not all figurative 
meanings were able to survive through time. In modern Chinese, many figurative 
derivatives are in fact borrowed from European languages, and some of them have 
undergone modification and localisation to varying extents. 
Based upon the tentative presumption that (1) the first literary citation of a meaning 
of a colour term in Ciyuan (SW 1979) indicates its earlier appearance in literature; (2) 
abstract meanings are usually derived from concrete ones; and (3) non-adjectival 
meanings are usually derived from adjectival ones, the developmental process of the 
figurative use of Chinese colour terms is summarised in Table 5.4 below. With the 
exception of the "gloomy" meaning of hui (see 3.6.5), a meaning in the Primary column 
is a direct derivative of the original corresponding colour meaning (loan translations are 
marked by (L)); a meaning in the Secondary column in an unshaded cell is a new 
derivative from the Primary derived meaning listed in the nearest above-left cell; and so 
on. The shaded cell indicates that the meaning is not a new derivation. Take the figurative 
meanings of the modern bai for illustration. Three meanings of bai - "light", "empty", 
and "reactionary" - are derivatives of its colour meaning. Of them, the first two are from 
Ancient and Middle Chinese respectively; the third is a newly introduced loan translation. 
Of the five secondary derived meanings, both the adjective "plain" and adverb 
"ineffectively" are newly derived from the meaning of "empty"; and the other three 
meanings are inherited from Ancient and Middle Chinese respectively. The tertiary 
meaning "speech of a play" is the extension of "spoken part of an opera"; and "take 
without pay", "give without charge". In practice, the last two meanings are incorporated 
into one "free of charge". 
, I 
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Table 5.4 Development of figurative use of Chinese colour terms. 
Original I Proto Ancient Middle Modern 
Term I Gloss I Primary Primary Secondary Tertiary Primary Secondary Tertiary Quaternary Primary Secondary I Tertiary 
light light light 
empty empty 
spoken part spoken part 
of opera of opera 
speech of 
play 
give without I 
charge I I I give without I charge 
take without 
bai l"white" I I I I I I I I I I I pay 
only, just 
plain 
ineffectively 
reactionary (L) 
clean 
. 
clear I clear I I lclear ' 
sincere, honest sincere, honest 
I (Buddhism)good 
to report to report 
to make things to make things 
be understood be understood 
to be rehabilitated to be rehabilitated 
dark ldark I I dark I I dark 
ominous 
hei l"black" I I I I l(Buddhism) bad 
illicit (L) 
wicked (L) 
secret (L} 
~ 
• 
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Table 5.4 Development of figurative use of Chinese colour terms (continued). 
Original Proto 
Term I Gloss Primaryt f=>rirl'l_ary 
hong I "red" 
empty 
chi I "red" 
sincere, loyal 
huangl "yellow" 
qing "grue" 
zi "purple" 
hui !"grey" I lgloomy 
taose I "peach colour" 
Ancient 
Secondary 
to have a clan 
executed 
Tertiary Primary 
womanly_ 
emQtY 
sincete, lo_yal 
lucky 
fail to achieve 
something 
infant 
youth 
imperial 
gloomy 
Middle 
Secondary I Terti~ary 
bare 
Quaternary Primary 
successful 
revolutionary (L) 
profit 
empty 
sincere, loyal 
revolutionary (L) 
fail to achieve 
something 
obscene (L) 
youth 
gloomy 
scandalous (L) 
l 
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Modern 
Secondary Tertiary 
bare 
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5.5. INFLUENCE OF EXTRA-LINGUISTIC REALITY ON COWUR 
TERMINOLOGY 
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Evidence of the influence of natural and social environment upon the evolution of Chinese 
colour terminology manifests itself in three respects. 
Firstly, it is the environment, the realm of "referents", that provides the raw 
materials to be selected, classified and elaborated upon linguistically. Throughout the 
whole history of colour term evolution it is those locally significant and visually salient 
entities, such as some minerals, plants, and manufactured items with characteristic colour 
appearance which were most likely to be taken as the referents of colour concepts and it is 
their names that were often transformed into colour terms. 
Secondly, increasing social complexity seems to have a positive correlation with the 
growth of colour terminology. 
Thirdly, close contact with dominant Western cultures over the last one and a half 
centuries has lead to heavy linguistic borrowing which has not only added many new 
figurative meanings to the colour vocabulary, but has even stimulated the change of the 
structure of the core - the basic colour terms - of the system. 90 
5.6. EVOLUTION OF CHINF.sEBASIC COWUR ~ 
Next to the generic term, basic colour terms represent the highest order in the 
categorisation of colour perception. Such a categorisation, like categorisations of any 
natural phenomenon, is subject to an ongoing adjustment for the balance between a 
maximal degree of generalisation and a minimal degree of ambiguity, since at all levels 
whether a category is ambiguous or not is not only culture-specific but time-related. The 
growth in the number of Chinese basic colour terms reflects the tendency of slow but 
constant further differentiation. 
In general, Chinese data seems to be supportive of Berlin and Kay's universal 
evolutionary ordering. On the other hand, the composition of the basic term system in 
Middle Chinese represents an exception with regard to the coexistence of a term for the 
composite category GRUE and a term for the derived category PURPLE, and the absence 
of a term for BROWN which is supposed to be the first derived category to emerge. 
5. 7. LINGUISTIC RELATIVTIY AND UNIVERSAUIY 
The results of the present study confirm to some extent the assertion that languages do not 
divide up the perceptual domain of colour in an entirely arbitrary fashion. Instead the 
90. It is interesting to note that China was under the rule of the Mongolians for about one hundred years and 
under the Manchurians for about two hundred and fifty years, yet Mongol and Manchu exerted practically no 
influence whatsoever on the Chinese language. The reason for this is presumably that it was Chinese, not 
Mongol or Manchu, that had "an overwhelming significance" as a carrier of culture (Sapir 1979:194). 
.... 
i 
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segmentation and categorisation of the colour continuum seem to be to a certain degree 
conditioned by the biological makeup of human races; otherwise there would be a much 
wider variation in colour terminology systems than is found to exist. 
On the other hand, the universally inherited ability of colour sensation does not 
mean people of all times and all cultures perceive colour in the same way, just as the 
universally inherited ability of linguistic competence and performance does not mean 
people all speak in the same tongue. We do not know the "whys" behind the diversity of 
the languages of the world; likewise, we are unable to explain the differences between the 
colour sensibility of different people. What we have reason to believe, however, is that it 
is cultural sensibility and the development of cultural sensibility, not psychophysiological 
sensibility as suggested by Bornstein and others (See 1.2.3), that affects the outcome of 
the evolutionary process of basic colour terms; and the basic colour term system in return 
reinforces the sensibility. Put another way: while all human beings with normal colour 
vision have approximately equal capacity to discriminate between different shades of 
colours, they are not equally sensitive, for some unknown reason, to all the differences. 
Verbal categorisation reflects such cultural sensibility, meanwhile it transfers the 
sensibility into cultural habits, that is, it influences the way the people of a culture 
organise the phenomena. In this sense, I maintain the notion that people see colours 
through their colour terminology. 
Verbal categorisation also reflects the change in cultural sensibility, which may be 
due to the changes taking place in the social and natural environment, or the influence of 
foreign cultures or languages. 
5.8. TOPICS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
Much work is still needed in the area of Chinese colour terminology, especially from a 
synchronic point of view. The informants I interviewed in the present study were 
exclusively well-educated young or middle-aged people with a strong urban background; 
they constituted a good sample for an MSC survey, but are by no means representative of 
the whole Chinese population. Therefore, firstly, it would be beneficial to conduct a 
survey of a similar area such as Beijing using illiterate or semi-literate people of over sixty 
as subjects on the one hand,91 and children under ten on the other, to explore the possible 
terminological and semantic changes in the colour term system over the span of a life-
time. The use of newly established BCTs Zan, lii, and hui and problematic SCTs qing, 
fen, and he of the two generations would be particularly interesting. Secondly, it would 
be productive to conduct a survey using illiterate or semi-literate people of over sixty with 
different dialectal backgrounds to examine the dialectal influence on people's colour 
91. It would be difficult to find a large number of illiterate or semi-literate subjects under sixty. 
.. 
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perception and classification. It would also be worth conducting a survey of educated 
young and middle-aged people in dialectal settings ( use local dialect as instruction 
language in interview and require responses in the same variety) to attest the possible 
variations in colour terminology between MSC and other Chinese dialects. 
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In addition, the study of the colour terminologies and their semantic structure in 
languages genetically related to Chinese should be able to provide further information on 
the diachronic development of the Chinese colour term system. 
Appendix A: Personalia of the informants. 23 1 
No Name Sex Age Education Major Schooling Native dialect Other dialect Literature 
1 Li Shabai F 42 BA Pedagogy 16 Wu(SH) MSC + 
2 Zhu Xiaonong M 38 PhD Linguistics 18 Wu(SH) MSC + 
3 He Shigang M 27 PhD Neuroscience 19 Wu(SH) MSC + + 
4 Zhang Kerong M 39 PhD Biology 18 North(AH) MSC + 
5 Wu Liping F 33 PhD Biology 17 Xiang(HN) MSC 
6 He Pinghua F 33 BS Horticulture 16 Xiang(HN) MSC + + 
7 Yang Xue F 33 PhD Computing 19 MSC + 
8 Gu Lu F 33 Polytechnic college Foreign Trade 15 Wu(SH) MSC 
9 Lin Ruiduan F 25 Polytechnic college Electrical Engineering 15 Min(XM) MSC + 
10 Guo Liping F 29 High school 12 North(NM) MSC + + 
11 Gu Ting F 28 BS Engineering 16 Wu(SH) MSC/North(HB) + 
12 Yu Jiyong M 22 BS Economics 16 Wu(SH) MSC 
13 Lin Qiao F 25 PhD Biology 18 MSC 
14 Qin Tingkui M 34 PhD Zoology 19 North(GZ) MSC 
15 Yuan Dacheng M 36 PhD Biology 18 North(SX) MSC + 
16 Feng Lintong M 34 MS Engineering 18 North(HN) MSC 
17 Kang Jianxiu F 37 BA English 16 North(JL) MSC + 
18 Chen Lianhui M 38 High school 12 Wu(SH) MSC + 
19 Huangfu Binghui F 32 High school 12 North(BJ) MSC + + 
20 Pan Shujuan F 29 Polytechnic college Chemistry 15 Wu(SH) MSC + 
21 Wang Jian M 34 PhD Biology 19 North(HB) MSC 
22 Tao Guoqing M 50 BS Biology 16 North(JS) MSC + + 
23 Wei Kejun F 29 BS Biology 16 North(HB) MSC + 
24 Mo Zhaohong F 24 BA English 16 Yue(GD) MSC 
25 Duan Yu M 34 MS Zoology 18 North(YN) MSC 
26 Jia Hongli F 36 BS Mathematics 16 North(LN) MSC + 
27 Huang Xiaozhen F 34 High school 12 North(GX) MSC + + 
28 Mo Junqin F 26 MS Toxicology 16 Wu(ZJ) MSC + 
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No Name Sex Age Education Major Schooling Native dialect Other dialect Literature 
29 Li Youzhong M 34 BS Biology 16 North(GS) MSC + 
30 Li Cuiqiu F 32 Polytechnic college Textile 15 North(BJ) MSC 
31 Wang Li F 28 Polytechnic school Nursing 12 MSC + 
32 Jiang Youying F 29 Polytechnic school 12 North(BJ) MSC + 
33 Yu Hong F 34 Polytechnic school 14 North(BJ) MSC + 
34 Tan Yifeng M 31 High school 12 North(JS) MSC 
35 Chu Baiqi F 17 High school 10 Min(TW) MSC 
36 Li Yu F 28 High school 12 Wu(SH) MSC + + 
37 Xu Zhongli M 35 BS Engineering 16 Wu(SH) MSC + + 
38 Liang Xiaoming M 35 PhD Medicine 18 North(JS) MSC + + 
39 Tian Yuan F 27 BA Management 17 North(BJ) MSC + 
40 Song Ligang M 36 PhD Economics 19 North(BJ) MSC + 
41 Zhang Mingwei M 38 MS Accounting 18 North(BJ) MSC + 
42 Xie Zhengrong M 25 High school 12 Wu(SH) MSC + 
43 Wang Ai F 31 BA Russian 16 North(XJ) MSC 
44 Chen Junqian M 27 BE Textile Design 16 Wu(ZJ) MSC + 
45 Chen Lingyan F 31 High school 12 Yue(GD) MSC + 
46 Wu Minli F 34 High school 12 Wu(SH) MSC + 
47 Tian Fuli M 33 MS Chemistry 18 North(NM) MSC 
48 An Li F 48 BS Physics 17 North(BJ) MSC + + 
49 Sun Keliang M 43 PhD Economics 19 North(BJ) MSC + + 
50 Chen Xiaohua F 38 BM Medicine 17 North(BJ) MSC + 
51 Dong Yutai M 34 MS Environment 18 North(HB) MSC + + 
52 Liu Jing F 33 MA Economics 18 North(BJ) MSC + 
53 Hu Taotao F 46 BA Russian 17 Wu(SH) MSC + 
54 Liu Min M 48 PhD Geophysics 21 North(LN) MSC + + 
55 Zhu Ming F 33 Polytechnic school Nursing 14 Wu(ZJ) MSC 
56 Xu Yuenai M 33 BA English 16 Wu(ZJ) MSC + + 
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No Name Sex Age Education Major Schooling Native dialect Other dialect Literature 
57 Shi Shengbiao M 22 High school 12 Min(FZ) MSC/Wu(SH)/Yue(HK) + 
58 Xiao Jiawen M 22 High school 11 Min(XM) MSC 
59 Luo Yongxian M 37 MA Linguistics 19 North(GX) MSC + + 
60 Li Yuguang M 37 PhD Biology 19 North(XJ) MSC + + 
61 Fei Xinhua F 39 Polytechnic college Foreign Trade 15 Wu(ZJ) MSC 
62 Zhao Kongnan M 39 PhD Biology 20 Wu(ZJ) MSC + + 
63 Zhang Jianguo M 39 PhD Medical Chemistry 20 North(NM) MSC 
64 Shang Jianping F 38 BS Chemistry 16 North(NM) MSC + 
65 Tao Zhu M 37 MS Physical Chemistry 18 North(GZ) MSC/Wu(SH) 
66 Liu Chijun M 36 BS Automatic Control 16 North(BJ) MSC + 
67 Huang Linke M 34 MS Plant Physiology 18 Yue(GD) MSC + 
68 Yuan Yuan F 19 High school 11 North(BJ) MSC/Xiang(HN) + 
69 Luo Qixiang M 44 BS Soil Science 16 Kejia(GZ) MSC 
70 Han Youyi M 46 BA English 16 North(JS) MSC + + 
71 Pang Xinhua M 28 MA English 18 North(HN) MSC + + 
72 Deng Jian M 32 MA Communication 18 North(BJ) MSC + + 
73 Ni Keping M 30 MS Biology 19 Wu(ZJ) MSC + + 
74 Zhu Zhining M 34 MS Chemistry 19 North(BJ) MSC + + 
75 Yin Qingqing F 18 High school 11 Min(TW) MSC + + 
76 Fu Midun F 33 BS Chemistry 16 Min(XM) MSC + 
77 Ke Ming M 36 PhD Chemistry 21 Min(XM) MSC + 
78 Li Peifang F 33 Polytechnic school Nursing 15 Yue(GD) MSC + 
79 Chu Baiwan F 19 High school 11 Min(TW) MSC 
Key: The left"+" below "LITERATURE" indicates the interest in the modern literature; the right , the classical literature. 
"AH" = Anhui; "BJ" = Beijing; "FZ" = Fuzhou; "GD" = Guangdong; "GS" = Gansu; "GX" = Guangxi; "GZ" = Guizhou ; "HB" = Hebei ; "HN" = Henan; 
"JL" = Jilin; "JS" =Jiangsu ; "LN" = Liaoning; "NM"= Inner Mongolia; "SH"= Shanghai ; "SX" = Shanxi ; "TW" = Taiwan; "XJ" = Xinjiang ; 
"XM" Xiamen ; "YN" = Yunnan ; ZJ = Zhejiang . 
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Appendix B: Calculation of the agreement index. 
The agreement index for each cell in the Munsell colour chart was calculated according to 
the rules to follow. The reasons for the equations should be clear by the end of Chapter 
Two. X, Y, and Z represent basic or secondary colour terms. N-SE = nominal+se 
("colour"). The difference in morpheme order is ignored. 
(1) X ~ 1 point, if X was applied by the highest percentage of the informants; 
(2) X + Y ~ 1 point, if X + Y was applied by the highest percentage of the informants; 
(3) X + Y ~ 2 points, if (1) has been applied previously; 
( 4) X ~ 2 points, Y ~ 2 points, if (2) has been applied previously; 
(5) X+ Z ~ 2 points, Y + Z ~ 2 points, if (2) has been applied previously; 
(6) Nominal+ X/Y/Z = X/Y/Z, with the exceptions of (13) and (14); 
(7) Non-colour adjective+ X/Y/Z = X/Y/Z; 
(8) N-SE ~ 3 points, with the exceptions of ( 12)"; 
(9) Non-colour adjective+ N-SE = N-SE 
(10) Non-se-suffixed term other than X, ~ 4 points, if (1) has been applied previously; 
(11) Non-se-suffixed term other than X and Y, ~ 4 points, if (2) has been applied 
previously; 
(12) Kafeise = zongse = he "brown"; 
(13) Tiehui "iron grey"= hei "black" 
(14) Yinbai "silver white" = hui "grey" 
(15) Fenh6ng "pink red" =fen "pink"; 
(16) Xueqing "snow grue" = zi "purple". 
The minimum index for a cell is 79; the maximum, 79 x 4 = 316. 
Take a relatively simpler cell-N2-as a paradigm. In the table to follow, the 
figure under "No" indicates the number of the informants who used the term or expression 
in the Naming Test. 
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Term Gloss No Index Rule 
hii "black" 40 40 (1) 
danhii "light black" 1 1 (7), (1) 
qianhii "light black" 3 3 (7), (1) 
qihii "lacquer black" 1 1 (6), ( 1) 
hui "grey" 2 8 (1 0) 
shenhui "deep black" 7 28 (7), (10) 
tienui "iron grey" 3 3 (13) 
shintienui "deep iron grey" 1 1 (7), (13) 
huihei "grey black" 5 10 (3) 
hiihui "black grey" 10 20 (3) 
shinzongse "deep coir colour 2 8 (9), (12), (10) 
zihii "purple black" 1 2 (3) 
heihe "black brown" 1 2 (3) 
zhenii "ochre black" 1 1 (6), (1) 
haihei "white black" 1 2 (3) 
Total 79 130 
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Appendix C: Calculation of the consistency index. 
The consistency index for each cell for each informant in the Naming and Grouping Tests 
was calculated according to the rules to follow. The reasons for the equations should be 
clear by the end of Chapter Two. X, Y , and Z represent basic or secondary colour terms. 
N-SE = nominal+se ("colour"). 
(1) X vs. X ~ 1 point; 
(2) X + Y vs. Y + X ~ 1 point; 
(3) X vs. X + Y ~ 2 points, if (1) has been applied previously; 
( 4) X + Y vs . X + Z ~ 3 points; 
(5) X vs. Y ~ 4 points; 
(6) X + Y vs. Z ~ 4 points; 
(7) Nominal + X/Y /Z = X/Y /Z; 
(8) Non-colour adjective+ X/Y/Z/N-SE = X/Y/Z/N-SE ; 
(9) X/Y/Z vs. N-SE ~ 3 points, with the exceptions of (11); 
(10) X + Y vs. N-SE ~ 3 points, with the exceptions of (11); 
( 11) Kaf eise = zongse = he "brown"; 
(12) Tiehui "iron grey"= hei "black" 
(13) Yfnbai "silver white"= hui "grey" 
(14) Fenhong "pink red" = fen "pink"; 
(15) Xulqing "snow grue" = zi "purple". 
The minimum consistency index for an informant is 330; the maximum, 330 x 4 = 
1320. 
The following table illustrates the consistency index of informant N o.1 obtained 
from the first eighteen cells. 
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aming Test Grouping Test 
Cell Term Gloss Term Gloss Index Rule 
Nl hii "black" hii "black" 1 (1) 
N2 hii "black" hii "black" 1 (1) 
N3 hei "black" hii "black" 1 (1) 
N4 hii "black" heihui "black grey" 2 (3) 
NS hui "grey" hui "grey" 1 (1) 
N6 hui "grey" hui "grey" 1 (1) 
N7 hui "grey" hui "grey" 1 (1) 
N8 danhui "light grey" hui "grey" 1 (8), ( 1) 
N9 qianhui "light grey" hui "grey " 1 (8), (1) 
NlO bai "white" bai "white" 1 (1) 
2.5R2 zmong "purple red" honghii "red black" 3 (4) 
2.5R3 anhong "dark red" hong "red" 1 (8), (1) 
2.5R4 hong "red" hong "red" 1 (1) 
2.5R5 dahong "great red" hong "red" 1 (8), (1) 
2.5R6 hong "red" hong "red" 1 (1) 
2.5R7 hong "red" hong "red" 1 (1) 
2.5R8 fenhong "pink red" hong "red" 2 (3) 
2.5R9 .., ' "rice colour" hong_hui "red gref' 3 (10} mise 
Total 24 
Adams, F.M. & C.E. Osgood. 
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